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Pentium

166 MHz TD-22

• Intel* 166 MHz Pentium* Processor

• 16 MB Synchronous DRAM
• 512K Pipelined Burst Cache
• intetgroph Intense 30'" 100 Graphics
W/4MB EDO RAM

• UGBlOmsEIDE Hard Drive

• 12XEIDE CD-ROM

• Microsoft* IntelliMouse*

• 2 liSB Ports, 2 Seriol Ports, 1 Parallel Port
" 15sd67 Monitor (14.0" \newoble)

$1,559.model #475

200 MHzTD-25

• Intel* 200 MHz Pentium* Processor with MMX'^Technology
• 32 MB Synchronous ORAM
• 512K Pipelined Burst Cache
• Intergroph Intense 30'" 100 Graphics w/ 4 MB EDO RAM
• 5.2 GB 10ms EIDE Hard Drive

• 12X EIDE CO-ROM

• Ensoniq'" 3D Wavetable Cord plus Amp, Speakers & Mic
• Microsoft' IntelliMouse*

• 2 USB Ports, 2 Seriol Ports, 1 Parallel Pott
• 17sd69 Monitor (16.0" viewable)

$2,329
.model #473

233MHzTD-25

• Intel 233 MHz Pentium* Processor with MMX'^Technology
• 32 MB Synchronous DRAM
• 512K Pipelined Burst Cache
• Intergroph Intense 3D'" 100 Graphics 4 MB EDO RAM
•5.2 GB 10ms EIDE Hard Drive

•12X EIDE CD-ROM

• Ensoniq'" 3D Wovetoble Card plus Amp, Speakers & Mic
• Microsoft* IntelliMouse"

• 2 USB Ports, 2 Serial f^rrts, 1 Parallel Port
• 17sd69 Monitor (16.0" viewable)
• 33.6 Baud Fcuy'Modem

$2,639.model #568

Systems include: 30-day money-back guarantee, 3 year limited WDrranty,*one year on site, Windows 95®w/30 Days Free Phone Support,
Windows'' 95 ready 104-key keyboard, tool-free mini tower cose



Live the 3D experience. Go for if! An Intergroph PC
with 3D capability doesn't cost any more than a regular PC. It's like getting FREE 3D!
But the best port - these PCs hove the Intergroph name on them. A name that means
interactive graphics.

A Graphics History. For more than 25 years, intergroph has been the
interactive graphics leader. We're experts at building computers and workstations
for disciplines demanding the highest levels of graphics performance, quality and
reliability. Intergroph computers are used for animation, military simulations, game
development, engineering, architecture and more.

Faster Graphics. Intergraph's own award-winning Intense 3D graphics engines,
including the Intense 3D 100 and Intense 3D Pro 1000, provide outstanding 2D and
3D performance. Based on Rendition's im/ l
Verite chipset. Intense 3D 100 5 WllCrC^
provides superb performance yOU'fG 90in9<
for popular 3D actian games. We'll take
Intense 3D Pro 1000 delivers vOU thcre
professional-level OpenGraccelera- " *
tion for applications such as animation, solid modeling and visualization.

Faster CPU. Intel's new 233 MHz and 266 MHz Pentium' II processors, both
featuring MMX™ technology, make ideal platforms for 3D graphics. With Intel's fastest
processors, Intergraph's 3D accelerators and the workstation-level quality only
Intergroph can deliver - you know these systems are great values!

Get It Now!

INTEi^RAPH
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Product Information Number 182

rc z'/m

266MHzTD-225

• Intel 266 MHz Pentium' II Processoi

•64 MB EDO DRAM

• 512K Pipelined Burst Cache
• Intergroph Intense 30'" 100 Graphic V 4 MB EDO RAM
• 5.2 GB10ms EIDE Hard Drive

• 12X EIDE CO-ROM

• Ensoniq'" 3D Wavetable Cord plus Multimedia Keyboard
• /Wcrosoft' IntelliMouse"

• 2 USB Ports, 2 Serial Ports, 1 Poralld Port •
• 17sd69 Monitor (16.0" viewoble)

$3,119
modal #499

Order Direct Now!
1-800-692-8069
or order on-line

www.intergraph.coni/express
Next-day shipment available.
'Sim>pimMb)liiti]ro|iCci;oraMn.Cki-iiK«maii>iyniiliemUfaiii(eRiisrangiti9u>ms 3&dn*i9Wr-Mkp(l>vdDeaciwkilecii.nd«i«niJ>tiptigBjiiBfiigda9BeiV6egiBtandHer
d>rnM laiqiiplwraa'rfc.iwiiadroiiMBrfaltgliiBiriWtiwaft >tee<r«»li«<gK.b,OMlMM<iWiaitdPBl.tMS*tgliw, lt»«ili,U3SSW(BI."ttoi««iii tetjOiidiHiiMi
Siiflatai hcatBdip>rf>mtso.i.HtoAeUS.nt,ndoRsiit^iNdwf>iM)lauiKtaPtias^MttUi!tqiitiedhadta9 U(inl»ioaaii((IRmUAt. j ni"n»m
q6mdhadniib9iidII)sonanoAdt«gn|l>Co9Eniai ThliMhuliloga.f'EnunPn. PnMii.Fe>iiinll«iegbiRdt<diwibid lW>ii.l.anAdliM(apoiaiigLHW)e6a
nfismri Kgdmoriiol HomA Cgipraiaii WTMiS loMtgniph Cunpvter SpMro I-2DS-730-S441



Perchance

to Dream

A year ago, the original boot
editorial staff gathered around the
art director's monitor, reveling in a
ripping new magazine cover. From
the blackness, a special PC was
glowing. It was our first Dream
Machine.

God, does that machine feel primitive today.
Today, an entirely different editorial staff

gathers around a new art director's monitor. We are
proudly admiring a new black cover sporting a very
special PC—a PC that glows with the Pure PC Power
that hoot was founded to serve. Dream Machine 97 is

what it's all about. A relatively attainable machine
that kicks the ass of any and all comers.

Its spec sheet alone will make any aficionado
break out in a swerve drool. 300MHz of Pentium II

love pumping through a 64MB DIMM beats down
benchmarks like nobody's business. And there's a
spare SEC slot waiting to slap any workstations that
wanna rumble. All this power plugs into your head
via a monitor and speakers that are as sharp as the
cutting edge gets.

This new-and-improved Dream Machine is rife
with hard-fought details, such as disc editor Sean
Cleveland's battle to keep the ISA bus barren. This
squeezed another 10 percent speed increase out of
the system. There was also hardware editor Andrew
Sanchez' dramatic last-minute decision to pull
Cambridge's PC Works in lieu of Altec Lansing's
latest. And software editor Sean Downey opted for
the Iomega's Zip drive over the LS-I20 (ne
SuperDrive) despite furious debate. Tech editor
Chris Dunphy pushed his dual-video card agenda
through by conceding DVD-RAM wasn't practical...
yet. Actually, everyone struggled over the DVD vs.
CD-ROM dilemma. Sorry, DVD. Maybe next year.

The new and improved hoot team made this
work of art possible. Its relentless drive and
frightening knowledge of all things PC make the
Dream Machine—and boot magazine—^what it is
today: a well-oiled machine capable of changing the
computer industry.

Thanks to you, the hoot reader, for all your
passion and support. Stick around. Dream Machine
'98 will devastate you!

Brad Dosland

Editor in Chief

NEWS

15 bOOtWire News that matter. It's a buyers market as
prices plummet (again) for all the test CPUs. Overstocked RAM
inventories mean lower prices for you. ALSO: It's not easy being
number one. Just ask Compaq. The PC giant is facing a massive
class-action suit that charges the company with misleading
buyers, selling faulty products, and bilking customers with pay-
per-play customer service. PLUS: Are we wibiessing the last
days of Apple's once-promising Macintosh platform? Recent
events paint a grim picture for the ailing company.

k:m /Vex St Mm. page 33
Gafne Ylieory Columnist T.LIam McDonald went to
E3 In Atlanta and foresaw the Apocalypse.

On tiiu < ; . . Columnist Shel Kimen has her head in
die stars and makes contact with the red planet.

.  Columnist Tom HalRiill predict the
killer app that will make the PC ubiquitous.

Tjyn ' Columnist Alex St John debuts with a

b'mely how-to guide for getting fired from Microsoft.

Glitell Columnist Jon Phillips paints a daunting
scenario for prospective boot editors.

DEPARTMENTS

5  Comm Port Readers air out the buzz via e-mail, fax,
and postcards on parchment.

12 bOOtDisc A guide to the joys of our shiny silver
platter, including: X-Com: Apocalypse, Twinsen's Odyssey,
Rebirth, Adobe After Effects 3.1, HyperWire.

15 bOOtNet It's the place to be online for Pure PC Power.

22 Pure Lust Tech toys for digital girls and boys.

54 12-Step Program and Clinic Everyone else
has one up and running; vriiy don't you? Share your most
intimate moments with the entire world. This month's

12-Step shows you how to rig your own web cam. Smilel

62 White Paper: Auio File From comer loading to
cross-over, this month's White Paper is dropping serious
audio knowledge your way and putting the bandpass back
in your enclosure.

66 bOOtWorthy: Scanners Taking images fmm
the analog world you currently live in to the digital world
you wish you lived in is a job for flatbed scanners.
These are the ones we would buy.

2  boot



Baljyte Eagle Nest, page 112

P/REVIEWS

TO Previews Rrst looks at the products and
technologies teat will change your worid...
"hi tee next new teang.

77 Reviews Alt camps a^ represented this month, with
systems based on tee P-il, K6, P200 and P233 ll/lli/IX. a
mobiie P166 MMX... and even a Penh'um 75 checking in.
Littered among this carnage are treasures such as:

• The first 10 verdict we've ever given a system.

• A summary of the best speakers we've ever heard.

• Adobe's much-awaitedAfter Effects for tee PC.

• A showdown between living iegends: Matrox and
Number Nine's newest 3D Cards.

Dream Machine 97

Our Dream Machine

is the essence of the

Pure PC Power that

boot is built upon.

Our editors have

created a hand-

built system that

outperforms any

other PC available.

o  Lip: Ted Sweeney and
James Schmalz

Unreal is the most anticipated of all the would-be Quake-/f///e/s
wating In the wings. The game's creators explain why their game
win change the way all games are built and played.

Phone-Line

Fragfests
Online gaming is unfurling in every
direction and there's no better time to

separate the killer services from the

crappy ones, and give you the straight
poop you need to quickly begin

a-dogfightin' and a-fraggin' and

a-scrahhlin'. Don't have the client

software? No proh. Simply launch this
month's hootOisc.



isn't

ead
It's just' asleep

in your garage.

Easy CD Creator

turns your scratchy

old LPs into

crystal clear CDs.

They don't make music like they used to, which is why we're introducing

Easy CD Creator'" Deluxe Edition software. Now you can enjoy the power to clean

up your old albums and record your own personal compact discs. It's loaded with

features that let you professionally digitize your music with any of today's CD

Recordable drives. Dust off your old LPs, dig out your old cassettes, and let Easy CD

Creator remove pops and scratches to uncover stunning clarity. Then immortalize it

all on CD. You can even transfer photos, scanned images and Internet graphics to CD.

Or back up your hard drive and store important files. It's easy with Easy CD Creator

Deluxe Edition. Order yours today. And start digitizing your

records. Because they don't make music like they used to.

Visit our Web site at www.adaptec.com/easycd/boot.

MSRP Only ̂ 99
Call 1-800-442-7274 ext. 8863. jVHH

^1997'AdSptae. Inc. All rtgms reserved. AdflfHee.lhe Adajtec and lag line, and Cos/CD Creator sotiware are trademarks oF Adaptec, Inc. wtilch may be r^steted In some JudsdioUons. Ourso(twwe~'^'
Is designed to assist you In reproducing materlsiin which you own the copyrl^t or have permission to copy trom the copyright owner, 'Suggcsuxl retell price U.S. oollers, subject to change without notice. .

Product information Number 87
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How Long Before ft's Too Old?
I recently moved up from a 486-lOOMHz
system to an AMD K5 PR166 with a shuttle
HOT-557 motlierboard and an Acer PCI video

card powered by a S3 ViRGE chip. I am not a
rich man and it took me five weeks to save up
for this upgrade. Shortly after my purchase
the K6 comes out. MMX chips are every
where. Klamatli kometh. How long wiU my
"plain vanilla" system last before it's upgrade
time? Are "plain vanilla" Pentiums soon to be
residents of Jurassic Park?

Paul Zabomy

Hardware editor Andrew Sanchez replies:
P/oirt-vflfiinfl Pentiums are hitting thefast road
toward extinction. At Intel's rate of price
dropping, it ivilf be almost impossible to
find non-MMX CPU-based systemsfunless
some OEM still has them in its channel

and is blowing them out at some ridiculously
low price). Most major vendors are going
with an all-MMX system line-up by year's
end. Asfor upgrading to MMX... You
should do so as soon as you fall head-over-
heals in love with an application that
absolutely requires MMX.

OpenGI is a good API, but it ivill not be in a
position to replace DirectSD any time soon. They
will likely coexist—this is a good thing. The more
choices of API. the better. (Exceptfrom the point
ofview ofthe poor sap who has to write drivers
for the damn things!)

Re-Inventing the Wheel
It seems Microsoft is telling us, "We've
invented a new wheel (DirectSD), it's square
and chipped out of stone, and we know
about steel-belted radials (OpenGL). But we're
going to force everyone to use ours because we
want to be in control!" It doesn't matter that

OpenGL is proven to accelerate 3D far better
than Direct3D ever will. Don't forget who
once said, "Who could possibly need more

3D Watermelons

I read your article about the 19 new
3D cards (hoof 11) and I'd love to see an
article about the 3D-compatib!y issue. It
appears to be useless to buy a 3D card unless
you can afford to buy a new one every three
months, until there is some sort of standard!
{OpenGL, hopefully.) Comparing 3D cards is
like comparing peanuts to watermelons. Right
now a game company has to write different
versions to support all the 3D video cards, i.e.,
MechWarrior 2. I doubt that many companies
will have the time or money to do this and
will only make one for their favorite 3D card.
So there are going to be lots of really cool
games that you can't play no matter what
card you have.

You guys have iiad a chance to play with
all the latest 3D cards. Tell me, is that a fair
analysis of the situation? Is there a standard
in sight? Will it be OpenGL?

Dennis Zeitz

Tech editor Chris Dunphy replies: Agreed.
Compatibility issues have been a thorn in the
side of3D accelerated gaming, thanks in large
part to the broken design of Direct3D. But the
first year's worth of growing pains have finally
begun to shake out the problems in Direcl3D,
and, hopejully, compatibility issues ivili start to
fade. Also, as hardware becomes more capable,
there's less need for games to try and support the
limited feature sets ofold-style 3D decelerators.
It can only get better from here.

In the meantime, your best betfor maximum
compatibility is to go with 3Djx. It has achieved
a leading position in the 3D wars, and I doubt
there will be many 3D games that are released
that have not been thoroughly tested on it. The
Rendition Verite probably has the second most
support in the industry and is also a good bet.

"The 3D revolution

is just getting started,
iet's do it right!
Death to DIrectSD!

Long live OpenGL!"

than 640K of RAM?" That was a very short
sighted comment that we are still paying for.
We can't allow them to force us into another

bad situation that will affect things for years
to come. The 3D revolution is just getting
started, let's do it right! Death to Direct3D!
Long live OpenGL!

Dennis Zeitz

Columnist Alex St. John replies: Microsofr is
already in control, whether th^ ship OpenGL
or Direct3D. It feels no competitive threatfrom
OpenGL whatsoever. There's no sigtifrcant victory
to be hadfor anybody by Microsofr supporting
OpenGL. The only feature" ofOpenGL you're
not going to get in Microsofi's 3D API is the
name. The primary reason that Microsofr merged
the Direct3D team with the OpenGL team was
because trying to have two parallel 3D APIs and
driver architectures was too conjusingfor everyone
to handle and caused a geat d^l ofinternal, as
well as external, strife.

The other major reason is that multimedia
driver problems make up 60 to 80 percent of
nearly all support calls. When a game blows, it's
almost always because ofa driver problem... and
that's just for simple 2D video drivers and joystick
stuff. Imagine what it's like for 3D drivers that are
10 times as complicated to build! Do you want
everyone to have to try to write two or even three of
them and make them all work reliably? No way.

Microsofl has no animosity toward OpenGL.
It would have been Direct3D on Wtn95 way back
when, had differences in priority between the
Win95 and NT goups been resolved. Direct3D is
just a marketing name, like Directlnput isjust a
marketing name forJoyGetPosEx, it doesn't mean
anything. Microsofr wants to give developers the

SEP 97 boot 5
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AGAINST OBSOLESCENCE. CALL NOW FOR MORE DETAILS.



WILL LET YOU RETURN
IT BECOMES OBSOLETE?

DELL DIMENSION XPS H266

266MHi PENTIUM II PROCESSOR

FEATURING MMX' TECHNOLOGY

• 64M3 EDO Memory with ECC

• 512KB Integrated L2 Cache

• NEW7GQ Hard Drive (10ms)

• WfWiOOOTX Trinitron'' Monitor

(15,9'v.i,s., .26dpj

• A/fWMatrox Millennium It 4MB WRAM

Video Card

• A/fW24X Max5 Variable CD-ROM Drive

• Yamaha 32 Wave Table Sound

• Altec Lansing ACS-490 Full Dolby Surround
Sound Speakers with Subwoofer
• NEWS6K Capable** U.S.R, x2 Modem
• Microsoft* Office 97 Small Business Edition

plus Encarta 97

• MS Windows® 95/MS IntelliMouse

• 3 Year Limited Warranty' with 1 Year
On-site'^ Service

Personal Lease

$149/Mo:
or buy today for S3349
Order Code #500817

DELL DIMENSION XPS M233s

233MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

WITH MMX TECHNOLOGY

• 32MB SDRAM Memory
• 512KB Single Bank Pipeline Burst Cache
•3.2GB Hard Drive (12ms)

• 1000LS Monitor (15,9' v.i.s.)

• NEWAm EDO ViRGE 3D Video Card

• NEW2AX Max.s Variable CD-ROM Drive

• Sound Blaster 16 WaveSynth
Wavetable Sound

• Altec Lansing ACS-30 Speakers
• NEW5BK Capable- U.S.R x2 Modem

• Microsoft Office 97 Small Business Edition

plus Encarta 97

• MS Windows 95/MS IntelliMouse

• 3 Year Limited Warranty with 1 Year
On-site Service

Personal Lease

«99/Mo:
or buy today for $2229
Order Code #500810

DELLDIMENSIONXPS H266

266MH2 PENTIUM II PROCESSOR

FEATURING MMX TECHNOLOGY

• 32MB EDO Memory'
• 512KB Integrated L2 Cache
•4 3GB Hard Drive (lOms)

• /VfWIOOOTX Trinitron Monitor
(15,9" v.i.s., ,26dp)

• WEWMatrox Millennium II 4MB WRAM
Video Card

• NEW2AX Max.5 Variable CD-ROM Drive

• Yamaha 32 Wave Table Sound

• Altec Lansing ACS-290 Speakers with
Subwoofer

• NEWb&K Capable" U.S.R. x2 Modem

• Microsoft Home Essentials plus Best of
Entertainment Pack

• MS Windows 95/MS IntelliMouse

• 3 Year Limited Warranty with 1 Year
On-site Service

Personal Lease

n29/Mo:
or buy today for S2899
Order Code #500821

DELL DIMENSION tV1166a

166MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

WITH MMX TECHNOLOGY

• 16MB SDRAM Memory

• 512K6 Single Bank Pipeline Burst Cache
•4.36B Hard Drive (lOms)

-NEWBQQIS Monitor (13.7" v.i.s.j

•2MB EDO ViRGE 3D Video

• NEW2AX Max? Variable CD-RDM Drive

• Sound Blaster 16 PnP Sound Card

• Altec Lansing ACS-90 Speakers
• NEW5BK Capable- U.S.R. x2 Modem
• Microsoft Home Essentials plus Best of
Entertainment Pack

• MS Windows 95/MS Mouse

• 3 Year Limited Warranty with 1 Year
On-site Service

Personal Lease

S79/M0:
or buy today for $1789
Order Code #500833

A little overwhelmed by the rate of technology change?

Suffering from the "fear of computer commitment?" Well, you

can breathe easy now. Because in addition to our business

lease program. Dell is now offering computer leasing

directly to home consumers on all our Dell Dimension and

Latitude LM systems. With an over-the-phone approval

process that takes less than a minute and low monthly

payments, you can get the latest technology on your desk

in a snap.

But here's the real advantage; at the end of the 24-

month lease period, you can trade your system in for a

new oner Thispracticallyguaranteesyou'il never be stuck

with obsolete technology again. And In the unlikely

event you need service, your system Is covered by our

service program for the entire lease term. Plus, as added

flexibllitY. you have the option to buy your leased system

outright at the end of the lease term, or even extend the

plan for six months!^ So call us now for more details.

D0LL
TO ORDER TOLL-FREE

800-953-7602
TO ORDER ONLINE ;

www.dell.com/buydel l
Mon-Fri 7am-9pm CT • Sat 10am-6pm CT

Sun 12pm-5pmCT In Canadarcall 800-839-0148
GSA Contract #GS-35F-4076D

Keycode #99080

pentlum*j|[

I on 24-flionth lease arranged by Dell Rnanclal Services LP. Due prior to delivery; ̂$238; "$258; '$198; "$158. No security deposit required. Subjectto credit approval and availability.
LeasetermSSirbjeCttO change.'"Some conditions apply. %x3wr^eawtlK'Cua'ar>mHUmitedW3T3ffliss.(i[»s!wiie DeHUSAl^.jm W77amv.l>^i[)eiiW3y,IWdfto.TX7eeai^!;tese'vic«priMMt>>ariridqen^iNi4iBtV7mde.M3yinit»f'ail3Uen

>24XMaiZi2XMii ttetsFCCtVesitetiesTcicCiffwint.tiO'ieie.ci'isiKtovnltaiiipeedsareiimiiKlitSZatis Upio»jspeeiissslim^iQ^6R(s Actal speedstn;i'toydeperid^ciiEnectn&tius.*Frceierds(ecitoticn]iaW

inI^eUS.cnlvsd9i>K1l9dl^I-I9evi^lkutt«ilSlltel.Uulra^!ll^Sldek^e^dP«eIvna!ete9steredII»leffiads3'dMMXis^Ir^l^dlo!lnt#ColW3tkJlMS.U7D!en.Mr(tolSS3^dt^Vvlo«!n



Junctionality they want, they'rejust too screwed
up sometimes to get it together enough to listen.

Last point, it's the same guys who make
DirecDD who would be making OpenGL if that's
the direction they'd taken. Do you really think
the change in name would have made the actual
technology a lot better?

Mister Robinson's Neighborhood
While most of Fast Forward in boot 10 is

interesting, I find fault with it for not
pointing out a major downfall of broadband:
Many ISPs still have T1 connections. What
happens when all their users have just as
much, or even more bandwidth? Sure, ISPs
will upgrade, but can the Internet really
handle 20 million people sucking down
9Mbps? Upgrade, upgrade, you say. But
there's a limit. 1 suspect we will never get
9Mbps per user as long as all data is routed
over backbones. Now if we had a true

network, where everybody helped carry the
data load passing through their area....

Alan Robinson

Executive editor Jon Phillips replies: By the
time broadband is truly broad (three toJive years
at the earliest), competition will force all ISPs to
pay for T3 (45Mbps) backbone access. Since the
largest backbones are upgrading all the way up to
622Mbps, they'll be more than ready to support
cable and DSL solutions, boot's Telco Jiiends are
quick to point out that slow servers, not backbones,
are the bottleneck scourges of the Internet.

Why exactly would you want to do everything
within your browser? Power users can deal
with starting an FTP program to download
files, especially if the program offers useful
features such as dowiiloading entire directory
trees or resumption of broken downloads. I
don't spend all day on the net, and I look
toward the encroaching browser-as-desktop
way of life with horror.

The latest version of Win95 requires that
you install Internet Explorer. It is not optional.
What if I don't have an Internet connection?

What if I don't want /E? If Win98 just
becomes a browserfied Win95, you can bet
that I, for one, vkill not be buying it.

Alan Robinson

Executive editor Jon Phillips replies: Microsoji
is betting a lot of fumbling newbies will embrace
the new browser-style system navigation in
Windows 98—it's apparently more intuitive
than Xerox PARC's original folder paradi^n,
which we see today in the Macintosh and
Windows OSes. While you will indeed beforced
to install Internet Explorer (you already have to
in Win95), the ominous browser/desktop shell
will be optionol. For the record, the browser was
always intended to be a megaclient app that
offered HTTP, FTP, e-mail, and Telnet via a
single interface. Likewise, hypertext was never
intended to be web-specifc. It's a universal
model for information retrieval, and it could
well have been Windows' originol model in an
alternative universe.

Cache and Carry
when will manufactures start making mother
boards that address more than 512K of onboard

cache? I heard that Intel's Klamath could

access up to 1MB of cache. Is this true? I saw
motherboards back in December of 1996 that

support up to 4MB of 12ns cache and processor
speeds of up to 266MHz. All this when Intel,
AMD, and Cyrix were only dreaming of
motherboards so capable. In my eyes, Intel is
going to lose all its customers to new-and-
better processor companies by the year 2000.
When Intel brings out its new Pentium II with
MMX running at the same CPU speed or
maybe a little faster, other companies are
coming out with CPUs doing 500MHz. If Intel
wants to keep up in the race it will have to
release its new CPUs all at once and offer a

variety to choose from.
Intel is very stable right now, but when

other companies are going to be releaseing
700MHz to 800MHz, Intel will only be
putting out their 500MHz, 533MHz, and
566MHz systems. Intel needs to plan, because
people aren't going to wait around for some
thing that's already out and ready to roar.

Michael

Hardware editor Andrew Sanchez replies:
There are three reasons why many motherboard
manufacturers haven't gone past the S12K limit.

First, Intel's 430VX, HX, and TXpractically
dominate the Socket 7 motherboard PC/set scene.

When the market leader soys it's only going to
support 512K of12 cache, there's not much you, as
a motherboard manufacturer, are going to soy or
do. Sure, you can go with alternate PClsetsfrom
ALi, SiS, or VIA, but do they have the infra
structure and technical support to handle millions
ofboards?

Intel also owns the Pentium Pro/Pentium II
motherboard chipset marketplace—so don't even
go there!

Second, supporting gobs of12 cache is very
differentfrom actHfllly getting those gobs ofcache to
work on motherboard systems. Many manufac
turers u^'ve spoken to haven't been able to get 12
cache past 512K on an Intel/x86 system, resulting
in unreliable behavior and system crashes. Is this
something to which you, as a motherboard
manufacturer, are ivilling to commit tech support?

Third, there's an intimate relationship
between the amount of 12 cache you have and
how much system RAM you have. While the
latter depends greatly on operating system,
PCIset, and BIOS settings, as a general rule: if
you have anywherefrom 16MB to 32MB of
RAM, 256K should be sufficientfor optimal
cache performance. Ifyour RAM situation is
between 32MB and 128MB of RAM, 512K is good
fesperioliy if you're running Win95). Systems
pushing 128-t-MB should have 1MB of L2 cache,
while 256+MB ofsystem RAM should have 2MB
of 12 cache.

Ifyou're running this much memory and L2
cache, you should be running a true 32-bit OS
such as WinNT. As you can see, large L2 cache
works best ifyou have lots of memory and the
right OS.

Waitin' and Debatin'
for Oh So Long
Can you verify the 440LX chipset release date?
I've been waiting forever for diis. I think AGP
is far more important to gamers and graphics
types than the addition of MMX to the P-Pro.

Roger Willioms

Hardware editor Andrew Sanchez replies:
By the time you read this, the 440LX PC/set ivill
be appearing on a Pentium Pro/Pentium II
motherboard near youfrom all the major
vendors, olongside AGP video-card chipsetsfrom
ATI, NVidia, and others. Motherboard vendor
Tyan has told us that we'll be seeing AGP boards
in August, and we're already being accosted by
major system manufacturers eager to show off
their AGP systems.

Scared of Windows?
In Tom Riegsecker's letter (boot 11), he says
that we "power users" say Windows 95 is
"complicated, slow, buggy, and resource
hungry." This is true. If Tommy can prove me
wrong, I'O give him a shiny nickel so he can
go buy some more memory. I have a fast
computer for one reason, to run my apps as
fast as possible. If I have to subtract lOOMHz
from my Pentium 200 for the OS, then DOS
is faster.

Many OSes are faster and better than
Win95 and DOS. Linux is a great example. It
is unpowerful users such as you, Tom, who
keep more OSes being written like this. A
good operating system doesn't need to "learn
that 1 always want my windows 200x300 after
I do it three times" and it certainly doesn't
need to slap all of its devices in the same
layer, let them battle it out with eachother,
and then hiss at developers for bugs that you
could have easily had the OS stamp out.

A couple of other things, Tom: If it wasn't
for us "weenies" and "morons" reading boot
and knowing computers; you'd be running
CP/M and you'd like it.

Space Cowboy

33.6 '96 = x2 '97
I just read the letter slamming x2 modems
(boot II). A few years ago everybody had the
same gripes and snide remarks about 33.5Kbps
technology: now you can't even buy a modem
below that speed.

When I lived in the middle of town (inside
the boundaries of the central switching area
for Ameritech) I routinely got 31.2Kbps to
33.6Kbps hookups with my Coiorier modem.
Now that I've moved to the 'burbs, the best I
can get is 26.4Kbps. Why? Because I'm in a
different switching area, and because of the
old local switching unit in the subdivision.
The phone company has said that a
conditioned line will take care of that,
providing a direct connect to the central
switching station again—once the box in
the subdivision is upgraded. I can wait, and
will gladly pay the $2.95 extra a month.

The U.S. Robotics Sportster is the best
commercial-grade modem available, and
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the Courier's the best professional one available.
I am service manager for a VAR, and repair,
build, and advise customers on this stuff. A
lot of people have an axe to grind with USR for
being successful, but I've seen too many of the
"other" brands fail right out of the box to
ever recommend anything other than USR.

BTW, does the author think things will be
any better with Rockwell's K56Flex hardware?
Get a grip, dude.

John Hull

Executive editor Jon Phillips replies: Line
conditions aside, neither technology seems to
outperform the other. The consumer question
really comes down to ISP support, and for now,
USR has the upper hand. Both camps are
currently launching massive ad campaigns to
popularize their modems. Rockwell is even
paying for television spots and billboards
promoting K56Flex. Strange. A lot of money is
being spent to boost brand names that have a
shelf life of less than one year. In early 1998 the
International Telecommunications Union will

ratify a single standardfor 56.6Kbps throughput.
Rest assured, the standard will be identified by

Tech editor Chris Dunphy replies: Heather,
you should applyfor a job at Matrox, you preach
their gospel even better than they do. The
Mystique is indeed a dam nice DOS and
Windows 2D card, but it is nowhere near the
same league as 3Dfx when it comes to 3D
acceleration. Ifyou are getting washed out colors
(a green tint?!} and slowerJrame rates with a
3DJx, then there mi4st be something seriously
wrong with your system.

Blurring effects annoying?
Bilinear-filtered textures don't reduce the

amount of information you see, and, in fact,
increase the apparent resolution of textures by
interpolating and anti-aliasing the texture maps.
The only defense Matrox can offer to this is to
use higher res texture maps to begin with, which
jew games do.

Asfar as I'm aware, only the Mystique-
enhanced versions o/Moto Racer and
MechWarrior do iJtis—and they still don't look
as good as on cards that providefiltering.

The otherfeature that will really kill the
Mystique is its inability to do transparencies.
This has not mattered much in the past, but the
next batch of ultra-impressive 3D games such as

7 have a fast computer for one reason,
to run my apps as fast as possible If I
have to subtract WOMHz from my Pentium
200 for the OS, then DOS is faster."

numbers and letters, not a cute branding device
thatfavors any one company. Then the modem
war will be over.

Loving the Mystique
I am replying to Matrox's rebuttal in boot 10.1
have to disagree with Jason's assessment of the
3D6c Voodoo. I tried all the 3D cards a few

months ago, except the 306: (due to the high
price), but returned most of the cards due to
incompatibility or slow performance. 1 expected
to return the Mystique, since 1 kept reading
how inferior it is. Wrong! It was by far the best
of the three. It's the fastest in Win95 and in

DOS with all my games. We tried the Monster
3D 3D6c Voodoo.

Boy what a letdown!
It installed like a dream, but it's slower in

Hellbender and Monster Truck Madness than the

Mystique! The firame counter stayed around 15
to 25 on the Mystique, and the 3D6c was around
8 to 22. The colors on the 3Dfx were really
washed out too. (Rendition made everything
look green). The blurring effects were really
annoying. Next we installed ClQuake, and were
again very disappointed! It was so blurry. 1 was
dying to see the detail in the handsome hairy
shambler, but he just faded away and looked
like a smooth greaseball!

Heather Walton

Forsaken (see the preview on page 74), Out Of
The Void, G Police, and many others make
heavy use ofalpha blending to achieve some eye-
popping special effects. I will be amazed if these
games run at all, much less look good, on
Matrox's current generation of 3D hardware.

Asfor your obsession with that handsome
hairy shambler (a.k.a. Brad Dosland}... Well, I
don't even want to go there.

Linux Redux
I disagree with boot's constant preaching of
the wonders of NT.

NT is a kludge, just not as much as
Win95. The eventual unification of Win95

and WinNT will move computing along, but
we'll still be running a generally bad OS. A
good alternative, for those who don't want to
shell out a couple hundred extra bucks for
NT, is Linux.

Pros of Linux: 1.) It's free. 2.) It's stable. 3.)
It runs on any x86 system, 386sx and up
(there are ports for other platforms, but that's
a whole other letter). 4.) Unlimited, free tech
support from hundreds of helpful Usenet and
IRC experts. 5.) Tons of software (much of it
free.) 6.) Not as hard to use as you think. 7.)
A charismatic figurehead who actually
participates in the OS's development.

delocke

I'd like to reply to the reader in boot 10 about
the 64-bit Linux OS. Linux does have a 64-bit

version, but it only runs on the DEC
Alpha chip. The versions that will run on an
Intel chip are only 32-bit. He's referring to a
proposed OS that we power users could
appreciate. One that is 64-bit—or even 128-
bit—and OpenGL. I've heard rumors that
Microsoft is working on a 64-bit version of
Windows for the Merced release. If true,
they'll probably screw it up and make it back
ward compatible. I'm in the process of finding
info about the development of an OS Kernel,
which is why I'm interested in Linux and
would love to coordinate with other boot

readers to develop a proper OS.
Steve Paul

I'm Not a Doctor, but...
In Shel Kimen's column in boot U ("When
Push Comes to Shove"), she has a temper tan
trum when the American Medical Association

suggests that medical advice given over the
Intemet have some boundaries. Of course there

should be boundaries for this kind of advice. It

should be monitored and regulated.
She also blathers on about how

aspirin and Midol do not have
the warning that the AMA suggested
should be put on medical Intemet sites.
Of course they don't, they're regulated by
the FDA.

Zachary Taylor

Columnist Shel Kimen replies: With
regard to the AMA, we differ in opinion.
Midol was an extreme example ofa very
serious problem with our pharmaceutical

industry—J was merely pointing out
an absurdity to conjront an absurdity.

The issues raised by Shel Kimen in boot 11 are
the same as those that created the Intemet:

control of information sources.

Attorneys have a vested interest in the
consumer not going to the law library and
reading the books. CPAs get big bucks for
reading the tax code and telling folks how to
dodge the tax man. Doctors don't want an
educated consumer because it would mean

they'd have to stay abreast of changes. And
HMO's don't want customers asking questions
about treatment plans; just take the pill and
don't come back real soon.)

Media conglomerates want Push tech
nology. It simplifies the marketing of stuff.
I'm glad someone is asking questions about
Push(ers) value to the consumer and whether
the technology even works.

John Oram

Am I missing something here? Shel Kimen's
the first person I've seen who has talked
about what "they" are trying "push" down our
throats. But then again, we Americans are
lazy and like to have world affairs fed to us,
preferably in small "bites." The Intemet is the
greatest thing to have happened to citizens of
the world since satellite TV, which crossed all
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borders and made it impossible for govern
ments to spoon-feed us! Let's not take a step
backward. Next thing you know, the FCC will
require that everyone get a license in order to
have a web site.

Raymond Cain

SDmania
More 3D please! boot is the only mag dealing
with the subject, but with so many products,
specs, and new specs coming out almost
weekly, I'm getting confused. Will the new
boards providing AGP support still give
fantastic graphics on older motherboards.^ Will
all these new cards support Direct3D 5.0? Hop>e-
fully, boot can sort the cream from the crap.

Pflwl Luchette

Tech editor Chris Dunphy replies; Let's clear
up some conjusion about AGP. AGP provides a
direct path between the graphics chip and main
system memory. AGP ivill alloiv graphics cards to
take advantage of huge amounts oftextures, and
will mean graphics cards require less onboard
memory and will therefore cost less. To take
advantage of AGP, your nwtherboard must support
it, and you must have an AGP slot to plug in these
new hoards. An AGP board ivon't fit in a PCI slot.

Also be aware that ail AGP implementations
are not created equal. Some ofthefirst graphics
chips coming out that claim to be AGP-ready in
fact implement only a subset of the spec. Only
chips that support AGP 2X (133MHz} with
sideband addressing will really be able to take
advantage of the advantages that AGP offers.
The ATI Rage Pro chip is thefirst to support this
full AGPfeature set. but others will follow.

The other thing to watchfor is the memory
bus speed in the system. Even if the graphics
chip is talking at I33MH2, there may be a
bottleneck if the main memory is running at

to pump IGOfps. And on one of the cards it
said that it was going to have 12K of onboard
cache. Is this going to speed up the fps on this
card? In the new computers are they going to
put a new bus on the motherboards coming in
1998? When are they going to bypass the x86
architecture and start making the apps on a
new architecture?

Michael L Bums

Tech editor Chris Dunphy replies: The speeds
you're referring to are the speeds at which the
graphics chip talks to the onboard memory. The
fastest boards available now max out talking to
lOOMHz SGRAM, but over the course ofthe next
year SDRAM speeds may double.

AGP, on the other hand, runs at either
66MHz or 133MHz, referring to the speed that the
graphics card can communicate with the main
memory. AGP is a new bus, and future
motherboards will likely sacrifice a PCI or ISA
slot to provide an AGP slot.

Sounding off Against The Saint
1 subscribed a couple of days ago and really
like boot... especially the interview with
Microsoft's DirectX architect, Alex St. John
{boot 04,05). Some might say his group
bulldozed 3D sound. In fact, 1 believe their
actions have actually delayed, rather than
helped, the overall incorporation of low-latency
technologies into Windows.

Bo Gehring

Columnist Alex St. John replies: TTiere's no
chance whatsoever that the DirectX effort in any
way impeded getting real-time support into the
OS. Ifanything, we were its sole champions.

iTtere'd be no 3D audio solution offered by
Microsoft if DirectX hadn't existed. Bo may not
be pleased with the way DirectSound3D evolved

"By this point I was ready to kill...
I've been lied to repeatedly and Jerked
around like a fish on a line. A damn
supercomputer wouldn't be able to
wash away the bad taste..."

66MHz. Once Intel ups the system bus speed to
JOOMHz (rumored to be coming in Deschuetes),
AGP has the potential to reallyfly.

Rest assured that boot will remain the ultimate

resourcefor the best info on 3D accelerators. We
won't let no crap get through.

High-Speed Buses
1 read in boot 11 that the new breed of video

cards will be running their SDRAM at a speed
at I33MHz up to 206MHz. Is that just the chip
speed or the bus speed? Are the new AGP
buses going to nm at the same speed as their
chipset? It also says that one new card is going

at Microsofi, especially ifit didn't require any of
his patents, but I'd be very interested to hear him
make the case that something else, or something
better, would have come along if DirectSound3D
hadn't been made.

Ifyou think Direct3D is a headache, you
should see the stuffthat didn't get past me.

Beam Me Up, Scotty
Can you please please please include Netscape
Communicator on your bootDisc? Some people
(such as myself) don't want to spend a half
dozen or so hours downloading it.

Mory Harvey

Disc editor Sean Cleveland replies: We wish we
could. Netscape is very onal concerning its sojhvare
licensing and prefers that it be downloaded directly
from the Netscape site. Thisforces people to use a
competitive browser in order to get to the site. It
must work for them thougfi...

Waiting for the New Millennia
My gripe is with Micron and its new
Millennia MME w/Sonic Fusion 3D. 1 ordered
one on June 9. Micron said it would ship on
June 30 and I'd receive it on July 2. When it
didn't ship on June 30,1 called and was told
that the CD-ROMs were out of stock and it
would ship July 7. Again it didn't ship and
again 1 called. This time I was told that because
of the backlog, they were having trouble getting
them out the door and it would ship at the end
of the week. The customer service woman even

asked if I'd like her to call to confirm the ship
date. By July 11—after no phone call—I was
more than a little miffed. So I called again and
was told there was a good chance it would ship
that day. I was told to call back before 5 p.m.
and verify. 1 called back and this time was told
that the model 1 had ordered more than a

month ago was not even in production yet.
They were still working out some problems
and it may ship at the end of next week.

By this point 1 was ready to kill (if only you
could reach out and touch someone). I've been
lied to repeatedly and jerked around like a fish
on a line. A damn supercomputer couldn't
wash away the bad taste I have after this exper
ience. 1 must say that my ordeal does make
sense if you consider Miaon's advertising
campaign about building a bridge to the 21st
century. CaU us when you get there. By then
the computer should be built and ready to ship.

Walter legge

A Micron representative replies: After extensive
investigation, it has been discovered that the
reason for this customer's delay was twofold:
First, the Sonic Fusion upgrade is a new product
to Micron and required additional testing, which
is common when bringing cutting-edge technology
to the market. This is why Micron works with
"estimated" ship dates. The second cause was a
CD-ROM shortage experienced by Micron. It has
been confirmed that the customer's order shipped
on July 16 with free next-day service, in an effort
to cultivate a positive relationship.

Incidents such as this are reviewed to ensure

that other customers do not experience U similar
situation. Micron understands the importance of
living up to commitments and extends its
sincerest apologies to Walter.

^at, Copy, Paste
le Micronics M55Hi+ reviewed in hoot U has

tree ISA slots, not two as reported.

le URL for Forgotten Realms: Bcldur's Gate
[(previewed in boot 12) should have been listed
us www.dragonplay.com.

}rhe C6 CPU mentioned in toofll's cover
feature is made by IDT, not ITC.
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This month's bootOisc interface goes pure 32-bit. This means you'll need at
least Win95 to run the interface. The bootDisc is rinally fully NT-compatible.
Don't worry, 16-bit users. To install a demo from Windows 3.x, use the File
Manager and launch the file from the Location section below.

Marketplace

ON THIS MONTH'S DISC:

To use Uie bootDisc,

place it in your CO-
ROM drive and the

menu above will

automatically pop up.

if it doesn't pop up,
open Explorer via the

Start button, click on

your CD-ROM drive

and double-click the

'Starl95.exe' file.

Now it's boot's turn to show the world Just what
Pure PC Power is. The 1997 Dream Machine is all

of that (and a bag of spare chips). Be sure to
enter our contest to win this Dream Machine.

Simply click on the middle of the rotating disc in

the main interface to find the secret screen that

will take you to a classified page on the bootNet
web site for your chance to enter the contest.

If you're really lucky, boot will be stuffing

your stocking this Christmas.

Adobe After Effects

Wilti Alter Effects you can creates special

effects and 2D animation, tt also features

unlimited-layer compositing.

Requirements: 486 witti 16MB of RAM and
26MB of hard disk space.
Demo includes ttie features found in the full

version, except Save and Render. The Tutorial
is in the AftrEfctXWintutor directory.
From Adobe for Win95.

lj)cation: AftrefcttSetup.exe
See the review on page 61.

tS?

Kill's Photo Soap's intuitive, easy-to-use
interface allows anyone to perform sopliisti-
caled image editing functions. Coiorfui con

trols and animated tools allow instant crop
ping, touch-up, and color correction.

Requirements: This demo requires you to be

online and will take you to MetaToois' web

page for an online demo of Soap.
From MetaCreations.

Location on the Web:

vww.metatools.com/soapflndex.hlml

See Uie review In an upcoming issue.

From SVGA graphics to hand-painted

characters, Sierra has updated and

re-engineered their RPG engine.

Requirements: Pentium 60MHa with
16MB of RAM and 2SM8 of hard disk space.

This sample contains a large portion of the
eastem coast of Antara, with towns, farms,

people, creatures, and fights.
From Sierra On-line for Wln95.

Location: AntaraVSetup.exe

See the review on page 106.

Strap on your iieimel and race these high-
powered real-iife Formula One race cars In

this hardcore racing sim.The slew of exten
sive stalistics is based on actual Formula

One data and. as a bonus, all 17 Formula

One tracks are accurately modeled to the
smallest detail.

Requirements: 488 66MHz with 8MB of
HAM and 12MB of hard disk space.

From Eldos inleractive for DOS & Win95.

location: Powerf1\5etup.exe

See the review on page 109,

MntpagesportS^

'98 ^

BASEBALL PRO
This baseball sim includes die Camera

Angle Management System with 10 all-new

pre-set camera angles for easy viewing. The
game includes 28 Major League ballparks.
Requirements; DirectX 3.a, 60MHz Pentium

16MB of RAM and 42MB hard disk space.

This is 3-lnnlng demo contains all player

animations rendered to 16 frames.

From Sierra for DOS S Win95.

Location: Fps_bb9S\5eiup.exe

See the review In boot 12 on page 105.

Re Birth
RB-338

Two silver synths and a black drum

machine. Two pieces of classic analog syn
thesizer hardware reincarnated as software.

All the quirks and subtle quatlUes of analog

synths coupled wilh the convenience of
modem computers. Yet with that unmistak

able analog sound.

Requirements: Pentium TSMHzwIth 1GMB

of RAM and 5MB of hard disk space.

From Steinberg forWin95.

Location: Rebirth\Setup.exe

See the review on page 87.

m

Pilot a 21sl century attack helicopter aiicl

drive the next-generation battle tanki This

real-time 30 game looks great yet doesn't

require a 3D card.

Requirements: Pentium 90MMz with 16MB
of RAM and 40MB ol hard disk space,
This demo contains both the normal and a

3Dfx version.

From Blue Byte for DOS & Win95.

Location: Xassault\Sctup.exe

See the review in boof\2 on page 94.

mss&

Twinsens's Odyssey Take a voyage on a 3D
action-adventure with over 60 hours of

gameplay. Pilot Hying dinosaurs, dune bug

gies and spaceships to explore over 200
stunning environments on three planete. Use

quick reflexes, Ingenuity and magic to save
tfie planet from invading aliens.
Requirements: Pentium with 16MS of RAM

and 25MB of hard disk space.

From Activision forWin95.

Location: TwinsenslSetup.exe

See the review on page 94.
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Are you a blood-thirsty gaming hound who

hungers for interactive action? Do you long for
late-night sessions with a worthy opponent who

challenge your maniacal nature? Do you have

the nerve it takes to keep up with fragmasters
the world-over? Here you'll find everything you

need from the hottest gaming services talked

about in the Multiplayer Feature. All of it is gath

ered here, in one piace, so you can spend more

time gaming and less time dredging.

Pure bootMarking Power. The bootDisc is now

armed with all the information you need to run

the bootMarks. We've added step-by-step text to

make sure the results you get are correct and
full explanations so you understand why we use

each one.

What good are tests if you have nothing to com
pare the results to? Here you'll learn what the
meter is all about and how it's implemented in a

system review. Also included is the range of
numbers we use to score a system. Have
questions? After reading this you won't

HypaiWire is for building iitoractive web
content, no knowledge of Java required. It's

Ideal for Intranet developers.

Requirements: Pentium with 16M5 of RAM

and 26MB of hard disk space.
This Test Drive is a 30-day, lime-locked ver

sion of the full shipping version. Be Pabent:

Setup takes a few seconds to start.
From Kinetlx forWinOS.

Location on the Disc: Hyprwjre\Setup.exe
See the review on page 90,

Legacy of ffayn contains 170 enemies and 21
spells—each with a unique bloody graphic,

100,000-plus screens and 120 hours of full-
motion 3D animation..

Requirements: Pentium with 16MB of RAM

and 25MB of hard disk space.
NOTE: May not work with Matrox

Millennium cards.

From Activision for DOS & Win95.

location on; Kaindemo\Setup.exe
Not reviewed In this issue.

With Magix Music Studio, you can add

numerous effects, speech and songs, inte

grate MIDI flies and record the new mix
directly onto your hard disk. All on 4 tracks

and in DAT-quality up to 48kHz.
Requirements: 486 with 16M6 of RAM and
10MB of hard disk space.

This demo is save-disabled.

From Magix for Win95.

Location: Magix\Setup.exe

See the review on page 96.

There's no need to learn HTML or master

complex applications. PageMillhas all
the tools needed to create and deliver an

attention grabbing, well-designed site.

Requirements: 486 with 16MB of RAM
and 8MB of hard disk sgace.
This trial version is fully functional
for 15 days.

From Adobe for Win95 & NT 4.0.

Location: Pagemill\Setup.exe

See the review on page 107.

X-COM:Apocalypse's turn-based combat
engine has been improved so you can see
ani,ations of all your X-COM agents running,

crawling and kneeling in fluid animated

motions. Gravity has been added and walls,

floors and ceilings react the same as you'd

expect in the real world.
Requirements: Pentium vidth 16MB of RAM
and 20MB of hard disk space.
From MicroProse for DOS & Win9S.

Location: XcomapoG\Setup.exe

See the review on page 106.

m s

This demo version of the multiplayer sequel

wasn't available at review time.

Requirements: Pentium 90MHz with 16M8
of RAM and 12MB of hard disk space.

This demo includes one cooperative
mission and one melee mission. Botii

missions can be flown in either Uie X-Wing

or TIE Interceptor, in either solo mode or

with other players.
From LucasArts forWinSS.

Location: XwingtieiSelup.exe

Seethe review in boo/11 on page 80.

boot MicroCinema

This month's MicroCinema

Includes movie previews of some of

the hottest games that'll be lighting
up your CRT. Media Station's
Extreme rectfcs takes you to a

future where coolar crystals are

word) dying for. Wanna get pumped?
Peek at the Intro to Activlslon's

Heavy Gear to see what lies ahead

for reckless gear pilots. All the fuss
about MMX is justified by our reel or
Epic MegaGame's Unreal, and

Bullfrog's Dungeon Keeper preview

shows off a little of what to expect in

this excellent underground affair.

'•Sj

Extreme Tactics

Dungeon Keeper

Heavy (lear
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His Classmates Voted Him Most XikeljTo Succeed, fei

'Wbiat Went Wxong?

POS
Find wt at wvtfw.gojfostal.ccoii

Download the fxee mini demo on out website ox

call 1-888-797-5867 fox a fullj loaded demo disk (use tke code
woxds "gas cliambex"). And j'eab., tkexe is a ckaxge -

but don't go Postal - it's onlj S bucks.
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BEFORE YOU BUY ANY

COMPUTER. SYSTEM

COMPONENT OR PIECE OF
SOFTWARE. GOTO

WWW.BOOTNET.COM

WE HAVE FULL ILLUSTRATED

REVIEWS OF EVERYTHING

WE'VE EVER REVIEWED,

Don't be fooled: The world of computer shopping is fraught with shady
hucksters who would sell you slllcone Implants if they thought they'd fit
in a PCI slot Protect your money with a trip to the bootNet's incredible
P/Reviews database. Finding the perfect hardware and software for the
right price is Just a mouse click away.

STEP1: Define your
search terms, if you're
looking for a review of a
specific product, you can
enter its name and manu

facturer. if you're looking

for only the best gear, you
can search for items that

won our Kick-Ass award,
or anything that received a

particular rating or higher. If
you simply want to window
shop, hit "Most Recent" for
reviews from our most

recent published issue.

STEP 2: Pick your
poison. After you've set our

database a-churnin', you'll
quickly receive a list of
everything we've pre

viewed, reviewed, and
deemed bootWorthy
according to your specific
criteria. Hit the product
name for a direct link to

our coverage. Hit the man
ufacturer's name for a

direct link to its web site.

11

KOJKfHEIACS
ONTHElAtEST

KWOVWPE
ANOMW

THEAEneST
SOFTVfARE

0U7FW

ASPW

qhd oro eoBTO

Search the P/REVIEW5 Oatabase

b««cv«r4ic( QSQIHEll in

SfltryDau QSSQ36] BB

t  t a* «

P/Rev ew8 Database Search Reau tsboonvortf?;

rT/mrrrm

STEPS; Once you hit the name of the product, a new browser window will open featuring ail the text and
screenshots that were published in the original issue of boot We spare no details. You get full reviews, and for
desktop systems and notebooks, you get full bootMarks, specs, parts lists, beauty shots, and gut shots.
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CPU Prices Tumble Yet Again
AMD keeps pace with Intel's latest cuts
lust last June, Intel announced price reduc
tions across its entire processor line-
except the Pentium II. Now, reflecting a
planned increase in production, Intel will
drop the price of its P-11 BOOMHz processor
from $1,900 to $830 starting in August.
Prices have also been shaved across the

entire Pentium II line, the P-11 266 felling
from $775 to $650, and the P-ll 233 from
$636 to $520, representing reductions of 16
percent and 18 percent respectively.

Blue Light Special
Boosts DVD Capacity
and Speeds
By using blue lasers, Hitachi
plans to triple the current
data capacity, and speed up
access times by 5x for DVD
drives. The shorter wave

length of the blue light
source is capable of reading
data at a much finer resolution. Current DVD-

ROM drives hold 4.7GB single-sided and 8.5GB
on double-layered discs. The new technology
will store 14GB and 25GB respectively.

In addition to capacity increases, access
times will surge from the current 100ms to
200ms speeds to the new 20ms to 40ms range.

Much-anticipated DVD-RAM drives will also
benefit from the breakthrough with capacities
surging from 2.6GB to 8.4GB. and access times
lunging from 50ms to 100ms to speeds compa
rable to today's best fixed hard drives, with a
5ms to 10ms range.

The new drives will be compatible with all
DVD and CD-ROM discs, and should be available
sometime between 1999 and 2001.

New Architecture

Makes 512MB RAM

Possible
Micron's first samples of its 256-megabit (Mb)
DRAM chip are making their way to major sys
tem manufacturers, while Samsung and LG
Semicon are still trying to move from 16Mb
DRAMs to the higher-density 64Mb chips.

Most PCs use 16Mb DRAM or 64Mb DRAM,

but the new 256Mb memory modules will ̂ eid
four times as much memory as 64Mb technology.

16 boot SEP 97

Intel has also revised its price cuts for
the MMX line of processors, with the P233
Mm chip priced at $355, the P200 MMX
at only $235. and the P166 MMX at $135.
Even the prices of non-MMX models have
been slashed and will now sell for less

than $100 each (and $20 less than what
Intel had originally announced).
AMD vowed to keep pace with Intel dur

ing these processor price wars, telling boot
it will continue to maintain pricing at least
25 percent below Intel's. Following Intel's
planned price cuts across its entire line of
Pentium MMX and Pentium 11 processors,
AMD, as expected, announced it would
begin slashing the price of its K6 proces
sors—almost in half for some models.

In August, AMD's K6-166MHz fells from
$190 to $109, and the K6-233MHz fells from
$415 to $290. However, the biggest drop-
almost 50 percent—has been reserved for
the K6-200MHZ, which will be available for
$189. By comparison, Intel's P200 MfVtX will
sell for $235, or approximately 20 percent
more than the AMD offering.

Lest you believe AMD has fired the last

Compaq Slapped by
Disgruntled Customers
Class-action lawsuit filed against the company
A disgruntled PC user who was fed up with
the problems he was having with his two
new Presario systems—models 7240 and
4112—has filed a class-action lawsuit

against Compaq. The complaint, filed in
the North Carolina Superior Court Division,
contends that Compaq "misrepresented
its products, breached its
warranty agreements,

and committed con

sumer fraud," in the
hope of selling more
computers.

The suit also

accuses Compaq of
conducting unfair and
deceptive business
practices, and alleges
that Compaq product
managers knew their desktop prod
ucts suffered from severe product
defects but refused to correct the

problems before introducing the new
products into the retail channel.
Among the defects mentioned were
Compaq's Phone Center (touted as an
"effective answering machine and
speakerphone") and the Sound
Blaster compatibility of AMD's much-

maligned Interwave sound card, which was
discontinued earlier this year (see story in
boot 04.) Interestingly enough, even the
boot Lip interview with Compaq vice-presi
dent Rod Schrock is referenced in the 20-

plus page missive.
Dale Johnson—the initial plaintiff-

claims the lawsuit is "is for

all the people who want
to see Compaq held
accountable for the

defective PCs it has

sold." He charges that
Compaq has "engaged
in unfair and decep
tive conduct by rush
ing defective products

to market," and accuses

company officials of cen
soring messages on AOL,

and having AOL members who may
have posted inflammatory e-mail on
the Compaq/AOL message boards
expunged from using the service.
Although Johnson isn't seeking a

"lump-sum" payment, he is asking for
damages for "those users charged for
technical support when trying to fix
defects on their PCs."



salvo in the never-ending price war. think
again. Intel's already told its OEM cus
tomers to expect additional Pentium
MMX price drops—up to 18 percent—in
November.

In related news, AMD also disclosed
that it was ceasing production of its K5
line of processors in the third quarter of
this year, and not the end of the year as
had been previously planned.

RAM Consumers Win Memory Price War

DRAM prices dropped again in June, dianks to
U.S. manufycturers picking up the volume of 16-
megabit DRAMs while many Japanese manure-
turers moved to the more profitable 64-megablt
market. Chip prices for DRAM and EDO DRAM
dropped 10 percent to 14 percent, bringing the
cost down to between S6.20 and $7.00 a chip.

Based on the new pricing structures, 16MB
modules should see retail prices as low as $65.

With their massive storied inventory of DRAM
chips teetering precariously. South Korean manu
facturers Samsung Semiconductors, Hyundai

Electronics, and LG Semicon are taking a sum

mer vacation from chip production. The compa
nies will shut down operabons during the last
week of July in an attempt to restore balance to
the delicate laws of supply and demand.

Current production capacities exceed the
market's need, driving prices down. The down
ward spiral has been capped off by a 15-percent
plunge In the previous month alone.

The planned work stoppage will enable man-
u^ctureis to thin existing stock of 16MB chips
without creating market chaos.

The damage request
relates to Compaq's previ
ous policy of charging con
sumers for hardware sup
port during warranty peri
ods. In January, Compaq
started a new technical

support program where
customers with "non-

hardware defect problems"
were asked to call a special
1-900 line where they were
charged $35 per question
or $2 per minute (up to a
maximum charge of $30)
for technical support assis
tance. In May, after being
inundated with calls from

angry customers who felt
they were being unfairly gouged, Compaq
modified the program so that charges
would be incurred only if the warranty
period had ended. The complaint contends
that Compaq charged these fees despite
the feet that it 1.) already knew about the
defects, 2.) knew it had no solution to
correct the defects, and 3.) did not dis

close the defects

to consumers

prior to their
purchase of
Compaq prod

ucts. For his part,
Johnson says he
was forced to

fork out approxi
mately $218 for
such support.

Compaq's Presario systems
are at the center of the suit

Dale Johnson has hied a class-action lawsuit against Compaq "for all the peo
ple vriio want to see Compaq accountable for the defective PCs It has sold."

Now that the complaint has been filed,
the state court will examine the supporting
documentation to determine if it is worthy
of class status certification. If it is, any
body who purchased a Compaq Presario
computer between January 1, 1996 and the
present, and who experienced defects simi
lar to the ones outlined in the suit, will be
notified and asked to join the suit.

When reached for comment, Compaq
officials told boot "company policy pro
hibits any statements regarding pending
litigation."

For further information about this suit,

a copy is available online at:
http://users.aol.eom/CClass450/index.htm.
Presario owners can also e-mail
ieffe@hagens-berman.com of Hagens 8i
Berman, the planlifTs attorneys.

By using multiple memory modules, capacity
for PCs Is measured in megabytes (MB). Today's
PC with 32MB of RAM uses a total 16 of the

16Mb DRAMs. Sixteen 256Mb DRAMs can crank

out a awesome 512MB of RAM. But. you'll most
likely see 64MB or 128MB RAM modules based
on the new, more expensive DRAM. Users
blessed with PCIsets supporting massive
amounts of memory, but cursed with mother
boards armed with four or less RAM slots,
can now fill them to the rim for maximum

memory pleasure.
Dell is already sampling the new RAM for Its

forthcoming notebook and server systems.

Fujitsu Speeds Up
3D Geometry With
New Chip
Japanese electronics giant Fujitsu has announced
its entry into the crowded 3D graphics chip mar
ket with a 3D geometry processor called Pinolrte.
Unlike other 3D chips on the market, the Pinolite
doesn't do its own 30 rendering per se. Instead,
it accelerates the geometry calculations usually
done by the CPU, leaving the main processor
free for other tasks. Fujitsu claims that the
Pinolite can provide geometry for between 500K
to 750K triangular polygons per second, approxi
mately the same number a Pentium II 266MHz
can generate. A Pinollte-equipped Pentium II will
be able to maintain 3D speed while allowing the
processor to spend more time on gameplay and
other tasks.

The Pinolite chip will be available to board
manufacturers in quantity for $26 in September.
No word yet as to which 3D board manufacturers
are considering using the chip.

ISDN Fails to Deliver

Promised Speed
If you're
looking
forward to

blazing
128Kbps

performance from ISDN, prepare for a disap
pointment. A technical glitch commonly prevents
ISDN from reaching its potential throughput,
achieving only half the celebrated rates.

The problem occurs when Internet access
equipment at the ISP level fails to pair an incom
ing caller's two 64Kbps B channels into a single
128Kbps pipe. The two channels frequently termi
nate on different WAN access devices, which
often lack the sophistication to bond the related
calls together.

Short-term solutions include dedicated

modems and router ports.
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Apple Computer
Struggles to Survive
Recent events put company's future in jeopardy
Exactly a week
before its third

quarter financial
results were to be

released, Apple's
publicly maligned
CEO, Gil Amelio,
resigned. Also
bailing from the
troubled ship was
executive vice

president of technology, Ellen Hancock.
Just prior to the surprise announcement,

a survey of financial analysts predicted that
Apple would announce losses ranging any
where from $70 million to $400 million.
Considering that Apple had recorded a
total loss of $708 million in the previous
quarter (including a $375 million write-off
in R&D costs relating to its acquisition of
Steve Jobs' NeXT Software), these esti
mates weren't all that unrealistic. However,
Apple proceeded to shock doomsayers
when it announced a net loss of only $56
million, on sales of $1.7 billion.

Apple hasn't yet announced Amelio's
replacement. Day-to-day opera
tions will be handled in the inter

im by CFO Fred Anderson, who
joined the company a scant 18
months previously. The company
did reveal that Steve jobs will
assume "an expanded role as a
key advisor to Apple's board of
directors."

However, rampant speculation
has Jobs behind the recent sale of
1.5 million shares of Apple stock (he was
given the shares last May as part of
Apple's NeXT acquisition). The stock dump
hasn't officially been linked to
Jobs, but if it is his, chances are
he'll find himself answering ques
tions from the SEC, among others.

Cheryl England, editor-in-chief
of boot's sister publication
MacAddict, said she is "cautiously
optimistic" about Apple's survival,
but added, "considering [Amelio]
contributed to Apple's downfall,
his departure is ultimately a good
thing for the company."

Adding to this vacuum at the top is the
recent resignation of Delano Lewis from
Apple's board of directors. His departure
leaves four of the company's six external
board seats unoccupied.

Outgoing

Hancock

 CEO Amelio

's also gone

Apple's remaining board members have
retained Heidrick & Struggles, a global
executive search firm, to assist in the
search for a new CEO. According to an
Apple press release, the firm will seek a
world-class technology industry executive
who possesses a "successful sales and
marketing background and an established
industry reputation." Although Apple hasn't
commented on when it expects to fill the
position, searches of this magnitude usually
take months.

While Apple executives concern them
selves with finding a new top dog. the
company continues to move forward. In

late July. Apple introduced Mac
OS 8, the most significant
upgrade since 1984. Later this
year, Apple is expected to release
Mac OS Runtime for Java, and
several new desktop systems,
including Kansas, utilizing a
Mach5-300MH2 processor, a sub
set of the PowerPC 604e chipset.

For a clear reaction to Apple's
woes, one need not look any

further than to leading Macintosh clone
maker Power Computing, which has indi
cated (through an IPO filing with the SEC)

its plans to begin building Intel-
based Windows PCs starting in
early 1998. Hoping to use its Mac
expertise to sell PCs into environ
ments where cross-platform
support is necessary, Power
Computing will be bringing out
NT servers preconfigured for
serving both Mac and PC end-
users, as well as Intel-based
desktop and notebook machines.

Although Power Computing has no plans
to drop its existing Macintosh-compatible
line, this move must be taken as a lack of
faith in the Macintosh platform and
Apple's on-again, off-again support for
clone manufacturers.

Adaptec Unveils 50x
CD-ROM Controllers
Hot on the heels of Cirrus Logic's 45x CD-ROM
controller, Adaptec Is sampling its new 50x con
troller to manufacturers. The AIC-9570 Ultra ATA

Is the fastest to date, enabling host data trans
fers up to 33MB/sec using Ultra DMA protocols,
The controller also supports standard ATARI inter
nees, and is fully scalable to take advantage of
SCSI and FlreWire interfaces.

Volume shipments of the chipset will begin in
August with a price tag of less than S10 per unit
to OEMs.

Intel Ups Mobile
Speed Limit
Intel's next generation of mobile Pentium proces
sors will hit 200MHz and 233MHz speeds come
late summer. While many notebook manufactur
ers have already integrated faster desktop P55C
CPUs into some of their models, the new breed of
authentic mobile processors should stop that hot
practice. Intel's new CPUs also claim to match
their desktop brethren's performance.

Notebook manufacturers are also expecting
to pump up their products with gobs of hard-
drive space, bigger displays, and more memory
to help move more users into the mobile realm,
and solidify their desktop-alternative status. Once
these processors hit the market, expect the costs
of the current top-of-the-line notebooks to plum
met into the high $2Ks

Intel's mobile Pentium II won't happen until
next year at the earliest.

PC98 Specs
Nearly Finished
Get your wallets ready, the
PC98 specification is just
around the comer. Co-

authored by Microsoft,
Compaq, and Intel, version
.9 of PC98 attempts to banish many bottlenecks
currently plaguing PC architecture.

Faster bus architecture for 3D graphics will
be required—specifically a 66MHz or lOOMHz
Internal bus and a 64-bit PCi or AGP bus. Bus-

mastering IDE hard drives will be considered a
minimum requirement, with SCSi drives for
power users and workstation applications. The

spec also recommends RAID storage for work
station systems.

The CPU-intensive ISA bus was destined for

extinction, but surprisingly, PC98 only "recom
mends" its removal, not requires it. However,
OEMs including ISA in their systems after
January 1999 will not be granted the right to use
Microsoft's Windows logo.
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HIGH-TECH TOYS AND TOOLS

WITH THE RIGHT STUFF
COMPILED BY DAVID PESCOVITZ

FAR AWAY PHONE Lucent Technologies'new
900MHz Digitel Cordless Telephone 9510 goes the
distance—4,000 feel in fyct Thai's about six

times the range of conventional analog cordless
phones. And range isn't the only thing that
sets this phone apart—"frequency hop
ping," originally developed for the miiitary,
keeps calls secure by digitally encoding
the signal and then "hopping" It 200
times per second randomly through
50 of the phone's 173 channels.
Echo canceller software in the

phone's base reduces the echo of
your voice through the earpiece,
and the flip-style design makes the
handset a nice pocket-size.
Lucent Technologies: 800.222.3111;
wvm.lucentcom/consumer

HAND-EYE COORDINATION The Glove, from Reality Quest, is a next-generation video
game controller that fits, well, like a glove. Strap It on over your right hand and Reality
Quest's wrist-modon sensing technology tracks your hand movement True point-and-dlck—
bend your wrist for dIrecSon control and hit the action buttons ergonomlcally placed under
your fingertips. The Glove Ots most hand sizes, age 12 and up, and is available for the Sony
PlayStation and Nintendo 64
for $89.95.

Reality Quest:
888.964.5683;

www.dieglove.com

frolBlype

WIRELESS PILOT Novaiel Wireless'
Minstrel Pilot Modem takes the exquisite PDA to
die next teiecom level with wireless IP connec-

dvity. Bundled with a P0P3 E-mali client and a
text-based web browser (Oiat's right, web

browserl), the Minstrel features an AT command
set, built-in TCP/IP, UDP and SUP protocols, full-
duplex CDPD operation, and a data input rate of
300bpslo 19200bps. Two choices for power are
available—six AAA Alkaline batteries will keep
you connected for two weeks while one NI-MH
lasts three to five days. The Pilot with the
Minstrel attached is 6.1-Inches long, plus the
antenna, and weighs in at 14 ounces. The $399
Minstrel can also be used as an external wire

less modem with other PCs. Wireless service is

available through numerous providers across
the country. Novatel Wireless: 619.784.0620;
www.novaleIwlreless.com

HYPER CHANNEL SURFING Can't decide between ESPN,
QVC, and the three Star Wars dims? Sony's SAS-AD2 DSS sys
tem features a 32-bit microprocessor that enables menu
jumps and channel surfing dve times faster than most
other DSS systems. The $700 system also Includes a Dual 'SOx
Low Noise Block Down Converter that

allows different satellite channels to be

viewed throughout the house when the LNB
is connected to the satellite dish and and

additional DSS receiver. The Remote

Commander can even control Oie

DSS receiver from any mom In
the house—it transmits thmugh
wails and doors. Sony:
800.342.5721; www.sony.com

NO MORE HEADPHONES it may look like a
light fixture from Barbarella, but Brown Innovations'
Virtual Audio Imager speaker system projects
each channel of a stereo signal Into the appropri
ate ear of the listener. The concentration of die

sound blocks out background noise "as If the
Individual is walking into his/her own personal
Isolated three-dimensional acoustic world." All

hype aside, that's actually a fair description.
Hang one of these $995 spacey domes over your
computer or easy chair and lose yourself In the far-
out sounds ofhl-h stereo. Lava lamp not Included.
Bmwn Innovations: 773.296.6400; www.purestereo.com
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LAND HO Fmm Bushnell/Bausch & Lomb, the polished
brass Harbormaster telescope is an elegant tool. The tele
scope tube Is 55 Inches long with a 3-Inch aperture and 3SX
magnification. The range of the rack and pinion focusing

system Is 75 feet to infinity with a field of view of 53
feet at 1,000 yards. The hand-milled tripod is hand-

finished In red cherry, making the Harbormaster
as beautifui to look at as look through. But

elegance does not come cheaply-
suggested retail for this telescope

is $3,500. Bu^netl Sport
Optics: 800.423.3537;

www.bushnell.com
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BLINDED BY THE LIGHT? Don't be blind to the effects ofprolonged exposurBbicomputBrscreeas.Eyestraln Isiust
not conducive to productivity. Enter Computer Eye Wear, makers of Q-Glasses. Using a proprietary algorithm, Computer Eye
Wear calculates what power is best suited forprolonged monitor viewing and adds special tints and coabngs to prevent
ocular stress. For those of us who are already four-eyes, the next product on the company's roster are Q-Clips—"Intended
to enhance the contrast of die monitor and reduce glare, making it more comfortable for eyeglass wearers to use the com
puter." Currently, low-power samples of the O-Glasses, Intended for potenbal investors who'd like to check out the specs In
detail, are available for S49.95 plus shipping and handling. CompulerEye Wear, www.compeyewear.com

^ SPOOKY STUFF Some examples
from the unofficial Central Intelligence
Museum web site: a Cigarette Package

incendiary Device—Insert the cigarette
fiiter-down for a two- to ten-minute delay

before it ignites the gunpowder mixed
with hake aluminum and plastlque.
Itch-Flock Disseminating Pen-Gun—

"Firing the pen into an air-condiSonlng
return-vent will increase die coverage

considerably." Keep dtis in mind though:
"The objects displayed here were originally

fabricated (as props for the photo-graphs)
according to technical descripb'ons and/or

schemadc drawings of equipment allegedly pro
duced by the Central Intelligence Agency's OtTice of

Technical Services, though some more recent works
are but plausible ficdons." Sure drey are. The trudj is

out there, but the prices of these goodies are classified.
Cenbai Intelligence Museum:

www.inch.com/-dna/CIMWelcome.html

INTERNET FROM THE AIR Wireless T1? Believe it
Stardng in the year 2000, Stratospheric Telecommunications
Service will launch at least 250 balloon-style geostationary
Sky Stations, approximately 50x50m, to a height of20km to
30km in the sky with enough power to support 400,000
simultaneous 64IQ)ps and 1,000 multi-megabit transmissions.
How much for the fat, but fiber-free, bandwidtit? "We esti
mate that 64Kbps Stratospheric Internet chann^s will cost
less than the least expensive mobile communications service,
about a few cents per minute," the company says. They're
serious. Sky Station International: www.skystation.com



Intense 3D 100•••

power-game performance
at an entry-level price!
Here's your weapon if you demand outrageous 3D
and 2D performance. Based on Rendition's Verite
grapliics tecfinoiogy, the Intense 3D 100 delivers
mind-stunning frame rotes and intense images from
games like Tomb Rainders, IndyCar II, Quake, mdk,
Duke Nuken and mony more.

The critiG have chosen Intense 3D 100, too. And
awards like PC Magazine's Editor's Choice, Family
PC's Best Buy, HomePC's Reviewer's Choice, CG's
4-Stor Rating, Windows Stellar Award and
Computer Life's 4 Star Rating, mean you'll have
the winning edge.

Key features to help you crush your opponents
include 4MB of RAM, bi-linear and tri-linear
filtering for smooth, realistic surface and blood
textures; anti-aliasing to remove jagged edges
from flat foes; and, gouraud shading to provide
photo-reolistic shading effects which you can't live
without. Also included with every Intense 3D 100
accelerator ore four acceleroted 3D games so
you con massacre your enemies...

and friends...in style.

So race to your local computer retoiler
and demand Intense 3D 100. Tell them

the world will end if you don't get it. But
tell them with a smile!

Intense 3D 100...

it's made by intergraph
Computer Systems,
so it's got to be great!

R
rendi t ion
p • B • a • d • y

FOO
\BY INTBRGRAPH

nrmws » ^

Call for your nearest retailer 1-800-763-0242
Visit intergraph on-line at www.intergraph.coni

Innpitph gnd Hit limrgrigli lego n ngisiired IretencHu and InitsiSDisoirtdMwIiofliinigrtoli Co9a'oHtiiM«iSttInxliModiiasso»dHtllbindi>nRadtiNifaollli(nntl(o9on^llindtKonllMdrliolradiaadiolEeodfHaii,IiiLlnd|<0 lllsongi»ndndBinrtolhnnB.Ouabiialiadinioitalid
ioflnra. Voodoo oodJOh (niuodht on itglmnd Irtdtowbof 39fi Inwotfln. OHur bnndi ond predixt noBH on HodBmrb of iWr itiMtttn ootki. (omrighl 1997 hteitroBh Corpontion, HinKHIIi, M. 3M94-0IUI. MC 9/0Ut7/97
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Intense 3D Voodoo•••

the most powerful
3D graphics accelerator
available!

Here's the weapon of choice for Voodoo fans
wanting to teach those with inferior gear a
major lesson. And because Intense 3D Voodoo is
based on Voodoo Rush technology from 3Dfx
Interactive, you totally dominate your opponents
with the absolute finest 3D performance and...get
true, accelerated 2D for Windows for when you're
feeling a little less dimensional.

So now you can have the ultimate game thrill
along with stunning performance for all your
other PC needs like Web surfing, real-time video,
multimedia, standard Windows applications
and morel

With features like 6MB of RAM, S-video and

composite video out, anti-aliasing and full blending,
the Intense 3D Voodoo is an unbeotable weapon.

Don't waiti Get to your local computer retailer and
tell them you want the Intense 3D
Voodoo graphics accelerator.
Tell them you've got to have it to wini

Intense 3D Voodoo

it's made by Intergraph
Computer Systems,

so it's got to be great!



You were expecting a new version.

But you weren't expecting this.

www.microsoft.com/ie4/preview/

Where do you want to go today?'

www.mlcrosoft.com/le/

01997 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and Whets do you wanttogoiaOsy7arere0stered tiademsrU and the Microsoft Internet Enplorer logoisa trademark of Microsoft Corporation.



I've seen the future of PC
gaming, and it looks pretty
much like the past... with
better light sourcing.

For four days the computer
entertainment industry moved
to Atlanta for the Electronic

Entertainment Expo to show
its latest and greatest wares to distribu
tors, store buyers, and media weasels.
For all the trashy booth bimbos vying
for your attention, for all the loud
music, for all the flashy lights and out
rageously expensive displays (OK, the
giant Lara Crofl was impressive), for
all the cramped, loud, trashy parties,
there was surprisingly little to raise the
pulse in terms of what really matters:
gameplay. To say that E3 showed an
industry stuck in a rut would be an
understatement: it's stuck in a rut widi

the wheels off the wagon, and the
Indians swooping down from the hills.

The irony is that while games look
better than ever, content is growing more
and more derivative. The best-looking
title was Prey (which will not crest until
late 1998), and it's just another first-

strategy game and the first-person
action game. There were possibly two-
dozen (I stopped counting) staggeringly
repetitive real-time Command c? Congwer-
style games. Enough is enough. Even
the good looking ones, such as Dark
Reign, bore me to tears. They all blur
into one another, and, despite what
marketing toads think, fans will get fed
up with them—and faster than they did
with first-person action games.

As for that genre, expect more of
the same from all the usual culprits
and some people who shouldn't be
doing it at all (who told Megamedia it
should do 3D games?). Ion Storm's
Daikatana is OK, but Quake II and
Hexen II actually look better than
expected. Unreal is fine, but didn't blow
my doors off. Seamus Blackley of
Dreamworks showed me what he had

of Trespasser, and it was precious little:
the expected ground-breaking physics
modeling, a decent graphics engine
with outdoor terrain (and no 3D acceler
ation), and a few objects.

Cryo showed it was back in form
after some notable disasters (Raven

wind up. VR-1, makers of the
online game Fighter Ace, won
the Dubious Venture Award

for showing us (behind closed
doors), a text-only RPG that
was essentially a MUD with
sound effects. I kept saying,
"This looks like a MUD.

These are free all over the

net," And VR-1 kept saying,
"Yes, but we think the sound

effects give that extra added
dimension. You can actually
hear the noise of the crowd

when you enter a bar." Uhhh,
sure, I'll get back to you.

Granted, there were posi
tive trends. The era of the

Macromedia-made Myst clone
seems to have faded. And

with the notable exception of
Southpeak (which seems deter
mined to become the new

Digital Pictures), FMV games
were blessedly scarce. Corel doesn't
have any new games, American Laser

T. LIAM MCDONALD Is

the aii-knewlflg gad ot

gaming, His molhec still

can't believe Ihel he playt

garnet let a living.

The Gaming Apocalypse is Coming
AND VIC TOKAI IS ONE OF THE HORSEMEN

person action game with great graphics.
The next two years will be particu

larly rich for sims with Longbow II,
i688, and F-15 from jane's; Flying
Nightmares 2 from Eidos; iF-16, iF-22,
i44 Panzer, and Warbirds 2.0 from

Interactive Magic; Red Baron II, Pro
Pilot, and X-Fighters from Sierra; the
awesome F-22 Air

Dominance Fighter
from DID; and (if
MicroProse can get
it together) Falcon
4.0, European Air
War, and MI Tank

Platoon II. These look largely superb,
with developers working toward more
complex physics models, truly dynamic
mission structure, and native head-
to-head play. These are the areas of
remaining growth, and I really can't
complain about where this genre
is going.

The rest of the picture isn't so
rosy, and the culprits are the real-time

To say tha

Project, Aliens) with the trippy Dreams...
to Reality, which looks like Tomb
Raider with actual gameplay. The best
adventure games were Interplay's Star
Trek: The Secret of Vulcan Fury and
Westwood's Blade Runner. Their

computer-generated character anima
tions are ground-breaking. A handful

Games is out of business, and chances

for a Battlecruiser II are slim. These are

all good things.
Obviously, I'm ambivalent about the

new crop of games. The technology is
accelerating faster than our ability to
use it creatively. It's as if the advent of
the 3D card means that people can add

t E3 showed an industry stuck in a rut would be
an understatement: it's stuck in a rut with the wheels off

the wagon, and the Indians swooping down from the hills.
of strategy games look interesting but
familiar: Age of Empires, Sid Meier's
Gettysburg, Close Combat 2, Ja^ed
Alliance II, and Populous 3.

Sadly, little else was promising. Vic
Tokai is back, which is one of the signs
of the Apocalypse.

The various online gaming services
proved they're not sure what the future
holds and how pricing schemes will

colored lights and claim they're moving
computer gaming forward. Next year
will be one of "been there, done that,
sold it to my cousin" games with
increasingly absurd hardware require
ments. The kid who liked playing with
the box instead of the toy that was
inside will probably be very happy.
The rest of us will have to wait for this

industry to grow up. 0
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It makes sense that the latest
attack on the Red planet would
launch from the web.

I'm not speaking of the
little green men who graced last
summer's graphics-whiz-bang
blockbuster, Mars Attacks. I'm

referring to the MacDonald
Douglas. NASA, and Jet Propulsion Labs
mission to Mars that landed July 4th,
1997. (How charmingly American...)
Since I'm writing this before the landing
I have no way to calculate whether it was
successful, but here's how it goes.

December 1996: MacDonald Douglas
launched a rocket affectionately named
the Delta 2 from Cape Canaveral, Florida,
The rocket contained the Mars Pathfinder

capsule. Seven months and 500 million
kilometers later, the rocket, now dimin

ished to a small craft, approaches Mars.
When its speed slows to 1500km per
hour, a parachute opens and the aaft
inflates airbags 5 meters in diameter.

The lander will automatically open
using solar power from the rising sun (it's

the rover landing, fully explorable, with
"lots of big buttons" said David Pomfret,
aerospace solutions manager for Silicon
Graphics. He built most of the VRML for
the event. "I wanted it to be as easy for an
8-year-old to understand as it would be
for a post-doctoral scientist from Europe
who didn't speak English."

Normally, such an event would man
date that CNN, NBC, and the other net

works run special reports before, during,
and after the landing. They would show
captivating interviews with all the project
participants, and certainly the President.
They would play dramatic music and trace
the liftoff and landing with magnificent
special-effect graphics. And they would
show maybe 60 seconds of live data for us
gawking consumers. If you were lucky
enough to be glued to the set for that
precious 60 seconds, you might see a
pbcelated version of Mars from the pre
scribed Ted Turned angle. If you missed
it, you'll get a worse picture on the cover
of The New York Times.

Well, victory for the rebel forces is at

WITH SHEL KIMEN

Cosmo Software, wholly owned
by Silicon Graphics. "It's deliv
ering the true promise of the
web—the proactive mass acces
sibility to important global
information."

If you don't have a VRML
browser, there's stiU plenty of
Internet activity scheduled for
you. The sites listed below will
feature updates on mission
activities, provide Pathfinder
photographs, and also feature a
bird's-eye view of the Pathfinder
mission operations area via a
live video camera feed that is

updated every 15 minutes.
"We're expecting a siege

of hits on July 4," said David
Dubov, Mars Pathfinder web

master at JPL. "Our best esti
mate, based on past events
such as Galileo, the Comet

Shoemaker-Levy 9 collision
in 1994, Comet Hale-Bopp's

SHEL KIMEN
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Mars Attacks the Web
IT'S THE BIGGEST INTERNET EVENT YET

landing at night so it won't be seen by
Martians no doubt.) The sun will activate
the camera, which sends panoramic shots
back to Earth. After NASA and JPL view
the photos, the rover sets forth to cruise
the planet's surface.

The rover is 45cm in width and 60cm

in length. It weighs a total of 11kg and has
been designed to crawl over rocks. If the
rock is too big, the rover goes around the
rock. If it finds a rock it likes, it deploys
its "Alpha Proton X-
Ray Spectrometer"
to take a data sam

ple for processing
by scientists back
on Earth.

The rover will be

sending live data
feeds to a control room in Pasadena (with
a 10.5 minute delay for signal travel). What
makes this journey especially interesting
is that the data will be converted dynami
cally (on the fly) to a VRML world, and
broadcast on the web. Anyone with a
VRML browser should be able to see the

rover and its path along the Martian ter
rain. There is also an animated model of

As data i

hand. Now you can see the news for your
self (if you have a Pentium and an
Internet connection that is) anytime you
want. Not only will it broadcast live, but
the archives will stay online on mirror
sites across the world. You control what

news you see and when. The super bonus
is you get to see it in 3D, just as the
rover sees it. As data is reported and the
archive is built, you will also be able to
explore the surface of Mars yourself—and

s reported and the archive
able to explore the surface of Mars
following the rover's path.

not just following the rover's path, but
using your own virtual rover to scope out
tlie virtual terrain built from the data. You

can see some of the VRML models at

vrml.sgi.com/worlds/rover/.
"This is a monumental scientific event

for mankind and VRML is doing some
thing television can't do," said David
Frerichs, VRML product manager for

return, and other celestial

events, has led us to plan for
at least 25 million hits on

July 4, and a similar level of
hits per day during the week
following landing."

Hit a mirror closest to your town for
best access.

Realize that there will be a window of

delay just in case the rover finds some
thing we "shouldn't" see, but the web
can't do everything. At least we won't
have to listen to Connie Chtmg or Larry
King's effervescent babble.

PUBLIC SECTOR MIRROR SITES:

NASA Ames Research Center,

mpfwww.arc.nasa.gov, load capacity:

Is built, you will also be
yourself—and not just

5 million hits per day; National Center
for Supercomputer Applications,
www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/mars, load capacity:
4 million hits per day; Cornell Theory
Center, mars.tc.comell.edu. Load capacity:
4 million hits per day; National Center
for Atmospheric Research #1,
www.mars.ucar.edu, Load capacity:
4 million hits per day. 0
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MEDIAMASTER
C D - R E W R I TA BLE TECHNOLOGY

KO©W

"It worlffi
_ forme"

Backup/Archiving

Graplucs
'Now my creativity doesn't
suffer die limitations of

'insiifBcicnr disk space.'
I can store and update
my monster files as often
as I want and read diem

on other compatible CD
drives."

CD-RW, the ultimate
backup solution, lets mc
span multiple CDs for
unlimited storage. I can

store up to 1.3GB per disc for less than 2<t per
MB with the rcliabilit}' ofoptical media.

Jamie
Graphic Designer

Home Use

It's cool. I can

Dual Function
CD-ReWritable Drive
CD-Recordable Drive

CD-RW^^
MP6200S

' Internal Design
' SCSI-2 Interface

'Write 2X/Read6X

' Dust Free Design
' For Windows 95'

'Includes CD-RW

and CD-RMe(£a

iii'.iiio

t..
Authoring
" Producing midtimedia and interactive CDs
requires two things...storage and testing. With

^ CD-Re Writable media, I can affordably test
yQ-: my work to perfection and then master it to a
(  CD-Recordable disc."

Janet
Production En^neer

MusicA^deo

■'Music's mv life. CD-RW
lets me tweak and change
my audio and video
tracks on die same disc
until it's just the way I

JVeh Masler

m-.
twoiks

ou.
Kim
.Musician '' Ricoh Consumer Products Group

*  475 Lillard Drive'Sparks, NV 89434
Tel 702.352.1600 • Fax 800,544.8246 • www.ricohcpg.com
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bout 15 years ago,
someone asked me

what it would take

before practically
everyone owned a
home computer.
"That's easy." I joked.
"It'll happen when

home banking turns your computer
into an ATM so you can withdraw
cash. Then everybody will want one."

Of course, 1 never seriously thought
a home computer could issue cash like
an ATM. Until somebody invents a Star
Trek transporter, some things (like $20
bills) just can't be digitized, downloaded,
and reconstituted in their original form.

But guess what? It's about to happen.
And I predict it'll be the long-awaited
"killer app" that pushes personal com
puting to the next level.

My joke won't literally come true—
your color Inkjet printer won't print
money. (Not legally, at least.) Instead, the
cash wiU arrive from your bank account

Some businesses control access to

their computers and networks by issuing
smart cards to employees. Users log on
by inserting a smart card into a special
reader. The computer verifies their iden
tity and restores their customized desk
top environment just as they left it from
their previous session.

Today, smart card readers for PCs
are usually external devices that plug
into a serial port. It won't be long before
smart card slots are a common feature

on PCs. You might not even have to
buy a new computer. A U.K. company
(Fisher International) recently intro
duced a smart card reader called the

Smarty that looks like a 3.5-inch floppy
disk. With this clever device, almost any
PC can read a smart card. Simply insert
a smart card into the Smarty, then stick
the Smarty in your floppy disk drive.

In Germany, a Stuttgart-based com
pany called TeleCash is using the Smarty
to bring its electronic payment service to
the Internet. The service, called Money-

Bytes, will
-^1 MWMmm A work with a

The Killer App ssr
I  I server and

YOUR PC CAN PRrNT COLD HARD CASH the smart

as bits that your computer will store on
something called a smart card.

A smart card looks like a credit card,

but ifs really a tiny computer containing
a microprocessor, RAM, ROM, EEPROM
(Electrically Erasable and Programmable
ROM), a serial 1/0 interface, an operat
ing system, and strong crypto software.
Incredibly, some smart cards are more
powerful than my first computer in 1981.

Smart cards are almost unknown in

the United States,

but that will change
fast. Worldwide,

they're a $1 billion
market. A French

company called
Gemplus manufac
tures about I mil

lion smart cards each day. They're
accepted by public pay phones, banks,
and insurance companies. They can
work like debit cards, or as secure iden

tification cards for gaining access to
restricted computers, networks, and
services. One of my colleagues in
Germany carries a smart card that
stores his entire medical record.

A smart

cards issued

by Zentraler
Kreditausschuss, a German banking
association. In effect, it turns any PC
into a TeleCash ATM terminal.

Why is this important? Let's say it's
midnight and you need a loaf of bread
and a gallon of milk. (OK, make it a car
ton of cigarettes and a bottle of tequila.)
You're short on cash. Do you really want
to withdraw money from an ATM on a
dark street and risk getting mugged?
Not if you're a power user, you don't.

WITfl IdM iiALFHILL

authentication software to

verify your identity and protect
your transactions. If you feel
comfortable using checks and
credit cards, you'll be even
safer using a smart card.
It's not like they're untested
technology—smart cards are
widely used in Europe today.

Home shopping is a huge
business. Each year, in the
United States alone, people
order more than $50 billion

of merchandise from mail

order catalogs and more than
$2 billion of stuff from home-

shopping channels. The next
frontier is the web. It's more

interactive and it can dramati

cally cut printing and mailing
costs for retailers. The only
obstacles are that most con

sumers don't have a computer
and haven't been exposed to
this form of shopping before.

WiU miUions of average folks rush out
to buy a smart card-enabled PC so they
can shop on the web? Some experts fliink
so. Intel wants everyone to buy a $2,000
Windows PC so it can continue to seU

Pentium chips at a hefiy profit Microsoft
wants everyone to buy a $2,000 Windows
PC so they'U have enough power to run
the latest bloatware. But in my not-so-
humble opinion, anybody who thinks the
PCs that you and 1 use are suitable for
the real mass market is insane.

What is going to happen is the con
vergence of the web, online commerce,
and the consumer market wiU force the

industry to produce new kinds of com
puters that are more affordable and easier

TOM HALFHILl li annlgr

edilor al Bfit migaiine and Uic

author ol two computlnB books.

He lint became Interatled In

compulart during the disco era.

 card looks like a credit card, but it's reaiiy a
tiny computer., , i predict ttie smart card wil l be the "kiiier
app" that pushes personal computing to the next ievei.

Thanks to your nifty smart card and your
trusty PC, you can download some cash
in the safe comfort of your home, then go
to the store and get mugged there.

Seriously, the real benefit of smart
cards isn't in late-night runs to the con
venience store. It's in what you can buy
online: electronic commerce will get real.
Smart cards use strong encryption and

to use. They may not be as powerful as
the PCs you and 1 own. But it doesn't
matter, because they won't replace con
ventional PCs—even though, eventually,
they'll probably be more popular.

Next month, I'll describe what form

those new computers will take, and why
someday you might want to buy one in
addition to the PC you have now. 0
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New Stealth

3D Pro:

than ever.

NEW DTV 2000 TV TUNER

NOW AVAIUBLE!

INCREDIBLE 2D PERFORMANCE _

►ADVANCED3D RENDERING

► AMAZING MPEG VIDEO PLAYBACK

►DISPLAYS ON YOURTV

► ACCELERATES MICROSOFT™ DIRECT 3D

► OVER 130 STEALTH AWARDS WORLDWIDE

Olaimxid Stealth lU iitooXL Pio

\  3D
nDtainbnd Slcalth i'D ioooXl Pro

■HHfcdkWamiMo

ji. AR tests done ustni Initt MOb "fth '"ttl Pmitum" ■!. 266 MK> liUW CPU. juK uche,
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. wtth Olamond Stealth 3D ipookl Pro (4UB EDO BAM, drher vers. 4.03.00.3107, driver
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resulu. 3D WinBench and WinMark are trademarks olZllf.Davis Inc. In the U.S. and oiher
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Visit www.diam0ndmm.com/stealth3D
to win a free

Stealth 3D 2000XL Pro accelerator.

I Stealth 3D Pro Check out the new Stealth 3D 2000XL Pro!
— Diamond Multimedia's nevY Stealth 3D

2000XL Pro accelerator delivers the

fastest Windows performance and displays brilliant PC
graphics to help you get the most out of all your multimedia
applications, games, and 3D Internet worlds. In fact, a new
TV-out feature even lets you play games, surf the Web, or
display PC applications on a TV monitor. And the new
Stealth 3D Pro even includes a bundle of free software,
including SEGA'" Rally Championship*, Microsoft'" Game
Sampler 2, MGI's PhotoSulte SB'", Compton's Interactive
Encyclopedia'", and Diamond InControl Tools. So visit
Diamond on the Web for all the facts. Because finding
2D, 3D, and TV is easier than ever.

Trial version. All trademarks are ttie property of thar respective owners.
01997 Diamond Multimedia Systems, incorporated. All rights reserved. Accelerate your woKd.



June 11,12:15 p.m.
Precisely four years and

five months after joining

the empire, security

escorted me from

Microsoft Building 5.

Being fired came as no

great surprise. I'd certainly been doing all
the right things to warrant an abrupt dis
missal. Although Miaosoft rarely fires
anybody, I was pretty sure when I issued

that final e-mail that they would be my last

words as a member of the collective.

As I typed the fatal response—to an

e-mail from Paul Maritz insisting that I

apologize to Deborah Black for essentially
calling her an idiot in an earlier piece of
mail—a fellow evangelist came by. looking
like he'd just been carjacked. He had inde

pendently responded to the same stupid
action just minutes ahead of me and 1 told

him not to send e-mail like that if he wasn't

For my part, I tried blowing the depart

ment budget for the entire year, helping

ISV's port Win95 games without anybody's

permission. There was the BunnyGate

scandal at last year's CGDC, and then I

torched over $3 million dollars building a

stadium-size spaceship inside the Alameda

military base for an event my department's

new management canceled. Mind you, I

handled the ensuing hostage situation with

minimal repercussions in the media, but I

still thought I was done for on that one.
Then there was the lime I gave those Sega

executives a Humvee ride through the new

Miaosoft construction site. That may not

have made an entirely positive contribution

to the company image. Sure, some people
appreciated the humor of roaring through
the parking garage on my Barley to set off
all the car alarms, but 1 can understand the

feedback that it was not professional behav

ior. Once we did utterly destroy a confer-

How To Get Fired
From Microsoft
GETTING THROWN OUT OF THE COLLECTIVE

IS HARDER THAN YOU MIGHT THINK

prepared to get fired for it. Although 1 had
sent plenty of these in my time, each time

I hit the Send button 1 fully expected ter

mination as a possible consequence.

I'm somewhat of an expert on getting

fned from Microsoft, because 1 certainly

tried everything I could think of.
1 also got around enough to encounter

the gamut of incompetent fools intimately
intertwined in a vast organization of other

wise pretty smart, motivated people. Most
departments keep a few duds around to

satisfy the Miaosoft review curve. There
are lots of academics whose area of exper

tise is so esoteric that nobody is capable of
comprehending them let alone evaluating

them. When you have a few billion in the

bank, nailing down all the IQ in the indus
try—even to do nothing—has the beneficial
effect of preventing them from doing
something productive for a competitor.

ence room in a massive Chinese food fight,

but that was to be expected after shipping

the first version of DirectX.

I expressed my opinion ofthe Talisman

project in ways that may not have been
regarded as entirely productive criticism.

SAINT
WITH ALEX ST. J 0 H II

PUot PDA, MS Security would

be down the hall, in your office,

removing your computer. When

finally summoned, 1 left some

Hershey kisses out for them,

but I'm told they weren't eaten.

Security people have no sense of

humor. I brought a shiny red

Apple to Morris, my hatchet-

man manager, that day. I figured

that if he ever got interviewed for

firing me, he'd need a good

anecdote to tell. 1 always loved

that scene from "Real Genius."

The meeting was brief and to

the point. Morris had me escort

ed from the building. My strongest

sentiment at the time was being

chagrined that the security guy was

half my size. 1 was thinking. If I go

postal, I could swat this guy like a

fly, and probably kill most of PR

and marketing before they bring

me down. Then it occurred to me:

maybe they were hoping I'd do just that.

After a couple of weeks of riding my

Barley arotmd Montana and scuba diving

in Canada, I went to visit my family in

Maine. I was sunbathing nude on some

rocks at the base of a cliff in Camden when

Todd Neilson, Morris's boss, called me to

discuss closure on some remaining issues.

1 recommended that he get himself fired

and come have some fun too. Just then a

middle-aged couple and their teenage

daughter peered down over the cliff at my

naked body. I choked mid-sentence. I

ALEX ST.

position as

technology

i^l
I

JOHN From hiB

 Microsoft's gsmo

 evongellsl, Alex St.

John, was responslOlo lor the

controversial DirectX APIs that

have either tahen PC gaming to

the next level or were horrllily

broken, depending on your point

of view.

Once we did utterly destroy a conference room in a
massive Chinese food fight, but that was to be
expected after shipping the first version of DirectX

Nevertlieless. for aU that time, I contin

ued to draw salary and amass stock options.

I began to wonder if the fabled "Miaosoft
firing" procedure actually existed. Rumor

abounded about how it worked. I'd heard

that while your manager was delivering the

fatal news in his/her office, and requesting

you turn over your security card, aedit
card, phone card, cell phone, pager, and

explained my sudden loss for words.

Neilson hasn't called me since then.

When I got back, the prospect ofbeii^

a wage slave held no appeal, but then the

folks at boot made me an offer 1 couldn't

refuse: to write long rambling columns

about my adventures at Miaosoft in ex

change for some pocket change and a really

nice notebook. How could 1 say no? [!]
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LIP
the boot interm

The first-person shooter is the
' ultimate arena of competition in the realm

■  of PC gaming, both commerciaiiy and
technologically. Texture-mapped polygon avatars cruise
perspective-correct halis using blood-thirsty Al to hunt down
the unwary in this ruthless world, It's kill or be killed and Quake
is a vengeful god. Now,
an upstart gang of
ambitious program
mers and designers
from Digital Extreme
and Epic MegaGames
is vying for the throne.
Are Tim Sweeney
and James
Schmalz
the next
Romeo an
Carmack?
Their
impending' ^
game, \ l
Unreal,
threatens
to rock the
foundation of
first-person am. mmm. m-
gaming and 0
barkens the j
impending..

¥



boot Three-and-a-half years ago when you 1
started working on what would become Unreal^
the competition was, what, Doom ? O
Stdunalz Yeuh. but wiis on the horiz^

SSand we were hearing about a lot ofotliCT jH

referred to as Quake...

e to look to know it's

not. ri\Bt first look w|ll tell you. and if you
tart pl;^ng it. you'lKxperience that it's not.
>oot So makes l§rcal better?
Scttmafz realistic environ

ments. not ivst the You liavc shad
ows and uuli^it^'fi-aineslillauiinatioti
with inlerpolaflon.>.^. :
Sweeney Really ̂ ooth and reaiistic ma
tures moving art>mid. fc.
Scftmali Hii^^rivironments. In terms

xt^re.s atone we have many times mort'^^PII
than-'i^uakc has. We've got a solid slor>'iin€|^5
incredible weapons, and creatures.
.• 'i The A1 is one ot'liie hugesL things.
Tlus guy did Reaper Boi in just a couple of
months of his span- time. Now we've given
him six months to make this incredible AI.
Look at Rctiprr Dot and imagine what this
^y can do in six months. Ri-nper Bot fooled

"Oneotthe

'SSSin withAlsist
the worlci. „ - ,
boot How did you prdtty UUITH
hook up with Tim? ^ • a
Schmalz V\c hecw QQ |/'y [Q
working with Epic
ever since it got into piQySf IS 311
gaming full-time. ~
Right o,u of„nivo,- toward hirr,
sity. I liad a small
product called Solar in /}/|/|f}| "
Wind and I hooked

up with Epic, they
puhlished it. and we've been working togeth
er ever since. it jnsl sort of snowballed from

■Jbere. Wo got more people and defmed what
■minted to do. Pinally we knew exactly
Bl

engine rather than a specific game. A large
amount of the code is the Unreal engine,
and then there's a separate large chunk
that's the game itself. This means we can do
a project like Unreal and then add some
technology and start a new game without ajiiai - : ^ gigantic hack job. The engine's going to be
useful for others who want to do 3D games.

f !i The engine itself is based on a little
!  programming language I set up called

trs ar/o w/je« you 'J Dnreol Script. It's great for our own develop-
vould become Unreay ment because it means our programmers,
f. Doom ? ^ and even some of our level builders, can go
: was on the horiz^ in and write scripts. A good script might
)Ut a lot of otliCT _ IB control a monster and you say "This

I games that we knew we had to go head-t^SlI monster's purpose is to guard this specific
Ther^- artifact and when

"One of the big problems SSSSse
agMnsl tlie best in with Als is that they're stte^e?t?en we
the worlci. al j u a n xu release the gamebootHowdidycu pretty dumo. All tney can and the editor,

,  people will be able to
do IS try to see where the buud their own lev-

'  els and then write

player is and go straight ^^^ptsjo controlr^ J w everything, which

toward him, like you see i,
in Doom."

player Is and go straight
like you see

see a lot of people
who have learned

hat it was going to He: The first-person
^me to go liead-tcjjfiead witli all the conipc-
Htion.
boot Did you guys shift gears somewhere
through development and say "Wait a minute...
this isn't good enough. We have to make
it better"? >

' Scftma/z We do that all the lime. We ditch a
a lof of people into tliinkiug. "This could be.'a/' lot ol stiiff.
human player." Now we iiave the next Sweeney We switched textures ftbin 8-bit to

.with cmatures working in teams, coratnuriL- 16-b5t.
•  eating with each other, starting sne^ • / Schmah Exactly. We take advantage of the
X ' attacks, jumping down from thingsjt^ou. ,tbchnologies that come our way... or that
I •-And tlie animations... if yoii si^He guy / Tim creates. So we have to keep everything

il'ump.Vou just don't seem hiig^m'ing /
' tliToii^i the air... you see hirn,#ap when He

'  cofge^pwn and croucliesyTneijL«'s so
much'^plh. in terms of ftirthatit makes
cveiything else look patliistic.

One ofthe big problems witli Als is that
they're pretty dumb. AH they can do is try to
see where the player.is and go straight
'toward hinl, like you see in Doom. In
Unreal, creatures can actually get from any
place in the level to any other place, which

' might include walking along a complex
^ , p^th, going.through a doorway, opening a
:^Switch, and going across a ledge.

That's cool because a lot of people say
t^ir games have amazing AI, but we have

rpofto back it up.

lop-notc)i. Thafs'becn the pl^ilosophy |
behind everything we've been doing in I
L/itnad. If it's not as good as Something I
else, we ditch it and redo it. ' 1 P
boot Will, the game absolutely, positively be
released in October?
Siveeney Yep.
boot And if it's nol finished by October, titere's
some kind of penalty from your publisheii
Epic MegaGames? ^
Sweeney Yeah, ifwe miss Christmas t's
going to hurt us, hut if we have a bug ^y ■
game in October, then it won't be rel^ised;"
until it's great.
boot What distinguishes Unreal from the horde
of first-person shooters?
Sweeney Unreal is designed to be a game

to program using
Unreal scripts because it's an easy language
and it's convenient.

Unreal's editability is going to be its
defining characteristic in the long term.
When you see people buying Unreal three
years from now, it won't be because we
made it such a great game initially, it will be
because the game was expandable enough
tiiat the community developed around it and
was able to do cool stuff with it.
boot Do you think Unreal's editability will dilute
the game in any way? o
Sweeney No, it will be complementary
because it will take people awhOe to catch up
to the quality of our levels, but Unreal will be
the ultimate platform for building and play
ing 3D game levels. So if they kick us out of
the level-development business, great!
SchaalzThe editor just makes it so easy. It
will bring level building to the masses.
Smeney We were looking at what it takes to
do a Quake level Lefs see..', frie simplestway
I've foLmd is to go to five difierent y/eb sites,
download an editor, then download the docu
mentation from somewhere else, download
the texture fixjm somewhere else agiin. Of
course, you have to wait for everything to
download. Then go to another web site for
instructions about jwhat to do. Then install
die editor and inst^ the textures, set upiall
the directories, and run die editor. Thenjyou
can tnaybe build some level^ ifyou can figure
it out, because diere's no online help. And
then you have to run some other commjind
line utility to rebuild the le^l. If you wait to
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^1^
keep eveml^
top-notch.
That's tmen the
philosophy
behind every
thing we've

■ een doing in
■ r... . .. V/

edit scripts you have to
load another program and
retrieve another set of

documents. It's this long,
involved process that
generally excludes every

body but the hardcore gamers from building
their own levels.

But with Unreal, there will be Unreal.exe—
which you run to play the game; Unreal
Edit—which you run to edit levels. You can
load up all our existing levels and make
minor changes to an existing level, or start
building your own thing. It's pretty much a
few mouse clicks away from home.
Sehmalz It runs the level for you right there
without plugging in the editor.
Sweeney Yeah, and that will be the crucial
component for Internet-based gaming. All
these people will be setting up Unreal
servers, and unless we have a good editor
out there, you'll end up with a thousand
servers running the same levels. HTML
would never have taken off if it wasn't so

easy to edit, because nobody would be able
to build a web page. Unreal Edit is the same
way with Internet 3D games. It's like a real
time 3D studio,

Sehmalz It is real-time. You move the light,
you see the light emitting into the world and
how the shadows fall... you place tlie mon
ster, you can see exactly how he looks, where
you're placing him. All you've got is the win
dow there, and you're placing it within the
window and everything is rendered, dynamic
lighting and everytliing... it's veiy easy to use.
boot So the proliferation of levels Is a sign
of success?

Sweeney Yeah, it's like Netscape. They're in
the business of seDing browsers. We could

Word Association

boot It's word association time. Just say the first thing that
comes to mind. First off: Tomb Raider.

Sweeney This sucks.
boot You say it sucks? Why?
Sweeney Oh, no. I said tlie word association thing
sucks. Tojnb Raider is cool. 1 really like the graphics.
The feeling of being in a cave, they really nailed it.
Tlie animation is spectacular.
Scftmate They did a good job of separating themselves
Irom oilier 3D games.
boot What do you think of Prey, from what you've seen?
Sweeney What I've .seen looks really cool. It makes
good use of colored light and radiosity.
Sehmalz Yeah, it's definitely going to be a great game.
[3D Realms] will take the time to make a good game.
1 don't think that's the problem; it's just a matter of
when it comes out.

be in that business too. but since we're
creating the coolest game levels and content,
we're going to have a really big business
selling Unreal and its sequels, future games,
and level packs.
Sehmalz More complicated things such as
textures, creatures, and stuff like that are

not as easy for the average person to create.
That's the stuff that people want—and new
brushes. If you're putting together a cool
level and the average person wants to do it,
we can supply them with all these hallways
or new configurations or give tliem these add-
ins that can help them create their worlds.
boot How realistic is Unreal right now?
Sehmalz Extremely.
Sweeney Unreal is the most realistic 3D game
environment you've ever seen on a PC.
boot How does the Unreal engine beat the
World-in-the-Box model of games such as
Quake and Duke? Is there an unlimited environ

ment in this engine?
Sweeney Yeah, we've been experimenting
with things like terrain in outdoors areas,
but it's not all in the engine set—it's hard to
say what's going to make it in the final
release. The big limitation I've found with
games such as Duke Nukem 3D, Doom, and
Quake is that you run through this great,
interesting, beautiful level, then you get to
the end and you hit a switcli. End of level.
You have to start the next level and you just
keep going in this big linear path. In Unreal,
everything is connected and it feels more
like an environment. You don't feel like

you're in Level 3; you feel like you're in this
big world that you're part of.
Sehmalz Each level is a discreet area, but
they'll give the appearance of everything
being totally connected, so you won't feel
like you're in one little area. We're hoping
to allow elaborate multiplayer games on the
Internet, with sprawling connected network
servers. You could have this massive world

where you jump from one server to another,
which, halfway down one hallway, teleports

you to another server in an iden
tical hallway. It appears totally
seamless, but you're jumping
from server to server. This

could potentially be hundreds of
servers across the world, all con

nected in this great big world of
Unreal... potentially.
Some people will set up

their own subcultures within

that and defend their server.

If some guy wanders onto their
server, there could be a huge
battle. We don't have the

resources to build something
that huge, but we're hoping the
public takes it and runs wifii it
and makes this really awesome
massive world of Unreal,

boot How important is scalability
to new hardware in terms of
the engine?

Sehmalz It's really important because we def
initely want to be making games with the
Unreal engine in the future. Developing an
engine from the ground up takes a huge
amount of time, probably six man-years of
effort, minimum. So the technology really
has to be scalable, otherwise you're spend
ing an awful lot of time developing and
won't have much to show for it.

3D hardware will improve much faster
than developers can write engines to support
it. so your engine has to grow with the hard
ware. and take advantage of new capabilities
without rewriting it from the ground up.
boot Rank the various 3D engines.
Sweeney Well, the Doom engine woke con
sumers up to awesome 3D games. It's the
best possible engine going on a 486. That
was Ae major breakthrough that opened up
3D gaming on the PC. The Quake engine
was a huge improvement, but it also had
limitations. Some things were worse than
Doom, such as lower-resolution textures and
the polygon limitations, so it was like three
steps forward and one step back. That's why
Quake wasn't the huge breakthrough that
Doom was.

BUILD was a solid improvement over the
Doom technology, but it's outdated and
developers have moved on. Quake is really
becoming outdated. It depends on what
Quake 2 does and whether they move the
technology forward.
Sehmalz I expect Quake 2 to be pretty
impressive... when it comes out. We haven't
heard much about it, but Carmack should
come out with something pretty good, and it
would rank number two behind Unreal,

boot Unreal will follow the Doom, Quake, etc.
model by distributing the first level as share

ware. How important are these demos?
Sweeney They are crucial. That's where the
player decides whether they want to buy it
or not. It's been a good thing for the indus
try because it's reduced the number of bad
games consumers buy.
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Schmalx We show everything we've got for
free and if it sucks, people won't buy it...
Sweeney You learn pretty quickly that you
have to make good games.
Schmalz Yeah, that's one of the reasons why
id and Apogee and 3D Realms and our
selves are doing such great things now,
because we were forced to make good
games. If you make bad stuff, you can't put
it in a fancy box and expect to make money.
It goes out there and if it sucks, it doesn't
sell, and you lose money.

Retail game companies have a really bad
feedback cycle. There's not much correla
tion between the quality of the product and
sales, which is a sad situation. The compa
nies that have definitely been growing the
most over the past few years all come from
a shareware background. The whole share
ware industry was pretty much launched by
Scott Miller when he started Apogee and
put out some shareware games. He defined
this model where he put out a small part of
the game and then sold the rest of it to con
sumers. That works.

Schmalz Yeah, because if you suck, you die.
boot What's the worst game you ever bought?
Sweeney There have been many. In fact, if
you pick up a game from a retail shelf, you
have a 90 percent chance that it will suck,
boot Does it bother you that a lot of games
don't cut the mustard?

Schmalz^e don't care at all. People who are
into games know.
Sweeney It's a really inefficient situation
where a lot of publishers spend a lot of
money to develop a lot of crap that doesn't
sell and they discover, "Gee if we put out a
smaller number of really high-quality games
we make a profit. If we put out a large num
ber of crappy games, we don't." Once that's
realized, more of the profits are reinvested
in developing good games rather than being
sunk into speculative projects that don't
turn out well.

boot Didn't 3D Realms approach you about using
the Unreal engine for Duke Nukem Forever?
Sweeney At one point GT saw Unreal and
suggested we talk to 3D Realms. So we
showed them our stuff. It turns out that

they were considering Unreal for Duke
Nukem Forever and wanted to get it out for
the first quarter. We looked at it realistically
and both companies concluded that they'd
have a much better chance of doing that
with the Quake technology. They would have
ended up with a better game if they had
used Unreal, but it would've added at least
another two or three months to the develop
ment cycle because the technology wasn't
finished. But they're a cool company and
we'll be looking at future stuff with them.
boot Who is licensing the Unreal engine?
Sweeney Right now our only licensees are
Spectrum HoloByte, GT Interactive, and
Legend Entertainment. We've talked to five
times as many companies who are interested,
but it's all under NDA. Right now, we've

been hesitant because it's a lot more work

supporting licensees before the technology
is finished. For now, we just want to work
with a very small group of really talented
people such as Spectrum, people who can
take on an unfinished technology and do
something cool with it.
boot What's Spectrum doing with the engine?
Sweeney They've announced two Star Trek
games and they have one other non-Star
Trek game, a first-person action-oriented
game in the Star Trek universe.
boot When are those games slated to ship?
Sweeney I believe starting third quarter "98.
boot Do you care what kind of games people
develop for the engine?
Sweeney The only thing we really care
about is that they be developing really good
games. We looked at the teams doing pro
jects and they're all top-notch. But
Spectrum was especially attractive because it
has the Star Trek license and we see that as
something that's complimentary to Unreal.
People aren't going to choose between buy
ing Unreal or Star Trek games. The real
gamers will still buy Unreal, and Star Trek
fans will buy that. They're not making
Unreal clones; they're making their own
unique cool games.
boot Are you afraid of Unreal clones?
Sweeney Not if they're using our technology!
boot What do you think of Microsoft's push
into gaming?

Sweeney It's good. By developing stuff them
selves, they'll learn that they're going to
have a hard time making DirectX a good
game API.
Schmalz If they help us with the tools—all
the better for us.

Sweeney If I were GT or Electronic Arts, I'd
be very worried about Microsoft.
boot DirectX is very conhoversial among 3D
game developers. How do you feel about it?
Sweeney It's good for gaming in Windows,
very good. I've been using almost all of the
Dire^ interfaces: DirectDraw, DirectSound,
DirectPlay, and Direct3D... they're well-
designed and useful. Overall, it's a positive
thing for gaming.
boot What are DirectX's greatest weaknesses?
Sweeney I'd say Direct3D has been the most
controversial, but it's the weakest in terms of
exposing hardware functionality in an easy
useful way. Direct3D is a complicated inter
face with a lot of problems, but Microsoft is
addressing those right now with version 5.0.
It's definitely better than it was, but it still
has a ways to go. A bunch of features need
fixing, but we'll support it in Unreal. In fact

that's die only way to get 3D games into con
sumers' hands once a wide variety of hard
ware companies have good 3D cards out.
boot What needs fixing in Direct3D?
Sweeney There's a whole bunch of 3D hard
ware features—some are available and some

aren't—and you have to figure out which
specific stuff is supported, and just use a cer
tain number of texture formats and a certain

kind of frame-buffer format. When you're
developing for Direct3D, you need to test it
on every possible piece of hardware that it's
going to run on. And if you get Direct3D
worldng on the first five pieces of hardware,
then it's probably not going to work on the
sixth one. It leaves all the work to the pro
grammer, whereas I'd like a 3D interface
with a wide array of functionality where
everything works, and the only difference is
performance. So it's optional—rather than
mandatory as it is now with Direct3D)—to
try it on every piece of hardware and fine-
tune it for specific pieces of hardware.

Once we have a more stable lowest com

mon denominator for 3D hardware, it will
be less of a problem. Once we can assume
that everybody has 3Dfx or better in their
machine, it won't be so much work.
boot Is 3Dfx the minimum standard for good
3D cards?

Sweeney Yeah, I'd say 3Dfx defines the per
formance criteria. If everybody stuck to that
and only improved on it, we'd be in really
good shape. 3Dfx has a wide variety of stuff

Pay to Play

boot Why do so many games use big-name
rock stars for their soundtracks?

Schmalz ] \ sells.

boot Does it add anything to the game?
Schmalz If they're talented and tliey do
great stuff. If it's a big name it might sell
a few more boxes, but it doesn't add to
the game unless the person is talented.
boot Who did the soundtrack for Unreal?

Schmalz Alexander Brandon.

boot And he is?

Sweeney just pure talent and no big name.
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that doesn't cost you any extra time. The
thing that hurts other 3D accelerators the
most is that each additional effect costs more

time. You have regular pixelated texture map
ping, then when you add bilinear filtering it's
twice as slow... and then you do Z-buffering
and it's twice as slow as that. Performance is

too dependent on what effects you do. One of
the neat things we're doing in Unreal is tak
ing advantage of 3D6c's ability to let you do
all these effects at the same time widt no

extra cost. And so... you have shadowed tex
ture maps all around and colored lighting
and transparent surfaces, all kinds of things
like that—and it's not costing you any extra
time. If you ran it on a lower-end 3D accelera
tor it would be ridiculously slow.
boot Filtering vs. frame rate: Which is more

important?
Schmalz Frame rate is super important.
Sweeney Yeah, in a 3D action game you need
frame rate first and foremost; and then you
do all the cool effects. The nice thing about
3D6c is that you can do bilinear filtering with
no extra cost. But we had to design Unreal
for lower-end hardware, so we'd just turn
that off and get the speed up to the point
where it's really fast and playable.

Once you're up to 35 fps, you start
turning on options that increase the detail
levels, but gameplay is most important.
boot Violent games such as Quake and Doom—
and probably Unreal—Adve been characterized

as being a bad infiuence on youths. Do you take
personal responsibility for any of that?
Scfl/nafir We're making the game for people
our age and we think parents have a respon
sibility to monitor what children play—just
like with TV. The onus should be on the

parents. Parents should teach their kids the
difference between reality and fantasy.
boot People such as Sen. Joe Lieberman (D-CT)
want to ban violence in computer games.
SchmalzThat's silly. Why target computer
games?
Sweeney You can't take great games away
from all people because they're not appro
priate for litde kids.
5cAroa/zWe're fine with ratings; people 17
and under shouldn't be playing our game.
boot How old would your child have to be to
p/ey Unreal?

Schmalzl wouldn't mind my child playing
it at any age. It's a parent's choice: Some
parents probably wouldn't like their 20-
year-old kids playing something like this.
5wneneylt's like an R-rated movie. If you're
happy letting your kids watch an R-rated
movie, then they can play Unreal,
boot How much gore is too much?
Sweeney Doom has great gore. It is realistic
enough that you really feel like you shot
this guy and blood went flying off him.
And then you get to Quake... which kind of
exaggerates it and Duke Nukem 3D is just
silly. You blow up a creature and then five
times his body weight in blood comes fly
ing out and there are three eyeballs going
off in all directions. That's controversial,
but it's not realistic, and whenever you
depart from realism like that, you lose the
scary realistic atmosphere.
boot Would you consider including a brutal
rape scene in a game?

Sweeney If it made sense within the game
environment, we would not be against
doing a brutal rape scene. But if it's just
gratuitous—Oh, here's somebody being
raped—then, no.
boot The storyline in first-person shooters

always plays second fiddle to the action. John

Romero ieft id to have more control over story
line. How important is a game's storyline to you?
Stdimalz Gameplay is definitely number
one. The story does play second fiddle to
gameplay, but having a good setting, a good
world, a good story to build around is very
important, too. We had that right from the
beginning and it allowed us to keep every
thing consistent.
Sweewey Otherwise you end up with a
mishmash.

Schmalz [id] had that problem in Quake.
They had the mishmash between medieval
and... whatever, and you didn't know why
and the story was bizarre. It's important to
maintain cohesiveness. You want some sort

of reason behind everything.
Sweeney There are actual stories that unfold
as you play Unreal and the game's driven by
the players. You want the players to tell the
story. If you ask them "What's this game
about?" you want them to say, "Well, I start
ed out in this crashed spaceship, I explored
this ahen planet, and there were these two
alien races warring there. I've been trying to
get off this planet and there are these big
bad aliens called the Scars, and now these
peaceful guys are being attacked by them."
Schmalz Yeah, it'd be silly for someone to
say "Here is the exact story" paragraph for
paragraph as you walk through the game. It
has to be flexible enough to allow a person
to go around and build their own story.
Sweeney If we do a good job with our game
design, the average person will be able to
play Unreal and then tell the story without
reading anything.
Scftma/z We don't want to stop the action
for anything. We have cut scenes, but

"But
I've fo
such as
3D, Doom,
that you run
this great inte.
beautiful level,
to the end. and yo
a switch.
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Crossing Over

boot How many platfoms Is Unreal being developeiWt^
Sweeney PC is the only one we're doing for sure. GT is ■talidng to
DMA about doing it on a Nintendo 64. We're also looking ai tms
Microsoft arcade thing, but the PC is the only guarantee. And
Nintendo 64 is very likely.
boot How about PlayStation or Sega?
SweeneyGT was interested in doing those, but we looked at what
we could actually get onto those systems and it's like "Wow! They
can make an Unreal-like game that fi ts in SMB." Our game is
32MB. We concluded that it would be really disappointing com
pared to the PC version, so we didn't want to do it.
door Mario 64 is kicking the N64. When are you guys going to port Jazz
Jackrabbit to the Unreal engine?
Siveeoey We're looking at it. We're interested in doing that project.
Mario is a great example of gameplay and it opened up many new
possibilities, but it was also limited by having an 8MB cartridge.
Mario just touched on tlie things you could do. It's about variety
and having a lot of cool graphics and a lot of cool animations and...
Schmalz ...and interesting things happening all the time. You can
pack so much more of that into something like the Unreal engine.
Sweeney A few hundred megs in Unreal,
boot Do you think the Saturn will survive?
SweeneyThey'ie great, viable systems. They weren't appropriate
for Unreal because we have a game designed entirely to take

advantage of what you can do on a PC wtn a lot oi kam ana an
Internet connection. So it doesn't map well at all onto any of those
consoles. Nintendo 64 has enough memory and speed that it can
fit. but the PlayStation and Saturn just weren't good for it. But
there are a lot of great PlayStation and Saturn games. I'd say
they're going to survive at least for the next few years. Tliey'Il sur
vive to the next-generation iiardware.
boot Are you guys developing for the Apple's Rhapsody?

We'll look at it when it comes out. Lion Entertainment
was talking about porting Unreal to tlie Mac, but that fell into
limbo when Apple ran into all its problems. If Apple emerges with
a viable platform, then I'm sure that deal will be rekindled.
boot Is all your development done on PCs?
Sweeney We're definitely PC people. We liave three SGIs and 28 PCs.
boot Microsoft's PC Arcade initiative. What do you think of that?
Sweeney I'm not sure it's going to be a minor success or a huge
success, but it's going to be there. Right now the problem with
arcade machines is that each one is custom-built and unique, so
they're very expensive. Most game developers just can't get into
arcades. And that's where scalability really comes into play. If you
had the game engine to support it, you could just run Unreal on it
and it would look twice as cool and people would be willing to pay
a quarter. Everybody is already developing for PC and it'll be a
pretty easy port.

they're real-time interactive cut scenes where
you walk into the room and you might see
some sort of cinematic unfolding and you
can either sit and watch it or you can start
blasting these people and break up dieir lit
tle scene. We don't want to cut to a pre-ren-
dered scene where they have to sit and wait.
boot What makes a good game?
Schmalz You want the person to be engrossed
and have a lot of fun.
Sweeney And leave the player in control. A
lot of games are designed around cool situ
ations rather than building cool experiences
for the player.,, especially in a 3D action
game. You want the player to be in control
and leading the show.
Schmalzyou don't want repetitive actions.
You want players to experience new things.
1 stopped playing a bunch of games when I
got to the point where I said "Ah, I've seen
diis before." It gets boring.
boot What game had the best graphics last year?
Schmalz We're all spoiled by Unreal.
Sweeney Hexen had really good graphics.
I've always been frustrated with those
games because it seems the games with the
best graphics become "click type" games
and die games with the best gameplay tend
to be pretty graphically sparse.
boot What about other first-person shooters?
Sweeney Quake rocks.
boot What do you think of Carmack's imple
mentation of OpenGL Quake ?
Sweeney Really cool. It opened our eyes to
3D acceleration being viable. Before that
there was Rendition Quake, which was
about 30 percent faster, but GLQuake really
looks amazing!
Schmalz It's too bad OpenGL isn't more of
a standard.

Sweeney You have much smoother graph
ics, but not necessarily better graphics.
Everything is designed for the limitations
of 8-bit software rendering. The big area of
improvement in games during the next few
years will be developing content that really
takes advantage of the current hardware.
And with Quake, the content's probably the
best that could possibly be done for 8-bit
color software rendering, but when you get
into really fast high-end hardware support,
you can definitely do better.
Schmalz We've been creating content for
the latest technologies. A lot of the other
games coming out in the next little while
are bland; the content is obviously affected
by the older technologies.
boot The developer community is pretty tight
knit. Carmack has the plan files on the net. Do
you guys plan to do something similar?
Sweeney Ho, that's silly.
Scfr/na/zTalking to consumers is great. We
do that, but John Carmack started this litde
plan thing and now it's turned into every
body's own little daily joumal. Carmack's
original thing was to list what he plans to do
each day to keep everybody up to date.
Sweeney And that was cool.
Schmalz But now, it's not what it was inten
ded to be. It's really kind of siUy. What's the
point? Building your little ego, 1 guess,
boot How much do you communicate with the
online community?
Sweeney We spend a lot of time... There are
already 150 web sites dedicated to Unreal.
Schmalz And they want information; they
want to chat with us... that's cool. They love
games; they want to play our games and we
want to talk about it.
Sweeney 1 exchange about 10 e-mails a day

with the really hardcore gamers interested in
Unreal. They've given me a lot of good ideas.
boot Do you ever use those suggestions in the
actual game?
SweeneyYeah, countless suggestions...
We'll roll things they named right into the
technology and into our ideas about levels.

The concept of night and day was sug
gested. So 1 set up a light-switchable circle
according to a day or night cycle. Somebody
was asking about sky. So I went through
and set up 10 sky properties in Unreal Ed
which could change sky textures. We'll
have transparency, brightness, and fog, and
all kinds of little things like that. For game
play we've been loading up this big list of
features that everybody wants to see in net
work play and once in a while some make
it into the spec. One hundred minds are
better than one.
boot What's the worst suggestion you've ever
been given?
Schmalz I ignore them.
SweeneyThere were some bad ones. The
worst suggestions assume we're just making
Quake and list these minor improvements.
"You should make the rocket lavmcher shoot
a little bit faster," when we don't even have a
God-damn rocket launcher!"
boot No rocket launcher? Blasphemyl What
kind of unique weapons are there in Unreal ?
Schmalz There's one weapon we call the
"Stunner." It's like a charge-based thing; you
press it down and it charges up and blasts
the guy. The farther away, the less of a blast
you'll get. You could blast them into walls,
blast them off ledges. That's pretty cool.
boot Who's influenced you as game designers?
Schmalz Definitely id. They've pretty much
set the genre of first-person action games.
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1 "The companies
that have definitely
i^een growing the
ost over the pa^'
years all come h
om a shareware}
background."

Everybody who's into this kind of game loves
id's stuff. Blizzard is awesome. And in my
past, I thought stufFIike Wizardry was the
greatest. The Infocom games were excellent.
Sweeney You had games such as Zork, where
you type commands and stuff happens.
What does that have to do with a 3D game?
Those games felt immersive because it's like
reading a book. It's not just words—you're
envisioning what's happening. To me. those
games have the best graphics of any game.
boot What do professional level designers know
that amateur level designers don't?
Schmalz First of all, you have to be an
incredibly intense game player.
Sweeney You have to be totally focused.
Schmalz You have to pretty much live
games. And then have a huge passion
because these things take incredible hours.
Sweeney A really good amatem level des
igner who spends, say, a year working on
cool levels could make the transition.

ScAma/r Study the masters.
boot And who are the "masters"?

Schmalz Well, other than everybody on our
team... of course, John Romero.
A lot of the guys on the id team are good.

A lot of the guys at Hypnotic are quite good,
too. Who else? The guy on lonStorm. Oh...
the guys who did Redmck Rampage are pretty
good. It's amazing, these guys who are really
good, really make the difference.
boot So what's the dream team of game
developers?

Schmalz The Unreal team.

Sweeney If you got the five best level
designers in the world together in a room,
within 24 hours they would kill each other.
So I think a dream team is any team that
can work well together. We have one of
those teams here. I think id had one during
Doom and Quake development.
boot Big-name developers such as Chris
Roberts or John Romero have flown the coop
and split to new companies. How long before
you blow outta here?

ScftynaHz Well, we own our companies—I

don't think we're going anywhere! [laughs]
Sweeney They got in situations where they
were basically working for other people and
not liking where they were forced to be.
boot When you guys make your first billion
dollars, what car will you buy?
Schmalz Probably a Ferrari.
Sweeney My car works just fine. 1 think I'd
just keep getting faster and faster computers.
boot What kind of PC do you use at home?
Sweeney I have a dual Pentium Pro 200, a
Pentium II, and a Pentium 90. You always
have to have a crappy computer to see how
your game actually runs.
Schmalz I have a Pentium Pro and a

Pentium 200.

boot What's your ultimate system?
Sweeney I've got it!
Schmalz A Pentium 300 sounds pretty good.
Sweeney Yeah, those are good.
Scftma/z With lots of RAM... 128MB of RAM.
9GB hard drive, the faster the better.
boot What's the most important PC technology?
SchmalzThe Pentium and 3D hardware

accelerators.

Sweeney The Pentium is most important.
3D hardware wiU be more important in
1998, but it's not there yet. Probably only
five percent of gamers have good 3D hard
ware. The thing that's really going to drive
3D engines is if everybody's PC is bundling
good 3D hardware.
Schmalz In the past, these cards have been
very close to what you can achieve in soft
ware anyway.

Sweeney Yeah, they're more like 3D
decelerators. [laughs]
boot Such as...?

Sweeneyjust about everything that's not a
3Dfx or Rendition.

Schmalz But now... some of these cards are

just amazing and there's no way you can
achieve that kind of thing in software.
Sweeney But only hardcore enthusiasts are
going to go out and buy an add-in. What's
really going to drive 3D home is bundling
the cards on computers.

boot S3 dominates the 3D market. What do you
think of its ViRGE chipsets?

Sweeney My software running code is 50
percent faster than their hardware. So it's
not a useful technology right now for
games such as Unreal. For some games,
which aren't as taxing, it's a decent acceler
ator. Driving games that support the first
generation of 3D hardware such as the S3
ViRGE, the ATI Rage... they do a good job
there, but Unreal is much more demand
ing. And when we're rendering realistic
environments with a lot of polygons and
shadows and dynamic lights everywhere...
that's about as taxing an application as you
can have. We're finding that only the cur
rent 3Dfx hardware is able to handle it.

boot Intel funded development for Unreal, how
did that take place?
Schmalz We can't comment on it.

Sweeney Sure we can. It's public knowledge.
Schmalz It is?

Sweeney They helped us out early-on when
they were lining up software to take advan
tage of MMX. They realized they needed 3D
games. We've had a relationship with them
for awhile and worked with them on vari

ous fun things. So we went to them with
Unreal and they really liked it. And we
worked with them; they supplied us with
some really early MMX hardware, which
was really great. We got Unreal support up
and running. I think Unreal was the first
game that was actually up and running on
one of their MMX machines. They've been
really cool to work with.
boot Do you guys have Inroads to unannounced
Intel technologies?
Sweeney I don't know of any Intel tech
nology that hasn't been announced.
boot So you don't know anything about MMX2?
Sweeney Actually there is some stuff, but it's
all under NDA. I think the next big thing is
AGP which, will go a long way toward
improving 3D accelerator performance, giv
ing 3D cards access to aU of your main mem
ory textures. The 8MB textures and much
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faster access will really be a big improvement
for 3D hardware. MMX2 and all of that stuff

is further off, so it's hard to predict how
that's going to have an impact.

Still, it's surprising how clearly MMX has
been adopted by game developers. It pro
vides so much power, but it's hard to take
advantage of it all.
boot Why Is it hard to take advantage of MMX?
SweeneyMMX isn't like going from a 486 to
a Pentium, where you get this big improve
ment in processing speed. To take advantage
of MMX you need to use specific instruc
tions to design your algorithms around
MMX types of data. It's a challenge.
boot Do you think MMX is all ifs cracked
up to be?
ftveeney Yeah, it'll have a very big long-term
impact on 3D and multimedia in general.
We use it to get two times the speed in our
sound processing and to do color lighting
caloolations three times faster.

In the long run, it'll be really well
exploited, but it's hard to exploit now
because of the lack of tools. You have to

design a program from the ground up to
take advantage of MMX. You really can't
retrofit a product to take advantage of it.
boot Are there discernible differences in the

performance of Unreal on non-intel machines?
SweeneyVve run some performance test
ing. Unreal ran fastest on a Pentium Pro
200 and second on a Pentium 11 233 and

third on a K6. But they're all pretty close.
Each has its quirks, but the Pentium Pro

is fastest because of its Level 2 cache. The

Pentium II is faster for some things, slower
for others. K6 is like a Pentium II, but its

floating point is about twice as slow.
Price competition is good. If K6 does

anything for the industry, it wiU be to get
the price down and keep Intel competitive.
tmot What about M2?

SHreeney Haven't tried it. Don't know any
thing about it.
boot Do you think it's going to have any impact?
Sweeney Don't know.
Sc/inra/rAre you talking about 3D0's
machine? [Everybody laughs]
boot What about an OS/2 veision of Unreal ?

SweeoeyGee, I'm sure the five OS/2 game
players would appreciate it! [laughs] But
seriously, no. It wouldn't be practical from
a financial standpoint. It'd be a lot of work
and it wouldn't have any point.
boot Are you saying OS/2 is pretty much dead?
Swe&ieyOS/2 was "pretty much dead" a
very long time ago.
boot IBM has stated that OS/2 is not dead.

SweeneyA lot of big companies use it to
run their servers, but that's all. Consumers
do not use OS/2.
boot We'll be waiting for the flood of letters.

While we're being critical, does Unreal have any
obvious flaws right now?
Sweeney In software rendering there are a lot
of tradeoffs between speed and visual cor
rectness. Sometimes you see flaws in the
shadows and places...
Schmalz'We see them, but I don't think the
average person does.
Si»ee»fiy Every 3D engine, both software and
hardware, is going to have visual flaws—it's
just a matter of degree. Even on 3D hard
ware, every engine has several prominent
flaws. One is with bilinear filtering tex
ture—you still see artifacts in a lot of games.
The other thing is edge aliasing. When you
see a bright edge with a flat background
behind it. you see these big pixels all over
the place. So until the hardware is improved
by a factor of maybe 100,000, it will fall way
short of what people expect from reality.
boot But will someone who plays Unreal say
"Man, I wish they had done this"?
Stianalz Definitely not. I think they're going
to look at it and be blown away. It's a huge
advance over anything out there now. The
shadow errors that Tim sees, the average
person is not going to see.
Siyeeoey Yeah, people don't see flaws until
they've seen something better. Often, in the
game industry, a new technology comes out
and it blows people away and they think
it's perfect. You know, like the Doom tech
nology—you look at that and think. "That's
perfect 3D and it's not going to get any better
than this"—until Quake comes out and then
you think, "Wow, this is perfect. It's not
going to get any better." And then Unreal
comes along. And now if you look back at
Doom or Quake you say "Wow, that was real
ly limited. There are no shadows and there's
no X, Y, and Z," but people tend not to
notice tliat at the time.

boot Unreal 2. Is it already started?
Swemeyjust vague accumulated cool ideas.
boot So what cool ideas have been bumped to
Unreal 2?

Sweeney Skeletal animation. You'd have
creatures completely responding to physics
and creatures pimching
each other. You could

have great hand-to-hand
combat with collision, in
terms of people's arms
hitting other people's
arms and faces. Right
now collision is primi
tive, it's not that cool.
Guys are either touching
or not and you don't
have any idea of where.
ScbmalzVery accurate
collisions. These are

things developers have
been thinking about for
years. We're just getting
to the point where we
can achieve that.

Sweeney As hardware
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gets faster, a lot of other rendering tech
niques are suddenly possible because you
have more horsepower. And when you can
assume that the average consumer has a
Pentium II and a next-gen 3D card, you can
do really amazing stuff—fractal surfaces,
bump-mapping, and all kinds of real-time
effects, which require a ton of CPU power.
We'll be incorporating a lot of those things
into the Unreal technology.
tmjt What kind of games lie beyond first-
person shooters?
Schmablt's just a matter of coming up with
the right game. Tomb Raider did a fairly
good job of doing third-person perspective.
SweeneyYou'U see real-time strategy games
going 3D. There are already some prominent
ones in the works that will be big. You'll
always see these two factions of games; one
where you're controlling one guy experienc
ing the environment; the other where you're
commanding some army... a large-scale
game where you control a lot of resources.
ScAmab If you have a third-person perspec
tive game and you're controlling one indi
vidual, you don't have as much control and
you can't aim your gun as well.
SweeneyYeah, we had third-person in
Unreal for a while. In fact, they're still in
for testing, but it didn't work for this game.
That's great for a puzzle-oriented game such
as Tomb Raider, but you have these prob
lems with aiming. In third person you're
watching somebody else do something...
and that's not natural. The controls will

never be as intuitive in the third person as
in the furst person because you always have
this problem ofwanting to see the player
from interesting angles, not just straight
from behind. How are the controllers sup
posed to respond when you're looking at the
player from the side view and he's looking
forward, and you press "forward"? Do you
want him to go left or right or forward or
center? It will always be a problem. I don't
think that will ever be solved. It will just be
improved on. In contrast, first-person con
trol is intuitive and clean. 0
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Sooner or later, you'll run Into Veronica Schnoodle.
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Intel^ 266MHz Pentium® II processor (features MUX" technology)
64MB EDO RAM

6.4GB EIDE hard drire

19" Hitachi SuperScan CM751. .Z6dp (IB" display)

FUSION 3D FEATURES

Monster 3D graphics card with 4MB memory

DVD-ROM drive,' DVD software, £4 Cool DVD PCI decoder card:
6 channel AC-3 to 2 channel out capability, SPOIF ou^ot
(digital audio out)

AVE 64 sound card

Cambridge SoundWorks/MlcroVlbrks-
2 speaker satellite with subwoofer stereo system

Fusion 3D game pak
Mech yfaniot  t" Mercenaries 3Dfx version, AH-64D Lon^xn, (IS. Itavy
Fighters '9^ Command S Conquer, Popids' 3Dix RadiQ Sun

MS® Sidewinder Pro joystick

STANDARD FEATURES

SI2HB internal L2 cache, 2MB BIOS

Diamond Stealth Pro DX, 3D video, MPEG, 4MB EDO RAM

3.5" floppy drive, 100MB Iomega Zip drive
US Robotics Sportster 56K x2 internal data/fax modem"
Tool-free minitower or desktop

Microsoft" intelllmouse!' 104-key keyboard

Microsoft Windows® 95 and MS Plus! CD

Microsoft Office 97 SBE COs

Universal Serial Bus connections

5-yr/3-yr Micron Power" limited warranty $3,999

Intel 233MHz Pentinn processor with MMIT technology
4SMB SDRAM

4GB Ultra ATA hard drive

17" Micron 700FGi, i6dp (16.0" display)

FUSION 3D FEATURES

Monster 3D graphics card with 4MB memory

Advent 370's - speaker/subwoofer system
Fusion 3D game pale
Mech Warrior t Mercenaries 30fx version, AH-64D Longbow LLS. Navy
Fighters '97, Command S Conquer, Pi^uiar 3Dfx Racing Sim

MS Sidewinder Pro joystick

STANDARD FEATURES

512KB pipeline burst cache, flash BIOS

Diamond Stealth Pro DX, 3D video, MPEG, 4MB EDO RAM
24X EIDE variable speed CD-ROM drive

3.5" floppy drive
100MB Iomega Zip drive
32 voice wavetable stereo sound

US Robotics Sportster S6K x2 internal data/fax modem"
Tool-free minitower or desktop

Microsoft Intelllmouse, lG4-key keyboard
Microsoft Windows 95 and MS Pius! CD

Microsoft Office 97 SBE COs

Universal Serial Bus connections

5-year/3-year Micron Power
limited warranty

Pentium

Micron"' Millennia^

with Fusion 30'"

You know the one.

The annoying neighbor

kid going "Whatcha doin'?

wanna play?" She gives

you one more reason

to stay in and play with your Micron

Millennia PC featuring Fusion 3D. For

you, this means the ultimate gaming

experience. It's a machine designed to

run even the most graphic-Intensive

games and Internet entertainment. You'll

get awesome 2D and 3D graphics cards,

the screaming speed of Intel's 266MHz

Pentium 11 processor featuring MMX

technology, and all the latest hardware,

like DVD, and software tools - maximized

for the Fusion 3D game pak's intense

multimedia applications.

Don't stress. You always have Micron's

award-winning customer support at your

service - Ik hours a day, 7 days a week.

And we've got one of the best warranties

in the industry. Call Micron today for

everything you need...including more

ways to ditch Veronica.

Call for information on our

other Millennia configurations.

'Note, the CD-ROM drive will be removed upon purchase of the DVD upgrade.
'Maumum transmission speed of up to 56Khps when downloading data and 33.6Kbps when uploading. However, actual performance is dependent upon
numerous factors and observed transfer rates may be less than the maximum potentials.
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]Ne hand-built the world's

best personal computer and,

with this guide, you can tool

At its core, the boot mission is deceptively simple: We want

Pure PC Power. We want PCs stuffed with primo components. PCs
tweaked for ultimate performance. PCs that have acheived their full .

potential. Yes, we're driven by an unflagging pursuit for PC
perfection. That's why we take $5,000 every year and employ every
resource at our disposal to construct the Dream lYIachine, a

no-excuses juggernaut that shatters the benchmark scores of every

system we've ever reviewed.

The quest for Dream Machine Lusting fOT the
97 began with heated debates

among the bootEditors. Should VOUrs!
the system be a mix of every

m-Ass product we've ever S/mp/y en er our contest by
reviewed, or a demonstration of . °
,  . n using the hidden key on this

fXTTUr "month's bootDisc/Shouid It be the ultimate gaming
.. , t I- , Seepage 12 formore details,

machine, or a workstation-class

NT box? What about the video

and 3D cards? Was SoundBlaster compatibility important anymore?

What statement would each component convey to you, the
bootReader, the most discriminating computer enthusiast alive?

The arguments were loud and lengthy. We spent many a lunch

at Soo Pong's debating parts and strategies. As our vision grew, we
suddenly "needed"$6,000, $7,000, $8,000—but we limited

ourselves to $5,000 out of respect for your bank account. The

Dream Machine is a computer you can actually build yourself. And

since it's stuffed with only the best components, you won't have to

worry about upgrade costs until at least, well, next year.

We're damn proud of this monster, and you'll be too if you're

the lucky stiff who wins it.
On the next eight pages, we blueprint the Dream Machine

piece-by-piece. Check out the staggering bootMarks it posted,
then send an e-maii to: dreammachine@bootnet.com and tell us

about your component choices... That is, once you stop shaking

your head in sheer awe.

Photography by Aaron Lauer
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you measure a 3D chipset's success by the wealth of
its eye-popping native titles, then the 3Dfx Voodoo
has gone triple platinum. The Voodoo is where pro
grammers go to show off. It is the standard by which
3D games acceleration is measured.

The Voodoo achieves its incomparable texture-
mapping speed through parallel processing. SDbc has
leveraged two separate memory systems to work
this magic: One talks to 2MB of frame buffer, while
the other simultaneously sucks textures out of 2MB
of dedicated texture memory. The end result is
arcade-caliber visual quality and frame rates.

We chose the Diamond Monster 3D over other

Voodoo-based boards because it comes with better

drivers, and a bigger bundle. Diamond has proven it
will push drivers as far as they can go. and when the
price of the Monster 3D felt within the range of other
Voodoo-based cards, we had a lock. With so much
developer support, you can be certain you won't be
disappointed with this card for a long time to come.

^gmmMonster^

SDfxVoodoo cards are 3D-only accel
erators that override your primary display adapter
when 3D is called for. The downside of this all-or-

nothing approach is that the Voodoo chipset can only
work full-screen; it provides no speed boost to 3D in
a window (such as VRML). Another SDfx chipset, the
Voodoo Rush, gets around this by allowing its 3D
side to share a frame buffer with a closely paired 20
chip on the same board. Unfortunately, the 2D chips
that wot1< with the Voodoo Rush have their own set

of drawbacks. This knocked the Rush out of con

tention (though it would have been nice to preserve

a PCI slot). The only other dedicated 3D accelerator
in contention was the VideoLogIc Apocalypse 3Dx
driven by the PowerVR PCX2 chipset. This card
sports some amazing native content, but its general
developer support is lacking. In the 3Dx's favor, how
ever, is the ability to write over the PCI bus into our
2D video card's frame buffer, aliowing its 3D to be
pumped onto a TV. You can't do that with a Voodoo.

VIDEO: Tl All-ln-Wonder

The 4MB Aii-in-Wonder is an elegant combination
of 3D accelerator. TV tuner, and video capture
card—all mixed together with a good dose of style.
Sure, the Rage 11+ chip powering the All-in-Wonder
doesn't deliver eye-popping 3D horsepower (which
is why we went with a separate 3Dfx card), nor does
it offer the fastest 20. But it's fast enough, supports
high resolutions, and has polished, full-featured dri
vers. Its scaled video quality is the best in the world.
The All-in-Wonder may not win every event, but
nothing can touch it in the Decathlon.

Thanks to the All-in-Wonder's ImpactTV chip, it
can output to your TV any screen resolution up
torough 800x600. in doing so, it preserves image

quality and sharpness despite the low-res nature of"
NTSC. It even outputs the funky resolutions defined
by DirectX, such as 512x384 or 320x400. The ultimate
PC Is suddenly the ultimate TV gaming console.

The All-in-Wonder also excels at high-resolution
desktop work. It runs true color at 1280x1024 and
high color at 1600x1200, and still delivers good 2D
speed and full screen video playback. The TV tuner
is the final icing on the cake. In addition to allowing
you to channel surf while you net surf, the software
will automatically make transcripts of TV shows from
closed-captioning information. Or you can just use
the video-capture features to save your favorite King
of the Hill clips to the hard disk.

r $239
'  At press time,

many doss new graphics tech
nologies were on the horizon.
The Nvidia Riva 128 chip to
be found in the STB Veiocity
128/30 is looking particularly
hot. Not to be outdone, ATI's

Xpert@P[ay, driven by the 3D
Rage Pro chip, is due out soon
surely to be followed by an All
in-Wonder Pro. Also look for

boards powered by the new
Rendition V2200.

SOUND CARm Diamond Monster Sound

It's inevitable: Your sound card will eventually leave
the ISA bus for a much happier home on the PCI bus.
The PCI bus can handle several simultaneous audio

streams, as well as 3D filtering and mixing onboard.
With ISA sound cards, all of this activity has to done
by the CPU. Additionally, when an ISA bus performs
audio DMA transactions, the CPU waits until the
transaction is complete. The PCI bus, however, is
smart enough to spare the CPU its silly little DMA
transactions.

This said, the IVIonster Sound is the best PCI
sound card we've heard, it handles 24 Independent
audio streams containing 16-btt digital audio, and up
to 32 voices of wavetabte audio. It's also equipped
with two independent stereo outputs, so you can
hook up four different speakers for killer DirectX
surround sound effects.

The Monster Sound is a next-gen sound solution,
so old-school gamers might suffer. There's an emu
lator for games that require a protected DOS mode,

but it takes up two additional IRQ s on top of the one
already required by (he card. For absolute compati
bility, the Monster Sound can work alongside a
SoundBlaster card, piping audio signals in a scheme
similar to the way a 3Dfx works. Finally, the
Monster's 2MB wavetabie audio daughtercard falls
into the "adequate" category, lucidly, the card is
WaveBlaster compatible, so MIDI audiophiles can
easily upgrade to a better wavetabie card, such as
the Yamaha DB50XG or the Roland SCD-15 Sound

Canvas.

$191

v We wanted to avoid putting any ISA
cards into the Dream Machine in order to decrease

wait states on the PCI bus. and make the entire system
perform faster (see "Optimizing for Performance"). If
you don't mind ISA cards, we highly recommend the
Turtle Beach Pinnacle, especially if you're the next
Thomas Dolby, It offers the cleanest audio signals
around for professional sound mixing,

1^



Dream Machine 97
It came, \Ne saw, it conquered

Dream Machine 97 Is pure,
unadulterated PC glory—a bench-
mark-setting powerhouse hand-
assembled by the bootBoys, and
optimized for your computing
pleasure.

The machine's mid-sized ATX

tower case is designed for ulti
mate accessibility with a sheet-metal moth
erboard bracket that slides from the rear.

Inside lurks the festest Intel-based proces
sor ever—the 300MH2 Pentium II—nestied

into Advanced Integration Research's P6
KPI dual Pentium II ATX motherboard. The

board is armed with Intel's A40FX PCIset,
64MB of memory, and just about every I/O
orifice under the sun. An integrated
Adaptec AIC7880 PCt-to-Ultra Wide SCSI
Controller sits pretty next to the EIDE and
floppy header connectors. NT buffe will dig
the second Slot 1 for multi-processor mad
ness. While the board's PCISet supports
up to 1GB of RAM, the four 168-pin DIMM
slots will get you to only 512MB, one
128MB buffered DIMM at a time.

Four bus-mastered PCI slots, two ISA
slots, and a single shared PCI/ISA slot

assume expansion duties. Out of all these
options, the slow-ass ISA bus has been
abandoned entirely. The Dream Machine's
video subsystem consists of a double
Kick-Ass combo: ATI's 3D Rage Ik-pow
ered All-ln-Wonder and Diamond's 3Dlx-

powered Monster 3D. What more can you
ask for? Killer Windows 2D? Got it. TV-out

and -in? Yes. The best MPEG/Win95 FMV
playback quality in the world? Uh huh.
Step into the world of bilinear-filtered 3D
acceleration, and you'll feel the power of
awe-inspiring Voodoo graphics. For a com
plete sound solution, the machine cranks
Diamond's Monster Sound with a 2MB

wavetable upgrade. It supports
DirectSound, DirectSound 3D. GMIDI, and
Sound Blaster compatibility—all via the
souped-up PCi bus.

For storage, the machine is all SCSI.
Plextor's 12/20PleX CD-ROM drive is one of
the few drives that pushes data at a con
sistently high transfer rate. It's also ready
to read CD-RW disks. For mass storage
duties, Micropolis' 4.3GB Stinger SCSI hard
drive fills the bill, while Iomega's SCSI Zip
drive tides you over until DVD-RAM hits.

Two 5.25-inch drive bays are ready for
expansion needs.

Other goodies include Logitech's
ergonomic four-button mouse,
Thrustmaster's Millenium 3D joystick, U.S.
Robotics' X2 Sportster modem, and Altec
Lansing's ACS48 PowerCubes Plus speaker
system. Not a compromise in the bunch-
and the 19-inch Optiquest display is simply
the best value in monitors around.

Performance-wise, Dream Machine 97 is
just plain scary, destroying almost every
benchmark we have. In the bootMark, the
computer posts an incredible 145 (compare
that to the 50s and 60s posted by most
MMX P200S). The MDK Perffest flies into
the 145 range, making this machine da
DirectX bomb. SysMark32 scores are
dreamy—how fest do you need to scroll
that Excel spreadsheet anyway?—and hard
drive performance is solid. CD-ROM speed
is the best we've seen so far, and with the
help of FastVid, Quake posted equally
impressive scores. The Dream Machine can
work as well as play, so compile away and
number-crunch 'til the cows come home.

It doesn't get any better than this.

Building a machine with powerful components doesn't guarantee powerful perfor
mance. BIOS settings and OS device drivers ultimately make the difference. Here are
some of the things we did to tune the Dream Machine into an over-achieving monster.

We at)andoned the ISA t)us. PCi. the current de facto 32-bit bus, offers a peak
throughput spec'd to reach 264Mb/s. ISA is a 16-bH bus that tops out at around

8Mb/s. Because the PCI bus mns faster than

the ISA bus, it must be slowed during inter
actions. To compensate, the PCI architecture
distances its relation to the ISA bus in two

ways: Passive Release allows the PCI bus to
continue working while receiving data from
ISA devices, and Delayed Transaction lets
PCI bus masters continue to work by delay
ing transmissions to ISA cards.

ISA is an old. decrepit bus whose day
has passed. It only persists because of lega
cy peripherals such as sound, SCSI and
modem cards. The Dream Machine uses a

PCI sound card, built-in SCSI on the mother
board, and an external modem—no ISA
cards anywhere. We did this so we could
tweak the communication speed between
the two buses and the CPU. The BIOS set

ting that controls this timing is the PCI
Latency Timer, which Is measured by the
number of PCI Clocks. Values range from 0

hoot editors at play. to 255, with lower values lowering band-

Software Editor Sean Downey plays peekaboo with the PCI bus.

width and data throughput while offering better response times to the bus by system
devices. It is usually safer to keep this number low (usually around 32) for ISA cards.
We Increased the number to 128, This, and the absence of ISA cards, helped us pull
an extra 10% to 15% performance boost out of the system.

We also optimized the Dream Machine with a shareware application called
FastVid (version 1.03). FastVid is used for Pentium Pm and Pentium II motherboards
based on the 82450 and 82440 chipsets. It improves graphic performance In DOS and
Win35 by enabling cache posting cache writes for the PCI bus. It also enables banked
VGA write combining, which allows separate writes to the VGA mechanism to be com
bined into a cacheline that can be bursted out to video memory via the PCI bus.
FastVid enables SVGA linear frame buffer write combining to make access to video
memory simpler and faster. Ultimately, FastVid increases throughput to video RAM to
88Mb/s, and PCI throughput to IdMb/s.

48 boot SEP 97
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SHOPPING LIST
Intel Pentium 11300MHz

www.mtrends.com, 888.868.7363 $851 1
AIR P6-KDt Dual Pentium II motherboard
www.airwebs.com, 408.428.0800 $550

64MB buffered ECC EDO DIMM
www.cybertechmall.com/T<po/index.html. 800-8ti8-348 $381

Diamond Monster 3D

www.diamondmm.com, 800.468.5846 $159

Diamond Monster Sound 3D
wvi/w.diamondmm.com, 800,468.5846

J

$191 1
ATI All-in-Wonder
www.atitech.com, 905,882,260 $239

Altec Lansing ACS48 PowerCube Plus
www.altecmm.com, 800.648.6663 $149 ;

Internal Iomega Zip Drive
www.iomega.com, 800.697.8833 $135

Plextor 12/20PleX CD-ROM Drive
www.piextor.com, 800.811.3757 $248

Logitech 4-Button mouse
www.iogitech.com, 800.231.7717 $49 1
US Robotics Sportster 56K Fax Modem
www.usr.com, 800.342.5877 $190

Cherry Electronics G83-6300 Keyboard
www.cherrycorp.com, 847.662.9200 $40

OptiQuest V9S19" Monitor
www.viewsonic.com, 800.888.8583 $995

Micropolls Stinger 4.3GB UW Hard Drive
www.micropolis.com, 800.395.3748 $395

IW-A5G0 ATX Medium Tower case w/ 300W Power Supply
www.compudex.com, 619.467.9305 $110

Thrusbmaster Millenlum 3D
www.thrustmaster.com. 503.615.3200 $70

Samsung Floppy Drive
www.samsung.com, 888.868.7363 $22

1 Cooling Fan
1 www.cpvue.com, 800-888-4437 $40 1

CP-VUE Early Warning System
www.cpvue.com, 800-888-4437

■i

$40

Windows 95 0SR2
www.microsoft.com, 800.426.9400 $90

TOTAL $4,944

WHAT!?!
Don't have $5,000
to build your own
Dream Machine?

Just enter boot's

contest and

WIN
the ultimate PC,
as hand-built by

boots editors.

To enter, simpiy go to the
hidden section of the

bootDisc shown above
and click on the button
to go to a secret page
on the boof/Vef website
where entries can be

filed online.

see page 12 for more details.



FEEL THE HEAT
The Duat CP-Vue on the Dream Machine's frc

panel displays the temperature inside the ca
and sets off an alarm when the CPU gets toe
for safe operation.

DOUBLE DIP,
LET-y-Q-U-R-
PROCESSORS Ri

I CAN't'lBELlEVE
!T%JfiQX»BUFFEfl ED!

WHEN IDE ISN'T ENOUGH

THE DYNAMIC VIDEO DUO
Combine ATI's awesome 20, TV, and video perfor
mance with 3Dhc's hallmarie 30 graphics, and you
have all the video power you need... this year.

THE BRAINS

CPU Intel Pentium II SOOMhz

L2 Cache 512K Dipeilne burst Intemal

64MB bulfered ECC EDO DIMM

Motherboard AI.R. P6 KPI dual Pentium it ATX

THE BRAWN

Video Card ATI All-in-Wonder(3D Rage ll-f) w/4MB.
Diamond Monster 3D (3Dtx Voodon) w/4MB

Hard Drive

CD-ROM

Mlcmpolis Stinger 4743WS 4.3GB SCSI
Plextor 12/20PleX SCSI

Expansion Bus 4 PCI, 2 ISA, 1 shared PCI/ISA

Fax/Modem

I/O Ports

THE BEAUTY

Display

US Robotics Sportster 56K x2 external
Two serial, one parallel, two USB

ViewSonic OptiquestVBS 19"

Sound Diamond Monster Sound 30 PCI sound card w/2MB

Speakers

Dthers

Altec Lansing ACS48 PowerCube Plus

Logitech 4-buIton mouse. CP-Vue LCD temperature

THE BUNDLE' Windows 95 0SR21 Device drivers for

cards 1 SimCopler I Outlaws I Tigershark I Worldvlew I
Descent II Destination Quarlzon IEP20001 Whiplash IVR
Soccer I MechWarrlor III Hyperblade I Scorched Planet by
Criterion Studios LTD (trial) I Tomb Raider (trial) I Hellbender
(trial) I Monster Truck Madness (trial) I Decathlon (bonus
version) I Captain Quazar (bonus version) I You Don't Know
Jack (bonus version) 1 Diablo (bonus version) I The
Neverhood (bonus version) I Road Rash (bonus version) I
Fire Fight (bonus version) I (Hold on to Your) NutsI (bonus
version) I Drowned Qod (bonus version) I Ravage D.C.X.
(bonus version) I Flight Unlimited (bonus version) I War Wind
(bonus version) I Free Enterprlze (bonus version) I Death
Dome (bonus version) I Director 4.0 I PhotoSulte I
MechWarrior 2

Mm# ttmtfinr mm Uoasar 3D. Uataer Seuntf srafW/-«-

'3

FypAMSinN MAP

PC AT A l-m-Wonder

PCI Diamond Monster

PCI Diamond Monster Sound

PCI Free/Shared

PC Free

ISA Free/Shared

NOTHIN' BUT
A PCI THANG
By using the PCI bus rather
than any resource-hoggin ISA
device, we've increased sys
tem performance by 10 to 15
percent—and we're meeting
PC'98 specs as well.

WAITING FOR
SONIC IMMERSION
Once games take advantage of
DirectSound, people can kiss S<
Blaster compatibility goodbye, l
wanna kick In the rear speaker:
serious immersion techniques, i
Altec's ACS45 speakers.
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SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED
We're so proud of the Dream Machine, we auto
graphed it underneath the motherboard—and some
of the signatures are even legible! The lucky win
ner of this PC is going to have a lot of fun forging
our names on bad checks.

CPU/MOTHERBOARD
bootMark

145

• 0)

SLIP SLIDING AWAY

■I

DARTH VADER
WOULD BE PROUD
Nothing can compare to the
awesome might of the fully
armed and operational
Dream Machine

WIN95 APRS
SYSniark32

225

DIRECT 3D
coinpcsile

833

HARD DRIVE
Adaptec ThreadMark vl.O MS'sec

3.44

7:^

CD-ROM
CD Tacn/Pro v1.65 Itsec

2665

WIN95 VIDEO
VidTacti vl.52 % platen

48.8

DOS GAMING
Quake V7.06

DIRECTX GAMING
MDK PerfTest v1.4

22.4

137

MMX PROCESSING
DeBabelizer Pro

202

CPU/DISK
Microsoft Visual C" compile

117

fflbsf. ■
a^tme expressiomofl^ PC

to itefe. We'pfine^

Intel Pentium II SOOUhzl^
^MBDIMM
^ive PCI slots (two freel)
tiNo ISA cards used
pintegrated Adaptec SCSI
[-jtontrolter
Removable motherboard
^racket for easy upgrades
Qomega ZIP drive
nil 3D Rage/SDfx Voodoo
Bombo _
pxceiient MPEG/FMV
SJgh^g-fast CO-ROM
PBatnoffd Monster Sound 3D
■KldW AiKe Lansing ACS

W 2D video performance
could improve.

Price $4,944
Company boot

Phone 415.468.4684
URL www.bootnet.com

• [irumi Mjctiine 07 indudBS a300MHi P-ll, but none wers available 31 press lime, so
for Oonchmarking purposes we Installed a 266Mila processor, and overd«ked It to
300MHr. We're co^ident a 266MH2 P-tl overdocked to SOOUHz perlorms the same as
a true 300MK2 parr The Dream Machine's 30OMK2 Pdl win have arrivtd at boot by the
Ume you read this, so check wwwhaotnet.com lor a repeal on benchmarking distrep-
ancies (H any) aid what happens when you overdock a P-D 3OOMH2 to 333MHz.

A complete breakdown ol benchmark reeulls Is availal^e on the BootNei Point your
browser to www.Dooltir't cum

f§r4l9l
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KEYBOARDi Cherry Electronics G83-6300
t pretty

ergonomic" keyboards. Ail we need are 104 The Sejin FreeBoard Beamer is our
keys, and a spill-resistant surface. The blue-collar favorite wireless keyboard. It might be

683-6300 is perfect for people who want to parlay
their money Into PC power, not medical fads.

"fancy," but it's still fun to frag from the
comfort of the sofa.

OptlQuest V95 19-Inch
The OpOguesf V9S is an amazing screen machine.
It has the footprint and price of a 17-inch monitor,
yet delivers a whopping 19 inches of screen space,
and has features and video quality to rival pro models.
And it can sync to amazingly high resolutions, such
as 1600x1200 at 76Hz, and 1280x1024 at 88Hz.
Wow. When we saw this price, we high-tailed it out
of 17-inch territory. For the full scoop on this beauti
ful desk-topper, see the review on page 100.

$995
.  For quality and value, no other moni

tors can compare to the V95. Your only altemahve is
to spend some big bucks on a full 21 Inches, or save

a few hundred by n
going for a cheaper '. { B
17-inch. Just f
remember that the' I . . ' .
monitor Is the last I
place you should I
skimp when build- I
ing your own Dream

machine. You can

upgrade your CPU
and RAM fairly frequently,
but you'll likely be staring at the same monitor for
years to come.

MIcropolis Stinger 4.3 GB

"%//W MicrbpS(l§'b7lfTg§Wfwl-lnspiring
^  "ijiF throughput Of Ultra Wide SCSI to
,  your front door with the new Stinger

4.3GB hard drive. Priced under S400,
|f" 'M the Stinger uses the same firmware as

Tomahawk, but instead of the platter-

rattling 7200 rpm speeds of the high-end
^ server drive, the Stinger spins up to 5,400

rpm. The 512K cache and 10.5ms seek time
combine to keep the data you need right at your
drive's fingertips. We pulled sustained throughputs

s drive that are comparable to some 7,200

rpm Ultra DMA drives. SCSI hard drives consume
less CPU resources than IDE drives, thanks to their
bus-mastering host adapters, and perform better on
simuttaneous tasks. The Stinger proves to be no
exception with a CPU utilization mark of 18 percent.
. r $395

■mi.im- rn. .. If you're looking for the ultimate hard
drive experience, check out the Seagate Cheetah.
Sporting 10,033 rpm spindle speeds, and a 7.5ms
seek time, it's the fastest drive currently available.
The 4.55GB version will set you back SI .344.

Sadly, we couldn't afford it.

CompuDEX ATX Medium Tower
We searched for a case that wasn't too large or too
expensive. The CompuDEX ATX Tower is a little
wider than your average case, with space to house
three 5.25 bays, and four 3.5 drive bays. It's con
structed out of 1.0mm sheet metal, and features a
screwless front panel. The thing that really sold us
was the quick-and-easy motherboard access
offered by tli&slide:-jniffiar4Qiwer. module.

.r., $110
If you're looking for

the ultimate in cases, use that old
refrigerator stored in your
garage. You can't get better CPU-
cooling circulation, and it's got
plenty of room for expansion. Hey,
we use one at boot.

mNTROLLEm Thrustmaster Millenium 3D
The Millenium 3D is a digital joystick with five

buttons, a single-stage bigger, a throttle, and
one four-way hat switch. Along with left-and-

right roll-and-twist motions across all
three axes, the Millenium replaces badi-
ional joystick up-and-down action with
liding back-and-forth motion.

il l For fighting games and sports Sims,
you'll want the Gravis GamePad Pro. It features 10
buttons, and a terrific programming interface. For
first-person shooters, we recommend the category-
creating SpaceOrb 360, which allows for seemingly
impossible moves.

FLOPPY DRm Samsung Floppy Drive
at can you say a oppy drive? You find the floppy read and

cheapest, install it and It works as well as every
other floppy drive you've ever used since 1986.
Price: $22
Alternatives: We briefly considered going with an
aiDrive for both SuperDisk (LS-120) and traditional

writes. It was to have *
been our removable storage solution. We eventually
decided to err on bie side of compatibility: Zip is the
popular standard for removable storage, so this Is
the technology we landed on. , :

Technicai Editor Chris Dunphy
Predicts the Future of PC Power

In 1998 we'll witness the extinction of 2D- anil
3D-anly acceleration chips. It just doesn't
make sense to have multiple graphics chips in
a system; there's too much redundancy. 3D-
only acceieiators may remain important in the
upgrade or premium system market, but by the
time we're building Dream Machine 98, they'll
be on their way out. Dream Machine 98 will
certainly be speaking to its 2D/3D card over a
2XAGP interface. At first, AGP will make little
difference, but once games are written to take
advantage of tite 30 megs of textures or more
that AGP allows, we should see some magic.

DVD-ROM will have all but replaced CD-
ROM this time next year, though most content
will still be on CD, not DVD, for quite a while.
DVD-RAM will make a gradual appearance,
slowly replacing the likes of Zip and Jaz drives.
And while it may not happen in 1998, Dream
Machines in the future will have a DVD-RAM
drive that replaces the CD, DVD, floppy, tape
backup, and Zip. Who can argue with 2.4GB per
side of rewriteable, inexpensive storage?

CRTs will continue their slow drop In price,
and 19-inch screens will become more popular.
Thanks to the upcoming multiple-monitor sup
port in Memphis and NT 5.0, Dream Machine
1998 will probably have an inexpensive sec
ondary screen attached.

SDRAM with a 100MHz bus speed will be
the memory of choice. Cranking up memory
speed will provoke a more dramatic speed
boost than cranking up CPU speed. By the end
of 1998, we may even be seeing the tirst few
Rambus-based computers, with memory
speeds faster yet. As memory continues to get
cheaper, 64MB of RAM will be common, while
128MB or more won't be rare.

Deschutes, next up in the Pentium II line,
has a good chance ofpowering Dream
Machine 98. When paired with the 440BX
chipset, Deschutes will at last support a
100MHz memory bus, and will be cranking
internally at well over 300MHz. Ifprices contin
ue to Mil, we may be able to cram two CPUs In
the box, leading to multi-processor nirvana.

Next year's OS will almost certainly be
Windows NT 5.0. Featuring integrated DirectX
5.0, support for 3D hardware accelerators,
recognition ofplug-and-play hardware, and a
nifty new object oriented file system, NT 5.0
will at last remove any advantages that
Windows 95 provides. USB will be connecting
speakers, joysticks, modems, scanners, and
cameras to Dream Machine 98, while the old-
style joystick, parallel, and serial ports will be
on their way out

W SEP97 boot 49
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Media On GAME EXTREME

MGPX166 Featuring:

> Intel 166MHz Pentium® Processor with MMX" Technology
> IntelTC430 NX Motherboard with 512K cache

> 16 MB EDO RAM with System
> 2.1 GB EIDE Hard Drive/1.44 MB Floppy Drive
» S3 ViRGE with 4MB EDO RAM

I Yamaha Sound System
I 12XCDR0M

» 104 Win95 Keyboard & Mouse
I Mini-ATX CASE with 235 Watt Power Supply
I Microsoft Windows 95 /McAfee VS Scan
I Monitor Sold Separately

IVIGPX166

MGPX200 Featuring:

♦ Intel 200MH2 Pentium® Processor with MMX™ Technology
> Intel TC430 HX Motherboard with 512K cache
> 32 MB EDO RAM with System
> 2.5 GB EIDE Hard Drive/1.44 Floppy Drive
I S3 ViRGE 3D with 4MB EDO RAM

> Yamaha Sound System (0PL3 Driver)
> 16X CDROM
> Mini-ATX CASE with 235 Watt Power Supply
> PS/2 Keyboard & Mouse
> Microsoft Windows 95

> Media On Special GAME PAK
> Monitor sold separately IVIGPX200^

Note, Intel Inside and Pentium are registered trademarks and MMX is a trademark of Intel Corporation. All other names are properties
of their respective corporations. Price and specifications are subject to change without notice. Not responsible for typographic errors.

pentium'lf
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Media On GRAPHIC EXTREME

MEPX200 Featuring:

> Intel 200MHz Pentium® Processor with MMX" Technology
> Intel TC430HX Motherboard with 512K Pipeline Burst Cache
> 32MB EDO RAM/1.44MB Floppy Drive
I 4.5 G Ultra Wide SCSI HD with UW SCSI Controller
» MATROX 3D with 4MB SGRAM

I Yamaha Sound System
I 16X SCSI CDROM

I PS/2 keyboard & Mouse
I Windows 95/McAfee VS Scan
> Monitor Sold Separately

IVIEPX200

Expert II Featuring:

> Intel 233MHz Pentium® II Processor with MMX' Technology
> 32MB EDO RAM/1.44MB Floppy Drive
> 4.5 G Ultra Wide SCSI HD with UW SCSI Controller

I PS/2 keyboard & Mouse
> Yamaha Sound System
> 16X SCSI CDROM EXPERT II
» MATROX 3D with 4MB SGRAM

> Monitor Sold Separately
> Windows 95

Upgrade to Pentium® II 266 MHz add $175

* 2 years limited warranty /2 years free labor

For further information. Upgrade options, or to order

caLL: 1-888-U-GAME-IT 1-888-842-6348

Product information Number 236



PWANGO Ditching Internet routers
altogether. DWANGO is a Wide Area '

/(- \Network that promises luscious low"
latency via a grid of dedicated \

servers. For this superfast response, you pay'.,
$7.95 monthly for five free boore:'10 more cosf
$19; 20 more $34; 40 more $59." Membership is
effectively limited by your proximity to one of 24
local dial-up numbers. Game ImeiipHS.-s&Kk in
1996; You get Doom, Doom II. and puke, but no
Quake. What yayjieed: qm'mg softw.ire. DWAN
GO client, 3ff;6'niodein fb!' server dinl-uj,i.; ,
www.dmngo.com ■■■

Total Entertainment Network With support
for Duke Nukem, Diablo, Blood, Quake, Shadow Warrior,

, and seven other games, Total Entertainment Network

' boasts a good lineup. Hell, you even get your own e-mail
abcount and special paging functions to call friends to battle.

'Unfortunately, TEN costs anywhere between $9.95 and $19.95
monthly. Still, you may find that TEN's proprietary Data fleduction ■ -
Transfer technology really does reduce latency—try it out during
your five-hour free trial period. What you need: gaming-
.^ttware, TEN client. ISP account ilEN
,will set you up with the
Cjoncentfic ISP for even
fister access).
i)vww.tsn.net

5^

Still just In beta, HEAT'S
Interface is a Java-

, enabled web site that

'lists member rankings,
and hosts-member web pages
and chat. The HEAT Katalyst client
lets you play exclusive SegaSoft
games, as well titles designed for
IPX network action. For reduced

latency, you can subscribe to the WeCBullet

Internet service. Beta play Is free, but-come September,
whefi HEAT officially launches, you'll pay $5,95 monthly or
$49,95 yearly. What you need: gaming software, Netscape

3.01 +_or Internet Explorer 3.0+. Katalyst
client; ISP account www.heat.net

>Sezerk Once you download and
install the Netshow game engine on
your computer, you can go to the

Bezerk web site and play-entirely new
gamescf You Don't Know Jack [atjootlaMonte) ■■

every Wtonday and Tfiursday. There are no reg fees,
and-.yggjjon't even need the original Jack CD-

ROM; the Berkeley Systems v/eb site
makes money by pushing you
ads in between game screens. i

Netshow is a category-creating^.
Internet game, but it's only multlplayer-^j;

insomuch as two people can play off the same
keyboard. What you need: Netshow client.

Nntscnpg 2.0-i- or Internet E-xplorsr 2.0-h-. tSP--,

accotint. www.bezerk.com

-1-

Kail Kali Is
slow, but its

can support any game coded for ' - ■
IPX network acUon. The service currently ^ "

supports 58 titles, including Diablo, Redneck
Rampage, and Interstate 76, and slower-paced
diversions such as Links LS, Battleship, and Virtual. .
Pool'; which are much more forgivlng.pf latency
problems. Kali costs just $20 for life-
time access to more than BOO

worldwide servers (unregisterecjs-
software lets you play
15 minutes before you _
have to relaunch the

app). Client software
updates are freely "
and frequently posted
online. What you need:
gaming software. Kali client,

ISP account, www.kali.net
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QuakeWarldYoudont
need a big commercial
, service to play multiplayer-
Quake—the experience can be as„

libertarian as tapping into a local
QuakeWorld server run by some acne-

. scarred teenager. Id freely dlstsbutfes-fha
■\ client and server software for Internet

play. Even better, you also get Q-Spy,
which lists active QuakeWorld

■ servers in order of their relative
latency and notes the map beim
played on each server, and how-
many players are currently fragding
(the servers max out at 16 playe
What you need: Quake.
QuakeWorld client.
Q-Spy, ISPiaccount.
www.idsdftware. com

-tt. -
a: ■
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Battle.net Zioo? gave D/sfi/o a bootVerdict of 10 '
not only because It's a guaranteed classic, but becausl'it^? i
has incredible built-in multiplayer support. The CD-ROM '
gives you one-button access to Blizzard's Battle.het y-

server, via which you hook up with players of similar -
skill levels for four-player D/aPtofasts. Since youTe,
not actually playing through Battle.net, latency
depends on the speed of each player's connection

_(the fr^e 24-hour service provides a ping tester so you.
^"can c'hoose the fastest environment). Battle.net will
isupport eight-player games for the upcoming StarCraft^.

action RPG. What you need: Diablo. ISP

ccpount. mvw.battle.net
;-tr

^Engage Engage Is slim on premium ■
. UWes—Redneck Rampage,

Descent, and Warcraft II

'are theonly standouts
in a field of 11 games

r.^ailable—but the service costs just
J^.95ii6urly with no monthly fees, and
'i&abib is on the horizon. Agreements

with major ISPs keep latency low,
so, who knows, Engage may be

the service for you. What you

need: gaiping software, Engage
^(|ent, ISP, (^rAOL account.
wWw.engagpgames.com

When Mplayer began

offering a free option, it solidified Its'eff'as the
rpremiere multiplayer gaming"service. While you"
'can pay-S29.95 yearly to play "premium" games":

such as Diablo. Warcraft, and Red-Alert. Mplayer's Free-
.  Zone gives you access to 15 other killer titles

including Quake, Blood, and MechWarrior 2.
Dedicated Mplayer servers strewn across
PSINet's backbone help ensure reasorr-—

^ -able latency. Client software supports
voice chat whiteboarding, paging, add

avatars. What you need: gaming soft

ware, Mplayer-client, ISP account
.'{Mplayer says AOL, Prodigy, and

(CompuServe donT support
adequate connections for

fast games).''o I
^Vvmvirn^^i^.BQ/ii

Internet -
Gaming Zone

'Microsoft just had to get Into the
'online gaming market—and to access
he-2one'-s web site/Interface, you better be

a MBcrosoft-backer: Navigator users will be
ofjRced. Once Inside', you can piay 15
garfres.- including all the multiplayer . ..-75,
Microsoft titles, as well as LucasArts'

J~0uf/3wsand X-Wing vs. Tie-Fighter.
Access is free,"and a separate ZoneLAN
,option lets yqutpley some fPX flet^rlT^"
^-game§. What you need^ gaming

feff.vare. iif* lOj-. Zone slie'rrt-:.t{
an:';y.7?7ae.'cd/7J.—;j>

■.bbi:::

■  -t 8 i i
i  - .\T

E; Illustration by Scott Laumann



DEALING WITH YOUR PC
OBSESSION DAY TO DAY
BY BREAKING IT DOWN
INTO 12 EASY STEPS '

■ V

>LI

et yourself a
server

First and foremost, you
will need a computer
dedicated to gathering
images and FTP'ing them
to your web site. It doesn't

'have to be anything fancy, so long as
it has a PPP connection to the net.

Obviously, sound is not needed.
^  An old 486 will do nicely, or you
can leave your regular machine on aU
the time. If you're really clever, you
could set this machine up as a mass-
storage server using Ethernet cards,
but that's another I2-Step altogether.

•ram Point A
rto Point B
^Since you probably are not
^junning your own Internet
Iserver and you have a dial-
■ up account somewhere,
like the rest of us, you're

dng, "How do I get the image onto
le web page.^"
Good question. The best program

[we've found is shareware called /Spy
|(www.ispy.nO. It will FTP the image
you've captured to a specified URL at

^predefined intervals. You can even put
date/time caption superimposed over
le images.

Camera^onitor yaAvery
day, evetjfwkere yomo.
At the bank, at tfieMper-
market, even bt t^ms^oi
chain's drive-up
Now cameras spyamUffai
bus stops and even in your
own office! People love
to watch. Voyeurism is
exciting and dangerous, *
just the thing to get the

adrehaline pumping
through your veins. You've
seen pages on the web

with video cameras on

everything from fish tanks
to growing grass to
unaware office workers.

Now we give you the

knowledge to put your
own video camera to use

less work, er... we mean .

artistic expression.
— Daevid Vincent

^ow do I get
a picture?
Deciding on a camera is
the next step. Anything
that will connect to a

standard Windows video-

capture device driver is
^ptable. Some video cards, such as the

^TI TV cards, allow various composite/
5-VHS inputs if you have a video camera,
leoretically, you could just broadcast a
show or a pre-recorded videotape, but

Iwhat fun is that? One popular brand is
le good ol' Connectix camera. This is
vhat we'll use for our demonstration.

You don't
even have to
open the case
The Connects camera is a

simple connection via the
parallel port (be warned,
there is NO pass-through)

"as well as the keyboard port (PS/2 male
plugs into the computer, the large DIN
pass-through plug is for your keyboard).
You may need some adapters.

_ ̂ __ install the
jrl drivers

Run through the install
^  of the Connectix camera

software. You won't be

using the applications
after you're up and run

ning, but you'll need the Connectix
driver later.

You may wish to go to their web
site www.connectix.com to get the
current drivers.

OiaUilrrP jliugs Upload]c«lian|

j j UtJMde«t>y -
b«»»

|15 ^

Upbadpaiod

. fS" B* a c

C

Tm

and hsoaao

; Mode —
! I- Single jho»
; C Senmsl [
C ̂ntnioue

" leeonda

P Bsepdu^tcbad

^'6 and
fee un ting...
Check to make sure you

^Khave a live picture by run-
^^Ipung /Spy, and click on the

f Upload Now button (or the
utilities included with the

Shhectix camera). The program
^should start a PPP connection using
your existing settings; log on, dump

tfiie picture where you told it to, and log
toff. It all occurs seamlessly without
|your gmbby lil' hands touching it.

At this point, if you don't have
picture, make sure you have the par-
lel port enabled in the BIOS as bi-
rectional and that Win95 recognizes
If you used adapters or gender

langers, be sure that they pass all
le lines through. Some don't and

Pcould hose your image.

Ch. Mn

IMtcM
tJmMM

t'SymU liKl2



'et it up
Now you need to configure and automate the whole process: Go
through the ISpy Settings menu and make sure you've filled in
all the appropriate fields under each tab.

Under the FTP tab, put in the URL of your home page sans
the directory information, for example: wvw.bootneLcom

The remote path is the exact directory tree and filename from the root
Sn the server. In this case, it's: /ns-home/bndocs/gfx/bootlive/dvlncent.jpg

The Image tab contains the name of the local file the program will save on your
!hard drive: C:\html\boot_vww_site\gft(\bootlive\dvmcenLjpg

And the Upload tab determines how frequendy to upload. Fifteen minutes should
|.1je the minimum duration to upload
I your image, otherwise even the fastest
machines will choke on the constant

iharrage of uploading it experiences.
Tweak the Source & Format options

[■under the Video menu to get the opti-
[mum picture quality. The parameters
("available will depend on your driver, but

all should have options such as bright
ness, contrast, tint, etc. It would behoove

[you to do this with a browser open to see
1-what the rest of us are going to see.

Sellngs E3|

Kalup FTP CapGonj

P* IJiriBadiniNeVisFrFj
|www.bootn8lcan FTPJjojt
|dviricani Unmm
1  Ewwd
|/nt4ioni6Andocs/ct>>i%oo Qecrotepaih

ji S*'® FTP n«ods P PjP* FTP moda
.1 1 Cancal | [ h.-.- |

Hanger!
Dang_er!
Wii nobinson
Just a friendly warning:
you are now broadcasting
images every 15 minutes to
the entire online world. It

' easy to forget it's on, and
camera is nondiscriminatory, it

will take pictures of you picking your
nose just as easily as it will you having
an affair with a guy named Steve.
Unless you're an exhibitionist, don't
walk around your apartment in your
birthday suit or light up that spleef in
iits view. Be careful, we're all watching!

an my mom see mold in my bathroom?
now need to create a web page that displays whatever it is you're

'Ointing the camera at. This is accomplished just like any other page
d JPEG image. Essentially, you want to put the following line in some

rWeb page you designed;
'-<IJVIG SRC="http://www.bootnet.com/gfx/bootllve/dvincentipg"
ALT="bootLive: Daevid 'Web GoUi' Vincent" HEIGHT="180"

"240"> Substitute the tags with the appropriate values for your page.

an you see this yet?
fOf course you'll need to upload the page
(,you just created and make it world readable,
halong with the image. On Unix machines
this is accomplished via the "chmod 0644
bootlive.html" command in a telnet shell
account or via your FTP program. Other

;rvers don't have permission bits, so you don't need to
'set them. Do the same for the .jpg file that you uploaded
:in Step 7. This is important, because otherwise, the

itorld won't be able to see your smiling face. Wouldn't
lat be a travesty?

Ine's better
than yours!
For a final working version,
as if you couldn't spit in the
air and have it land on a web

S; camera these days, check out
www.bootneLcom/bootllve.html. We have

' cameras. This is a simple example of how interesting
?r not we bootBoyz can be!

reaA, It works, bi
It ain't changin'l
This may be a problem beyond your
control. Some ISPs cache pages to
help reduce the load on the hard
drives and speed delivery to browsers.
The server may not check the images

often as you would like, and unfortunately, the ISP
lay not be willing to disable caching on their server just

!fto accommodate your sea-monkey cam, no matter
thow fabulous you think it is.

SEBO.

* iT •»



Bad Parenting
I recently upgraded my Cyrix 686 P200+
system from 16MB to 128MB of EDO RAM.
To my dismay, the bootMark benchmark
scores decreased drastically. Please tell me
what's going on here. My system has 512K L2
cache, Award BIOS, and a Rendition-based 3D

video card. Help!

Issac Nelson

Technical editor Chris Dunphy replies: / bet
you have an Intel 430FX, 430VX, or 430TX
chipset on your motfierboard. These chipsets sup
port 128MB of RAM (or 256MB in the case of the
430TX), but due to some boneheaded engineering
on Intel's part, only 64MB are cacheable. If you
drop back to 64MB, your performance should
return as your cache kicks in again.

Among Intel's Pentium chipsets, only the
430HX supports caching with aJull load ofRAM
onboard. Pentium Pro and Pentium 11 chipsets
don't sufferfrom these cache limitations, and

re-install the drivers, it's best to remove all your
old ENSONlQdriversJirst.

Z) STB Vision Drivers not utilized. Check in
yoursojhvare bundle andfind the STB Vision 95
driver disk. Go to Display Properties and change
your STB drivers (no Vision Drivers utilized) to
"STB drivers with Vision 95" support. When
asked, put your STB floppy in the drive and
insta/l away. Once you've instafied the Vision
drivers, you'll see a little applet on the bottom right
comer of your desktop.

3.) No VESA 2.0 support. There are a couple of
ivflys to fix this. First, you can use Scitech
Sq^ware's Display Doctor to get VESA 2.0 sup
port. Point your browser to unvw.scitechsqfi.com
for a shareware version ofthis invaluable video
card utility. It will autodetect your video chipset
and add VESA 2.0 support (ifyour chipset is sup
ported by the so_^u'are^. Second, you can go to
FastVid's site (wed).inter.id.net/hcc/FastVid/) and
download thefollowing: S3SPD310.TXT,

Check web sitesfor the codes you'll need to enter
once you're in each game. Other DOS games you'll
want to test include Wing Commander III and
IV. For Win95 games, MDK's PeffTest is a great
DirectX/floating-point test, while LucasArt's
Outlaws gives your frame rates via codes. Even the
horrid Rebel Moon Rising has aframe counter, if
you plan to test MMXframe rates.

Your 3D Gameplan
I have no freakin' idea how to upgrade my
graphics card, a Cirrus Logic 542x ISA. I'm
willing to spend up to $200, and I figure I
can go in one of two directions: Buy a 2D/3D
combo that will last me for a while (and then
add a better 3D card), or buy separate 2D and
3D cards right now. What do you suggest and
which card(s) do you prefer in each scenario?

Also, is this a good time to buy cards?
What's your overall graphics strategy
recommendation?

Ali

"Blame your problems on Intel's short-sighted
thinking that consumers would never need more
than 64MB in their systems."

neither do most ofthe non-Intel chipsetsfrom ALi,
SiS, or VIA. Blame your problems on Intel's
short-sighted thinking that consumers would never
need more than 64MB in their systems.

Remember, it wasn't too long ago that Intel
told us 640K was more than we would ever need.

Recurring Nightmare
In boot 11, Andrew Sanchez reviewed the

Gateway 2000 G6-266M. I ordered the G6-
233M, which has the same video and audio
cards. Andrew mentioned various problems
with the computer: I.) The audio card wasn't
properly configured for Sound Blaster compat
ibility. 2.) The STB Vision Drivers were not
utilized, 3.) No VESA 2.0 support. 4.) No real-
mode drivers. 5.) Lack of bus-mastering on the
CD-ROM. Can you tell me how to correct
these oversights by Gateway? I'm computer-
literate, but I need a little guidance.

fohn Walther

Hardware editor Andrew Sanchez replies: The
266M suffersfrom all-too-common ailments (when
will manufacturers begin shipping systems tuned
for optimal perfonnance?). Here are the fixes.
1.) Sound Blaster compatibility. Check in your
System Properties to ensure legacy support is
installed. There should be an ENSONIQ
AudioPCI Legacy Device icon. Ifnot, you'll need
to re-install the card's drivers (which also installs
the DOS TSR program requiredfor DOS compat
ibility). In your Gateway 2000 support software,
you should have some Ensoniq sound card
diskettes—seven to be exact. Ifyou plan to

S3SPD310.ZIP, S5VB£20.7Xr, S3VBE317.ZIP.

This is a shareware VESA 2.0 driver for S3-based
chips, and speeds up DOS apps using VESA 2.0
video modes.

4.) No real-mode drivers. For the CD-ROM drive,
go to Mitsumi's web site (www.mitsumi.com) and
download the latest drivers: IDE155.exe (it should
be an EXEfile that's used for all of Mitsumi's CD-
ROM drives). The installation program will con
figure your CONFIG.SYS/AUTOEXEC.BATfile
for proper CD-ROM operation in DOS mode.

5.) Lack ofbus-mastering on the CD-ROM. If
you're using OSR/2, go to System in the Control
Panel, double-click on your CD-ROM drive, and
look at your settings—if DMA isn't checked, then
do so now. You'll have to restart your computer,
but after that, you'll be bus-mastering away.

Playing the Numbers Game
1 want to get the frame rates from all my
favorite games and then compare them to how
well they run after I upgrade my computer.
The Quake bootMark thing is on the right
track, but I'd like one that 1 could use for
Doom and WarCrafi 2, and so on.

Micah Gooch

Hardware editor Andrew Sanchez replies:
We don't know ofa single utility that testsframe
rates in every game, but many BUILD-based
games—such as Duke Nukem 3D, Blood,
Shadow Warrior, and Redneck Rampage—have
built-in fratne counters. So do Doom and Hexen.

Technical editor Chris Dunphy replies:
Egad, what an old chip! Before you invest
in a new 3D graphics accelerator, make
sure you have enough machine to drive it.
If you don't have at least a P-100, 3D
acceleration won't help.

If you are indeed in the marketfor a
new graphics card (and not an entire new
system), thisfall will be a good time to
shop; a whole new ivave of 3D technologies

will be hitting market. Given your budget, you
should gofor a combo 2D/3D card. Hybrids based
on the Nvidia Riva 128 chip look to be dam slick,
as do cards based on the Pemiedia 2. the ATI Rage
Pro, and the next-generation Rendition Verite
2200. All should be coming in at less than S200.

Asfor an overall graphics strategy; Figure out
which cards have the features you d^ire, look to
bootfor rankings, and then buy the best you can
afford. Remember, ifive coll it "Kick-Ass," it does.

Searching For a 60
Do you know where 1 can find a Pentium 60
motherboard? I looked at a local computer
show, but to no avail. Why are Pentium 60
motherboards so hard to find? Why don't they
make Pentium motherboards that can support
all the CPUs?

Michael

Hardware editor Handy Andy replies: Nohody
is making P60-compliant motherboards because
Intel's not making P60 processors anymore. Its
lowest-line processor is noiv the P75.

When Intel decides to drop a processor design,
every motherboard manufacturer follows suit, and
drops support. So, it's a simple case of supply and
demand. It would be like designing a P-II mother
board with backward compatibility with the 486:
It may be technically possible, but why should you
do it?

Ifyou're really stuck on getting a P60
motherboard, try searching all the computer
hardware stores you can for close-outs and
discontinued stock.
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"THOSJli PUNIDIT;; who say NI-TSCAPIE is THIE NIETS KILLIEP APP OBVIOUSLY DON'T OIVIE A

DARN ABOUT PLAYING GAMIES ONLINIE: IF THIEY DID. THIEY'D KNOW THAT KALI HOLDS THAT

TITLIE. WITH A RIDItUJLOUSLY LOW RIEGISTRATION FIEIE. LIFIETIMIE UPGRADIES. AND FRIEIE PLAY

ON KALI SIERVIERS. THIERIE'S NO RIEASON lEVIERY GA^/IER IN THIE FRIEIE WORLD SHOULDNT

PICK UP THIS AMAZING SHARIEWARIE PROGRAM"

E!P HIE NiPiO 0 L E .IG AIM ElSjPiO T

"THIE TIECHNICAL ASPIECTS OF KALI ALONIE ARIE lENOUGH TO lEARN OUR AWARD

CCG PRIEMIIER AWARD 1. BUT THIE LOW PRICIE. FRIEIE UPGRADIES. AND UNLIMITIED PLAY

CIEMIENT THIE DIECISION. HATS OFF TO CRIEATOR JAY COTTON."

ISQQ SB DSSSSI SQISOISS dSSOS

AND WHO SAYS QQIQIIBQ □CSQ][S[3Q QQ] by playing gamies?

"LIKIE MANY OF US. JAY COTTON JUST WANTIED TO PLAY DOOM. NOW HIE FINDS HIMSIELF
AT THIE CIENTIER OF A FULL-FLIEDGIED GAMING RIEVOLUTION. HIE IS A MOSIES LIEADING
GAMIERS TO THIE PROMISIED LAND OF HIEAD-TO-HIEAD GAMING. A CHIE GUIEVARA FRIEIEING
THIEM FROM THIE SHACKLIES OF SUBSCRIPTION GAMING SIERVICIES."
gi mm mm

"KALI IS THIE ONIE SIERVICIE IN THIS RIEVIIEW THAT IMPRIESSIED US THIE MOST.... LOTS OF
PLAYIERS. LOTS OF GAMIES. GOOD PIERFORMANCIE, AND A DIRT-CHIEAP. ONIE-TIMIE CHARGIE.

WHAT MORIE COULD YOU ASK FOR IN AN ONLINIE GAMING SIERVICIE?"
□OQIDQill SI S0ESG3I QS

"KALI . . . MAY BIE THIE SYSTIEM THAT PUTS THIE BIG-NAMIE GAMING NIETWORKS
OUT OF BUSINIESS."

□QSDIi DSSB DiSlflSI (SS

KALI

0

130.000 USERS. 500 SERVERS. 5^ COUNTRIES. SO GAMES. THE BEST MULTiPLAYER GAMING ON THE NET.

WWW. KALI .NET

Product Information Number 185



Security Alert
It has come to my attention that a flaw in
Microsoft's TCP/IP protocol has left a hole in
Internet security.

Microsoft is aware of the problem, but I
haven't read about this in your magazine, or
seen any info on your web page. The problem
is with OOB (Out Of Band) messages being
sent to people while they are logged on to chat
servers or in online games such as Diablo.

This OOB message, if sent by a malicious
person, can cause your computer to display a
fatal exception error in Win95, and you won't
be able to use your Internet connection again

Technical editor Chris Dunphy replies:
Applications that require a faster bus? We're not
aware of any P-II motherboards that allow over-
clocking past 66MH2 yet, but they'll surely be
available before long. If you'refeeling really
adventurous. yoM may he able to solder a new
clock crystal onto a motherboard. (Although
waiting for the 440LX may be smarter than sol
dering around on yowr board.) Overclocking past
66MHz is electrically really complicated, so it
would be wise to only trust your data to a mother
board that's been tested at a faster speed—other
wise bad things could happen. Also, running the
PCI bus atfaster than 33MHz can cause some

"If you're feeling real adventurous, you may
be able to solder a new clock crystal onto a
motherboard."

until you reboot. In WinNT, this will lock up
your machine and cause you to reboot. This is
an annoyance most of the time, but if your
computer locks up or reboots, this can cause
problems.

Microsoft has released a hot fix for the
problem, but this fix is not 100 percent effec
tive. You can use a port sniffer to monitor the
port where the OOB message is sent and
decode the sender's IP Address or Host

Address from the OOB packet header. A hacker
can modify that address and make it harder to
track. This OOB attack can be leveraged not
only against users, but also against servers.

The file name of the fix is vctpupd.exe and
it can be foimd in the Microsoft Security area of
the site. You can also find a fix for the hole for

WinNT there.

The Helper

Pulled Over for P-II Overclocking
In querying many different P-II motherboard
vendors, it's proven difficult (if not impossible)
to determine if any given system clock can be
increased.

ZIP Socket 7 motherboards, such as the
Shuttle Hot-565 can have the system bus
adjusted to 83MH2... then you can adjust the
clock multiplier to get to the CPU core speed.

On P-II systems, all you can do is adjust
the clock multiplier (based off the 66MHz sys
tem bus). And there are applications that
require the faster system bus (and therefore
the PCI bus @ 0.5x) to run faster, for faster
CPU throughput.

Are you aware of any P-II motherboards
which can increase the system bus speed?

I understand that the 440LX chipset coming
this fall will support the AGP lOOMHz system
bus. I guess I'll have to hold off until then. It's
disappointing that Unbc workstations such as
the SGI 02 can run the PCI bus at its rated

speed of 133MHz, but the PC market doesn't
come close.

Dave Merritt

cards tofail and lose data. Asfar as that
U3MHz PCI bus speed, check your facts before
youfault the PC. The PCI spec allowsfor 32-bit
or 64-bit data width, and a 33MHz or 66MHz

bus. The SGI 02 (and all other PCI-equipped
SGI systems) features a 64-bit wide PCI bus run
ning at 33MHz. PCs run at the same speed, but
use a 32-bit wide bus. Asfar as I know, no one
has begun to use a 66MHz PCI bus yet, thou^
AGP is actually a variant of that. Check out
boot I2's White Paper about bussesfor more
information. I think you got your incorrect
133MHzfigurefrom the maximum speed ofat
32-bit 33MHz PCI bus, which is 132MB/sec.

How To Slow Down Your Software
I've been playing Ultima VII and it runs too
fast for me. Is there some software I can get
to slow it down?

Grant

Tech editor Chris Dunphy replies: Software
running toofast? That's a rare complaint! Have
you considered overclocking your brain to keep
up? Ifthat fails, we've tracked down a utility on
the net call MoSlo that throttles your CPU to aid
in running older games that were written with
brain-dead timing routines. You can ftnd it at
ftp:flftp.pc.ihm.com/publpccbhsfdos_util/
moslol2jzip. (Or check on the bootNet.)

Let this be a lesson to game developers: Sloppy
code and bad assumptions today may come back
to make you look stupid tomorrow.

High-Speed Buses
I read in boot II (where? TK) that the new
breed of video cards is going to be running
SDRAM at a speed at i33MHz up to 206MHz.
Is that just the chip speed or the bus speed?
Are the new AGP buses going to run at the
same speed as the chipset?

It also said that one new card is going to
put out lOOfps. And on one of the cards it said
that it was going to have 12K of onboard

cache. Is this going to speed up the fps on this
card? In the new computers are they going to
put a new bus on the motherboards coming in
1998? When are they going to bypass the x86
architecture and start making the appUcations
on a new architecture?

Michael L Bums

Tech editor Chris Dunphy replies: The speeds
you're referring to are the speeth at which the
graphics chip talks to its onboard memory. T7te
fastest boards available now max out talking to
lOOMHz SCRAM, but over the course of the
next year SDRAM speeds may double. AGP,
on the other hand, runs at either 66MHz or
133MHz, referring to the speed that the graphics
card can talk to your main memory. AGP is a
new bus, andfuture motherboards will likely sacri
fice a PCI or an ISA slot to provide an AGP slot.

Overclocking
About your 12-steps to overclocking your PC
(boot 11)... I tried it, and successfuUy boosted
my Pentium from 60MHz to 66MHz! I
noticed a small change, which was great. But it
also mentioned something about bumping up
the multiplier...

It said if changing the clock speed doesn't
work, then try bumping up the multiplier a
step from 1.5 to 2 or from 2 to 2.5. How do I
bump up the multiplier?

Chorlo

Disc editor Sean Cleveland replies:
You need to check your motherboard's manualfor
specificjumper settings. Here's a handy little chart
that describes which settings to use, showing all
the possibilities known to us at this time. Enjoy!

CLOCK SPEED MULTIH.D-R BUS SPEED

FentiimiGO 1 z 60Mh£
Ponrimw C/i 1 X 66Mhs

PwUinin "5 15 X 50Mhz

I^n(iiim90 15 X 60Mhz

Pentmm 100 1.5 X 66Mhz

Pendnm 112.5 1.5 X 7SMhr

Fenbmn 120 X 60Mhz

Fenbum125 -1.5 X 83Mhz

Penbum133 2 X 66 Mhz

Pentinm 150 2.5 X 60Mlu

Penbum 150 t
X 75Mht

Penbnm i66 25 X 66Mi2

Penbum 1^ ■»
z 83Mh£

Penbnm 187.5 25 X 75Miz
Penbnm 200 3 X 66 Mhz
Pentinm 208 25 X 83Mhz
Penbum 225 3 X 75Mht
Penbum 233 3.5 X 66 Mhz
Penbnm 250 3 X 83 Mhz

Penbnm Pro 166 2.5 X 66 Mhz

Pentinm Pro 200 3 X 66 Mhz

Peutiam Bro 233 3.5 X 66 Mhz
Penbnm Pro 266 4 X 66 Mhz

Pentinm H 200 3 X 66 Mhz
Pentinm H 233 3.5 X 66 Mhz
Pentinm 11266 4 X 66 Mhz
Pentinm H 300 4.5 X 66 Mhz

Pentinm n 333 5 X 66 Mhz
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THE MICROGRAFX

CHILI FOR CHILDREN

COOK-OFF IS MISSING

ONE HOT NAME.

TO" rZal HEWLETT iidg

Intuftr
Maga/.INI'

Microso^
Pictui^micrcx;rafx NuiscapE

Your name
HERE

YOURS.

MISSING &
EXPLOITED
.CH I LDREN

Add extra spice to this year's Micrografx National Center for Missing and Exploited
SiM TOI?

Chili For Children Cook-Off by adding Children—a worthy evening thot just so

your name to a hot list of sponsors. Then happens to be one sizzling good time. Gill MICROGRAFX*

get ready for Los Vegas, COMDEX Fall, and the premier charity £ for a sponsor kit to find out about corporote sponsordiips ranging

event of the IT Industry, It's the single-largest fundraiser for The areopeforhope from $3,500 to $30,000. And show everyone your good taste.

CALL KATE POTTS AT (9 72) 994-64 1 3 OR VISIT WWW.MICROGRAFX.COM/CHILI

Companies listed above are 1996 Cattie Baron sponsors.
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YOUR PERSONAL TECH
BRIEFING ON THE

CONCEPTS AND

COMPONENTS THAT MAKE

UP THE PC EXPERIENCE

this month:

Optimizing
Your Sonic

Experience
When's the last time you

checked your speaker

placement? Do shambters

sound like ̂ ey're growling

in your lap, despite the foct

that you can't see them on

screen? HellRre missiles

explode with the impact of

(  flatulence after a hearty

chill cook-off? Well then,

you've been the victim of

improper sonics. With

DirectSound3D making its

rounds in this season's

hottest games, pooKy

positioned speakers and

a misunderstanding of

how acoustics works

threaten total immersion.

We have the cure for

your sonic ills.

— Andrew Sanchez
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While the home and caraudiophile have enjoyed
advances in sound design over the years, only
within the last couple of years have computer/
multimedia speaker systems enjoyed the taste
of killer bass.

Here are some of the more common designs,
along with their respective benefits.

SEALED

A woofer is loaded Into a sealed box, creating
trapped air pressure inside the box, which helps
control cone movement. A well-designed enclo
sure should not have any extemporaneous air
leaks, as this dramatically decreases sound out
put due to out-of-phase output mixing with the
main woofer output. Despite the apparent ease of
design and manufacture, designers must be care
ful to design the enclosure around the acoustic
properties of the woofer. A box that's too small
will limit cone movement and compromise low-
end frequency response. This Is a common prob
lem with many inexpensive multimedia speaker
solutions. Sealed boxes tend to get pretty large In
order to produce deep, rich bass.

PORTED

Also known as a "vented" enclosure, the ported
enclosure employs a rectangular or tubular vent
tuned to a specific frequency and mounted in the
woofer box on one of the enclosure's faces. This

is one of the rare instances when a hole In the

speaker enclosure Is intentional. When air Is
forced through the vent, the vent resonates and
adds output, which Is then reproduced from the
vent rather than the woofer If there are bass notes

of that specific frequency. For example, if a vent Is
tuned to 6OH2. and a 60Hz signal Is fad Into a
properly designed ported box. practically all the

SATELLITES OF LOVE

Finding your own personal Acoustic Avalon
is as simple as chanting this mantra:
Speaker placement.

If your speakers are placed on the sur
face of your desk, take a second and notice
where they're aimed. Misdirected sound can
rob you of the sound quality you Invested
in when you bought those killer speakers.
From the center of your monitor, measure
10 to 12 Inches out and place the speaker,
facing straight forward. If you draw an
imaginary line between both speakers and
your head, each speaker should be equidis
tant from your head. (See top diagram.)

In a perfect world, sound should be
coming In at ear-level. Unfortunately, many
satellite speaker designs aim dead-on
forward, with barely any upward angle. If
your satellites came with angled mounting
brackets, such as those with Cambridge
SoundWorks' cubic satellites, install them

and aim them upward. Also try raising the
satellites higher, bringing them closer
toward ear-level or, If the satellites are

shielded and are small enough, try them on
top of your monitor. (See bottom diagram.)

output will come from Die vent rather than
the woofer, resulting In greater efficiency at
that frequency.

The bottom line: You get louder bass tones at
the vent frequency. The big problem with vented
design Is that playing frequencies below the
tuned frequency results In the woofer violently
moving out of control—a situation known as
"unloading." This will eventually destroy a
woofer, although many modem ported subwoofer
systems use a subsonic filter that kills extempo
raneous ultra-low frequencies.

BANDPASS (SINGLE OR DUAL-REFLEX)
This Is a box-lnslde-a-box scenario where the

woofer Is mounted In either a sealed or ported
enclosure. This enclosure is In turn mounted Inside

another vented enclosure, resulting In the woofer
firing into another chamber. A bandpass box with a
single tuned vented chamber Is referred to as a
single-reflex bandpass, and a box with both cham
ber tuned (usually an octave apart) and vented is
known as a dual-reflex bandpass.

Both designs use a combination of tuned ports
and mass loading to control woofer response. With
the additional air mass trapped In front of the
woofer working in tandem with the rear air mass,
excursion is tightly controlled over a wide spectrum.

Bandpass enclosures are louder and more
efficient ̂ an other boxes per given wattage,
while the vent(s) act as a natural filter, killing
unwanted sound above and below the enclosure's

frequency spectrum. The only misfortunes that
plague this design are the ease with which you
can overdrive the woofer without hearing any
problems until It's too late. Also, sonic response
above and below the box's frequency response
is greaUy diminished.



MAKING YOUR

SUB WOOFERS HOWL

Does the sound of exploding
grenades ̂ 11 to shake your house
to its foundation? Woofer placement
is the most important element in
putting the boom back In your
game. Here are some helpful
tips and tricks that will get your
neighbors angry in no time.

DON'T: Place your woofer in a

free-standing position. Bass dies
without a little reinforcement from

the surrounding environment.
DO; Make your room work for you!
Subwoofer boxes gain volume when low-frequency energy is forced
to interact with your room's architecture. To this end, try placing
your woofer in any of the positions shown below to help reinforce
bass response.

is probably the best. Firing your
subwoofer's output into a corner
not only gives you all the advan
tages mentioned above, but the
corner will act as a horn, further

reinforcing bass response. Because
the woofer is firing into the wall,

you'll also get cone stiffening and
reduced noise. Placing the box flat
against the wall and firing the
woofer into the corner, leaving a

four to eight inch gap in front, is
another variation of this idea.

FINE TUNING THE BIG BOOM

The best way to optimize your bass response is to first set your
woofer volume knob at anywhere from halfway to three-quarters
power—don't max it out. this will cause distortion—and then start
experimenting with positioning.

Positioning the woofer against a wall will reinforce
bass with the help of one rear wall and the floor. If

your woofer is
I  j I vented toward

the rear, leave at

least a three- to

I  four-inch gap
between the box

and wall, to keep
from blocking the
vent and chang
ing its acoustics.

Facing the woofer toward the wall affects the bass.
Not only is output reinforced by the wall, but the

wall adds mass

in front of the

woofer and stiff

ens the cone,

resulting in
tighter control
and the woofer is

less likely to bot
tom out. Cone

noise is also

greatly reduced

because the woofer is feeing away from you. Many
free-standing subwoofer designs employ a bottom-
firing woofer for this reason.

The second best position for your box is what
sound aficionados call "corner loading," where the

comer acts as an

extended baffle

for the woofer,

reinforcing bass
response. This
time though, two
walls help deliver
maximum boom

for the buck.

This variation

of corner loading

Crossover A network of capacitors and coils,
which electiicaliy fitter out unwanted frequencies.
The crossover point Is the exact frequency at
which filtering and attenuation start. There are
two types of crossover: A high-pass crossover
only lets through frequencies above and including
the crossover point: a low-pass crossover lets
everything below the crossover point through.
How fast the attenuation occurs depends on the
type of crossover network.
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) A percentage
measurement that indicates how much noise, apart
from the music/sound material, is reproduced
when a speaker is cranked up. The lower the per
centage. the better. When looking at this spec,
pay attention to the THD of the woofer and die
satellites—due to the human ear's heightened
sensitivity around the midrange area, 10 percent
THD on a woofer is barely noticable but 3 percent
on a midrange or tweeter is highly audible.
Out-of-Phase Sound is a sine wave. When it

encounters exactly the same wave at 180
degrees opposite, it is said to be "out-of-phase."
When this happens, the sine wave is cancelled,
meaning no sound for you! Out-of-phase situa
tions include wiring a left speaker with the posi
tive leads into the negative amplifer ou^iut, and
any extemporaneous speaker-box air leakage.
Frequency Response Tells what frequencies an
individual speaker or speaker system will repro
duce. For an entire system, the theoretically per
fect frequency response is from 20Hz to 20kHz.
Realistically, most systems have a frequency
response from 100Hz to about 10kHz. A speaker's
frequency response can be broken down into four
ranges of sound:
1.) Bass: Ranging in frequency from 20Hz to
about 100Hz. this is where ail your low-frequency
energy, from thunder to explosions, is centered.
Freqencies below20Hzare considered "subsonic"
and are felt more than heard. This Is what pushes
on your chest and shakes the china from Vie
shelves. Very important for simulating earth
quakes, but don't expect any muib'media woofer
to produce tones in this region. Due to the way
humans perceive sound, bass requires the most
power in order to match everthing else's output

levels. Rule of thumb: allocate twice the poweryou
pump to your mids and highs for your bass.
2.) f^idbass: The range between 100Hz to about
300Hz. This is where the lower half ofa man's

voice and other warm sounds come from. Without

proper midbass response, sound becomes hollow.
3.) Midrange: Between 300Hz to about 4000Hz.
this is where the majority of sound energy is. From
a woman's voice to a demon's scream, this range
is important for realistic reproduction.
4.) Treble: From 4000Hz to 20000Hz. This is the
range where cymbal crashes and hisses hang out.
Without proper treble, your sound lacks sharpness,
defintbon, and airiness. This area requires the least
amount of energy, but Is most succeptable to
destruction by overpowering or distorb'on.
Signal to Noise Ratio (S/N) Tells you how clean
your output will be. Specifically, it tells you how far
above the noise floor your sound will tie. The far
ther away, the less you'll hear hissing, pops, and
other noises. The higher your S/N rabo, bie better.
Overexcursion When a speaker is driven with lots
of input and its cone moves past the engineered
movement limit, it's said to suffer from "over-
excursion. " This is dangerous because the speak
er's voice coil iiterailyjumps out of bie magnebc
gap that aligns bie cone and contols the cone's
movement. When the coil returns to place, there's a
strong possibility that it (sbll conducbng electricity)
is sbiking the metallic side of the magnebc gap,
causing a short circuit and destroying bie speaker.
This is the number one cause of speaker destruc
tion. Ifyou hear lots of distortion when you crank
your speakers, ease up on the throttle.
Sound Pressure Level Measured In decibels, biis
is how loud a speaker system can get. The human
ear needs an increase of three decibels in order

to perceive an Increase in loudness. To increase
your system's output by three decibels, you must
do one of two things: double your wattage power
or double the number of speakers.
Mass Loading Placing an object in front of a
speaker in order to alter its acoustic properbes Is
called "mass loading" the speaker. The object can
be anything from a wall to an angled piece of
wood to trapped air in an enclosure.
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Conquer the galaxy through military action, diplomacy or covert operations.

With Star Wars Rebellion, those are just a few of the ways to implement strategy
and tactics on a grand scale — with control of the Star Wars galaxy as the prize.
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STUNNING

HARDWARE

RESOLUTION OF

1000X20000PI CAN

BE INTERPOLATED

UP TO A COLOSSAL

10000X1OOOODPI

THROUGH SOFTWARE

DURING SCANNING

Living iife with your head inside a PC is fine—untii

you need an analog artifact from the reai worid: your
first baby picture for the ultimate vanity site; an image
of your home-fabricated 3D card for the biueprints

you're setting to S3; even text from that rare foreign

magazine (you're not going to retype aii that crap, are

you?). You need a flatbed scanner, friend, and there's
never been a better time to step up to the giass. Low-

end modeis are diving below the $200 mark, and
high-end units are ready for prime-time prepress.

A
The Umax PowerLook 2000 is the Cadillac of flatbed scanners. With a price tag that straddles the fence
between pro-caliber and consumer-grade, this scanner's performance is strictly prepress-quality, and
competes with the company's high-end Mirage line. 36-blt color depth means Images with more than
68 billion colors. Maximum resolutions tower at 10,000dpi with software interpolation. These factors,
combined with a 3.3 Dmax, give the PowerLook 2000 unbelievable detail, especially in the hard-to-
reach shadow areas that frequently lose detail or color rendition.

This heavyweight (and we mean that literally; the unit weighs more than 20 pounds, and pushes 30
pounds with the transparency adapter in place) is a demon in the speed department. A 3MB I/O buffer
catches image data pumped through a SCSI-2 interface to routinely kick out 4x5-lnch 1,000dpi scans in
less than a minute. The ability to scan directly to CMYK will save conversion time in your favorite
image-editing app, as well as valuable chunks of gamut with the PowerLook 2000's smooth mapping.

While the program ships with a TWAIN-compliant plug-in for imports into image-editing apps such
as Adobe Photoshop, the bundled PhotoPerfecf software from Binuscan is impressive enough to make
you stay home. The software employs artificial
intelligence techniques to create pin-point
accurate color-corrected images and razor-
sharp on-the-fly unsharp masks. Gamma cor- ptOdUCf ittfO
rections can be performed globally, or for spe-
cific RGB channels (or even for specific CMYK ' ——
channels in prepress mode). Price $5,500

If you've got the jingle, this crulserweight Company Umax
should be patrolling your desktop, ready to Phone 800.562.0311
serve all your scanning needs. URL www.umax.com

Price $5,500

Company Umax

Phone 800.562.0311

URL www.umax.com

i
THE 8,000-ELEMENT TRILINEAR CCD IS A COLD CATHODE

LAMP FOR BRILLIANT AND ACCURATE COLOR THAT DOESN'T

SHIFT DURING HEAVY-DUTY SCAN SESSIONS

THE ABILITY TO SCAN DIRECTLY INTO CMYK MODE FOR

PRESS REPRODUCTION SAVES LOST COLOR RANGE DURING

CONVERSIONS, AND LOST HOURS FROM THE WORK FLOW
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30-BIT COLOR DEPTH

DELIVERS SOME 1 BILLION

COLORS—AND THIS TOP-

OF-THE-LINE HP MODEL

DOES IT IN STYLE, WITH
600DPI OF RESOLUTION

30-BIT QUALITY AT

A 24-BIT PRICE

mANCED PARALLEL

'PORT INTERFACE MEANS

NO SCSI HASSLES AND

HANDY NOTEBOOK PC

COMPATIBILITY

HP ScanJet 4c

Hewlett-Packard has a well-earned rep for quality printers and scanners, and the
ScanJet 4c is no exception. Coming in under the $1,000 mark (and commonly
available in the $700 range), this workhorse motors on single-pass CCD that deliv
ers 600dpi of hardware resolution that can be cranked up to 2400dpi through soft
ware interpolalion. Scaling of documente—which can go up to 8.5x14-inches—
can be set to range from 3% to 400% at the time of the scan. This all adds up to

quality images that are suited for uses ranging from web pages to modest print jobs.
With a 4.58ms/line scan speed at 600dpi, the ScanJet 4c grabs images lickity-split. Our

test 4x5-inch image was calibrated, previewed, and scanned at 600dpi in just over 30 seconds.
Boom! And for web and FPO work, cranking down the resolution and color-depth will speed up the
process dramatically. Simple scans require little more than 10 seconds!

While images can be acquired from within any OLE- or TWAIN-compliant app, the packed-in
DeskScan II capture software will comfortably serve most casual users, Along with these goodies, the
ScanJet 4c comes bundled with a bundle of a bundle. Kicking it off is Corel's Photo-Paint image-edit
ing software. While nowhere near as robust as Adobe's offering, this package should suit most user's
image-editing needs. But wait, there's morel if you order today, HP will also include Corel's
Web.Graphics Suite authoring software, which includes the Web.DesignerHTMl editor, Web.Transit
HTML importing utility, Web.Move, Web.Draw, Web.World. and Web.Gallery, a massive library of web-
ready elements in the finest Corel tradition,
Your OCR needs are served by a limited edi
tion of Caere's OmniPage software. Tossed in
for good measure are PaperPortlor HP by
Visioneer, and HP's Copy Utility, which makes
your scanner Into a copy machine.

The ScanJet 4c tethers to your PC via a
SCSI-2 connector, and comes with a passable
SCSI adapter and drivers for ASPI and CAM-
compllant cards.

product info

Price $960

Company Hewlett-Packard
Phone 800.724.6631

URL hpcc920.external.hp.com

OpticPro 9630P
Packing half the weight of other contenders in this contest, the 2.5-inch tall OpticPro

9630P weighs in at a svelte 11 pounds. But don't be mistaken—this lean, mean
scanning machine packs some serious punch.

Coming at you with the kind of price tag you'd expect to find on some 24-bit
slap-dash scanners, the 9630P delivers 30-bit color-depth for around 1 billion col
ors, Unless you're digitizing the next Nationai Geographic cover, this spectrum
should more than satisfy your scanning needs, Resoiution-wise, the 9630P is no

^  slouch eittier. Its 600dpi optical resolution is double what you might expect from a
24-bit price-competitor. And the resolution can be fine-tuned all the way up 9600dpi

through software interpolation during scanning.
The software shipping with the scanner is nothing to write home about, but comes wiUi stable

TWAIN drivers for plugging into your image-editing app of choice. Also included is an OCR package
and Plustek's own Action Managertor scanning, faxing, and copying images, A nifty detail is the
handy button on the scanner itself that remote
ly launches the Action Manager. Fun stuff.

And put away that SCSI card. You won't be
needing it with tite 9630P. This flatbed con
nects to your desktop or notebook PC via an
enhanced Parallel Port, While this means sac-

;.j rificing some raw speed, you do get to enjoy a
,1? quick and painless set-up, and the ability to

easily scan on the road. A versatile and
i affordable solution, Indeed.

product info

Price $350

Company Plustek

Phone 800.685.8088

URL www.plustekusa.com
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Microtek ScanMaker III

SHIPS WITH A GENUINE

ADAPTEC ASPI-COMPLIANT

SCSI CARD

The ScanMaker III from Microtek, the company's whose name is synonymous with flatbed
scanning, boasts specs you'd expect from a unit costing two or three times more tie
price. With 26-bit color depth, the ScanMaker III differentiates even the most
minute color variations. Nearly 70 billion color choices beat down banding like
nobody's business, and the daylight fluorescent lamp resists color shifting.

Optical resolution clocks in at 600x1200dpi. (Mixed resolutions are created
by uneven sampling rates of the horizontal and vertical motion of the CCD. For
every two samples the head makes travelling horizontally, it only makes one
travelling vertically). Resolution can be amped up to 4800dpi dirough software
interpolation during the scan process. This generates sharp, saturated images in a
single pass that are guaranteed to satisfy even the most discerning scan monkeys.

The ScanWizard TWAIN drivers are without doubt among the best in the biz, packing
sundry prescan options. But what will you run the TWAIN drivers through? Tell 'em Johnny!
Yes, the ScanMaker III ships with the full version
of Adobe's Ptotos/?o/>—the premiere image-
editing app. Also in the stock box is a handy
transparency adapter for sucking down slides.
This is fine for creating FPOs or web images,
but like any flatbed adapter, the ScanMaker
can't compete with dedicated slide scanners.

Still, for grabbing images up 8.5x14-inches
in size with bright brilliant saturated colors, ttie
ScanMaker ill has few competitors.

product info

Price $1499

Company Microtek

Phone 800.654.4160

URL www.microtekusa.com

YOU'D BE HARD-

PRESSED TO FIND

A BETTER 36-BIT '
FLATBED SCAN

NER WITH A PRICE

TAG UNDER $2,000

Artec l//ei/i/Sraf/o/7 AT6

Like a beefier version of the Plustek OpticPro 9630P, the ViewStation A6 from Artek
delivers a billion colors at a price you'd expect to pay for a mere miliion colors.
This 30-bit single-pass scanner utilizes a long-iife cold cathode fluorescent r , . . -
lamp to keep color temperatures accurate and extend lamp life (in effect j - .
reducing operating costs). The CCD captures detail at a 600dpi optical ;
resolution, which can be revved up to 4800dpi through software interpo- ^
lation. Images come in sharp, bright and ready for action.

Unlike the Plustek, the Artec feeds off a SCSI umbilical cord, and
comes with a passable SCSI card. The SCSI-II interface has no
problem keeping up with the flow from the scanner, and
images arrive on-screen pronto.

In addition to a spartan multi-lingual printed manual,
the ViewStation AT6 comes bundled with a flashy mul
timedia demonstration CD-ROM—-complete with
throbbing dance beat—that introduces users to all
the features of the scanner. Also included in the

bundle Is Adobe's miserable P/?ofoDe/r/xe software,
which can hopefully be upgraded to the 2.0 vereion
due out soon. The real software that you'll be living
with day and day out Is on

RHIPSJNITHJfffll=F
WPGANt

-COMPATIBLE

SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

MACROMEDIA'S XRES

IMAGE-EDITING

SOFTWARE AND

ADOBE PHOTODELUXE

the third platter. Here you'll
find Newsoft's Wordlinx OCR

software, Artec's own Ultima
MediaHouse, and

Macromedia xRes (a very
capable Photoshop alterna
tive that works with the

bundled TWAIN drivers).

product info

Price $350

Company Artec

Phone 510.440.1200

URL www.artecusa.com

MORE BANG FOR THE

SCAN BUCK
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Oak WARP 5
New bully on the 3D block
Usually you can see a new chip or tech
nology coming from a mile away; the hype
hitting you in the fece like spittle from an
annoying chatty co-worker. But on rare
occasion, a new chip sneaks in under the

Notice the smooth diagonals In this Oak demo, thanks to the WARP S's
automatic anti-aliasing. Trillnear filtering helps to smooth the textures
disappearing Into the distance.

radar, generating so little buzz
ahead of time that when it
pops up nearly fully formed
right under your nose, it hits
you like a brick between the
eyes. The Oak WARP 5 is such

a brick, and it's aimed squarely at knock
ing the 3D crown right off 3Dfx's head.
From what boot has seen in this hands-on
preview, 3Dfx better duck fast—the stan
dard for visual quality it set has just been

called, and raised.
The key to the WARP

S's visual appeal is a non-
traditional 3D architecture
that renders the screen one
tile at a time, similar to the
PowerVR. This allows the
chip to perform 24-bit Z-
buffering and full-scene anti
aliasing with no external
memory or overhead.

The memory bandwidth
saved by avoiding a Z-buffer
allows trillnear filtering to be
the default, and a fill rate of
50 million pixels per second
even with all features turned
on. With anti-aliasing and tri-
linear fi ltering engaged by
defeult, there's an instant
visual-quality boost to every

Hypettlade takes on a new look without the familiar
lagged edges seen when playing on the 3Dfx. When the
scene Is In motion, the difference Is more obvious.

existing 3D game. Other 3D features of
note include nonlinear fogging, object
morphing, order-independent translucency,
and, of course, perspective correction and
Gouraud shading.

The nontraditional architecture that
gives the WARP 5 its amazing feature
set and performance is also (as with
the PowerVR) its greatest weakness. For

Extreme Tactics
To the coolarl
David Gregory, chief creative officer of
Media Station and creative director for
Extreme Tactics, shows you how to crush
your enemies, see them driven before you.
and hear the lamentation of their women.

boot Describe the plot of Extreme Tactics.
Gregory Extreme Tactics got its title
because it's the most tactical game we've
seen. The combination of the war machines
you deploy and the battle tactics you use
are the heart of the game. Two opposing
clans, the oppressive Bloodfox and the
visionary Hammerhawks, wage war—via
remote-controlled war machines—over
control of coolar crystals, the sole source
of energy on the planet's surface.
boot What's will make Extreme Tactics
different from the flood of real-time
strategy games?
Gregory Extreme Tactics is a significant
departure from the crowd because of two
significant features; you design your own
war machines from a variety of chassis,
transports, weapons, and shielding; and
each war machine can be independently

programmed with its own Al.
There's potential for hundreds
of different war machines, and
programming the Al is simple
and intuitive.
boot What about graphics?

Will we see the tried-and-true overhead
view? The traditional sprite-based engine?
Gregory Extreme Tactics brings a high
degree of visual
realism to the
genre. All the art is
rendered in 3D. The
engine is an over
head three-quarter
view, sprite-based
engine. Unlike any
other real-time
strategy game, it
has three levels of
zoom in the game
screen. This is an
extremely powerful
tool in a strategy
game. For instance,
the close zoom is
so close that the
war machines have
a lot of detail,
such as multiple
weapons (up to
five) on a single

Extreme Tactics' metallic w

vehicle—close enough that you can take
control of individual weapons and indepen
dently target multiple enemies.
boot How many units will gamers be able to
control at once?
Gregory Theoretically, there's no limit.
Groups and formations are available to
simplify this, however. Extreme Tactics'
units pack a lot more firepower than, say.

rLVJ»4> CCii'M
fflZOCfi
a cut

ar machines wage a bitter battle over dwindling
resoumes of coolar crystals.



The complex tiepth of this scene illustrates WAUP 51s
24-blt Z-buffering capability.

example, some 3D software can access a
Z-buffer or mix 2D and 3D rendering to the
screen. Such operations are difficult, if not
impossible for the WARP 5 to do correctly
and quickly, resulting in potential software
incompatibilities. In this arena Oak is look
ing toward the PowerVR camp as a friend
rather than a competitor—the millions of
dollars that NEC is spending to teach
developers how to avoid problems on the
PowerVR will also benefit software on the
WARP 5.

Unlike 3Dlx and PowerVR chips that
are for 3D-only, the WARP 5 is a full-on
2D accelerator as well. With an integrated
220MHz RAMDAC and support for up to

Red Alert, therefore the
typical game is played
with fewer large units.
There are more com

mands available as well,
such as protecting, orbit
ing, and tracking.
boot Are we going to see
tactical formations tjsed?

Gregory Extreme Tactics
has very effective forma
tions. Units within for

mations are smart

enough to know when
to retreat, when to leave
formation, and will
attempt at all times to
stay in formation.
boot What will be Extreme JacWcs' coolest

war machine?

Gregory AW the war machines are cool-
in various combinations they can be awe
some. We avoided designing a "coolest"
war machine.

boot How will multipiayer mayhem
be handled?

Creffory Two-player head-to-head, four-
player over local network and Internet.
Service is to be decided by the publisher,
which is under negotiation.
boot How many missions will there be?
How big will the battlefields be?

8MB of EDO or SGRAM, resolutions up
to 1600x1200 are supported. Multiple
hardware-scaled video windows are

allowed and should provide excellent
video quality thanks to an 8-tap filter;
but integrated TV-out must wait for the
next generation of WARP. Also not
supported, but coming on a future
chip, is 3D triangle setup, AGP, and
MPEG-2 motion compensation.

boot compared a prototype WARP
5 reference board to a 301^-based
Monster 3D, and Oak clearly wins the
visual-quality battle. The 3Dfx seems
to have a very slight frame-rate advan
tage against the preproduction WARP
5 chip, but in every game we tried,
the Oak's anti-aliasing and trilinear
filtering features gave it a huge
visual advantage.

— Chris Dunphy

product info

Available Q3/97

Price $35 In quantity

Company Oak Technology

Phone 408.737.0888

URL www.oaktech.com

Gregory There will
be a campaign for
each clan, each with
11 missions. There

are also single-player
skirmishes with a

choice of 25 terrain

maps. The biggest we
have done so far is

20 screens wide by
20 screens tall.

boot What kind of

balance did you
attempt with all the
different units?

Gregory Balancing
is stilt being done

through play testing. On paper, the
sides were balanced mathematically.
Now we're balancing them emotionally.

product info

Available 04/97

Price TBA

Developer Media Station

Publisher TBA

Phone 313.971.1112

URL www.mediastation.com

HARDWARE ON THE HORiZON

AND SOFTWARE SOON TO SHIP

Oak WARP 5 70

Extreme Tactics 70

Wing Commander Prophesy 72
Forsaken 74

The Elder Scrolls: Battlespire 75

The boot Tracking Sheet

TITLE

AMD640PCIset withAGP

Age of Empires

DarkEsrth

F22 Air Dominance Fighter

Grand Prix Legends

Myth

Rebellion

SandWairiors

Screaming Demons

Subculture

Blade Runner

DEVELOPER

AMD

Microsoft

KaliSlO/EA

DID/Ocean tnfl

Papyrus

Bungle
LucasAits

Inten^y

Acthrision

CriterioniVirgln

Westwood

Close Combat:A Bridge too Far Microsoft

Kings Quest: Mask of Elerrrlty Sierra

Populous: The Third Coming Bullfrog/EA

Redline Accotade

Sid Meier's Gettysburg RreAxisfEA

Test Drive 4 Accolade

Ultima Online Origin^
Unreal Epic MegaGames

AMD K6 300MHz AMD

6x86MX300MH2 Cyrix

MediaGXMMX Cyrix

AMD 640 PCIset/AGP/

lOOMHzbus MID

GF-1000 DVD-RAM drive Hitachi

toih Plane! Bethesda

Baseball 3D Microsoft

Anachronox Bdos

CART Precision Racing Microsoft

Daikatana Eidos

European Air War MicroProse

F-22 Raptor Hovaiogic

Gardians: Agents oUustice MicroProse

Heavy Gear Activislon

Jack Nicklaus 5 Accolade

Longbow 2 jfeneS

Lunatik Pure Enlerlainmen

AMD

The Dark Project

12/97

Hitachi 12/97

Bethesda 12/97

Microsoft 12/97

Bdos 12/97

Microsoh 12/97

Bdos 12/97

MicroProse 12/97

NovaLogic 12/97

MicroProse 12/97

Activislon 12/97

Accolade 12/97

Jane's 12/97

Pure Enlerlainmenl/

Psygnosis 12/97

iotXdng Glass Techm^ies 12/97

Wing Commander: Prophecy Origin/EA

MMX2

Adrenix

F22 Total/Ur War

MechCommander

Prey

Quake it

Sin

Star Trek: First Contact

Windows QSMemphis

450BXPCIset/Slot2

Duke Nukem Forever

MechWarrior III

Windows NT 5.0

Crusader III

Ullinm IX

Intel

Digital Dialect/PIE
DID/Ocean Int'l

MicroProse

3D Realms

id

/tcdvislon

MicroProse

Microsoft

tntel

3D Realms

FASA^ICToProse

Microsoft

posponed indefinitely

posponed indellnllely

'These dates are subject to change
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Commander: Prophecy
Destiny turns on the afterburner
With Wing Commander: Prophecy, all eyes
are on Origin's Rod Nakamoto—heir appar
ent to Chris Robert's Wing Commander
dynasty. How will the premiere space-
combat Sim survive without its founding
father? You're about to find out, with a
little help from producer David Downing,
project director Frank Roan, lead designer
Billy Cain, story editorAive-action director
Adam Foshko, and Jeff Grills—creator of
the Vision Engine and key technologist.

boot /s Wing Commander: Prophecy a
continuation o/WC:IV?
Downing Prophecy is the first of a three-
part story arc that represents a new direc
tion for the Wing Commander Universe.
However, one of our key objectives is
to strive in every way to re-energize the
product line with all-new elements and
features—a fresh perspective.

One way we're doing this is by intro
ducing a new player character, Lt. Lance
Casey, the son of a comrade of Blair's
from the early WC days. He's a fresh
graduate of the Academy, still wet behind
the ears with a lot to prove.
boot Will the Kilrathl be back or will you
deal with a third alien race, as was strongly
hinted in the Wing Commander novels?
Downing Prophecy introduces a new alien
threat to Confederate space. The only hint
of this race is an ancient prophecy that
told of a day when the Kilrathi's world
would be "consumed by great darkness"—
something that came to pass at the end of
WC:III. We won't comment on the exact
events. Let's just say that blowing up a
planet tends to attract attention.

Who these aliens are and what they
want make the atrocities of the Kilrathi
seem almost childish. These aliens are
truly evil in intent and lethal in action.
boot With each WC installment the
"interactive movie" aspect grew, almost
to the point of eclipsing the in-game
experience. Do you plan to take Prophecy
in that direction?
Foshko it's time to shift our focus to one
of balance and develop a great story with
meaningful dialogue, a true coalescence
between design and story—and subtle and
believable performances in the live action
scenes. The FMV elements in Prophecy
provide a meaningful context and motiva
tion for the player.
boot How will cinematic cut scenes be
handled?

Downing The new paradigm allows
interactive decision making in space flight
rather than in the movies. So how you fly
the missions and how you respond to situ
ations in the cockpit determine the story's
plotline. This allows us to more carefully
craft the experience from the evolving
storyline and more tightly integrate it with
the other game elements.
Foshko In previous models, the interactive

Capital ships are back In a major way In Wing Commander:
Prophecy. Beautiful. Simply beauhful.

Confed fighters make the jump for hyperspace, ready for action.

You can count on ambient, directional, point-source and lens flare
lighting effects to fill your space combat experience.

choice actually broke the suspension of
disbelief and the emotional dynamic of the
scene, providing only a binary choice.

Now, we not only blur the line of
interactive/narrative, creating stronger story
and character development by not seg
menting the scenes, we also introduce
more character development into the free-
form interactive arena of space flight. We
shot something comparable to a feature-

film-length script.
boot Will any Hollywood actors star
in the game?
Foshko With Prophecy we wanted
to bring back some of the charac
ters we really liked and introduce
several new characters. So we
asked Mark Hamlll and Tom Wilson
to reprise their roles as Blair and
Maniac, in addition to Ginger Allen
returning as Rachael. We added
Steven, Neil, Loren, Heather, and
the rest to this mix and the results
were better than we had hoped.
boot As WC's non-space combat
world became more lush, the less-
interactive it became (example: the
non-playable foozbail table in WCilV's
lounge). Do you plan to bring inter
activity back with WC: Prophecy?
Roan We've worked hard to stream
line the players' flow between the
different elements of the game. One
of our goals was to keep the player
"two clicks away from the action,"
no more wandering around looking
for someone to talk to in order to
fly a mission.

By the same token, we want
every room to have meaning; there
should always be something to do,
no matter where you are. In the rec
room you can fly a simulator mis
sion, talk to people, check the kill
board, view ships in the object
viewer. In the ready room you can
check out items in your locker,
manage your game settings, etc.
boot Ship-to-ship combat hasn't
changed dramatically since the
original WC—what are you going do
to make things exciting again?
Roan WC is a fighter-level space
combat game. We didn't want to
change our focus significantly since
there's still so much more to explore
at this level. The core of Prophecy
is based on the capabilities of the
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different ships and unique flight dynamics.
We created more than 100 missions with

only one rule: Be the most fun possible.
After several months of straight design, we
threw out half our missions and kept only
the cream of the crop. Only then did we
start working on a compelling storyline and
weaving the missions into a new space
epic. This attention to detail and focus on
gamepiay will make the next \NC awesome.
boot Will there be ground missions again?
Cain While ground missions create a differ
ent environment, they're not really part of
space-based battle. We do want to create
that varied environment for the player so
we have huge capital ships allowing us to
design missions and environments which
are more exciting than ever before.
boot Does Prophecy use the original
ReaiSpace engine? Or did you totally
overhaul it?

Grills The ReaiSpace engine has seen its
last days as a viable code base. Our new
engine, the Vision Engine, has been written
from the ground up. We're optimized
around the Pentium processor.

We use floating point very heavily
instead of fixed point for much greater
object motion and rasterization precision.
The engine can do BSP-sorted objects,
dynamic mesh splitting, dynamic mesh
morphing, hardware-accelerated geometry,
and rasterization. We can also take advan

tage of hardware Z-buffering support when
it exists. We're trying to take advantage
of all the new hardware rasterization fea

tures while still providing a good game to
those people who have not yet entered
the wonderful world of 3D accelerators.

boot What kind of acceleration will the

Vision Engine support?
Grills The Vision Engine currently supports
our own internal software rasterizer,
Direct3D, and the Glide API (3Dbc Voodoo).
We have no plans to use MMX or the
Pentium II, although we may gain some
advantages on those machines from inher
ent support in DirectX.

Certainly the ultimate gaming experience
will be felt on a Pentium 200 machine with

3Dlx-class hardware.

boot The WC series has always pushed
systems to the limit. With many games
coming out as 3D-card-onl. Will Prophecy
join those ranks?
Roan We want the game to be enjoyable
on low-end machines, and at the same
time we want to push the limits of high-

Syd Mead provides the conceptual artwork for Prophecy'5 alien menace.

The planet of KUrah sure ain't v^at it used to tie afteryou drop a bomb on IL Ouch! Enjoy the destruction.

end machines. So,
we're supporting
both software and

hardware rendering
with frame rates

ranging from 18
to 24 in most

cases, and with
detail and effect

levels increasing as
you move toward
the accelerated/
high-end systems.
boot What can

we expect in terms
of triangle counts
for fighters and
capital ships?
Roan Because of

the gulf between
low-end and high-
end machines, this

question is difficult
to answer.

We change mesh
and scene complexity
depending on the
system. Many of our
capital ships have
as many as three
times the poly count when the game is
running on hardware vs. when running in
software, so face counts can be deceiving.
boot How will Prophecy fair against the
likes of 10th Planet and Out of The Void?

Downing Our new technology and focus
on gamepiay will crush all others. The care
we have used to design the whole game
from the space combat up through the
mission design and the complete war sce
nario, skillfully woven with a story that
compels the player and draws them into
the game without interfering with their

An alien capital ship charges Its weapons In Wing Commander: Prophecy.

senses, will create an immersive gaming
experience like no other.

product info

Available December 97

Price TBA

Developer Origin Systems

Publisher Electronic Arts

Phone 800.245.4525

tIRL www.orlgin.ea.com
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Forsaken
Lootin' for a livin'

Acclaim's Forsaken threateris to demolish

other tunnel-dwelling first-person shooters
with some of the most lavish graphics ever
to hit your Direct3D card.

Promising awe-inspiring lighting effects
and in-your-face 360-degree movement,
Forsaken will hurl you into a future where
Earth's dead and everyone's eager to loot
the vast, abandoned stockpiles hidden
deep within its deserted mantle.

Producer Shawn Rosen explains why
Forsaken's interstellar mercenaries are

really just misunderstood merchants out
to make a (dis)honest dollar.

boot What's the goal?
Rosen Torn from its orbital axis, Earth is
no more than a lifeless husk. Within days,
news of the disaster reaches the High
Senators of the ruling council of the multi-
verse. Soon, anything considered valuable
is removed and sites warranting further
study are left heavily guarded by robotic
military personnel. Now, several months
later, the dead system is considered "up
for loot." Every bounty hunter, mercenary,
fortune seeker, and free-loading scum in
the galaxy has the unwritten
right to raid the dead system
and take anything the
Theocracy didn't want.

Players assume the role of
these ruthless mercenaries.

boot What's the object
of Forsaken?

Rosen Amass as many good
ies as possible. For variety,
there's an objective at the
start of each level—some are

timed, some are speed-based,
some are puzzle-based.
boot How big is the game?
Rosen Fifteen single-player
levels, 10 multiplayer levels,
and lots of secret hidden stuff!

boot How many enemies are in
the game?
Rosen We're still adding these
so it's hard to say. Currently, there are
about 30, but we're planning more all the
time! The most advanced enemy will be
another biker who plays just like a
human. In fact, in a deathmatch game you
wouldn't be able to tell the difference. On

the flip side, there will still be a lot of
grunts to shoot. We want a really high kill
count in the game. Many enemies will
come in complex waves, just like the good
old 2D shoot 'em-ups!

Lens flare Is bu

Assume the rol

t one ofmany
luscious special effects In
Forsaken.

e of a ruthless

mercenary wielding ominous
weapons In Forsaken.

boot Are there any
sprites or 2D elements
lurking in the game?
Rosen Nope—past
shooters had 2D

sprites. That's soooo
old now. Everything—
pickups, doors,
enemies—all 3D!

boot Forsaken wowed

the crowd at E3 with its

great special effects.
Describe the cool things
your 3D engine can do.
Rosen The main thing
is lighting. Almost
everything can cast a
light. Pickups emit
light, your weapon fire emits light, even
missiles emit light. And everything has
its own color-coding. For example, the
Quantum mine is a large blue mine that
spins and emits a lot of blue light. If
you're going around a corner and see the
walls lit up blue, back ofR Chances are
you'll get blown to smithereens.

Also, the game is very scalable. There
are lots of detail levels you
can play with. Obviously, the
more powerful your PC or 3D
accelerator card, the more
detail you can turn up. If you
want more blood, you can
have more blood. If you
want more lighting effects,
you can have more. If you
want more detailed bikes,
you can.

boot Will Forsaken require a
3D card?

Rosen No. We've spent eight
moriths writing a powerful
software tenderer so people
without a card can play the
game. While the game won't
look as good as it does with
a 3D card, it will bear up '
surprisingly well. The game

will run on a PlOO upward with any 3D
accelerator card, or a P120 upward with
out an accelerator card. We're getting
25fps on a P120 without a card and all
the translucency effects on!
boot is the game going to be Direct3D
only, or is it being optimized for any card-
specific APIs?
Rosen It's Direct3D only. We've done
more in Direct3D on a 3Dfx card than any
one else has done in GLIDE for the 3Dfx.

Forsaken will set a new standard for what Is possible with DIrectSD. In pardcular,
check out Its great lighting effects and the many detail levels you can play with.

It's a fast engine. Even Andy Keane (vice
president of 3D5() said Forsaken was the
best-looking title on 3Dfx.
boot Will the game take advantage of MMX?
Rosen We had the MMX version working a
year ago. We were the first people to start
working on MMX thanks to our contacts in
the right places.
boot How complex are the enemy models?
Rosen There are 18,000 polygon maps;
200 polys for the average enemy and 800
polys for larger ones.
boot What kind of multiplayer options will
Forsaken have?

Rosen There's a bomb-tag game, death-
match, team play, and capture the flag.
Alt for 16+ players (depending on latency
and PC speeds) on network and Internet.
Head-to-head modem and serial cable are

also supported.
boot What about a level editor?

Rosen We don't plan to release our own
level editor, because it's being used for lots
of Acclaim games. However, we'll be releas
ing our file formats so anyone clever can
write his own editor. Lots of people get a
kick out of creating these and releasing
them on the net, and we have no problem
with this. I'm sure people will eventually
release bike design tools as well!

product info

Available Q1/98

Price TBA

Developer Probe Entertainment

Publisher Acclaim Entertainment

Phone 516.656.2456

URL www.acclaimnation.com
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The Elder Scrolls; Battlespire
A deadly alternate reality
Multiplayer massacres unfurl on an epic
scale with Bethesda Softworks' Battlespire.
Wield a broadsword or fling a fireball
alongside fellow online adventurers and
find treasures and danger beyond compare.

Pushing the X^^Gine 3D graphics genera
tor with a bevy of new tricks, Julian
Leiay, head designer/programmer, and
Ken Bolston, writer/designer (collectively
known here as Bethesdaj, take boot back
into the mythical war-torn Tamriel—only
this time with a few of your closest bud
dies watching (or stabbing) your back.

boot Will Battlespire be a "true" RPG with
tons of character interaction or will it be a

"3D action game with RPG elements"?
Bethesda Battlespire is a true RPG, if dia
logue is a measure of character Interaction,
because you can talk to every creature you
meet. Since most of them want to rip your
head off, some dialogues are brief and
pungent, but you get plenty of chances to
bluff, lie, scheme, and betray. There are
also plenty of persons who can help you—
they're often the ones who appear most
likely to destroy you.

All the elements of role playing are
here, including character creation and
building, NPC interaction,
fighting monsters, and quests.
boot How many playable
characters will be available?

Bethesda You can play an
infinite number of custom

variations. The game includes
pregenerated characters for a
quick start, but the real fun Is
crafting your own.

The character-creation sys
tem is based on the system in
DaggerfaH. Spend build points
on stats, skills, weapons,
spells, equipment, and color
ful advantages and disadvan
tages. Then, between each
level, spend more build points on your
character. As you use skills, they increase.
boot What's the Al for NPCs like?

Bethesda We spent a lot of time getting
the monsters to the point where you can
run but you can't hide. The monsters will
smell you, hear you, and use their varying
degrees of intelligence to track you. They
know their way around the dungeon bet
ter than the player and will take advan
tage of this.

Because of the politics of hell, the
monsters often strongly dislike each other

and fights between monsters are not
uncommon.

boot How will Battlespire balance
multiplayer options with singie-player
adventures?

Bethesda The single player's game Is
the jewel in the designer's crown. The
multiplayer game features all the same
environments, monsters, and gameplay,
but has different goals and challenges.

The greatest elements of Battlespire's
multiplayer game are the opposing play
ers who have a vast repertoire of fentasy
role playing skills, spells, and tricks.

Beyond the basic deathmatches,
where you can bake your buddies, the
emphasis is on team play where you
and three of your friends take on the
Prince of Destruction and his minions.

New strategies and teamwork must be
used, as each level is tailored for team play.

Most Interesting is Team vs. Team.
Imagine both teams going into a domain.
There's only one way out and you need
three keys to open the portal. Your band
of warriors heads to the towering castle
where the portal lies and fortify It. You
know your opponents will lay siege to the
castle, whether by boat, balloon, or via

the drawbridge.
We've signed an exclusive

deal with Mpath, and there
will definitely be LAN play.
boot Will all the action take

piace in a dungeon environ-
ment, or wlil we see some
above-ground adventuring
as weii?

Bethesda Plenty of the
action takes place in Interiors.
How else do you get cool
lighting, great architecture,
and efficient channeling of
the user toward rotating
knives? However, an entire
level takes place in a grand

exterior on a rather large island with a
couple of towns, mountains, ships, lots of
temples, stone circles, and whatnot. It's
really big, really outside, and really cool.
boot How have you geared up the X"Gine
for Battlespire?
Bethesda The X^Glne has been completely
redesigned. All the lighting algorithms have
been totally revised for truly dramatic
effects. Add high-res and high-color for
stunning visuals. The game will run in
640x480 graphics resolution at 64k colors.
We currently support 3Dfx Voodoo Graphics

Battlespire's dark corridors will yield tons of treasure and
loads of trouble.

and Voodoo Rush using GLIDE. The X^GIne
does support colored lighting in software
but It's still unclear If we'll use It.

Polygon count per frame varies between
2,500 to 12,000. Texture-map resolutions
vary based on the size of the polygon It's
applied to, but most are 128x128.
boot Considering that Battlespire's JfC/zie
is a fuil 3D poiygon-based engine, why use
2D sprites at ail?
Bethesda Everybody's come to expect 3D
characters rather than sprites, despite the
fact that 3D enemies look chunky, are
extremely limited, and still pixelate. The
sprites in Battlespire are twice the size of
Daggerfail's and have twice the frame
count. Sprites give us real-iooking hair,
flowing capes, and all the paraphernalia
you expect to see on a person or monster.
3D monsters look like 3D objects that
don't convey any mood, the most impor
tant aspect of an RPG.

One day, when we can spend a couple
of thousand polygons on a figure, have
real-time hair, particle systems, and a fijll-
fledged key-frame system, then 3D enemies
will be on par with sprites.

Of course, that day Is probably extremely
close...

product info

Available October 97

Price TBA

Developer/Publisher

Bethesda Softworks

Phone 800.677.0700

UBL www.bethsoft.com
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bootLab Policy
boot isn't like any other
computer magazine, and neither
is our product-evaluation
process. "He don't test
equipment in the cold,
sterile environment of a

warehouse-size lab. and we

don't write our reviews

based on the test scores

that labcoat-wearing
technicians scribble on

clipboards.
Our review scores are

based on a combination of

objective benchmark
testing, real-world
performance, and our
subjective evaluation of
features, performance, and
the many less tangible
characteristics that go into
a product. All of our evaluations
are based on hands-on

use of the product.

REAL-WORLO BENCHMARKING

me new meter hes the precise scores (or each
category benchmarked. Plus, the color bars to the

right give you a quick itiea of how well the system

performed In that category.

it's simple: The farther right the bar reaches, the
better the system scored. Green means the system

performed on par or beyond what we expect of a

current system, it you see nothing but red, the system

performed below expectations.

PLUSES AND MINUSES

Here's where we list the best

and worst a system has to offer.

CONTACTS

Look here for price, and the company's

phone number and URL if you want

more Information.
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respect to be worthy of our
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The one that really matters. This score reflects how we feel

about a system, taking Into account the benchmark results,

quality of parts, usability, overall performance, and our
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Micron Millennia XRU
with Fusion 3D
Explosively fast and dangerous to know

Slipping open the Millennia XRU's
medium tower unveils enough
power to humble the mightiest
shambler. Intel supplies the sys
tem's heart and backbone with
a 266MH2 Pentium II and a
440FX-laden ATX motherboard.

The CPU enjoys much cooling love
in a menage-a-trois arrangement with the
ATX power-supply fan and a case-mounted
fan. The motherboard comes armed with
four 72-pin SIMM sockets, a dual-layer ATX
I/O connector with integrated USB ports,
and six expansion slots.

But there are so many goodies in here
that the shared slot is the only free one.

Before screaming bloody expansion slot
murder, look what you get: a double dose
of Diamond, with the 4MB Monster 3D (for
that 3Dfx feeling) and the 4MB Stealth 3D
2000 Pro armed with (gasp!) VESA 2.0
support! E4's CoolDVD MPE6-2/AC-3 decoder
card (based on Mpact's hardware solution)
fills the third PCI slot, with a ribbon cable
feeding the Stealth's media connector.
Unfortunately, there's no video out for
playing DVD movies on the boob tube.
The U.S. Robotics Sportster 56.6Kbps
fax/modem and Creative Labs' AWE64
round out the ISA package.

The Millennia XRU ditches the CD-
ROM and comes with a DVD-ROM
drive—Hitachi's second-generation,
CD-R-reading GD-2000 DVD-ROM
drive, Iomega's Zip drive and a 3.5-
inch floppy round out removable
storage, and despite the vertical
Maxtor 85120 AS 4GB UltraDMA
EIDE hard drive, you still have two
5.25-inch and one 3.5-inch drive
bays to fill. Extra power cables and
necessary EIDE header connectors
are all in place for future additions.

Hitachi's 19-inch monitor displays
up to 1600x1200, while the kick-ass
Cambridge SoundVI/orks MicroWorks
drop hardcore bass with a massive band
pass subwoofer and full-range cubes.

The Millennium XRU ran the gauntlet
almost unscathed. The machine pumped a
swift 128.7 bootMark, and Win95 applica
tion performance under SYSmark32 scored
a sweet 237. Hard-drive speeds are well
above average, and the optimized Diamond
video drivers dropped only 8.9 percent of

frames In our video test. Scared of DVD-
ROM speed? Fear not, Hitachi's GS-2000
posted data transfer rates of 2079K/sec,
making it one of the festest drives ever!

But where are the DOS drivers? They
weren't configured properly, robbing us of
full DOS-mode gaming.

Without outside help. Quake managed
14.4fps. Firing up FastVid unlocked the P-
It's power, flowing a 26fps... unacceleratedl
But who plays unaccelerated Quake when
there's a Monster 3D In the PCI slot?
GLQuake scored a buttery 28.2lps. DirectX
and Direct3D benchmark results reinforced
the machine's "ultimate" status. In
Terracide we rarely dipped below 40^s,
and the MDK Perffest blasted in at 111.

The Hitachi/E4 combo overlays MPEG-2
movies, effortlessly scaling and playing up
to 1024x768. While no motion shearing is
evident, non-interlaced displays exasperate
edge-pixelation—blockiness is evident on
curves. AVI playback is also pixelated.

The Millennia XRU works as well as it
plays, scoring extremely well on both our
C++ and DeBabelizer Pro/MMX tests.

Micron's Millennia XRU with Fusion 3D
is Pure PC Power.

— Andrew Sanchez

THE BRAINS
CPU Intel Pentium 266MH: MMX
1.2 Cache 5t2K internal pipeline l>urst
RAM
Mottiertioard

THE BRAWN
Video

MMB EDO-DRAM DIMM (12SMB maximum)
Intel 440FX ATX tormfactor

Diamond Sleatth 30 2000 Pro (S3 VIRGE)
with 4MB, Diamond Monster 3D (30fx
Voodoo) with 4MS EDO-DRAM, E4 CoolDVD
MPEG-2/AC-3 decoder card

Hard Drive Maxtor 65120 A8 4G8 EIDE UltfaDMA/ATA-33
CD-ROM/DVD-ROM Hitachi GS-2000 DVD-ROM drive
Expansion Bus Three PCI: two ISA: one PCI/ISA shared
Fax/Modem U.S. Robotics Sportster 56x2
I/O Ports Two USB; two serial: one parallel

THE BEAUTY
Display HItacdil CM751U: 19-incti screen size. 0.26 dot pitch,

1600x1200e7SHz
Sound Creadve Labs AWE64 wavetable synthesis/digital
Speakers Cambridge Soundworks MicroWorks
Ottier Microsoft Intellimouse, Iomega Zip drive,

Microsoft Sidewinder Pro joystick

THE BUNDLE Windows 95 OSa/2 and Plus! pack I
Blockbuster Guide to Movies and Video I Microsoft Ottlce 97
SBEI Billboard Music Guide I Pod I Eraser Turnabout 1
Adobe PboloDeluxe I Silent Steel DVD I Longbow Gold I
Formula F11 Command & Conquer Win951 MecbWarrior 2
Mercenaries (30lx) I US Navy Fighters 97

TOmfHT
twin fen's'tlast
this P-li into the
chlU zon£< I < .

Seeking massive VESA
2.0 speed? Try a combi
nation of S3VBE20
alongside FastVid.

Quake, Comanche 3,
and other VESA 2.0-
friendly games will love
you for It.

pypflNRmw MAP

Diamond Stealth 3D
2000Pfo

Diamond Stealth 3D
video card

E4 CoolDVD MPEG-2/
AC-3 decoder card

Shared/free

SIMM ENVY
Four SIMM slots do not a gig
make. With 32MB SIMMS,
you're maxing out at 128MB.
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THERE'S GOLD IN
THEM THAR DVD DRIVES
Hitachi's second-generation DVD-
ROM drive makes good on the CD-R
disk readability promise. Now you
can burn away and read on your
shiny new DVD.

all

210

101.4AMB
OF STORAGE 1
SPLENDOR

3.5-inch floppy?
iomega Zip?

We thought so...

CPU/MOTHERBOARD
bootMark

128.7

WIN95 APRS
SYSmark32

237

DIRECT 3D
Terramark

composite

829

HARD DRIVE
Adoptee ThreadMark vl.O

o.oo

CD-ROM
CD Tach/Pro v1.65

K/sec

2079

WIN95 VIDEO
VidTach vl.52

DOS GAMING
Quake vl.06

14.4

DIRECTX GAMING
MDK PerfTest v1.4

MMX PROCESSING
DeBabelizer Pro 227

CPU/DISK
Microsoft Visual C" compile ^ .jg

The amazing Millenia XftU with Fusion
3D is the closest thing to boot's own
Dream Machine that you can buy.

^ntium II 266MHz

^SA 2.0 support
Bfonster 3D/30fx
[^8t CD-R-compatible
QVD'ROM drive
ffienuineAWE64
Bayetable card
|QpUbie>cooliRg fan actio^
QlicroWorks speakers ^
^Itachi 19-Inch monitor 7.
Bp driveKb ports on ATX I/O

nnectors

iear-free MPEG-2

lEttisfe One free expansion slot
Pixeiated MPEG-2 playback

1  Ho composite or S-video

I  output on MPEG-2 card
1  No DOS drivers

NEVER LET
mm SEE

"  , ED!
USB ports ar
integ^ed Into the '
ATX Ijio connector the
way they should be!

Price $4,439
Company Micron

Phone 800.209.9686

URL www.micronpc.com

A complete Preakdown of benchmark results Is availaUe on Vie
boolNeL Point your browser to www.bootnaLcom
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SPECIAL
CHARTER
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER.

With your paid subscription to boot, you'll receive
FREE special editions of two incredible CD-ROMs:

H Norton Utilities—Is your PC a little under the
weather? Finally, a computer doctor that makes
house calls.

Flight Unlimited-Engage in 5 interactive flight
lessons with full audio support and 6 aerial

'mm I courses in this powerful flight
EE I simulator combining advanced

■  physics with photo-realistic

Call. 1-888-4iMAGINE ̂ ^1 jS
to start your . ''
subscription.
You'll receive a full F
year of boot m- iLUmf^
(12 Issues and 12 v *^1P:
CD-ROMs) for only
$29.95 - a savings of almost FREE

70% off the cover price. ̂ —

PURE LUST

PUREABRENALINE

PURE PC POWER
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After Effects 3.1
Achieve the impossible dream

Now that After Effects is avail

able for Windows NT, I think
we can put Macintosh on the
endangered species list.

For those not in the know,

AE is the quintessential cross-
platform 2D special-effects application for
the Mac and PC. Eyeon software, makers
of Digital Fusion, would probably disagree.
But where Digitai Fusion has many high-
end features, such as support for SGI and
Cineon files, and unlimited output resolu
tion, it lacks the ability to fully integrate
with Adobe's Photoshop and Illustrator.
And while there are more powerful appli
cations, such as Discreet Logic's Flame
and Alias/Wavefront's Composer, these
applications cost thousands of dollars
more and require expensive hardware.

The first thing you do after launching
After Effects is to import all the media you
wish to layer together. These can include a
multitude of formats such as TIP, PICT,
TGA, PSD, WAV, AlF, MOV, and AVI. If
you're using numerous elements within a
composition, you can organize your media
by name, type, size, duration, or path and
assign meaningful names without changing
the disk file names. In the timeline, you
apply your effects such as motion, mask,
position, and opacity to each element.
Each effects category has subcategories
that-via unlimited key-framing—let you
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After organizing ali your media, you can drag and drop each element onto the convenient tJmeiine. There, you can
apply any of After Effects 3.1 's many effects, such as motion and opacity.

Elaborate effects can be assembled with After Effects 3.1 's powerful Interface.

tweak each effect until you get it just right
(or you get a splitting headache). Real
tweakers can delve into the heart of the

program by creating customized effects

using AE's programming language, which is
based on C. Unlike Photoshop or Premiere,
After Effects' learning curve is pretty steep.
The best approach to get up to speed is to

work from the one-chapter
tutorial in the user guide.
However, the tutorial
doesn't go into depth on
some of the more sophis
ticated effects.

What really makes After
Effects shine is the tight
integration with the rest of
the Adobe family. With a
click of a button, you can
enter Photoshop or
illustrator, make changes
to an element, and have
those changes automati
cally updated within AE.
When you create text or
objects in Illustrator, you
can set AE's defeult to

continually rasterize so
you don't see jagged

edges when you scale an object. And when
creating multiple layers in Photoshop, AE
can import the image's individual layers.
Other features worth mentioning include 99

levels of undo, multiprocessor support,
and an MMX-enhanced engine.

While it's hard to find feult with such

an awesome application, a few things
should be addressed in the future. First,

AE needs a more visually appealing
interface—maybe something with warmer
colors and beveled edges. Second, the
screen gets crowded easily—you may feel
the need to invest in a dual-monitor card

from Diamond or Matrox, or wait for dual-
monitor support in Windows 98. Third,
there needs to be tighter integration with
Premiere. And fourth, lose the hardware
lock. It's bad enough that most other
applications have one, but you're in dan
ger of having the back of your machine
look like the Lego version of the Empire
State building.

— Rick Popko

Price Production bundle

$1,995; Standard $995

Developer/Publisher

Adobe

Phone 800.492.3623

URL www.adobe.com

boot
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Multimedia Speaker
Warfare, Part Deux
Bring in da noise

Looking for a Stealth speaker system or the ultimate low-frequency dive-bomber?
Something here's gonna make your new sound card rock.

These latest recruits in the war for multimedia speaker supremacy will have you
bombing the bass and bringing some serious funk to your desktop.

— Andrew Sanchez

Altec Lansing ACS48
PowerCube Plus

The ACS48 PowerCube Plus

is the ACS45's big, bad-ass
brother—and it's ready to
drop some sweet sonlcs on
your behind.

This system consists
of two satellite speakers
housed in sealed, plastic

enclosures, taking up the same foot
print as its smaller brethren,
the ACS45 (check out boot
06 for the review). Inside
each taller, magnetically
shielded satellite is one

inch Mylar/polypropylene
tweeter and a 3-inch

paper-cone long-throw
midrange handling fre
quencies above 150Hz.
Frequencies are split
between them at

4kH2. Rather than

Incorporating an auto
matic on/off switch
(such as in the
ACS45), a press of
both volume buttons

powers the system up
or down. The two

buttons are located

atop one of the
speakers, and a single
PS/2 connector snakes
from one satellite to

the subwoofer box.

The AC48's ported
subwoofer enclosure is a

16-pound, 3.2-ounce monster
housing a 6-inch paper long-throw
woofer. Measuring 14x7V2xll inches, the
enclosure is made from particleboard,
unlike most other boxes, which use high-
impact plastics in the manufacturing
process. The 23/«-inch vent is located in
the rear, alongside the subwoofer volume

control, dual Vs-inch stereo mini inputs,
and fuse connector. The amplifier, which
pumps 40 watts to the bass and 20 watts
per satellite, and the power brick are
located internally.

Under our barrage of tests, the ACS48
produced a wall of room-shaking sound
that packed a physical punch. Bass
response, whether from kick-drum attack
or missile explosion, remained incredibly
powerful and forceful thanks in large part
to the solidly built woofer box throwing

out mighty beats. The satellites
also screamed serious sonic

delight, bringing up and for
ward excellent midbass and

silky-smooth vocals. The addi
tion of the tweeter shores up
any high-frequency deficien

cies the 3-inch midrange
speaker may have,
and the entire sys
tem's frequency
response covers the
entire sonic spec
trum.

These speakers
are the best you
can buy for under

$150. Period.

With a massive

subwoofer box and

midrange/tweeter
combo, Altec's
A(S48 rules!

Price $149

Company Altec Lansing
Phone 800.648.6663

URL www.altecmm.com

boot

Cambridge SoundWorks'
PCWorks satellites are the

sweetest-sounding of the bunch—
crystal clear highs and great midrange.
Is that an alto sax, or are you Just happy
to see me?

Cambridge SoundWorks
PCWorks
The PCWorks crash the sub-$100 price
barrier with a subwoofer/satellite system
that signals Cambridge SoundWorks and
Creative Labs' first joint multimedia
speaker effort.

This package starts with a 53/4-inch
woofer inside a vented enclosure. The

plastic enclosure contains the master
power switch, satellite speaker outputs,
and subwoofer volume control, as well as
dual amplifiers with 10 watts going to the
woofer and 3.5 watts per channel for the
satellites. The 3x3x3-inch cubic satellites

are armed with a single 2-inch speaker,
and custom angled brackets are included
to disperse sound. Thin-gauge speaker
wire runs from the satellites to the woofer

box. Unfortunately, the power cable ends
in a hefty brick, making placement on a
power strip a burden.

The satellites deliver superior upper-
band frequency response, with crystal-clear
highs and great midrange response. Once
again, those magicians at Cambridge man
aged to push a tight, controlled midbass
response front and center, despite the
speakers' diminutive size. The subwoofer's
vented enclosure pumps clean bass, but
response drops dramatically below 60Hz.
Corner loading helps immensely, but don't
expect to bring down the house with any
ultra-low frequency reproduction—the
woofer is too small to handle such duties.

Still, bass response within the 60Hz to
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lOOHz bandwidth Is pure
acoustic heaven.

The PCWorks never stray from
target, delivering some of the clean
est sounds you can get for less than
100 bucks. You'll be hard-pressed to
find a better set of speak
ers for twice the price. _

Price $99

Company Cambridge
Soundworks

Phone 800.367.4434

URL www.hlfi.com

GNT Electronics GNT-5000
The GNT-5000 subwoofer/satellite system
Is a hit-and-miss affair, striking hard in
some areas and completely missing the
target in others.

A lone SY'i-inch woofer sits Inside a
vented enclosure, which is ported In the
rear. Knobs galore adorn the woofer
box—Including the badly placed power
switch/master volume control, subwoofer
volume control, and treble control. Each
satellite consists of a single 3V2-inch full-
range speaker packed in a sealed cube.
Considering the satellites will wind up on
your desk somewhere, a master volume
control and power switch on a satellite
would be preferable.

While the box gloriously claims the sys
tem packs 200 watts of "peak power,"
don't believe the hype. Expect a more
down-to-earth 19 watts for the subwoofer

and 13 watts for the satellites. Following
Cambridge's lead, the sys
tem employs a dual dedi
cated amplifier setup.

The system delivers
surprisingly tight, firm
bass hits, but massive
cone noise is clearly
audible at loud volumes

with frequencies below
60Hz. The woofer

box exhibits a

65Hz peak In
response, resulting
In maximum bass

energies around

The GNT-SOOO's punchy
bass doesn't make up for
substandard midrange
and tweeter output

that frequency. The satellites produce so
much treble that we had to turn it down

to keep the neighborhood pooches from
howling. Despite copious amounts of high
frequencies, the midrange section suffers
from a midbass frequency-response gap,
robbing the hollow soundstage of any real
istic sound reproduction. Explosions and
other large sonic transients manage to
shake the room and also make obvious

the subwoofer enclosure's inability to
handle them clearly and forcefully. Nothing
hurts bass reproduction more than exces
sive rattling and wind noise.

If GNT works on the woofer noise and

midbass problem, it would have a con
tender on its hands. But too many sonic
problems hamper the GNT-5000
from achieving the sonic glory
It strives so hard to achieve.

Price $60

Company GNT
Electronics

Phone 408.727.3856

URL www.gntelec.com

ItLdJet

Yamaha System 25
YST-MS25 ■
Considering Its heritage, Yamaha's System
25 YST-MS25 three-piece multimedia
speaker system should perform a helluva
lot better than It does. Something was
lost along the way toward meeting the
$129 price point.
"The YST-MS25 consists of a sub

woofer and a pair of 2-
inch midrange speakers-
each receiving 5 watts-
housed in sealed, plastic
micro-cubes measuring 3V8
X 2Y^ X 4Y^-lnches. The
master volume knob and

power button on the right
speaker cube make adjust

ments easy, and the
Integrated brackets

help angle the
satellites for

optimal sound
dispersion. The
15 watt-powered

5-Inch paper-cone
woofer is housed

in a ported enclo
sure, and con
nections for

dual Vs-lnch
miniplug Inputs
and satellites

are located on

the rear. Like

the YST-MSWIOOw.

4 4 4

(reviewed In boot 10), the MS25 uses
Active Servo Technology, with the amplifier
monitoring the woofer motion and com
pensating for over-excursion when neces
sary. Woofer output volume control and
headphone jacks are located on the front
fece panel above the vent.

The YST-MS25, under Intense aural
scrutiny, doesn't Impress. The
midrange speakers sound exces
sively flat and unnatural—
there's barely any high-
frequency presence, with
most cymbal crashes falling
to register. The sound-
stage, while maintain
ing a decent center
channel, groans
into a cramped
sound field

devoid of

expansiveness.
More than

once, the
satellites

crackled

under

intense

sound

sessions.

The footprint for each of
the Itty-bltty satellites Is The woofer
great—too bad the sound maintains maximum
quality falls short. bass energy around

the 80Hz to 90Hz

range, with the low-end response starting
Its downward spiral at around 70Hz.
Unfortunately, the woofer suffers severe
unloading of low frequencies below 46Hz,
resulting In wild extemporaneous noise.
With corner loading In effect, the woofers
fill the room with an 80Hz+ boomln' pres
ence, but don't expect to shake the china
off the shelves. On the whole, the system
suffers from a frequency dip in
the midbass section, resulting
in a hollow sound.

b

Price $129

Company Yamaha

Phone 800.823.6414 x99

URL www.yamaha.com

oot
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Alienware's The Blade
Abduct this computer

When the Alienware boxes arrived at the

bootLab—replete with military stamped
lettering—anticipation ran high that the
boxes would contain an alien artifact

(we were hoping for a face-hugger).
Unfortunately, about the closest we
came to a real alien, was the tiny, neon-
green one stuck to the front of the case.
Still, our autopsy proved The Blade to be
an exciting specimen.

In addition to the core 200MHz MMX

Intel processor. The Blade's life force is
augmented by robust memory, video,
and audio subsystems. The 64MB of EDO
DRAM, and 512!< of onboard cache provide
ample kick, resulting in above-average
performance throughout our suite of
benchmarks. However, while the inclusion
of a 6MB Stingray 128/3D (4MB frame
buffer and 2MB of textured memory) is
appreciated (what self-respecting gamer
wouldn't want the power of Voodoo
Rush?) the complete lack of VESA 2.0
support certainly isn't. Regardless,
GLQuake works just fine, proffering
20.4fps. (Once Hercules and 3Dfx tweak
the Voodoo Rush drivers, you should see
this number climb to the high twenties.)

We did, however, run into problems
testing full-screen AVI video. During our
brutal VidTach test, The Blade played back
less than 20 percent of the test clip. MPEG
playback was just as bad, with noticeable
pixelation and ghosting.
We also encountered a bizarre problem

when changing color depths. At 1024x768
@ 32-bit, the display looked terrific.
However, dropping to 16-bit resulted in
screen noise and static.

Overall, the Stingray 128/3D is a
mixed blessing: it offers the latest
in 3D acceleration, but with imma
ture and unperfected drivers.

The AWE64 is a great choice
(especially if you're planning to
play your Sound Blaster-compatible
fevorites), and the EMU8000
wavetable-synth engine sounds
great. If you're musically inclined,
the AWE64 also includes a software

wavetable engine, Wav^ynth,
based on Sondius' WaveGuide

technology, but it doesn't sound as
good as the hardware version.

System expansion is a snap, thanks
in part to the Tyan Turbo TX ATX mother
board. Memory can be buffed up to 256MB,
and access to the bays and slots is unob
structed (you'll be itching to fill the four
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free PCI slots). Just about the only
thing missing is USB ports.

Alienware has made some

excellent component choices.
The 17-inch ViewSonic OptiQuest
monitor provides a bright, crisp
display and the U.S. Robotics
Sportster 33.6Kbps fax/voice/
modem comes with an impressive
array of communication software.

The 3.2GB Quantum Fireball ST
hard drive transferred 3.06MB/sec,
and the 16x Hitachi CD-ROM drive

pumped an equally impressive
1815K/sec.

in feet, The Blade managed to
outperform similarly equipped
systems from Micron and XI
Computer. The exception (and it's
a big one) is in GLQuake—the
Micron Millennia MME (equipped
with Diamond's Monster 3D) is
almost 9fps faster. Regular
Quake would not run thanks to

the lack of VESA 2.0 compliance.
On the negative side, the

game bundle is practically
non-existent, and the pseudo-
ergonomic keyboard—equipped
with a half-spacebar that's
really a backspace key and an
oversized row of keys on the
bottom—will drive keyboard
fraggers (and touch-typists)
bonkers.

Still, first contact is highly
recommended.

— Bryan Del Rizzo

THE BRAINS

CPU Intel Pentium 200 MMX PCI Free

1.2 Cache 512K (external pipeline burst ]
PCI Free

RAM B'tMB EDO-DRAM DIMM 1256MB maximum)

Motherboard Tyan S1572 Titan Turbo TX PCI Free

THE BRAWN PCI 2D/3D Video

Hercules Stingray 126/30 (Alliance AT30.
SDfx Voodoo Rush with 6MB EDO DRAM

Hard Drive Quantum Fireball ST 3.2GB EIDE

CD-ROM Hitachi CDR-813Q CAV 16X BMB
Exoansion Bus Five PCI; three ISA; zero shared ■Kf!W
Fax/Modem U.S. Robotics 33.6Kbps Voice/Fax/Modem
I/O Ports Two serial; one parallel; USB on motherboard

THE BEAUTY

Display ViewSonic OptiQuest Q71:17-lnch screetj;
1280x1024@87H2

Sound Creative Labs AWESd PnP
Speakers

Other

Panasonic EAB MPC250
(two SW satellites, lOW subwoofer)
CM Products FlightSlIck Pro, Pedals

THE BUNDLE Pandemonium 1 Formula 11 Compton's
Interactive Encyclopedia

BELIEVE IT
OR NOT
The Blade's case
design and ATX
motherboard make
upgrades and
installations a breeze
Count the free PCI
slols...^ou'U be glad
you^

PXPANSinN Mfl

i.-J}N EX Pi
The keyboard's spacebar is ^
chopped in two, with the left
side reassigned as an additional
backspace key. To make matters
worse, there's no way to turn It
off! The cursor controls' position is
awkward, too, even with a secoitd
complete set on the left side.



TAKING -eONTROL
.For gamers, Alienware
has tossed In two

controUers: CH Products'

FllghtStick Pro and
Pedals (but not the
Pro Pedili).

CPU/MOTHERBOARD
boolMark

55.4

r Alienware

WiN95 APPS
SYSmark32

r-'

DIRECT 3D

HARD DRIVE
Adaptec TlireadMark vl.O

ccmposils

853

MQ'se:

3.06

CD-ROM
CD Tach/Pro vl.65

1815

WIN95 VIDEO
VidTach v1.52 % piavetf

19.1

LISTEN FOR SIG^S OF LIFE
Tlie Panasonic multimedia speakers do an
adequate Job of pumping audio, but can't
compete with even the-rtott-end models

ALIENWARE

IfVou were ;
Geiger-insplred case.'
it. About the only other
worldly thing about The
Blade is this little guy,
peeking out from the:-;r9
front of the case. « •

DOS GAMING
Quake vl.OB

DIRECTX GAMING
MDK Per(Test vh4

would not run

92

MMX PROCESSING
DeBabeUzer Pro

CPU/DISK
Microsoft Visual C" compile

\

ffnlGrfWMMX CPU t
|64MB EDO DRAM
|awE64 wavetable sounij16MB 3Dfx-Voodoo Rusli-

powered Stingray ".li'l
I Free PCi slots aboii^^
iGoodpase desigp^^S

' No VESA 2.0 support

Video drivers need

to be polished

Funky keyboard

Lackluster game

bundle

No USB ports

hmPrice $2,899

Company Alienware
Phone 800.494.3382

URL www.alienware.pc.com

A complete breakdown of benchmark results Is available on the
bootNet. Point your browser to www.Unotnol coin
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Maxi Sound Game Theater 64
Takin' MIDI to the max
Blow full 64-volce hardware wavetable syn
thesis in your hot, sweaty ear with Maxi
Sound Game Theater 64. Designed by
Guillemot International as a supreme gam
ing sound card, inside its ISA-based con
fines sits almost every trick of the trade.

The Game Theater 64 is an SPDIF-less
version of the Home Studio Pro 64
(reviewed in boot 12) with 4MB of wave-
table RAM. Dream's 50-MIPS RISC DSP
serves up all your sonic needs, from Sound
Blaster hardware support and full-duplex
capabilities to 128 instruments, nine drum-
sets, and one onboard SFX patch for full
MPU-401 General MIDI and GS compliance.

A solo socket makes the total sample
RAM upgradable via 72-pin SIMM to 20MB,
while the board also includes a Wave
Blaster-compatible header connector.

The Vs-inch inputs for microphone and
line-level sit alongside three outputs-
stereo amplified output, line-level front
speaker output, and surround sound/rear
output—for a multichannel, multispeaker
surround-sound scenario. A standard game
port is also included on the back panel.
The Game Theater 64 is DirectX 5.0 com
patible, so those DirectSound 3D games
will immerse you in multispeaker mad
ness—but the card isn't Dolby Surround
Sound compatible, so games such as Wing
Commander IV and Comanche 3 can't take
advantage of the card's capabilities.

Wargods
The gods must be crazy
Ten forgettable fighters come together in
Wargods to beat the crap out of each other
in a test of immortal combat set in a fi ght
ing ring. Bloody, multihit combos, projectile
weaponry, and fatalities are all part of the
action, only this time, punch and kick your
way to victory in a 3D environment.

Using Midway's DigitalSkin technique,
scans of real people make up the texture
maps for each polygon humanoid fighter.
The results: an obtuse amalgamation of
vaguely human,
yet boxy, char
acters that
move with the
grace and man
ner of a Rock
'em Sock 'em
Robot. Each

flfcHECKLTSl
Maximum Resolution/Color
640x480/16-bit
DirectX

DirectSD DirectSound
Plrectlnput

The buttload of software includes
Maxi FX, a 4-band paragraphic equalizer
with reverb effects and delays, and Maxi
Bank Downioader (for sound fonts). Cake
walk Express, Midisoft Audio Works, Internet
Phone, and a Maxi Sound-optimized version
of Pod round out the bundle.

The Game Theater 64 uses two IRQs
(05 for digital and 09 for GMIDI), and two
DMAs (01 and 03 on a system). Full DOS-
mode support is handled by an initialization
program that configures during bootup and
doesn't take up any memory. The only
problem we encountered was that the
card initially set itself up with an IRQ of
10, which is fine for most games but pre
vents some from working properly because
their digital sound engine requires IRQs
lower than 10. A simple edit to the Game
Theater 64's .INI file fixes that.

The MIDI patches are better than most,
with authentic-sounding upright bass and
articulated piano patches, although the
violins and choir patch sound synthesized.
Some patches sound better than others—
the wind chimes play a solid tone rather
than individual chimes when pumping
Ultima VIITs MiDi files, and the electronic
bass guitar lacks authority compared to
Roland's SCC-1 patch library.

DirectX 3a games such as Dungeon
Keeper, Diablo, and X-Wing vs. TIE Fighter
play fine, while DOS games prove just as

fnyoy Wargods' goddess-on-goddess violence.

arena is a sad mixture of texture-mapped
polygons suffering fi-om severe texture
seams and pixelated 2D sprites. Projectiles
and special magic attacks also suffer the
sprite treatment. Direct3D is in full effect,
filtering those nasty textures and boosting
frame rates into a semi-smooth state. But
the polygons are so badly animated that
you'll wonder where the motion capture is.
Something's wrong when a 3Dfx card fe ils
to stimulate.

Inspiring
sound Is but an
ISA slot away with
the Game Theater 64.

easy despite different
sound engines (although
the Game Theater 64 almost
always auto-detects as a Sound Blaster Pro
rather than an SB16/AWE32). BUlLD-based
games, which configure for AWE32 digital
effects, are the exception, General MiDi
under DOS works just a seamlessly.

According to Intel's Media Benchmark,
the Game Theater 64's 9.46 percent CPU
utilization compares favorably to Ensoniq's
AudioPCi card's 8.41 percent. As a compet
itive Sound Blaster AWE64 alternative, the
Game Theater 64 is a great place
to start.

— Andrew Sanchez

boot
Price $199
Company Ubi Soft
Phone 800.824.7638

URL www.ubisoft.com

Wargods is almost devoid of gameplay
technique, with combat reduced to cheap
projectile-spewing, funky chain-combos
straight from Mortal Kombat 3, and way
too much reliance on throws. Uppercuts are
rip-off ft'om MK, and the carnage-induced
fetalities, while interesting to view the first
time around, become as boring as watching
blood dry. The ability to move within 3D
space is diminished when opponents throw
containment attacks at you and follow up
with brutal teleportation attacks.

As a fighting game. Wargods doesn't
have the cajones to step up against
Tekken or Virtua Fighter.

— Andrew Sanchez

Price $30
Developer Eurocom
Entertainment

Publisher GT Interactive

Phone 800.469.5961
URL www.ginter3ctive.com

'•rdlct
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Reality
Virtual "reality" ain't dead
If Reality is any indication of the shape
of things to come, the electronic music
community is in for a huge treat during
the next few years. This is a 16-part multi-
timbral, 64-voice poly/monophonic software-
based 20-algorithm FM/PCM/modal/analog/
physical modeling synthesizer with reverb
and chorus. If creating patches is your
passion, Reality wW feel like playing with
a new synth and thinking, "Hmmm, I could
do this song with this patch, and..."

Straight to the point: 1,336 (future
versions will have a staggering 16,384)
programs per bankset (28 are included),
128 split zones per program, four LFOs,
four filters, four oscillators, and four
envelopes with four time and four levels
each—that's a lot of fours! /?ea//fy sup
ports unlimited RAM and sums down all
processing to 20-bit output from 80-bit
internal processing. Reality shows up as
any other MIDI port in your favorite
sequencer—the way God intended it to be.
You can adjust all patch parameters in real
time via mapping to any MIDI controller. All

standard MIDI event controllers

are supported (with no zipper-
ing) and, as expected, multiple
copies cannot run simultaneously.
You can capture any audio the
program generates direct to disk
as 16-bit/44kHz WAV files or sent
out on AWE64G's S/PDIF port
(unfortunately Reality only works
with a Creative Labs 16-bit sound

card). Alas, there's no way to
easily audition a WAV file prior
to importing. Still, it's possible
to engineer some extremely fat
and complex sounds, and there's
way more control here than in
many stand-alone synths.

Our biggest gripe with Reality is the
dongle. IRQs are a scarce resource and
musicians require as many as they can
get for multiple sound cards—frequently
achieved by disabling the printer port.
Hence the dilemma. The price seems steep
as well, but seeing that a new synth mod
ule can easily cost twice the price and is

Mth so m

£4 Ym Bw M

^ tMItukwl

r/c-aif—

AvniiiiMii'i' Ri

CMl/W

any paramaters to tweak, we're glad Seer Systems opted
not to emulate a little 24x2 line backllt LCD.

not as upgradable or convenient to use,
this is a wise buy.

— Daevid Vincent

b
Price $495

Developer/Publisher

Seer Systems

Phone 888.232.7337

URL www.seersystems.com

ReBlrth RB-338 Techno Micro Composer
Is It a sequencer with synth or a synth with a sequencer?

oot
'•rgirt

Roland's classic TB-303 Bass-

Line is in demand these days
for techno/trance/industrial
music. Everyone craves the
analog sound seemingly
unattainable by modern
synthesizers... until now.

Propellerhead Software's
ReBirth RB-338 is two-and-a-

half times what the original
synth was and more (literally).
The package is two complete
TB-303S and a TR-808 rhythm
module emulated to the tini

est detail, plus rudimentary
delay and distortion boxes. All this
can run on a stock P75 or better with

arry sound card. RB-338 supports
DirectX, but it's not required. We were
able to get four copies (8x303s and
4x808s) of the program playing separate
songs on a P200. Yes, it sounded like crap,
but the potential's there.

The RB-338 is simple to program once
you understand that it's really a sequencer
with a synthesizer. The RB-338 has 32
(step-time only) patterns per module that

W

m

e successfully ran four copies oAReBlrth. Granted, It
sounded really bad, but the potential Is there.

string together to form a song. The Song
mode is where all the real-time knob/
slider movements are recorded. Unfortun

ately there's no "rehearsal" mode. Knobs
can only be moved in real-time during
record, not during playback. Any portion
of a song can be saved digitally in 16-bit
44kHz AlF or WAV format.

There's a snag. The hybrid CD-ROM is
required to start the program. All copy pro
tection is annoying, but this is one step
below a dongle. Also, there's no way to edit
your knob/slider movements directly (such
as an event list). The audio device is locked
and can't be freed to test your grooves in
another program or to bring them into a
WAV editor without quitting ReBirth. In
addition to editing utilities (cut, copy, paste,
shift, transpose, etc.) there are some won
derful randomize pattern and pitch func
tions. In case you were wondering, no, you
can't just "play" it like a synth module. You
can't even enter notes via keyboard. These
may not be flaws. The real TB-303 couldn't
do these things either, and in every way,
this program outshines its grandfatherly
predecessor.

—Daevid Vincent

Price $199

Developer/Publisher

Propellerhead Software

Phone 818.993.4161

URL www.steinberg.net
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Pentium I I
Motherboard Makeout
Nothing says lovin' like some home cookin'
So, you're making the move from ZIF to SEC. But which motherboard should you sleep \
with? Never you fear, boot kisses all the latest mommies and tells all.

Until Intel ships its AGP-ready 440LX PCIset, your only choice for Pentium Pro-based
systems is the tried-and-true 440FX. Still, here are three brand new Pentium-ll-ready
motherboards, all set to woo you with that seductive MMX magic.

— Andrew Sanchez

M

Tekram P6F40K-A5
Cramped for space? The Tekram P6F40K-
A5's baby-ATX formfactor should fit all
your P-ll needs.

Seven usable expansion slots are avail
able: four PCI, two ISA, and one PCI/ISA
shared. While the manual says you can
snap 512MB of RAM onboard, the
four 72-pin SIMM sockets
limit RAM upgrades to
128MB of system
RAM (unless you
can find 64MB
SIMM chips).
Placement of those
sockets makes for
cramped upgrading:
they're too close to the ATX
power connector so you have to
remove the power supply to get a
firm grip on the metal RAM holders. The
Slot 1 positions the processor for maximum

BIOS:
RAM SUPPORTED:

P-PRO CPU CARD?

AWARD 03/19/97
Page Page mode.
EDO-DRAM.
BEDO-DRAM
(72-pin SIMM)
Yes

cooling under an ATX power supply and
the drive header connectors lie perilously
close to the topmost PCI slot, barely
nudging any full-length PCI cards.

Unfortunately, onboard USB header con
nectors mean you'll have to sacrifice a free

expansion slot if you want USB,
and the CPU-fan connec

tor is located a bit
farther than is prac

tical. Jumper settings
are configurable, up to

366MHz (x5.5 CPU clock
ratio), and the bus clock

runs aground at 66MHz.
It's a close race in the

benchmarks category, with the
P6F40K-A5 winning four of the

' seven categories, posting the
fastest memory speed scores, DMA

access speeds, and Quake fps.
The petite formfactor haunts the

P6F40K-A5, especially with the SIMM
socket placement and the lack of integrated
USB ports on the ATX I/O connector.
But, with five PCI slots and some
really good performance, this
motherboard is worth a try.

Price $230
Company Tekram
Technologies
Phone 510.353.6099

URL www.tekram.com

K»r*lct

-Tech Phantom-R653
M-Tech's Phantom-R653 is an ATX form-
fector motherboard harboring seven usable
slots: three PCI, three ISA, and one shared
PCI/ISA. Six 72-pin SIMM slots located near
the ATX I/O connectors give you up to
384MB system RAM, which is easily
upgradable. Drive header connectors are
grouped close together, just out of the
way of the topmost PCI slot. The
CPU positioning keeps the heat
sinks nice and cool when used
in conjunction with an ATX
power supply's fan.

The onboard minifan's
power connector is con
veniently mounted
close to the CPU,
and the various
pin connectors
for power,
hard drive
LED. and
others
are separated
for easy installation.

The only blemish is the
lack of USB outputs on the ATX
I/O connector, which forces you to give

BIOS: AWARD 03/04/97
RAM SUPPORTED: Page Page mode.

EDO-DRAM.
BEDO-DRAM
(72-pin SIMM)

P-PRO CPU CARD? No

bootMark

With sexy jumper settings sitting oh-so seductively on
these motherboards, is it worth the effort to push your
CPU? We've listed benchmark results taken at 233MHz
and at an overciocked 266MHz, sp you can judge for
yourself whettier you wanna push your P-ll.

The scores are extremely tight, but the Advanced
Integration Research and Tekram managed to hog the
majority of high scores.

Benchmarks were obtained using the following
hardware configurations.
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CPU Intel Pentium II 233MHz
RAM dOMB EDO-DRAM
O/S Windows 95 OSR/2
CD-ROM Mitsumi FX120T 12x EIDE
Hard Drive Quantum 1280A 1.2GB EIDE
Mouse Microsoft
Video card Rendition Reference board (Verite V1000E)
with 4MB of EDO-DRAM. Diamond Monster 3D (3Dfx
Voodoo) with 4MB of EDO-DRAM

233MHz/266Mhz

Tekram P6F40K-A5 109.4/126

A.I.R. P6KPI 113.3/128

M-Tech R653 110.9/127.1

Bold indicates best performance.



Like its predecessor, the Pentium II suffers from the
same write-posiing problems as the Pentium Pro.
Thankfully, John Hinkley's FastVid works just as well
on a P-ll, enabling the write-post feature usually
disabled with P-Pro systems, as well as enabling
banked VGA write combining and linear frame-buffer
write combining. Combine this with a VESA 2.0-
compliant driver (either hardwired into a video card
BIOS or SciJech's Display Doctor;, and you'll gain up
to 10fps In Quake, as well as faster performance
under DOS and Win95 applications.

To get your own copy FastVid, take a stroll to
w^.lnter.nl.net/hcc/FasWId/ for more Info and

the latest version.

up a precious
expansion slot.
Also, jumper
settings limit you to
a 300MHz CPU type
(xA.5 CPU clock ratio),
and the bus clock

limits at 66MHz.

Under our intense

benchmarks the

Phantom-R653 only
claimed first in one

category; the (ViDK
PerlTest. it held its

own against the
other motherboards

in GLQuake, although
scores were tight.

Considering it only
proved worthy in one
category, it's hard to
recommend the

Phantom-R653.

There are more

delectable

boards out

there. '

Price $195

Company M-Technologies

Phone 408.441.8818

URL www.mtiusa.com

nTnT!m
A.I.R. P6KPI
Smaller brother of our Dream Machine

97's Kick-Ass dual P-ll bruiser, Advanced
Integration Research's P6KPI ATX formfector
motherboard may not be double trouble,
but it packs just as hard a punch. This
motherboard has just about everything
you'll need for Pure PC Power.

On top of your standard floppy and
EIDE interfaces, an Adaptec AlC 7880 Ultra
Wide SCSI adapter calls this motherboard
home, with a 50-pin 8-bit SCSI interlace
and 68-pin, 16-bit, female Ultra Wide SCSI
port sitting alongside the aforementioned
IDE connectors. Seven slots are available:

three bus-mastered PCI, three ISA, and one
shared PCI/ISA. And the shared PCI slot
has an integrated slot that will support
Adaptec's ARO-1130 SCSI RAID support
adapter card. The necessary Adaptec soft
ware also ships with the board.

A combo of four 72-pin SIMM
and two 168-pin DIMM sock
ets maxes total

system RAM
at 1G8,
although
you'll need
double-

buffered DIMMs

if you plan to fill
the sockets to the

rim. But, the sockets
are so tightly packed
you'll have problems
installing RAM into SIMM 1
without monkeying around with
DIMM 3's RAM holder.

The dual-layer ATX I/O connector
has integrated USB outputs, and
although the CPU is placed squarely in the
sites of the ATX power-supply fan, the
processor is positioned with its heat sinks
away from the fan. The AIR gives you dual
three-pin minifan power connectors, but
they're awkwardly placed at the far end of
the motherboard near the bottommost ISA

slot! Also, the pins for the power switch,
hard-drive LED, and speaker are clumped
together so installation can be a bear.

Rather than pullout jumpers, AIR went
with DIP switches for CPU speed (maxing

BIOS:

RAM SUPPORTED:

P-PRO CPU CARD?

AMI 07/15/95

EDO-DRAM,

l^st Page mode,
ECC (72-plnSIMMS,
168-pin buffered DIMII4)
No

out at 30OMH2) and SCSI termination. Bus
clock speed is set with the CPU speed.
All EIDE and SCSI connectors are grouped
together for easy access.

The board performs well, garnering first
place in three of our benchmarks. The
scores were so close, it's like splitting

hairs, although the
P6KPI nailed best

bootMark score

of 113.3 at

233MHz,

and 128.0

at an over-

clocked 266MHz.

If you're dig
ging the integrated

SCSI scene, the AIR
P6KPI performs like a

champ and is a
worthy addition to

your system.

Price $440

Company Advanced

Integration Research

Phone 408.428.0800

URL www.airwebs.com

Memory Speed
(MB/sec) Quake (fps) Fastvid Quake (fps) GLQuake (fps)

DMA Access

(MB/sec)
L2 Cache Speed
(MB/sec) MDKPerftest

233MHZ/266MHZ 233MHz/266MHz 233MHZ/266MHZ 233MHz/266MHz 233MHZ/266MHZ 233MHz/266MHz 233MHz/266MHz

m.8/122.8 14.2/14.8 23.5/25.9 28.2/28.3 48.2/47.4 243.8/278.6 82/101

96.4/105.3 14.0/14.5 22.9/25.0 28.4/28.4 36.3/34/0 244.4/279.3 83/102

100.7/110.4 13.1/13.5 21.4/23.2 28.2/28.3 44.7/44.8 243.7/278.6 97/109
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Wacom PenPartner
The artist's answer to mouse Infestation

A pressure-
sensitive drawing

tablet Is de rigueur
with illustration pro

grams such as Fractal
Design Painter. There's

just no other way to capture
the subtleties of calligraphy

pens and other brushes
that respond to real-life

physics. Unfortunately,
an expensive hard

ware purchase
following

on the
heels

of an
expensive

PenPartner gives
starving artists

Inexpensive input.

software purchase can wreck starving
artists. Enter the PenPartner, an extremely
competent $99 addition to the tablet market.

The tablet foregoes an AC adapter by
drawing power from the computer and
offers an active area of 4x5 inches and
256 levels of pressure. Aside from its tiny
plane (the smallest that Wacom ships) and
the lack of extended features, such as
transparent overlay and a programmable
menu strip, the PenPartner provides all the
utility of more expensive Wacom tablets.
The accompanying cordless UltraPen rattles
slightly, but captures all the nuances of a
real-life art tool. Don't like what you've
drawn? Flip the UltraPen around and use
its pressure-sensitive eraser to nix unwanted
pixels [Painter automatically switches to
the eraser tool with its own set of high-
precision variations).

The UltraPen has a single switch to sim
ulate mouse and keyboard buttons. Via
a control panel, the switch can be pro
grammed to be anything from a left mouse

click to a shift button click, but you'll damn
Wacom for not providing two switches for
both the left and right mouse buttons.
The control panel also gives on-the-fly
disabling of the tablet driver. Fortunately,
the tablet driver doesn't conflict with
most mouse drivers, so you can keep
both devices active.

If you're strapped for cash and willing
to overlook a few deficiencies, the
PenPartner is an excellent tablet. It's
incredibly responsive, tracks fine detail,
and will accommodate any art project that
doesn't require long, sweeping
uninterrupted line strokes.

— Jon Phillips

b
Price $99
Developer/Publisher
Wacom

Phone 800.922.2589
URL www.wacom.com
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HyperWire v1 ,0
WYSIWYG Java development

You need Java technology
to keep up with the joneses,
right? But you don't know
an if-then-else statement

from a financial statement?
HyperWire from Kinetix may be

your saving grace. It's essentially a WYSI
WYG Java development package with
power to spare and room to grow.

The premise is modules and wires. The
bevy of components controls every aspect
of your code, and—with 47 modules in the
arsenal—if you can't find a module to do
your thing you probably didn't need to do
it in the first place. Each module has com
monalities as well as unique options. By
filling in request boxes or checking boxes
you get incredible flexibility without sacri
ficing "programming power." (This isn't as
cumbersome as one might expect. Many
options are defaulted, and dialog boxes
are well laid out with consistent icons
throughout.) There's a plethora of inge
nious tools to clean up your code and help
you along the way, as well as 20 examples
demonstrating almost every major fa cet of
the program. These will get you on your

way significantly fester
(although wizards would be
appreciated).

Kinetix's open-standard
Virtual Reality Behavior
Language (VRBL) extends the
current capabilities of VRML
worlds by adding animations,
and line-of-sight, proximity and
pick triggers, which give you
more interactivity in a scene.
The JavaSoft compiler Is
included, but using Microsoft's
compiler, Symantec's Cafe
Java, or JIT compiler dramati
cally improves performance.

Unfortunately there are no manuals.
No printed edition, no .pdffile, no .html
file, no .txt file. But to HyperWire's credit,
there's a pretty robust help file.

Three runtime installs are HyperWire's
rise and downfall. In one sense, they
speed the execution of the program's Java
applets. Conversely, its biggest drawback
is that all the fancy Whip! (2D .DXF files)
and VRML stuff require the runtime installs
supplied, but HyperWire limits these to

Ssk--;
HyperWire o

l»llM--i-.lgl .Wiflv Hisaivt

ffers multiple views, each with its own specialty, giving you
a much needed overview ofyour project Selecting an item In one wlO'
dow will highlight It In the others.

Navigator and internet Explorer 3. Cutting-
edge cruisers will be beggin' Kinetix to
release new runtimes.

— Daevid Vincent

_

Price $249
Developer/Publisher
Kinetix
Phone 888.497.3748

URL www.ktx.com/hyperwire
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Lightscape 3.0
step into the light
What makes Lightscape stand apart from
the pack of 3D renderers is its radiosity
technology. This is based on real-world
lighting integrated with a ray-trace Tenderer.
Radiosity alone can't deal with specular
and transparency effects, but by combining
it with ray tracing, Lightscape can.

Lightscape is not modeling software.
You'll need to import models from a
separate app. Supported formats include
DXF and 3D Studio R4, which has been
improved to preserve material properties
(including textures and mapping co
ordinates), as well as lights and camera
animation paths. 3D Studio Max import/
export plug-ins are available on Light-
scape's site.

The Lightscape lighting model is based
on scene physics, and distances between
light sources and geometry dramatically
affect the final image. Tools provided with
Lightscape tweak both the diffuse and
specular behavior of materials. Set the dif
fuse behaviors by manipulating the hue,
saturation, and values of the reflective
color. Manipulating the refractive index,
smoothness, and transparency sliders sets
the specular characteristics. In addition to
basic properties, materials can incorporate
texture maps, from procedural and bitmaps
sources. Unfortunateiy Lightscape doesn't
read procedural textures from imported 3D
Studio files. They must be recreated in the
form of intensity (reflectance) and bump
(roughness) mapping. Standard projection
types align textured materials to the geom
etry, with mapping modes tiling and clip
ping textures onto surfaces.

Luminaires are primitives that represent
the physical appearance and the photo
metric characteristics of a light. The new
version supports three basic light classes-
point, linear, and area lights—with 18 lamp
types used to approximate the spectral
characteristics of each. Intensity distribu
tions fall into four categories: isotropic,
spot, diffuse, and photometric web (which
is used by manufacturers in the lighting

industry). An editor is
available to edit these

distribution patterns and
import photometric data
from industry file formats.

Optimizing models
for radiosity processing
means the geometry
can no longer be manipu
lated. Lightscape handles
light variations with
meshes that are broken

down based on the com

plexity of the illumination.
Beginning with a coarse
mesh of a few elements,
adaptive subdivision
refines locally where high
illumination gradients are
detected. You can control

the adaptive subdivision
using several parameters,
balancing the trade-off
between computation
time and image accuracy.
Don't worry: presets are
available to help newcom
ers. The actual process of
calculation is completed in
successive iterations, first

selecting the biggest light
source and calculating its
contribution to all of the

scene's surfaces. Once

all the primary light
sources are processed,
Lightscape switches to the
inter-reflections of light between surfaces.

Lightscape can halt light propagation
at any time, with current light source
contributions making a percentage distrib
ution to all of the surfaces in the environ

ment. Refinements can then be made and
processed from this point. The illumina
tion values computed during the simula
tion are stored within the surfaces in the

3D environment, with the unique benefit
of being view-independent.

Lightscape 3.0's ra

The Image peft) s
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diosity technology Integrates real-world lighting with a
ray-trace renderer. The result truly realistic lighdng effects.

hows the ray-tracing algorithm Lightscape 3.0 employs.
The diagram (right) Illustrates radiosity, which Is Lightscape's specialty.

Lightscape adds value beyond the
soft-edged shadows and color-bleeding
between surfaces. Its lighting analysis
tools and design data, gleaned from
the ability to use real-world lighting
configurations, are the real payoff for
architectural designers. Game and VRML
developers will be more interested in
the mesh-to-texture tool, which converts
radiosity into texture maps, for models
with a significantly reduced polygon
count and a photorealistic look.

— Dana Church

Lightscape offers controls aplenty
for Importing DXFs.

Once you've Imported, go through
your scene and speclly materials.

When It's time to set radiosity,
Lightscape shows Its true colors.

Price $495

Developer/Publisher

Lightscape Technologies

Phone 800.859.9643

URL www.lightscape.com
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NEC Ready 9725
Junior's first (and iast) computer

Say hello to NEC's "multimedia computer"—
another box for the femlly that sacrifices
power for convenience and a lower price.
The Ready 9725 ships with Intel's nimble
Pentium 233 with MMX, but Is stymied by
bad 3D, cramped interior design, and a
kiddy-friendly desktop wizard named Merlin
that saps overall performance.

The machine is far from a total dog, but
it breaks our hearts to see good compo
nents sharing space with OEM compromises.

In basic processing power, the 9725
doesn't compete with systems boasting
the same CPU. It bootMarked at 51.7—

disappointing considering we just reviewed
two P233 MMX systems that scored 61 and
61.8. Blame the 10-point plummet on only
256K of L2 cache (you can't add more) and
the gluttonous Merlin wizard, which can't
be turned off on the fly or removed via
Add/Remove Software.

The Ready ships with S3's 2MB ViRGE
DX soldered to a proprietary LPX mother
board that uses Intel's 430VX PCIset.

We'll spare S3 the litany of verbal ass-
whompings, but suffice to say, benchmarks
suffered. During Win95 video playback,
dropped frames exceeded 50 percent, and,
once again, we couldn't run our Direct3D
gaming test due to poor driver support. S3
says its latest drlvei^ pamper Direct3D, but
they're only available to manufecturers and
can't be found on NEC's web site.

Our Quake test ran at a sound 15.3fps,
but (you guessed it) there's no VESA 2.0
support. Sure, boot
readers know the

higher-res fix in DOS
gaming, but the
Ready's audience
will likely suffer
without ever knowing
that a better world

exists, and that's a
crying shame.

Gamers who want

better video and 3D

can disable the ViRGE,
untwist the thumb

screws on the wicked

black minitower, and
slide better silicon

into any of three open
PC! slots (one Is
shared). The Ready's
ISA universe is much

less Inviting. The slot
right against the
motherboard can

r
THE BRAINS

CPU

Expansion Bus
I/O Ports

THE BUNDL

only accommodate half-length cards
because the CPU blocks about two

inches of real estate. You can't use the sec

ond ISA slot because it's babysitting the
Aztech fax/modem/sound card, which is an
inch too long to snuggle next to mommy.
That leaves you with the
shared slot—but the idea of installing
an ISA device Into a shared slot with

PCI potential is repugnant.
Any boot reader buying this system will

likely ditch the modem/sound
solution. On the modem side, it's x2-com-
patible, but on the sound side
we're talking 16-bit FM synth and
disappointing hardware wavetable.

Thankfully, hard disk and CD-ROM per
formance is outstanding. Both parts went
hog wild during testing, especially the NEC
CD-ROM drive, with transfer rates that

can't even be contained in our benchmark

ing chart. If you grow out of the 4.3GB
Maxtor CrystalMax hard disk, you can
expand into one of the two open 5 V-^-inch
bays.

The Ready 9725 Is a machine for first-
time buyers who need to believe they're
buying primo technology, boot readers
would surely be better served by buying
one of NEC's awesome PowerPlayers, or a
well-tuned P233 MMX system.

As It stands, the Ready's CPU sits deject
ed in the motherboard, wondering who
teamed it up with all this riffraff.

— Jon Phillips

Merlin Is your animated guide
through painfully obvious desktop
lours. Unfortunately, he creates
system overhead and can only be
removed by deleting subdirectories
(Meaning, most beginners will
suffer his power-hogging for as
long as diey own the computer.)

NEC says that in future systems
Merlin will be removable via a

control panel. Benchmarks improved
when we ripped the wizard from
the hard drive: 4 sees shaved from
the MMX test, 8 sgc.s shaved fr
the C-t-f CPU/Disk' drill, and a full
points added to the basic bootMark.

The^aady's sleek,
darg color scheme
is described in

product literature
as everything from
"black" to "dark

charcoal gray"
to "anthracite."

We'll simply call
it a welcome

change from the
traditional beige.

Intel Pentium 233MMX
e L2 Cache 256K (external oioeiine burst)

a RAM 32MB ED0(12BM8 maximum)

Q.
(b

Motherboard NEC proprietary (LPX lormfactor based on Intel
Oriando: uses 430VX PCIset)

THE BRAWN

•Wi Hard Drive Maxtor CrvstalMax 1080 4.3GB IDE

CD-ROM NEC CDR-1600t6x IDE

Two PCI; two ISA: one PCt/ISA shared
Two USB; one serial: one parallel;
one S-vldeo-in: one vidco-in

THE BEAUTY

Display Optional 15-inch NEC CS500 with built-in
speakers ($379)

Sound /)2techAZT2320R2. IB-bit FM svnth/hardwarawavfitahln

Video S3 ViRGE DX with 2MB EDO DRAM onboard molhcrboard

Sneakers Custom Harnian/Kardon built in to monitor

Communication Fax/Modem Aztecti x2 56-6Kbps

E Winflows 95 OSfi/Z I Intel Video Phone i NEC
Connections Telephony I Pod (MMX) I The TWrd Oimenslon
(MMX) I The Family Doctor (MMX) i flloddjoster Entertainment's
Guide to Movies and Videos (MMX) I Sega Sonic I Quicken SEI
McAifee's)^ebScanandVirjsScan I Microsoft Works I Publisher

i Money I Encarta I Bookshelf

Free/shared

ISA Free/shared

ISA Fax/modem/sound

ISA Free (but cramped)

TIGHT FIT
Big beefies may have a problem with
memory upgrades because the four
SIMM sockets are hiding in a dark little
hovel between the power supply and
riser board. The clearance is only 1^/4
inches. Start measuring your hand.
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WE'LL TAKE
THE MERRIMAC
This is an optional monitor
you'll definitely want to give
a miss. At 5379, the inverse
shadow mask NEC CSSOO offers

good enough specs (0.28mm
dot pitch, 1024x768 ® 80Hz,
1280x1024 @ 60Hz), but comes
wlUi confusing controls, and
only 13.7 inches of viewable
screen area. Worse yet, the
"custom" Harman/Kardon
speakers lack bass entirely.

CPU/MOTHERBOARD
bootMark

51

WIN95 APPS
SYSmark32

DIRECT 3D
Terramark

.7

165

A mm

PCI WONDERLAND
Talk about cramped: the
daughtercard on the modem/
sound solution just barely
touches the third ISA slot

But at least you get to play
with three open PCf-slots.

* Thank you, NEC!

PROCESSOR ̂
CREEP
In many ways, the
Ready's styling
resembles the

PowerPlayer series—
but not in proprietary
motherboard design.
This time, the CPU has
moved over a few

inches to block all but

the shortest of cards

In the first ISA slot.

HARD DRIVE
Adaptec ThreadMark vhO q"«!|

CD-ROM
CD Tacb/Pro vt.65

[f-.

K/sec

2152

WIN95 VIDEO
VidTach v1.52 % played

48.6

DOS GAMING
Quake vh06

tcs

15.3

DIRECTX GAMING
MDK PerfTest v1.4

98

MMX PROCESSING
DeBabelizer Pro

327

CPU/DISK
Microsoft Visual C- compile

Price $2,399
Company NEC Computer

Systems

Phone BOO.338.9549

URL www.nec.com

boor

A complete breakdown of benchmark results Is available on the
txotNei Point your browser to www.bootnelcom
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Twinsen's Odyssey
Big trouble in iittie Zeelich
In Twinsen's Odyssey, French designer
Frederick Raynal concocts a worthy suc
cessor to his earlier Relentless.

Twinsen's huge pre-rendered fairy-tale
world is presented in 3D at 640x480 and
is surprisingly vibrant in just 256 colors.
A static camera viewpoint allows high
polygon counts for rounded contours.
Outdoor locations can cycle through four
camera angles or zoom out to a very use
ful overhead perspective.

The game is laid out as a series of
overlapping quests. You gotta find a cure
for your pet dinosaur, but to do that you
gotta become a magician, and to do that
you gotta pass
three tests for

which you gotta
gather items
from remote

islands, and so
on through
deserts and

dungeons and
alien planets. Fixed viewpoints trade off well for la<dsh scenery.

Humorous touches keep
the quest from going stale.
The invading Esmer aliens,
for example, blithely affirm
undying friendship while
sniping at you disguised as
trash cans and cacti.

Puzzles often depend on
switching Twinsen through
alternate behavior modes.

Sporty mode may let you
run through a timed door,
while Discreet mode lets

you tiptoe past a fireball-launching trap.
Despite the overall brilliance of the

visuals, character animations
are stiff, hampering the
Aggressive mode combat.
Twinsen throws a magic
globe, but you can't tell pre
cisely which way he's feeing.
Fortunately, most combat can
be avoided.

Technically, this game is
no breakthrough. But the

Twinsen's Odyss

t

ey has goofy 3D graphics and deceitful aliens—what more
could you ask for?

fenciful graphics, dry wit, and logical
puzzles make Twinsen's Odyssey a tour
worth taking.

—Frank Lenk

Diamond GyroMouse
Doin' the wrist-wiggle

The GyroMouse suffers from a split
personality—it's a standard two-button
mouse by ground and a handheld remote-
control pointing device by air, and lag
grounds it either way.

GyroMouse consists of the afore
mentioned pointing device, a cradle that
acts as resting place and recharger for the
mouse's nickel-cadmium battery, and a
small power-supply brick, which plugs into
the cradle. The notched underside of the

mouse provides a place to rest your
twitchy index finger.

Weighing SVz ounces, the mouse fits
comfortably in either hand (although
smaller hands may have a problem getting
a grip on the rodent) and is armed with
three buttons, two on top and a loner
underneath. Why? 'Cause when the
GyroMouse isn't sliding around your desk
top as a mild-mannered mouse, lifting it in
the air and activating the bottom button
engages internal solid-state gyroscopes
that turn wrist twists into cursor movement

(similar to Sony VisionTouch's AirEgg
reviewed in boot 07). The gyroscopic

motion emulates cursor movement, so you
can work that mouse regardless of the OS.

Don't worry about pesky cords—the
GyroMouse works on radio-frequency sig
nals, so you can fly the friendly skies sans
line-of-sight and cables. Operating at
49MHz, each GyroMouse system can han
dle up to eight channels and we coaxed
well over 15 feet of usable range—even
through walls!

The cradle is saddled with all the

wiring: the PS/2 connector—a DB-9
adapter is also included—and power
cable cluttering your desktop.

Installation is a snap, and the GyroMouse
uses the default Microsoft or Logitech
mouse drivers, so there's no software
installation. The NiCAD batteries will last

about eight hours.
Latency is the number-one killer among

wireless mice, and here's where the free-
flying GyroMouse loses altitude. Free-rov
ing cursor movement is lag-free, but when
you drag there's a split-second pause
between the time you move the mouse
and cursor movement.

Price $50

Developer Adeline

Software

Publisher Actlvlslon

Phone 310.473.9200

URL www.activision.com

Thmw the Gyrof^ouse In the air and wave ft like
youJust don't care.

Also, learning to work the airborne
GyroMouse can be a trying affair.

- Andrew Sanchez

Price $99

Company Diamond

Mulitmedia

Phone 800.468.5846

URL www.diamondmm.com

boot
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Xitel Storm
A slight sonic breeze

In the middle of a sound card maelstrom,
Xitel's Storm tries to blow you away
over the PCI bus. But, if you're expecting
an all-in-one solution, be warned: the
Storm delivers a digital cloudy day.

The Storm is a Win95 sound solution

with multichannel, 3D-positional digital
sound handled by Oak Technology's 36
MIPS OPI-610 Audia3D chip. The HSP syn
thesizer gives full General MIDI-compliant
sound patches for MIDI playback (4MB of
your system RAM acts as patch storage).
Sound Blaster emulation is accomplished
via a Win95 DOS box, so old-school DOS
games requiring that command prompt will
need a real Sound Blaster to get digital
voices singing. In addition to DirectSound
and Aureal A3D HRTF support, the Storm
is among the first cards to fully comply
with AC'97 specifications.

The Storm has V^-inch stereo mini-
ports for line-in, mic-in, line-level outputs,
and amplified speaker outputs, as well
as a standard joystick port. An internal

3D Audio Piopeilies

Piefetences

SystomType --

Name; jTeiAudia^ Died Sound Olivet

Drivet; [AVBII.V^XI

[-Output

About
gOg [WdeSpeakeis

OK Cancel

With proper speaker placement and ophmal audio settings, you
may experience the immersive sounds of DirectSound 3D.

CjibeiSjmib Sellingt

-Corligualion

P EHecit

P Choiut

P fiBVOCb

P GsneialMIDI

P Si«(«o

Elfeot

ChenjtAmouH

Kurbat ol voicec |32

CPU: 70

Soundcache: *006

t
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CyberSynth is your one-stop MIDI adjustment shop where you
can contour reverb and chorus settings, among other things.

wavetable header con

nector is also present
in case a daughterboard
floats your MIDI boat.

Three drivers for 3D

positional audio, Sound
Blaster compatibility, and
game port are installed
when you first fire up the
Storm. Software utilities

include CyberSynth (a
control panel applet for
your MIDI characteristics)
and a 3D audio applet for
configuring the card. The
Storm takes up two IRQs
(one for 3D positional
audio and Sound Blaster

emulation) and a single SB
emulation DMA. It defaults

to IRQ 9 and DMA 0 for
Sound Blaster emulation, so
if you have a Sound Blaster
onboard, don't worry about

conflicts (unless some-
[2[ thing else is using those resources

already). If you're throwing your
Sound Blaster out on the curb, you'd
best adjust those settings because
many older games don't recognize
them. So, adding the Storm to a
Sound Blaster 16 system results in
multiple addresses used, three IRQs,
and three DMAs—you've been warned.

"T] 1 1 1 MIDI performance is impressive,
with authentic piano strikes and string
arrangements that are smoother and
more natural than Diamond's Monster

Sound 30 (reviewed in boot 11). The
snappy percussion patches also rock.
The only rough spots are the occa
sional twangs of synthesized horns
and other uneven patches.

m  Our breezy feeling of PCI-sound
happiness was cut short by emulation.
Remember, this card is supposed to
emulate 8-bit Sound Blaster only-
most modern DOS games require a 16-
bit/high DMA setting in order to run
correctly—and the Storm makes no
claims to be 100-percent Sound Blaster
compatible. Quake was the only game
that recognized the Storm, spewing
clean but flat-sounding digital effects,
while HMI's Sound Operating System,
and the BUILD engine's sound setup
failed to recognize the card claiming
an invalid DMA channel. Oak Tech-

The future of PC digital audio lies Inside Xitel's Storm,
but keep your Sound Blaster 16 handy for those peslv
DOS-only games.

nology will continue to optimize its drivers
in an effort to make Sound Blaster emula

tion a less painful experience.
Under Win95, things are better, with all

DirectX games playing clearly and crisply.
The ability to play up to eight mono or
stereo digital sounds (at different sampling
rates) in hardware without bogging down
the host CPU will get performance monkeys
hot and bothered—Intel Media Benchmark

reported 8.56 percent CPU utilization when
playing an MPEG audio file. While Win95 3D
positional audio-enhanced games are few
and far between (LucasArts Outlaws being
one of the few), DirectX 5.0's release should
mean more games taking advantage of 3D
sound. But the Storm only has solo stereo
outputs (per Aureal 3D specification), as
opposed to the front and rear outputs on
the Monster Sound 3D, so optimal speaker
placement is imperative for optimal 3D
immersion. Prepare to spend a lot of time
adjusting your speakers.

PC'98 specs call for the abolition of the
ISA bus, and Xitel's Storm is a forceful
message to the masses. Just
don't abandon that Sound

Blaster 16 just yet.
— Andrew Sanchez

Price $99

Company Xltel

Phone 512.331.5544

URL www.xltel.com
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Magix Music Studio v3.0 deluxe
How do they do it so cheap?

Music Studio deLuxe is the

bargain of a lifetime. It's not
just one, but two pro-caliber
programs for less than $100.

MIDI Studio is a 16-track

audio and 256-track MIDI

sequencer conforming to the
increasingly popular clip- or object-

based method of arrangement. These
clips can be named—but not colored—
and almost every track property is easily
modified. Objects can be snap-aligned to
bar, 4, 8, or 16th note boundaries.

Editing options include event, piano
roll, and notation. Even system-exclusive
messages can be tinkered with. All the
major functions you'd expect in a
sequencer are done here, and done well.

A monitor LED lights up when any activ
ity occurs on a given track, but currently
only one track can be armed to record at a
time. Digital audio file editing is impossi
ble directly in the program, however, and
this can be annoying, but at least samples
can be modified in the Audio Studio.

Audio Studio is essentially equivalent to

the scaled

down Pro

version of

Samplitude Studio (see review
in boot 12). Highlights include
eight mono tracks with global
sample rate conversion and a
single-band parametric EQ (+/-
lOdB) on the fly. As for effects
to make your samples more bur-
ley, there's a 5-band parametric
EQ, gate, High/Low/Band-pass
filter, noise/hum reduction,
echo/delay, reverb and time-
stretch/resample/pitch-shifting
processors. The virtual keyboard
allows for chording, and there
are multi-patch lists as well as
music notation. Not to mention the

fabulous three-pane looping window.
A normal version is also available with

half the number of audio and MIDI tracks.

Music Studio fully competes with packages
costing four times as much and don't offer
nearly as much bang for the buck.

— Daevid Vincent

Ill

Cosmeticall
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j/ and feature-wise, Magix Music Studio is a robust pro
gram for the price.

Price $50;

$90 deLuxe version

Developer SEK'D

Publisher Magix

Entertainment Corp.

Phone 310.656.0644

URL www.magix.com

boot
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HOW TO CONTACT US

For questions regarding editorial content,
advertising, subscription, back issues, or
reprints:

800.274.3421 (subscriptions)

415.468.4684 (editorial)

150 North Hill Drive,
Brisbane, CA 94005

415.468.4686 (editorial only)

Subscriptions and customers only:
subscribe@bootnet.com

Letters to the editor:

commport@bootnet.com

Advertising
Representatives
415.468.4684

National Advertising Manager

Angela Mueters

ext. 171

territory: West

Regional Advertising Manager

Oirls Coelho

ext. 170

territory: Midwest

Regional Advertising Manager

Juanlta Nesslnger

ext. 152

territory: East
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PRODUCT
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URL

A2Z Computers 122 86 412.856.0990 LucasArts Entertainment 64-65 105 www.lucasarts.com

Adaptec 4 87 www.adaptec.com Media On/Artek 5(1-51 236 www.medlaon.com

ATI 11 85 www.atiteccom Memory Direct 120 240 800.486.2447

1  Axis Computers 124 88 www.axis.com Micro X 127 242 www.microx.com

Computer Star 118 121 800.981.8489 Micron Electronics 42-43 106 www.mel.mlcran.com

Creative tabs C4 96 www.creativelabs.com Microsoft 26
-

vrww.microsoft.com

Dell Computer Corporation 6-7
-

www.delLcom Microsoft 18-19
-

www.microsoft.com

Diamond Multimedia 32
-

www.diamond.com Panasonic Interactive 14
-

www.gopostal.com

Electronic Boutique 28 131 www.ebworld.com PC Zone 114-117 277 www.pczone.com

1  GT Interactive 60-61 155 www.gtinteractlve.com Price Shopper 123 278 www.top7.com

'  Intergrapt) C2-1 182 www.intergraph.com Ricoh Corporation 30 291 www.rlcoh.com

intergraph 24 184 www.intergiciph.com SAS/Bazooka C3 304 www.sasbazooka.com

'  Kali 57 165 www.kali.com Western Technology 121 363 800.798.1860

)Ne're committed to serving you...
To provide the best customer service possible, we have listed details of how to reach us below.

SUBSCRIPTION INQUIRIES
If you have a change of address, invoice or renewal questions, or haven't
received boot by the first day of the issue month, please contact us:

Write: boot
Customer Service
150 North Hill Drive
Brisbane. CA 94005

Call: 800-274-3421

E-mail: subscribe@bootnet.com

When writing us. please include your mailing label showing your address.
Please allow at least six weeks notice for any change in subscription
record.

BACK ISSUES AND CDs
The price per copy for back issues within the U.S. is $8.99 including
postage. For foreign orders, send $12.00 in U.S. funds, which includes air
mail delivery. To order just the bootO/sc within the U.S., send us $7.95
which includes postage. For foreign orders, send $10.00 which includes
airmail delivery. All orders must be prepaid and sent to the following
address:

boot
Customer Service
150 North Hill Drive
Brisbane. CA 94005

Credit card orders;

Call: 800-274-3421. M-F, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. PST
E-mail: subscribe@bootnet.com

(type "boor in the subject line)

RENTING SUBSCRIBER NAMES
boot occasionally rents our subscriber list to other companies that we
think offer products of interest to our readers. If you would like your
name removed from this list, please let us know.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT FDR THE bootDISC
We are committed to bringing you the best possible disc every month. In
the disc pages, we provide the phone numbers of the companies whose
demos are featured on the bootDisd Please call these companies to
assist you with technical support.
Online support: http//support.imagine-inc.com/

TO REPLACE A DAMAGED DISC
Write: boot

Attn: Disc Replacement
150 North Hill Drive

Brisbane. CA 94005

Call: 800-274-3421, M-F, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. PST
E-mail: subscribe@bootnet.com

(type "boor in the subject line)

GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS
To order a gift subscription of
boot for a fellow PC lover, call
800-706-9500.
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Micro Express
Microflex K6/200 MMX
Tastes great and is less filling

&

The Microflex K6/200 MMX Is brimming tasty
hardware treats and AMD's K6 processor is
the main course. While the $2,299 system
is worth salivating over, Micro Express cut
corners to make its magical price point,
which may leave you a little hungry.

Micro Express's made-to-spec P5TX-A
ATX motherboard sits in a mid-size tower.
Sporting 512K of soldered-on L2 cache, the
P5TX-A is one of the few 430TX boards
we've seen that has jumper settings for
75MHz (see sidebar). Three 168-pin DIMM
slots can get you into 256MB heaven (twin
32MB DIMMs shipped with this unit), while
six usable slots take care of expansion
needs. A power-user's wish list of cards
fills these slots, including tag-team display
action from Matrox's 4MB Millennium and
Diamond's 3Dlx-powered Monster 3D.

Creative Lab's AWE64 Gold and the lov
able Altec Lansing ACS45 subwoofer/satellite
system handle the audio.

Quantum's 2.0GB Fireball ST2 Ultra DMA
EIDE hard drive and Sony's CDU511 CD-
ROM drive round out the storage devices.
Drive bays are relegated to one 3.5-inch
and two 5.25-inch bays. A Princeton E076
17-inch monitor handles display duties.
Internally, all cables are neatly tied down
and kept out of harm's way.

Design details flaw this otherwise grand
presentation. The AWE64's SPDIF blocks
the shared PCI/ISA slot. Zoinks! Micro
Express's next motherboard
should integrate the USB
ports into the ATX I/O con
nector, freeing room for the
SPDIF. While the DecTech
CPU cooler keeps the K6
from breaking a sweat, the
lack of direct ATX power-
supply cooling fan is
distressing because the
motherboard's transistor
heat sinks sit right next to
the CPU. Also, the power
LED's header connector
on the motherboard blocks
the top-most PCI slot from ^
obtaining full-length status.
And what's up with the tiny 2GB
hard drive and paltry Apache
Cyberpower 33600 voice/fax
modem? Where's the 56.6Kbps
beef? And the lack of DOS device

THE B

Motlier

THE B

CD-RO

Modem

drivers only exasperates the situation.
The system performs remarkably

well, scoring a cool 84.9 on the
bootMark. The Matrox/AMD combo
pushed SYSmark32/Win95 applica
tion performance past Intel's flag
ship P233 MMX processor and well
into Pentium II territory, posting a
219. But, the floating-point curse
comes back to bite K6 in the butt,
with Quake offering only 12.4fps,
despite built-in VESA 2.0 compli
ance. Also, MDICs PerfTest
returned an equally anemic 72.
GLQuake is the preferred mode-
of-frag, but even then it fell a
hair short at 27.9^s (a P233
MMX machine does 28.4).
Terramark/Direct3D performance
rocked hard, thanks to 3Dfx's
magic. Hard drive and CD-ROM
performance fell within acceptable
ranges. Our MMX/£>e6a6e//zef Pro
test dropped in at 346 sec
onds—19 seconds fester than a
P200 MMX—and Microflex's
153-second Microsoft C++ com
pile edged out the 168-second
time a P200 MMX produced.

Dollar-for-dollar, the Microflex
K6/200 MMX dishes decent
Win95 performance.

— Andrew Sanchez

RAINS

CPU M1DI«-PR2dCMHzMMj(:
L2 Cache 512K external Dioeline hurst
RAM 64MB SDRAM (2S6MB tnaximinni

Xi vs. Micro Express—let the action begin!
To see how much difference vendors make in
designing AMD systems, we pitted this Microflex
against the hardcore hardware version of Xi's
K233 MTower machine (reviewed in boot 11). The
Xi was armed with the same video subsystem, but
had AMD's K6/233 CPU and only 32MB of RAM.

Bold indicates best performance.

Benchmark Xi K233 Micro Express
Microflex K6/200

CPU/MOTHERBOARD 84.1 84.9
WIN95APPS 216 219
DIRECT 3D 828 831
HARD DRIVE 4.29 3.20
CD-ROM 1921 1849

WIN95 VIDEO 67.5 81.3
DOS GAMING 13.4 12.4
DIRECTX GAMING 79 72
MMX PROCESSORS 307 346

CPU/DISK 183 153

board

RAWN

Hard Drive

Micro Bqxess P5TX-A ATX Rev 1.2

Quantum Fireball ST-2 2GB UllraDMA EIDE
M SonvCDUSIISDE

Anajdifi Cvtwnnww 33600 volcR/(a*
I/O Ports Two serial; one parallel; two USB; one SPDIF

THE BEAUTY

Display Princeton E07617-Inch (I6.1-incfi viewable) Dlamondtron
monitor. O.ZSmm dot Ditch, 1600x1200® 64k colors. 65Hz

Sound Crr>atTvelflnsAWE64 6nl(1
Video Matrox Millennium with 4MB WVM. Diamor>d Monster 3D
Soeakers 3Dhc Voodoo with 4M8 EDO-DRAM
Others Altec l.an^gACS45

Microsoft Mouse, mlcfcphone

THE BUNDLE WnSovis ^5 OSWZt Device drivers for cards

Matrox

Diamond Monster 3D

Free/shared blocked by

jtitilllllDfW rtiMUIirf

When will design
ers stop blocking
slots? It's a horse
we'd like to quit
flogging, but this
problem still
haunts us.
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so HOT, SO COOL,
YOU'RE COOL, YOU'RE HOT
A single CPU
fan is all that

stands between

your K6 and
thermal over

load. While CPU

tempe^
|)ler,r8ache
nticai mass,

an ATX power-
supply fan
wpij^d easily
alleviate thef^

m^^orries.

^ Micro Express

#•

THRtE'S NOT
r A CROWD

if youiwanna pony
up thd moola for
those massive

64+MB DIMMs, then
you mby just reach
Intel'sU30TX 256MB
system RAM limita
tion. Two are filled

for 64MB satisfaction.

AW. SHUCKS
A genuine Creative Labs AW^64
Gold calls this computer hoihe.
With 100 percent Sound Blester
compatibility and wavetable
synthesis galore, it's about is
good as an ISA sound card'
gonna get, at least, until
Windows 98 and DirectX 5.C

changes the digital sound
scene forever.

Speed kills (or corrupts your display)

Intel's official response on 75MHz is ttiat the 430TX doesn't sup
port speeds past 66li4Hz, although some motherboard manufac
turers do design boards with the 430TX andjumper settings to
go past 66MHz. Micro Express's motherboard has the jumper
settings, so we had to try overciocking this bad boy.

Unfortunately, the K6 Is too friendly toward jumper-spanking.
While the system rebooted and reported the processor running at
225MHz, we never made it past the Win95 splash screen. The OS
refused to boot.

It may have been the PCIset talkin', or hie CPU, but one
thing's for sure—this system ain 't gain' fester than it already Is.

CPU/MOTHERBOARD
bootMark

84

WIN95 APRS
SYSmark32

.9

219

1 DIRECT 3D
Terramark

vDnt>55ite

831

1 HARD DRIVE
1 Adaptec ThreadMark vt.O MB.'sec

3.20 pi
\ CD-ROM
1 CD Tach/Pro vl.65 K/sec

1849
... .

\ WIN95 VIDEO
1  VidTach vl.52 % B'aveo

81.3

1 DOS GAMING
1 Quake v1.06 Ips

12.4i H
DIRECTX GAMING

MMX PROCESSING
DeBabelizer Pro

346

CPU/DISK
Microsoft Visual C" compile

153 !

tool
Price $2,299

Company Micro Express
Phone 714.852.1400

URL www.wpages.com/microexpress

A complete breakdown of benchmark results is available cm the
bootNeL Point your browser to vAv.v.booiret.coii
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688(1) Hunter/Killer
Diver down

CHECK

Being deep-sixed In an airtight steel drum
isn't everybody's idea of wild excitement.
But 688(1) Hunter/Killer s\mu[ates the
experience to near perfection.

Through a series of abstract displays,
you experience real submarine warfare.
The key is the sonar displays. Readings
from towed and fixed

sonar arrays are pre

sented on a "waterfall"

graph, then interpreted
on the Target Motion
Analysis screen, with
course, range, and
speed in turn fed into
torpedo firing control.

Much of this can optionally be handled
by virtual crew members, but even so, the
learning curve is near vertical. Fortunately,
the designers included print, mission, and

[7
Maximum Resolutio

Wln95 Native

DirectX

DirectDraw DirectS

MMX Enhanced

S7
n/Color

640x480/16-bit

ound

a good selection of missions: 11
stand-alone scenarios and another

15 scenarios that can be played
either singly or in campaign
sequence. Enemy A1 is compe
tent, but you can also go multi-
player: up to eight players at a

time over IPX network or

Internet, or two players by
modem. A very detailed
mission builder lets you easily place
allies, enemies, waypoints, and
interactive events on a map view.

About the only place absolute
realism has been compromised in
favor of playability is the godlike

external 3D view where you can actually
see enemies getting hit, although the
graphics are hardly cutting-edge. If not
quite the ultimate sub simulation, 688(1)

688(1) Hun

BUDBSaES

ter/Killer's artificial 3D external view adds drama.

elaboration. It achieves a good play
balance and will make the gaming
sub-culture very happy.

— Frank Lenk

movie tutorials. When you're ready, there's Hunter/Killer is an excellent base for future

Price $60

Developer Sonalysts

Publisher Electronic

Arts

Phone 800.245.4525

URL www.janesea.com

fRrgirt

Optiquest vg5
Nineteen inches of glory

The Optiquest V95 is an amaz
ing piece of work. It fits 19
inches of screen real estate

into a case just a tad heftier
than a typical 17-incher,
delivers superb picture
quality and the ability to

sync to very high resolutions,
and costs gobs less than even the cheap
est 21-incher. There's little more you could
ask for in a monitor, whatever the price.

The on-screen menus are clear and easy
to use, and provide nearly as many adjust
ments as some of the professional moni
tors we've looked at. In addition to the

Tube

Dot Pitch

Maximum Res

Horizontal Frequencies
Vertical Frequencies
Case Dimensions (HxWxD)
Weight
Plug-n-Play
Emissions

Power Management

19-Inch shadow-mask CRT

(18-inch viewable)
0.26mm

1600x1200 @ 76HZ

1280x1024 @ B8Hz

30kHz-95kHz

50Hz - 150Hz

17x17x18 inches

48.4 pounds
Yes: DDC Levels 1,28
MPR-II, TCO

VESA DPMS

(150W. SOW. 8W. 8W)

old standbys (bright
ness, contrast, posi
tion, and size),
there are adjust
ments for pin
cushion, pin
balance, trape-
zoid, parallelo
gram, tilt, zoom,
color tempera
ture (including a
custom user set

ting), moire removal,
and menu position.
Despite all this tweak-
ability, the V95 has very
reasonable default set

tings, requiring only
minor adjustments to
get the best picture.

Picture quality is
excellent, with only a few minor gripes.
The colors aren't as bright as the best
pro screens we've seen, and the black
level isn't as deep. We also noticed that
at high resolutions and refresh rates,
sharp edges begin to blur. Dropping to
1280x1024 at 75Hz rather than 86Hz

restores edge-to-edge sharpness to the
picture. High-resolution 1600x1200 at

Pretty picture: The Optiquest V95 gives you
nearly the size of a 21-Inch monitor for
nearly the price of a high-end 17-Inch
monitor. The "V" stands for "value."

60Hz is

amazingly clear
and usable as

well. Color

convergence

is flawless,
even in

the corners,
and moire

patterns are

nonexistent.

This monitor

is, without a
doubt, the best bal

ance of size, features,
and quality that can be
found for under $1,000.
Forget 17-inch screens; the
day of the 19-incher has
arrived. And thanks to the

Optiquest V95,
it's a happy day indeed.

— Chris Dunphy boot
Price $995

Company

Optiquest/VlewSonic
Phone 800.843.6784

URL www.optlquest.com

'•rUiei
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Matrox Millennium II vs.
Number Nine Revolution 3D
Past glory not relived
Both Matrox and Number Nine were once

regarded as the best of the best in the
graphics-card world. But the world has
changed. Their boards, the Millennium II
and the Revolution 3D respectively, attempt
to regain past glory, but sadly, compromises
abound. Though they each have their
place, each card looks like an expensive

dinosaur when compared to other
kids on the block.

These boards have a lot

in common. They come
in 4MB or 8MB basic

configurations, fea
ture dual-ported

WRAM m'em-

ory, and
can be

expanded
to 16MB.

Thanks to the

dual-ported
nature of WRAM

and 220MHz RAMDACs,

these cards continue to

crank out exceptional 2D
numbers as the resolution

is pushed to 1600x1200 and
beyond. Here is

The Revolution

3D holds up to
16MB of WRAM.

where these cards

find their niche. If

high-res image
editing or CAD is

your thing, these cards are hard to beat.
The only flaw in the 2D performance was
an inexplicably low 79 on our DirectX
/WD/Cbenchmark for the Millennium 11, and
the Revolution 3D lagged in our VESA
2.0 Quake tests.

In our other 2D tests, the Revolution
consistently outpaced the Millennium 11.
Either way, the 2D numbers are plenty fast
on both.

Scaled MPEG video quality is a mixed
bag. The Millennium II looks much better
than most, though the Revolution suffers
from pixelation and artifacts. Video windows
on the Revolution can be scaled to only
1152x870 before deteriorating into a slide
show, but the Millennium II can keep
cranking video even full screen at 1600x1200.
Adding the Rainbow Runner daughterboard
(see review in boot 12) further enhances by
the Millennium's video advantage. This
eliminates memory expansion options but
provides MJPEG video capture and TV-out.

On the 3D front, the Revolution 3D
comes out on top, but on the gaming front
neither card holds a candle to 3Dlx-based

boards (or to the likes of Fire GL on the
OpenGL front). The Millennium 11 possesses
all of the Mystique 220's major 3D short
comings: no bilinear filtering, no alpha
transparency, and butt-ugly stippled fog.
The Revolution's Ticket To Ride chip has a
full set of features, but current Direct3D

drivers refused

Millennium II Revolution 3D

Maximum 24-bit resolution/refresh 1600x1200/70HZ 1280x1024/86HZ (32-1

Maximum 16-bit resolution/refresh 1920x1200/70H2 1920x1080/73HZ

VESA 2.0 Support Yes Yes

Virtual Desktop Support Yes Yes

MDK PerfTest 79 95

Ziff-Davis 3D Winbench 51.9 111

WinMark 9710x7x16 84.3/39.9 103/42.7

WinMark 9712x10x24 62 / 33.4 71.7/37.3

WinMark 9716x12x16 69/34.9 92.1 / 40.2

Quake 320x200 47.3fps 42.4fps

Quake 640x480 15.8h)S 12.8fps

Quake 600x600 llfps 9.1fps

TerraMarks (Level 1/2/3) 173/174/failed 200/199/failed

Viewperf under NT 4.0 at 1024x768x16-bit colon
AWadvs-01 1.30fps 1.76fps

CDRS-Oa I.SOfps 7.32fps

DRV-04 0.693fps 1.077ft)S

DX-03 1.37fps 1.878fps

Light-01 0.2138fps 0.2446fps

Business Graphics WlnMarks / High-End Graphics WinMaiks
Test machine: Micron Millennia Mxe, P200 MMX. Win95 with 32MB, WInNT with 96MB.

The connectofs

on the Millennium

II can support
expanded memory
or a Rainbow

Runner video in/out

board, but not both.

minuses.

The Millennium

II has more-

polished drivers and
better display, as well
as a significantly lower
(though still high) price.
But it's hard to recom

mend a card with such a

limited 3D feature set.

The Revolution delivers

raw speed and better 3D,
but it lacks polish and
quality video.

Even though both cards fall flat, no
other boards address the "prosumer" high-
resolution and performance needs without
compromising video or gaming 3D. While
we are waiting for a true successor in spirit
to the Millennium and Imagine 128, we
have to wonder whether or not Matrox and

Number Nine have enough momentum left
to make another try.

—Chris Dunphy

Matrox Millennium II

to allow alpha
blending and the
seams between

textures were

often annoyingly
visible.

The Revolution

3D board we

received for

review had 8MB

onboard (Matrox
provided 4MB),
this undoubtedly
gave them an
advantage in our
OpenGL tests,
but even so the

Revolution 3D is

clearly the more
muscular of the

two cards.

Each card has

its pluses and

BUNDLE: Simply 30 2, Picture Publisher 7,
Kal's Power Tools, Compcore softPEG,
Netscape Navigator 3.0, Vream WIRL,
Colorific

Price $269 (4MB),

$369 (8MB)
Company Matrox

Phone 800.844.8302

URL www.matrox.com

Number Nine Revoiution 3D

BUNDLE: Internet Explorer 3.0, Star Trek:
Next Generation Screensaver

Price $349 (4MB),

$449 (8MB)
Company Number Nine

Phone 617.674.0009

URL www.nine.com

WUt
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Gateway 2000
Solo 9100XL
A veritable victory

The Solo 9100XL is unequivocally
the greatest notebook to grace
the pages of boot. Packing per
formance power other note
books can only dream about,
the Solo 9100XL is so good you
may even forget how heavy it

is (almost 8.5 pounds). But what are
a few extra pounds between friends?

In this case, the extra weight Is all
muscle. The list of components in its full-
figured feature set is staggering—not to
mention the fact that they are incorporated
so effectively and efficiently Into a note
book. What's more amazing is that the
components read like a Who's Who (or a
"What's What") for desktop machines: an
Intel Pentium I66MH2 processor, 64MB(!)
of EDO DRAM, a 3GB hard drive, 4MB of
onboard video memory, TV-capability, and
wavetable sound. It's also the first note

book we've seen that has dual USB ports.
In heavyweight competition, the Solo

9100XL placed first in its class—performance
is stellar across the board. In all but two

of our extensive tests (AVI playback and
SYSmark32), the Solo 9100XL hit the green
or executed a TKO. We saw the most

notable performances during our DirectX,
CPU/Disk, and MMX processing tests: The
Solo 9100XL practi
cally jumped off the
charts. Even individ

ual components
scored well—

the 3GB hard

drive posted a
zippy transfer rate
of 2.94MB/5ec,
and the CD-ROM

drive clocked a

very respectable
1528K/sec.

Put simply,
the Solo 9100XL's

performance rocks.
If that isn't

enough to whet your
appetite, the 9100XL
also features a 12-cell lithlum-ior

which drains power in smaller
increments than a regular
eight-cell battery (thanks to
those four extra cells). It can

THE BRAINS

CPU

LZ Cache

f/0 Ports

Lop Weight

THE BUNDLE

last upward of three hours on a single
charge. If you install the second battery,
you'll be able to play Quake for more than
five hours straight.

Continuing down its path of many
firsts, the Solo 9100XL also contains an
integrated CD-ROM/floppy drive combo
that can be swapped out for the additional
battery (included).

The 13.3-inch active-matrix screen may
not be the first we've seen (NEC's Versa
6200MX, reviewed in boot 08. took home
that honor), but it's still a visual treat.
The display is crisp and bright, and,
surprisingly, the screen exhibits virtually
zero flex. Unfortunately, Gateway 2000,
just like NEC, hides the inverter on the
left side of the screen, resulting in an
off-balance display. Another minor gripe:
There's no analog brightness control.

If you're tired of mobile products that
sacrifice performance and functionality for
an anorexic design, you'd be wise to sam
ple the Solo 9100XL. It may be laden with
extra calories including USB, wavetable
sound, and TV-in and out ports—but man,
does it ever taste good.

— Bryan Del Rizzo

Intel Mobile Pentium 156MH2

256K pipeline burst
RAI^ 64Me EDO DRAM ddZMB maximum)

Video Chips & Technologies CT65554
{4MB EDO DRAM)

THE BRAWN

Hard Drive Varied 36B

CD-ROM Teac tlx ElOE/llooDVcombo

Expansion Bus Two Type II; one Type III PC card;
CartlBiis antl Zonmer) Vltlen cnmoatiblR

One serial; one monlton one parallel; game port;
TV-in; TV-out: auriio-ln; aoflio-out; two USB
8 pounds, 7.6 ounces

Carrying Weight 10 pounds, 11.8 ounces

THE BEAUTY

Display 13,3-Inch active-matrix screen

Sound 0PL3-SA FM/software-wavetable

Video 1024x768,24-blt color

Speakers Stereo

Communication TelePalh 56.6Kbps w/x2 technology or 33.6Kbps w/
cellular capability (software upgradable to
56.6Kbps); IrDA port

 l/icrosolt Olflce 971 McAfee Virus Scan95
I LapLInk tor Windows 95

TWO MINTS IN ONE
Check it out The 1.44MB

floppy and llx CD-ROM are
combined In a compact unit
Very cool.

37:00

Except for a tiigher color depth at 1024x768,
there aren't many discernible differences
between the integrated Chips & Technologies
CT65554 flat-panel accelerator and the older
CT65550 model (used by most notebook manu
facturers). However, with 4MB of EDO DRAM,
video performance was terrific. MPEG playback
was quite good, with only minor tearing and
pixelation. And although the 35 percent achieved
in our for our brutal AVI test seems low, it's quite
a feat for a notebook. The extra video memory
also comes in handy when using external CRTs.
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Gateway 2000

The Solo 9100XL is one of the first note

books to feature Intel's new Mobile Module

(MMO). The MMO Is an integrated module
(containing core components such as the
processor and PCIset) that plugs into the
system's motherboard. The benefit of using
MMO is that system manufacturers can
easily upgrade the system to take advan
tage of the latest Intel processors without
having to redesign the product.

CPU/MOTHERBOARD
bootMark

48

WIN95 APRS
SYSmark32

DIRECT 3D
Terramark

.3

HARD DRIVE
Adaptec ThreadfVlark v1.0 2*^94

CD-ROM
CD Tach/Pro v1.65

WIN95 VIDEO
VidTach v1.52

hCr'se:

1528

% played

34.9

DOS GAMING
Quake vl.06

fps

15.0

DIRECTX GAMING
MDK PerfTest vl.4

84

MMX PROCESSING
DeBabelUer Pro

439

CPU/DISK
Microsofl Visual C-compile

ipay find yourself Improving muscle
lugging this notebook around,

9100XL is loaded with great
L Mmitvs and has performance to match.

t66MHz Pentium Processor -

with MMX !■
13.3-inch screen 'u
CD-ROM/floppy combo drive |l
3+ hours battery life
USB ports ;
TV-in and out
Full-size game porjUliP
56.6Kbps modem SOHil
Excelleot.peiiocm^^BII

Off-center screen
No analog brightness control
Worirout weight

Price $5,699
Company Gateway 2000

Phone 800.846.4208
URL www.gateway2000.com

boot
forGlet'

A DIRTY DOZEN
if you're looking for ports, this Is the place to be.
Is there anything missing? We didn't think sol

A complete breakdovyn ol benchmark results is available on the
boolhet Point your browser to vyww.bQolrel.coni
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SGI 02 R5000SC
Workstation
Sexy blue
There's something indescribably appealing
about having this cute little box sitting on
your desk. Perhaps it has something to do
with the smug feeling that having a genuine
Silicon Graphics workstation gives, the little
brother of the machines that made Jurassic
Park. Perhaps it's the
haughty feeling of superior
ity you feel in a world of
Wintel clones. Or perhaps
its just because the 02
helps you get chicks. But
whatever the reason you
feel you need an 02, your
hard earned workstation
dollar will likely buy you
a lot more bang in the NT
world. But its just not
nearly as sexy.

The SGI 02 is a very
nice package that comes
very nicely packaged. With
a flick of your wrist you
can slide out the guts of
this machine, revealing
intelligent design both Inside and out. But
even though the guts are easily accessible,
there is little room for expansion with only
one free drive bay and, inexcusably, only
one PC! slot. Fortunately the 02 comes
with a lot built in. The video-in/-out features
are unsurpassed, and further enhanced by
the included high-quality digital camera for
mounting on top of the marbled-looking,
visually superb 17-inch monitor. The 4GB
HD is a little tight
for space with the
mammoth Irix 6.3 OS
and massive bundle of
optional components
gobbling up nearly
half of it, but many
of these can be
uninstalled. The
OpenGL-optimized
3D-accelerated graph
ics subsystem is fast
and versatile, and
deals well with large,
complex models. It
plays a mean game
of GLQuake too,
though the visual
quality and speed do
lag behind the 3Dfx.

The 02 does no

THE BRAINS

CPU
L2 Cache

THE BUNDL

The base model 02 is reasonably
priced, as far as Unix workstations
go, but it's still darn pricey for what
you get, compared to PC land.
Software is much harder to come by
and tends to be more expensive as

t have any video memory. Or rather, it does not
have any memory that is not video memory. Thanks to its
Universal Memory Architecture, the 02's RAM can be divided as
needed between the graphics engine, CPU. decompression
engine, and whatever else needs it. With 2. IGBs of memory
bandwidth and an interleaved design that allows multiple
memory banks to be active at any one time, each subsystem
never sweats for access to data despite being forced to share.
An obvious benefit of this design is the ability to devote a
tOOMB of memory towards textures if your 3D app so
desires, but another nice side effect is that the CPU has
simultaneous access to all these textures, and can be modify
ing diem In real time for some advanced effects. This allows
the 02 to work some pretty Impressive magic, such as tak
ing live input from the digital camera, distorting it, and dis
playing it onto a rotating 3D object. Darn cool.

well. But if you have the bucks
and can live without games and
Windows compatibility—and
you really want the sexiest
looking machine on the
block—nothing can hold
a candle to the SGI 02.

— Chris Dunphy

MIPS R5000K, 180MHz: 64K Lt Cache
512K

RAM 192M8 SDRAM (1GB maximum)

THE BRAWN

Hard Drive IBM 4GB
CD-ROM 4x Toshiba XM-5401B
Exoanslon Bus One PCI slot
I/O Ports SCSl-3 Fast/Wide; Parallel (IE61284-0,

2 Serial; Mouse; Keyijoard; Audio; Video

THE BEAUTY

Olsolay SGI6DM-17E21 (1280*1024)
Sound Built-in SGI Proorietarv
Video Built-in SGI Pfoprletarv
Communication 10/100 Ethernet

E Iri* 6.31 Netscape Gold 3.01 Netscape
FastTrack Server I insignia SottWindows95 I Adobe Photoshcv
I Adobe Illustrator J Kai's PowerGoo

Just about every i/0 option you may want
is provided by default on the back of the
SGI 02, which Is a good thing, since there
is only one PCI slot to provide you with
more. A parallel port with a less-rare plug
would have been nice.

EXPANSION MAP

.  I/O, IT'S OFF
WORK WE GO

S-video, composite, and RCA audio-ln
and -out jacks are built into the side
of the case, easily accessible no
matter what angle you approach from.
Headphone and microphone jacks round
out this media dream port
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LfTTLE, BLUE,
DIFFERENT
The rounded blue case Is the

cutest thing to sit on a desk
since the original all-in-one
Macintosh. You certainly won't
find your machine blending in
with the Wintel crowd; but

you will also be hard pressed

ware and software. Bummer.

DIMM THE
LIGHTS
The 02 supports up
to eight DIMMS
stocked with fast

66MHz SDRAM mem

ory. The memory is
Interleaved, allowing
even more speedup
due to two banks of

memory being active
at a time. Thanks to

the UMA architecture,

all the memory is
shared and equally
accessible by the
CPU and the graphics
subsystem.

m

TVIEWPERF
'P5

cdrs-03 13.89
'PS

clrv-04 2.16
tps

dx-03 2.73
ips

AWadvs-0 5.07
Ips

light-01 0.48

GLQUAKE
Ips

640x480 20.90
Ips

800x600 17.00
Ips

1024x768 12.40
Ips

1280x1024 8.10

The 02's operating system of choice is Irix; SGI's flavor of Unix
coupled with a snazzy graphic environment and lots of tools to
make taming Unix easier. If you've grown up living in a Windows
world, life with Unix can at first seem ovenvhelming; but once
you've grasped the fundamentals, the power and flexibility are
unsurpassed. The price of commercial Unix applications is also
unsurpassed, even if they are just ports of the Windows versions.
Fortunately there is a wealth of free software available on the
Internet to make your 02 do whatever you want it to.

The SGI 02 may not n
fun to play with, but iS
Is certainly fun to
work with. Not to

gentian fun to look at.
unfortunately, it is not
Wkall fun to pay for.

One PCI slot

One free internal drive bay

4x CO-ROM

Unix can be overwhelming

Few games other than

Quake and Doom

Expensive compared to

most NT

workstations

It's an JJlil

Cute, blue ^
Dual SCSI buses '
Modular, screwfe^ cas^

_Digital video camera. .

U!n^^B|lng of poW^

SPILL YER GUTS
Never before has a machine come apart so easily.
Even the power supply slides out—without a single
screw—for easy replacement Only the CD-ROM is
locked within the case, but even it is easier to get at
than on most PCs.

Price $12,299 as tested,
cheapest configuration; $5,995

Company Silicon Graphics

Phone 800.800.7441

URL www.sgi.com

A complete breakdown of benchmark results is available on the
fiootiVet Point your browser to www.bootn6l.com
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X-Com Apocalypse
Not just another bug hunt
MicroProse has launched its next install

ment in the X-Com series: Apocalypse. The
original X-Com was truly an original, albeit
with a stench of ^

•checklist
sequel, is more of
the same.

As opposed to
fighting for the
safety of an entire

Maximum Resolution/Color

640x480/256-bit

Wln95 Native

DirectX

DirectDraw DirectSound

planet, this installment limits your X-ploits
to a single city. In the city there are more
than 50 types of buildings that can be
bought to expand your troops and
research fecilities. Funding comes from
large businesses, and the more successful
you are, the higher the profits. The bad
news is that aliens can also invade build

ings (don't let the aliens capture the hos
pitals, schools, or bases). Research into
new weapons and resource management
lies at the heart of this game, because
without the big gun, you're not going to
make it. This is a tough challenge for even
the most advanced gamers.

X-Com Apocalypse
has added some new

features to the X-Com

legacy: the addition of
a real-time combat

engine (along with the
standard turn-based

system), and a drag-
and-drop system
allowing you to deploy
equipment, vehicles,

and troops anywhere in
the city limits.

Combat missions are randomly designed.
A few can be completed within a few min
utes, while others require hours of relent
less searching for the final objective—
either a simple capture scenario or a "kill
all the aliens to complete the mission"
chore. The combat graphics are weak. The
lowly resolution of explosions and gun
play could have been, and should have
been, so much more than just SVGA.

X-Com Apocalypse provides a whole
new set of nasty aliens to fight, and it'll
take a lot of energy and determination to

The VGA graphics of X-Com: Apocalypse have failed to keep pace with the
competitor's comparable offerings.

complete the game from start to finish.
This version of the A1 is smarter and

tougher to play. This is a much better
game than X-Com Terror From
the Deep.

— Tommy Maple

boo
Price $49.95

Developer Microprose UK

Publisher Microprose
Phone 800.695.4263

URL www.mlcroprose.com

t

Betrayal In Antara
Gain' to crash a party
Sierra's Betrayal In Antara is one cross
country trip you'd best not take. In this
three-CD role-playing epic, you and your
merry band of adventurers enter the
Antaran Empire, and clash with hordes of
scaly beasts and uncouth men in search of
the ever-valuable experience point.

Shorl Svord

DAmAt«:9

AeeuxAcst €00 •" Ewmv Defense

Betrayal in Antara traps you in an unreal world of stiff mannequins and
an equally rigid interface.

Antara's

action should

be ̂ miliar to

Betrayal At
Krondor fans.

It's a first-person
jaunt over the river and through the
woods—this time in 640x480 SVGA-

while melees are handled via a third-per
son, turn-based combat system. Despite
the higher resolution, the multitude of
sprites that scar the landscape as trees,

flora, and people are sadly
pixelated, though not as
badly as in Blood. The
texture-mapped, ray-cast
world moves at a brisk pace,
but never quite enters the
"smooth-as-buttah" 30+ fps
range. Thankfully, menus pop
up whenever your cursor ven
tures to the bottom of the

screen. Visual effects are few

and fer between. Nightfell
slowly descends in a black,
banded shading effect.

Combat, unfortunately,
looks worse than the pixelat
ed trees, with characters

moonwalking their way into

M

W

D

CHECKUST
aximum Resolution/Color

640x480/256-bit

ln95 Native

irectX

DirectDraw DirectSound

frames of animation.

Even magic spells
and attacks look

lame. When you
encounter friendly
NPCs, don't expect
cool conversation ani

mation—the NPCs
never change facial expressions, even
when making the jump from happy to
mad. Thankfully, the music and sound
effects work well here, as does all the dig
itized speech liberally sprinkled throughout
this weak game.

The adventure, like Krondor, is broken
down into chapters, so while you're free
to wander the countryside and cityscapes,
you're ultimately led down a linear path
where a specific event signals the end of
a specific chapter. Don't expect the
fer-reaching epic exploration
that Daggerfall slammed
you with.

— Andrew Sanchez

position, employing very few

Price $45

Developer/Publisher

Sierra On Line

Phone 800.757.7707

URL www.sierra.com
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HTML Editors
state-of-the-art web creation

If your HTML editor doesn't do wizard-driven
site and page construction, hyperlink main
tenance, automated uploading to your server,
and total WYSIWYG editing
all for around $100, you're
missing out. Of course, you
can't get everything you
want in a single package;
supercool features such as
drag-resizable frames and
tables are missing from the
high-end tools, and more
modest programs do little
to assist with the daunting
task of maintaining a site of
any significant size. Still, the
latest revs of FrontPage and
PageMill have come a long way toward
making it possible to manage a site with
out HTML knowledge.

Unfortunately, frames and tables
can't be edited directly in FrontPage
97; you have to use a wizard or con
figuration dialog, and it's difficult to
teil exactly what you'll get.

— Neil Redding

Microsoft FrontPage 97
FrontPage is largely responsible for height
ening our expectations of HTML editors. If
you're anxious to create a new web site,
and especially if you're already comfortable
with the Ofhce suite of tools, it's hard to
pass up a package this complete.

Check this out: FrontPage will take you
from zero to a useable site in less than 15

minutes. First, pick the type of site that's
closest to what you want from the site-
construction wizard, fill in a few blanks and
you'll be looking at FrontPage Explorer's
display of the various newly-created pages
comprising your site. Filling in the blanks
in your pages is equally easy, since
FrontPage's Editor looks and works like

Microsoft Word. The one big omission
is support for direct-manipulation frame
and table editing; for these you have

to run non-WYSIWYG

wizards, which just
aren't as much fun.

WYSIWYG editors make
it hellish to maintain

their sites with a text

editor by bloating files
with a host of excess

and arcane tags.
FrontPage also

checks for and corrects

broken links, can gen
erate a full table of

contents for your site,
and comes with a personal web server,
capable of supporting a small intranet
with reasonable performance. Main
taining your stuff on a remote server
is handled transparently, and the
included syntax-colored editor makes
tweaking HTML source less painful.
WebBots make adding Java applets,
ActiveX controls, CGl's and the like all
simple tasks as well.

Need a kicker? Office users get a $40
rebate, making FrontPage 97 as affordable
as the cheapest of HTML editors. Unless
you're already married to your
current site-management

Pa

3 5j0iifr
alclc>[:3liiicibI'

Unveils New
Ghetto Drugs For '98

PLEASE DO

NOT

ADJUST

YOUR

BREAKFAST

geMill 2.0 is all about direct manipulation; a minute or two
of drag-and-drop gave us these frames, the table, and the
resized Images within tiie table's cells—not to mention the
snazzy background colors.

method, get FrontPage 97.

Price $149

Developer/Publisher

Microsoft

Phone 800.426.9200

URL www.microsoft.com

wot

applet. All the other standard stuff, such
as formatting text, setting colors, and
setting up links is equally straightforward.
You'd expect this kind of simplicity from a
publishing-oriented developer like Adobe,
and it makes authoring a joy.

Naturally, there's support for uploading
your content to the server of your choice,
and estimated download times for your
pages are also provided. There's a large
library of clipart,

FrontPage 97's Explorer can display the components of
your web site In a standard file-system-hierarchy man
ner, but Its ability to show you what's hyperilnked to
what Is the real killer feature—and It manages all those
links as easily as it display them.

Adobe PageMill 2,0
PageMill 2.0 is the easiest
HTML editor we've seen for

constructing pages with
frames and tables, two of
the biggest and most com
mon annoyances in the world of
web authoring. Sizing frames is as easy in
PageMill as it is in a web browser, just
drag a slider. The same goes for table-cell
editing. And almost anything you can drag
can be dropped almost anywhere; an
image from the desktop can be dropped
into a table cell, and a )ava applet's class
file can be dropped in the middle of a
sentence, making the text flow around the

Java applets,
and Shockwave

animations

included, as
well as a limit

ed edition of

Adobe's Photo

shop, which
does the job for
basic image editing.

PageMill 2.0 is good at estimat
ing download time at various
bandwidths—you'll be thanking
Adobe for this one.

The single-level undo limitation is
almost inexcusable these days, and there's
no site-management support to speak of,
but PageMill 2.0 still delivers important
features that no other tool does. We

figure you'll want it in your bag of
tricks, no matter how you
weave your web site.

Price $99

Developer/Publisher

Adobe Systems

Phone 800.411.8657

URL www.adobe.com
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Diamond Fire GL1000
As open as you wanna be
Diamond's Fire GL lOOO's PCI-based card

comes strapped with 4MB of SGRAM
upgradable to 8MB (tested here), as well
as a 220MHz IBM 24-bit RAMDAC.

The heart and soul of the Fire GL 1000

is the Permedia NT chipset, combining
SDlab's Glint Delta hardware setup engine
and the Permedia display adapter in one,
cost-effective chip. The Glint Delta is a 64-
bit, 100 Mflops geometry pipeline pro
cessor that performs setup and slope in
precision floating point for compatible ren
dering APIs including OpenGL, Direct3D,
Kinetix's Heidi, and Apple's QuickDraw 3D.
The Permedia takes care of video playback,
SVGA display, and Windows acceleration.
The combined system pushes 600k texture-
mapped, bilinear filtered, perspective-

Viewperf benchmai1<s are one of ffte hallmark tests to see how many poly
gons an OpenGL-compliant card can push. For our tests, we used a Pentium
II233MH2 processor with 80MB of ftAM. and Vlewperf 5.0. Windows fiT 4.0
(Build 1381) performed OS duties. Tekram's P6F40K-A5 motherboard prowded
the backbone.

Tests were conducted at 1024x768/16 million colors @ 75Hz refresh rate.

System: Intel Pendum P200 MMX W/32MB EDO-DfiAM
Resolution: 1024x768/64k colors @ 75Hz

Benchmark Diamond Fire GL 1000

MDKPerfrestv1.4 88

Quake 320x200 45.3fps
Quake 640x480 9.1fps (linlVBE required)

GLQuake 640x480 7.8fps (No wall textures)

TerramarkL1/L2/L3/rotal 185/163/165/513

Terracide Performance 19fps to SOfps

Business WinMark 73.2

High-End WinMark 25.2

Geometric Mean Composite l^ewperf Score (fps)
Benchmark Fire GL 1000 ELSA GLoria-L*

AWadvs 5.07 3.24

CDRS 15.35 24.73

Dfv 2.13 1.99

Dx 3.41 4.70

Light 0.63 0.57

SGI 02 R5000/180*

5.37

15.78

2.26

2.88

0.47

* Scores (Stained from Specbench/OPC web site, www.specbench.org/gpc/opc.static/

corrected polygons per second, and claims
upward of 30 million pixels per second
fill rate.

Installation is a snap, with Diamond's
friendly InControl Toots 95 serving your
tweaking needs, including Direct3D and
OpenGL settings, refresh rates, and more.
V-Realm Builder and Extreme 3D are also

bundled with the card.

3Dlabs' Is putting die final touches on the Permedia 2
graphics processor, which packs 2D and 3D acceler-
ahon alongside MPEG-2 video playback.

A full floating-point geometry setup processor
accelerates texture normalization and floating-point
edge slope calculations, enabling vertex sharing as
well as performing floab'ng-point to fixed-point data
conversions. This "full setup" engine reduces both
CPU load and backplane bandwidth by up to 70 per
cent, enabling a true 1 million polygons per second
performance with reduced CPU loading.

Permedia 2 will add a faster 230MHz RAMDAC

This card is designed with 3D rendering
in mind, not GLQuake.

Under NT4.0, the Fire GL 1000 cruised
through Viewperf, scoring impressive total
composite frame rates. Overall true-color
performance puts the Fire GL 1000 within

striking range of more
expensive OpenGL
cards from Intergraph,
and even into the

realm of SGi's 02

RSOOO/lBOMHz machine.
Viewperf scores place
the Fire GL 1000

in a field with the

IntenseBD 1000 and

ELSA GLoria-L based

cards. Considering the
low price for this 8MB
card, the Fire GL 1000
is ready to rumble with
the best.

Don't expect bone-
crushing DOS perfor
mance or VESA 2.0

compatibility from the Permedia NT
chipset—it requires Display Doctor or a
comparable TSR. Performance under DOS
proved limp, with Quake struggling along at
a paltry 9.1^s in 640x480 SVGA. GLQuake
is a frightening experience, with walls drop
ping textures and frame rates locking in at
an even slower 7.8fp5 at 640x480. DirectX
performance is also below expectations,

and an enhanced graphics engine, and it will come in
both PCI and AGP flavors. The maximum RAMDAC

frequency of230MHz allows display resolutions up to
1600x1200 at 83Hz.

Rounding out this package are advanced video
handling cap^ilities, including MPEG-2 accelerab'on
and a dedicated DMA engine.

The Input Interface can support an external TV
tuner or provide complete DVD decoding acceleration
in hardware. The output Interface can drive an external
high-quality TV encoder, for TV-out capabiiity that can
be controlled independently from tlw primary display.

OIAMONO

■ ULIIH

Powered by the Permedia NT chipset, the Diamond Fire GL
1000's OpenGL performance rivals cards twice the price.

RreGLIOOO

Max 32-bit Resoiutionfflefresh

1280x1024/75HZ

Max 18-bit Resoiutionfflefresh

1600x1200/75HZ

BIOS: Diamond v1.21

Win95 Driver: v 0397

OpenGL Driven v0397/1.1.15b

VESA 2.0 Support- No

scoring

an 88 on

the MDK

PerfTest.

However,
Direct3D

performance
is average,
scoring 513
total Terra-

marks, with
Terracid^s

frame rates

ranging between 19fps to 30fps. The Fire
GL lOOO's bilinear filtering, while better
than the Cirrus Logic Laguna 3D's tawdry
upsampled attempt, still suffers from stray
filter artifecting.

Video playback, whether AVI or MPEG,
is uneven, with digital video exhibiting
pixelation. Windows 2D performance is
strong, but not outstanding.

As an all-in-one solution, don't chuck
your ATI/3Dftc combo just yet, but for a
truly cost-effective OpenGL solution, the
Fire GL 1000 gives you some hearty perfor
mance at a fraction of what other video-

card pushers will gank you for.
— Andrew Sanchez

Price $299 (8MB version),
$269 (4MB version)
Company Diamond

Multimedia

Phone 800.380.0030

URL www.diamondmm.com

mot
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Super Mario Andretti
Two F1 racing sims vie for the checkered fiag

These new Formula One racing sims reconstruct real-iife Grand Prix circuits for intense
rubber-burning-across-asphait experiences.

Formula 1
Released to wide critical acclaim on the

PlayStation, the PC version of Formula 1 is
turbo-charged by 3D acceleration.

Formula 1 offers authentic Grand Prix

action in two modes: arcade or simulation.

Officially licensed by FOCA/FIA, the game
features all 13 Constructor teams and 35

drivers from the 1995 racing season.
Seventeen tracks are included, each
painstakingly modeled from
real-life circuits such as

Silverstone, Monaco, and
Adelaide. Practice, single race,
and full championship season
play are offered. At the time of
this writing, only single- and
two-player split-screen modes
are available, with Psygnosis
promising a multiplayer modem
and network patch.

To achieve its eye-popping
640x480 resolution and 64k

che

Wings Nativ

3D Softwar

cklist
Maximum Resolution/Color

640x480/16-bit

e

e Acceleration

Direct3D

3D Hardware Acceleration

Rendition 3Dfx Matrox

DirectX

DirectDraw

DIrectlnput
DirectSound

— Scott May

color depth. Formula 1 requires one of the
following 3D chipsets: Matrox Mystique
(4MB version), 3D Lab Permedia, Rendition
Verite, 3Dfx Voodoo, or Voodoo Rush.
This extra hardware muscle dramatically
improves image quality, using techniques
such as perspective correction, filtered tex
tures, Gouraud shading, fogging, reflections,
and transparency effects.

Although Psygnosis lists a P-90 with
16MB RAM as the minimum

system requirement, you'll
need at least a P-133 to max

out at 30^5. The game fea
tures all-polygonal graphics
rendered in real time at up to
9,000 polygons per frame, or
a head-spinning 270,000 poly
gons per second at 30fps.
Sound is equally important,
featuring more than one hour
of context-sensitive audio com

mentary by Murray Walker,

6

Formula 1 red lines 3D accelerators with up to 9,000
polygons per frame at SOfps.

and the screaming guitars of Joe Satriani
and Steve Vai.

Control options include keyboard, mouse,
digital/analog joysticks, and steering wheels.
The action on the tarmac is extremely real
istic, especially in simulation mode, where
weather effects, collision damage, and
well-timed pit stops require more strategy
than typical lead-foot arcade racing.

Unfortunately eyesores such as terrain
pop-up and ugly clipping problems during
collisions keep the game on the
near side of perfection.

Price $55

Developer Bizarre

Creations

Publisher Psygnosis

Phone 800.438.7794

URL www.psygnosis.com

Power F1
Kudos to Eidos for being up-

front about its intentions

with Power Fl, a Grand Prix
racing game where reality
takes a back seat to pure
arcade thrills.

Officially licensed by FIA, the
game offers all 17 Formula One tracks,
teams, and drivers from the 1995 season.
Game modes include practice, single race,
shoot-out, and championship seasons, each
with three skill settings.

Designed for DOS (with a Win95 version
in the works) Power Fl doesn't use MMX or
3D hardware support. The game features a
proprietary multi-sided polygon engine, ren
dered in real time, with your choice of low-
(VGA) or high-res (SVGA) displays. Although
the vehicles incorporate a lower polygon
count (about 100) than competitors such as
Formula 1, good use of Gouraud shading,

real-time light
pucpixl IQT sourcing, andUMbbM-IU I hand-drawn

texture maps

enhance the

display.
The upside to

Power Fl's

Maximum Resolution/Coior

540x480/8-bit

MS-DOS

Multiplayer

LAN Split-screen

Agin

ftjwer Fl uses split-screen mode for head-to-t>ead racing, with only slight
degradation of graphic detail.

slightly decreased visual acuity is increased
performance on low-end systems. Frame
rates are a little choppy on a 486/66 (its
minimum requirement), but smooth out
on a 486/133, and absolutely smoke on a
P-90. Driver control—supporting either key
board, joystick, or steering wheel—is also
incredibly tight and responsive.

The illusion of speed is excellent, shat
tered only by low key-frame animation—

710fp5 to 20fps on the
average PC. Your Fl racer
appears detached from the
track, floating into tums
with no visible movement

of the front tires. This

alone relegates Power Fl
to the arcade camp. Taken
as such, gameplay can still
be a blast, particularly in
multiplayer mode. Sounds
are limited to on-track

engine sounds, collisions,
and tire squeals, with no
race commentary.

Power Fl delivers

instant racing gratification
for the arcade crowd. Sim

purists, however, should
stick with Psygnosis'

Formula 1 or MicroProse's

Grand Prix II.

Price $50

Developer Teque London

Publisher Eidos

Interactive

Phone 800.616.2022

URL www.eidos.com
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Toshiba Libretto 50CT
Smaller Isn't necessarily better

MOUSE IN THE HOUSE
The mouse is split in two: thumb
control on front: buttons posi
tioned behind the display for a
unique one-handed operation.

The Libretto is undeniably the cutest little
notebook to grace the bootLab, but after
taking this baby for a two-week spin, I'm
ready to trade up to a bigger model.

Slightly bigger than a paperback book
and with a base weight just under two
pounds, the Libretto is in a new product
category: the mini-notebook, it packs a
75MHz Pentium, 772MB hard drive, 6.1-inch

color TFT display, a mono-speaker, and
wavetable sound. Toshiba gets credit for
stuffing a notebook into such a diminutive
design, but its sacrifices counter the effort.

The Libretto's Intel Pentium 75 proces
sor is geared toward word processing,
e-mail, and light business applications—
certainly not games, video playback, or any
apps relying on processor muscle. Toshiba
isn't positioning the Libretto as a stand
alone mobile solution, so harping on the
shortcomings of a P75 in the age of
300MHz Pentium lis is unfair. Check the

benchmarks below to see exactly what
level of performance to expect. Our advice?
Keep your expectations low, and don't
even think about attempting MPEG or AVi
playback. (And stay away from Quake)

The biggest problem with the Libretto is
its lack of connectivity. There's no internal
floppy drive, there's no internal CD-ROM
drive, and there's only one PC Card slot.
An external floppy drive is included, but it
requires the lone PC Card slot. To use a
CD-ROM drive, modem, or any other type
of PC Card device, you'll have to continual
ly switch back and forth. What a pain. To
make matters worse, installing new PC
Card devices is a nightmare.

For example, when
attempting to install a
modem, Win95 auto
matically detected the
new card, but
required the installa
tion of drivers con

tained on a CD-ROM.

Unfortunately, the
CD-ROM drivers are

on floppy disk, just
plug in the floppy
and Install the CD-

ROM drivers, uh oh...
no CD-ROM drive

detected. Pull out

floppy, plug in CD-
ROM. Install modem

drivers. No modem

detected... you get the idea.
Also, the CD-ROM drive

THE BRAINS

CPU

12 Caohe

THE BEAUTY

Display

Video

Speakers

Communication

THE BUNDL

and modem aren't included. We had to

borrow a Traveler 820 8X Portable CD-ROM

Player from EXP Computer for this review.
You could try the IrDA port to install files,
but we'd shudder to think of the ensuing
consequences.

The miniature 15mm-size keyboard is
impossible for humans to use—unless
you're a one-finger typist and that one
finger is your pinky. The inclusion of a
Windows key would have cut mouse
navigation by half. The mouse—with a
tiny thumb pad on the front and two
buttons on the back of the display-
seems intuitive, but precise navigation
is difficult, due to severe drift.

The mini port-expander seems like a
good idea, too, but unless you want to
fork out another $179 for an enhanced port
replicator, which includes a keyboard port
and Type III PC Card slot, a keyboard port
is nowhere to be found. Toshiba would

have been wise to include a floppy drive,
CD-ROM drive, keyboard port, and at least
two PC Card slots (for a permanent net
work connection). Without those features,
there's no compelling reason to keep the
Libretto around.

It may have a certain "awe" factor,
but the appeal of the Libretto is
severely limited. With a price of
more than $1,000 per pound, you're
better off picking up a Pilot. You'll
save yourself about $1,600 and have
more fun (and a lot less frustration)
in the process.

— Bryan Del Rizzo

Intel f^dum 75UH2

00;37:00 ?

16K internal

RAM 16MB EDO DRAM 132MB maximum)

Motherboard Chips & Technologies CT65550.1MB EDO DRAM

THE BRAWN

Hard Drive 772MB

CD-ROM Hot included
Expansion Bus One Type 11 PC Card
I/O Ports One serial; one montbir: one parallel

(onootexoander)

Lap Weight 1 pound, 13.8 ounces
I  pounds, 12.9 (
AC aciapter. floppy drive, CO-ROM drive)

6.1-inch odor TFT
OFtS-SAtWSoftSvnlti

a
O
O

640x4804-6110010:
Right oiilY

 IrDA poit

SOMETHING WICKED THIS
WAY COMES

The tiny port expander secures to the
Libretto with two easy-locking screws. But
without a keyboard connection, there's not
much reason to hook it up.

E Various utilities and online documentation only

.^1
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THE FOURTH
DIMENSION
Talk about small potatoes. The
Libretto measures only S'/t inches
wide by 41/2 inches deep by ly*
Inches high, and weighs less than
two pounds.

CPU/MOTHERBOARD
bootMark

WINBS APRS
SYSmark32

DIRECT 3D
Terramark

comoosite

HARD DRIVE
Adaptec ThreadMark vl.O

CD-ROM
CD Tach/Pro vL654

WIN95 VIDEO
VidTacb vh52

DOS GAMING
Ouake vl.06

DIRECTX GAMING
MDK PerfTest vt.4

MMX PROCESSING
DeBabelizer Pro ..j g.j q|

CPU/DISK
Microsoft Visual C-compile

Toshiba

It's cute, but tf you care about
performance, the Libretto 50CT
is a forgettal le oddity.

would not run

no 3D card

f
Note: CD-ROM drive not

Included. CD-ROM courtesy

of EXP Computer.

would not run

not applicable

GAINING
WEIGHT

Once you factor in
all the components
you're forced to
carry with you. you
may as well pur
chase a real sub-

notebook (such as
Micron's Transport

VIx). All this gear
adds a pound or
two of weight.

7SMH2

^unsWin9S
f^ool design
r^Software wavelable"
^Lightweight ZIJSl
^ood display _ .^3
Binnovative mouse control^

Only has a Pentium 75MHz

Runs Win9S

Keyboard is way too small

Only one PC Card slot

Mono sound

No external keyboard
connector

Installing initial hardware

and software a pain
Short battery life

Mouse drift

High price

Price $1,999 t UqqI
Company Toshiba Computer .1

Systems

Phone 800.457.7777 " *
URL www.computers/toshiba.com

A complete breakdown of benciimatk results Is available on ttte
tmtNet Point your browser to www.bOQtnel.con
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Exabyte Eagle Nest
k swinger's delight
Exabyte's Eagle Nest makes
hot-swapping—the desktop
peripheral's Holy Grail—a
reality, but not without a
tribulation or two along
the way.

A universal nest allows
the Eagle Nest system to
swap out different drives and
devices. The startup system consists
of a single storage device packaged
with a plastic EIDE drive nest that
mounts in a 5.25-inch drive bay. An
Acculogfc 16-bit ISA EIDE controller
card, with IDE ribbon cable and power
cables, satisfies interfacing needs. But
don't abandon that paltry ISA card—it's
required. The Eagle Nest won't install cor
rectly in your existing EIDE channel. We did
get a motherboard's secondary EIDE chan
nel to work by installing and then yanking
out the iSA card, and connecting to the
onboard EIDE cable. Your results may vary.

Triple-check your settings before
installing the Nest. You'll need a free

„ertTR-4l

The Zip drive and TH-41 tape back-up live in almost perfect harmony—dig 0}Ose handiesi

The secret ofhot-swapping revealed: the custom ASIC
chip and some device-driver trickery provide Ote power.

address and IRQ for the additional IDE
card. Also, make sure you leave the inter-
fece set as a slave device.

Once installed, choose from a variety of
modified storage options sold separately,
including an Iomega Zip drive, SuperDisk
drive. TR-4i tape
backup, and,
coming soon, a
1.4GB hard drive!
These can be hot-
swapped to suit
your needs.

The Eagle Nest
achieves its hot-swapping
power with a combination of
device drivers and its own ASIC
chip, which fools Windows into
thinking it's a basic removable

The bare-b

disk. Turning the switch and yanking the
drive makes the ASIC take over and keep
Win95 at bay. The drive letter disappears,
but shove in the new device and it will
reappear after about
10 seconds as a
removable device.

The Eagle Nest
works flawlessly.
Moving from a Zip
drive to SuperDisk is
a hot-swap away, and
more devices are on the
way, such as Exabyte's Eagle
DMi tape drive (previewed in
boot 09).

Three things ground the Eagle
Nest: no support beyond Win95.
inability to use your own EIDE channel,

and the fl imsy universal nest. The
use of an extra EIDE card is

the strongest strike—with
systems already hard

up for IRQs. You
can't set up the
Eagle Nest as a
boot device either,

" " so ditching your
3.5-inch floppy for

the SuperDisk devices is
a moot point. Making the
Eagle Nest hard drive

your bootable removable drive would be
an excellent security system.

We hope these issues will be addressed
in the next version, because the Exabyte

Eagle Nest is a cool concept that
sorely needs tweaking.

— Andrew Sanchez

ones Eagle Nest
installs In a 5J5-lnch drive bay.

Pull out the tape drive and slap In a hard
drive—it's all good!

Price Internal IDE Nest $60;
Nest-ready Iomega Zip drive
$149; Nest-ready SuperDisk
$149; Nest-ready rR-41 $329;
Nest-ready 1.4GB hard
drive $375
Company Exabyte
Phone 800.392.2983

URL www.exabyte.com

^•rgici
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MARKET
Where PC Fanatics shop
for Pure PC Power

bootMarket is your #1

source for the best,

the latest, the fastest

Shop here for the hot

software, hardware,

and peripherals you need!

Call these advertisers,

compare their prices, save

tons of money - and tell

'em you saw it in boot.

Don't forge'

out the

>Shop-o-Matic

on the

■ft 'ijLyl
lerals • bootMarket • easy • save • hardware • choice • latest • compare • soft
et • easy • save • hardware • choice • latest • compare • software • fastest • bi
e • hardware • choice • latest • compare • software • fastest • best • peripherals • bootMarket • easy • save
lolce • latest • compare • software • fastest • best • peripherals • bootMarket • easy • saye • hardware • chc



Call The PC Zone
[A NABQAq' COMPANY Ticker Symbol. W20H |

Brand names. Discount prices!
Cli Over 20,000 products in stock

Great customer service

TOSHIBA
Satellite 220CDS

^ New Low
Price!

• 133IVIHZ Intel Pentium processor
• 1.34GB hard drive

• 16MB BAM standard, expandable to 144MB
-  , OOX CO-ROM

•12.1"SVGATFTscreen

\ • 32-bit advanced grapliics acceleration
"■ • IB-bit stereo sound

^^1^1 For a limited
time only!

ThinkPad 760XD
• 166MHz Intel- Pentium' processor
• 3.0GB hard drive
• 32MB RAM standard, expandable to 104MB
• 12.1" XGATFTscreen
• 8X CO-ROM standard

^499^
*42423

HITACHI
VislonBook Plus
start achieving your business
goals with flexibility anrt power

ONLY

®1799
#47362

• 133MHztrttel*
Pentium* processor

• 1.4GB bard drive
• 16MB RAM
• 10X CD-ROM drive swap-

pablewitti3.?'floppy drive

• 12.1" SVGA
HA-STN screen

• 33.6 Kbps
PC Card modem

•Slim 1.7" form
factor at under six poundsl

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Authorized

L Reseller

HP Vectra 520
The right tool for your trade pfinftfrr
• 133MHz InteP Pentium" processor
• 1.2GB hard drive
• 16MB RAM standard
• Out-of-the-box ease lets you work more

productively - no time needed to leam
new technology

• Cutting-edge communications
capabilities give you a strong
competitive edge

COMPAa
Compaq
Presario 4504
Tower
Multimedia solution with
one-touch internet accessi
• 200MHz Intel*

Pentium* processor
• 16MB RAM,

expandable to 48MB
• 2.1GB bard drive
•64-bit graphics and 1MB VRAM
• 33.6/14.4 Kbps data/tax modem
• Internet Button tor one-touch Internet access!
•16X CD-ROM drive

Momtorsold
separately

Monitor
sou

i  PHILIPS X/EL^s7°4998
Philips Velo 1 Handheld PC
"It's the fastest, most expandable, most richly -
configured and best-designed unit..."-PC Magazine
• Full Windows CE functionality and features
• Built-in 19.2 Kbps modem and plione jack
• Record'up to 16 minutes of voice memos
• Velo Dock easily uploads, downloads and

synchronizes H/PC and PC files
• 4MB DRAM, expandable to 36MB, or lOOMB

with DRAM and FlashRAMI

Shop and Save the Easy Way.. .Call Tlie PC Zone!
Notebook Computer Selection Guide

#42941
t* s-

1 Mfr. Style Model PtDcessor Iffi StdRAM CO Weiqht Screen tlemA Price!
Acer n Extensa 610CD P150 1.4G6 16MB ICR 6.4lbs 113-SVGA OS 44942 S1899.00
Acer T1 Extensa 660CD P1B6MMX 135GB 16M8 lOX 7.aijs 121-SVGA OS 4S218 $2669.00
Acer Ti TravelMate 7060 P166MMX 20GB 32MB 10X 7.0te 12rSVGATFT 44940 $4449.00
MXSTecli irav^Fro lOSCS PI 50 TW 16MS "flST 6.18)5 121* SVGA DS 47337 $1999.00
AMSTecti TtavelFto 188CT P166MMX 21GB 16MB 12X 6.1lt)S 12rSVQATIT 47338 $2999.00

. AMSTech TravefFro 2010CX P166MMX 216B 32MB 10X 7.at)S' 133* XGATFT 42987 $4499.00
AMSTecb TravelFro 2020CX P2O0MMX 21GB 32MB IPX 7.abs 13.3* XGATFT 47339 $4799.00
AST Asceniia ABOf P150 1.0G8 16MB - "Tissr i21'SVSAbS 47436 $2749.00
AST Ascentia P70 PIMMMX 3.1GB 32MB 10X 7.1lbs IZrSVGATFT 42413 $3999.00
Compaq Armada 1510DM PI 20 1.0G8 16MB "W 7.4lbs 11.3" SVGA OS 47364 '$1649.00
Compaq Avmala 1520DM P133 1.0GB 16MB 10X 7.4lbs 11.3* SVGA OS 47305 $2049.00
Compaq Presario 1210 P150 1.46B 16MB 14X 6.9lbs 12rSVGA0S 47397 $2299.00
Compaq Presano 1610 PtSOMMX 1.BGB 16MB 14X 6.Slbs 12.rSVGA0S 47398 $2999.00
Compaq Presado 1080 P166MMX 1.4GB 16MB 10X 7,3lbs 121'SVGATFT 39697 $3999.00
Compaq Armada mom P150MMX 1.6GB 16M3 - 7.8lbs 12.rSVGATH 47307 $4399.00
Comoao Armada 775im P166MMX 21GB 32MB - 22lbs 12.rXGATFT 47309 $5799.00
HJ|ltSU 420) P1M T3i»B" BMB "TiS" 7.31bs 11.3" SVGA OS 47314 ITMiHr
Pu|it5U Liteb^ 531T PI 33 13GB 16MB lOx 6.abs 113* SVGA TFT 47315 $2199.00
Fujitsu Utetxxik 5357 P133 206B 16MB lOx 6.8a}s 121* SVGA TFT 47316 $2499.00
Fujitsu UfebocA S35TX P1S0MMX 2066 16M6 lOx 6.S&S 121* SVGA TR 47317 $3499.00
Fujitsu Uleboolt 635T P133 1.36B 16MB - 4.4lbS IZrSVGATFT 47318 $2999.00
Fvtitsu LllebocHt S35TX P1S0MMX 13G8 t6MB

• 4.4lbs 12rSVGATFT 47319 $3999.00
H

Tosniba
Tosfiiba
Toshiba

ewien-Paciard OmniBock ms P133 1.466 16M6 Ijfit 64lhs 121'SVGA BS 473S7 $2269.00
Hewteti-Padard OmnlBook 5700Cr P150MMX 20GH 16MB Opt 6.4lbs 12.rsV6ATFr 47352 $4379.00
Kewted-Paclard OmniBook 800CT P166MMX 21GU 16MB Opt

om
4.abs lo.r SVGA TFT 47356 $4199.00

Hewleti-Pacfcard OmnlBook 5700CTX P166MMX 2UGB 32MB 6.4lhs 121* XGATFT 47355 $6239.00
Httacm VislonBocA Plus PI 33 1.4(1H 16MB m ft Sihs 121'SVSAHS 47W Htw-u
Hitachi VIsionBook Plus P150MMX 14GB 18MH inx 6Sbs l2rSVGAHS 47363 $2499.00
Hitachi VisionBook Plus P166MMX 1.4GB IBMB inx RRIhs 12,r SVGA TFT 47364 $3499.00
Hitachi VIsionBook Pra P133MMX 1.4GB 16MB lOX 6.9lbs izrsvGAnr 47365 $3199.00
Hitachi VIsionBook Pro P166MMX 2.1GB 16MH lOX 6.9ibs 12.rSVGATFT 47366 $4499.IN)
Hitachi VIsionBook Fho P166MMX 3(KiB 16MS 10X fi «hs 13.3'XGATFT 47367 $4999.00
Hitachi VIsionBook ElltB P166MMX 21GB 16MB ■lOX 5.abs 133-XGAOS 47366 $4790.00
IBM ThinkPaO 365X* P1S5 1.0609 SM6 Opt S.6lbs Hi'SVGA DS 06734 $999.98
IBM ThinkPad 380 Pt50 1.08GB 16Ma Opt 6.6U>S 12rSVGADS 44903 $1699.00
IBM ThinkPad 3800 PI 50 1J5GB 16M8 8X 7.1!b$ 12rSVGADS 44904 $1990.00
IBM ThinkPad 3800 PISOMMX 21GB 16MS SX 6.9t)s 12rSVGATFI 44905 $3279.00
IBM ThinkPad im P150 21GB 16M8 Opt B.m 121*XGATR 36738 $3499.00
IBM ThinkPad 7606. P133 21G8 16MB Opt J.Obs 121* SVGA TFT 35739 $3n9.0O
IBM ThinkPad 760ED PI 33 21GB 16MB ex Gabs 12.1* XGATFT 36737 $3099.00
IBM ThInkPal 760XD P166MMX aOGB 32MB IDX 7.9bs 12.rXGATn 42423 $5099.00

6030X
26S0CD

Versa
Versa
Versa
Tecra
SatsllltePro 440CDX
SateliilePro 440COT
Satellite Pro 4^0T

P133 1.44GB 16MB
P150 14GS 16MB

PlMJfflX 21GB 32MB
P133MMX 1S46B 16MB
P133MMX 1S46B 16MB
P166MMX aOGB 32MB

6X 7,abs 12,rXGATFT
10X 7.3lbs 12.rSVGADS

J3.3-XGATFT
T

10X 6.9lbs 12.rSVGAHCA
10X 5.9lbS 12.1'SVGA TFT
10X 6.9lbs 12.r SVGA TFT

34173
42962
42954

• Limiltd ouantitles "FREE 1$MB upgrade while supplies last.

AceR iijAST NEC
HITACHI

gBgg 1*800*710*4808
Cor])orate, Education and Government bids welcome! Fax to 1-425-430-3800

PUASE USf THIS
CODETORECaVE

THESE SPECIU.
nUCES

B0709

12399.00
44990 $3299.00
44992 $4149.00

.  Texas
Instkuments.



Call The PC Zone
IA NABDAq' COMPANY TIcKar Symbol: HZOHI

Brand names. Discoimt prices!
Q Over 20,000 products in stock
Q Great customer service

TIV
Creative $^7098
PC-DVD #46835

The DVD revolution
begins now - at an
amazing low price!
• Plays DVD-ROMs at gx

and CD-ROMs at 6X speed

• Dolby Digital Surround Sound
• Now your PC plays movies - MPEG-2 video lets you play

full-length, full-motion, high-resolution video!
Introducing the media-rich solution that takes your PC out of the office, and into the living
room, maldng it part of your entertainmait cwiter! Enjoy higher-resolution pictures, powr
gaming thrills, rî er graphics, more channels of dip^ audio and less video distortion for
greater multimedia excitement! DVD-ROM disks store up to 17GB data each. Join the digtal
video revolution - order nowi

#43037 SoundWorks Speakers with Subwoofer
#42592 Blaster CD 180012X Internal CD-ROM Drive

.$219.98

.$139.98

Printers for Every Budget!
YOU'VE GOT TO SEE IT IN : COLOR,"

Stylus Photo $/iqq38
Biilllanl ptiolo-QualHy color ptinling
PesigneP lost lorppolograpla ■
• Vivlil 6-colQ' lechnology and InteTM (l|ti resolulion "<>0910
• SmoDUi grsdallims and virtually csnllnuois lone
• Prints up 10 full 44* psnofamic ImaBKl
• OpBwal Adtiie PoScr^l Level 2 with Pantene Calilnleil approved colors
• anoosolt Windows and MacMoUt compaiaHe
• Two-year limited vratranly and ioll-lree teduiisal suppiHt

Mai, Std. Page jiefMlti. PS Fonts/ RAM Mai, Vlarranly
Resolution BSW/Color TTFonls SId./Mai. PapeiSrie (Yeatsl Item#

LennarkColorJitPrintsrlOZO 600x300 3/2 - 29K 8.5x14' 2 #31815 $149.98

Canon BJC-240 360x360 2/27 7/300 62K 85x14' 1 #34188 $178.98

Canon 8J04200 720x360 571 7/300 64K 85x14' 1 #34189 $278.98

Canon BJC-«20 720x720 471.7 7/300 60K 85x14' 1 #34190 $329.98

Canon BJC-4K0 Wide 720x360 571 7/300 64K 11x17' 1 #34191 $499.38

Canon ftJC-70 Portable 720x360 4/.S 7/20 35K 85x14' 2 #21969 $299.88

EPSON Stylus Color 400 720x720 4/3 1 56K 85*44' 2 #80666 $229.98

EPSON Stylus Color 600 1400x720 6/4 5/4 56K 85x44' 2 #80667 $299.98

EPSON Stylus Color BOO 1400x720 8/7 1 64K 8.5x44' 2 #80668 $449.00

EPSON Stylus Color 1500 720x720 3/1 5/4 256K 13.6x21.7y 2 #66318 $799.98

HP DeskJel 340 Portable 300x300 3/2-4 6/0 16K 8.5x14' 1 #27969 $279.98

HPD6sUel672C 600x300 Sri ,5 0/32 512K ■ S-S'x banner 1 #40979 $199.98

HP DeskJet 694C 600x600 Sri .7 8/35 512K S.S'x banner 1 #40994 $299.98

HP OeskJel 820Cse 600x600 6.5/4 0/50 128K 8,5x14' 1 #86326 $299.98

HP DeskJet BTOCsa 600x600 8/4 26/126 IMS 8.5x14' 1 #36156 $399.98

HP DeskJet 1600C 600x600 9/4 1/35 4ri00MB 8.5x14' 1 #31068 $1349.00

HPOffli»Jet1150C 600x300 a/4 125 512K 8,5x14* 1 #40999 $999.98

1 Laser
Mai.Std. Page per Mm. PS Fonts' RAM Mai. Warronty

Resalutioii BSW/Cotor TT Fours Std.^1. Paper Sire (Yearsj Itemti Price 1

BrotlierHL-720 Windows 600x600 6 035 512K2M0 8.5x14' 1 #31838 $349.98

Brother HL-730 DOS/Windows 600x600 6 035 512K2M8 8.5x14' 1 #34168 $399.98

HP LaserJet 6Lse 600x600 8 025 1/9MB 85x14' 1 #41022 $399.98

HP LaserJet BMP 600x600 8 35/75 230MB 8.5x14' 1 #82666 ^9.98

HP LaserJet Sse 600x600 12 fl/no 4/66MB 8.5x14' 1 #41021 $1049.00

(Wdata 0P4W 600x600 4 126K 85x14' 1 #34167 $299.98

DUdataien -600x600 16 3SriO 634M8 8.5x14* 1 #40988 $999.38

Leonark Optra E 600x600 6 026 13MB 8.5x14' 1 #31817 $429.98

Leonaik Optra Rtf 1200x1200 16 39/45 4/64MB 85x14' 1 #36049 $1479.00

LennarkC^N 6(X)x600 24 39/45 mm 8.5x14' 1 #35278 $2670.00

Lexmark Optra C 600x600 12 39/45 8/64M8 iixir ■ 1 #87253 $5900.00

1

Lexm^

CALL "lost orders ship
FOR ciiKHFNT the same day.

PIUCFS!

Modems
Boca

462S8 Home FaiMjdem 33.6 Interrat $49.98'
'After $10 Mir. lAail-ln Rebate. Low Zone Price $99.98.

41195 KmOiTicefaxModem External 33.6 $96.96*
'Alier$lOMIr. Mail-In Rebeie. Low Zone Price $109.98.

Global Villag*
4632SGIot)alVib3e56KRexMc(lemPCC«l $208.96
46324 Global VtqeSeK Rex ModenVBhemet PC Card ...$288.98
462S7Telepon66i<x2 External FzuTKXlem $184.98
462S6Teieport56K >2 Internal Faxmodem $148.98

Supra
82588 Supra FsModem 338 PC Extemri $154.85
32631 SupraExpress 336e PS External. $84.98
32630 Supr£ipnss33SPnP Internal $84.98
46280 SupraBpressSKISPtmerTWw/ASVD $90.91
32632 SupraSartt33SV*EiST7WV0iC.1=axMQdem $181.82

R^eotica

36741 Venus S3d VIrge 20/30 2MS Graptilcs Acceleiator.
Matrox

$83.33

41280 SportsterWnModem 33.6 Internal
'Alter $40 Mir. Mail-In Rebate. l.ow Zone Price $98.98
41284 Sportster V34 33.6 En FaxModem $113.98'
'After $40 Mir. Meil-ln Rebale. Low Price $193.98. Expires 8/3/97.

41283 SportStwV34 336 111 l^xModem $81.00'
■Aber $40 Mfr. Man-In Rebate. Low Price $121.00. Expires 8097
41282 Sportster Vsice 336 Exli«Modem $89.98*
'Alter $40 Mfr. Mall-ln Rebate. Low Price $129.98. Expires 8/397.
41281 Sportster Valce 33.6 lit FsModem $10$2r
-Allr $40 Mil. Mal-ln Rebale. Low Price $144.27. Expires 8/397.

Artec Ultima
38414 Artec VlwrstalionAT6 $228.38
38456 ScanRom Pfo/4E $18232
31805 VISwSlation ASOOOC-Flus $266.8(1
38933 Vlews(a0onAT-3 $184.44

Hawlatt-PackarU
41029 HP SanJel 4056 Scanner $799.98
40973 HP SaUflSpse $399.96
40995HP$carLlBt5S $24996

Logttaeb
3a96PageSeanColcfPn)w/ADf $289.98
32597 ScanManCPIw 2000 Paialel $119.29

Mioro-hk

25688 PaoeWz .$88.89

36165 ScanMakerES PC Standard.. . $17a88
36166ScanMalorESStandanj $389.06

Minolta

38405 Snappy 2.0 $168.83
UMAX

41001 Astra 300P $199.98
45658 Astra 600S $2S58
SOSlDPoMrtunkllw/PuaFliabsbcp $195,110
36185 PajeOfficeColijrScaivier $187.78

VlaionMr

43651 PaperPomXw/4.0Sofhiiare $288.67
43K2PaiwPortMXtofMta7ivs $221.11
45653 PapeiPorl Sirube lor Windows $272.22

Digital Cameras
Connaotlx

23W1ColCfQiBCkCam $92.40
46840 ColorOulcjCam&Wee Phone2v2 $2282

Epson
82659 Pbctc^C SCO Cotvlll^ Camera $499.98

Kodak

44531 DC120 Zoom Digital Camera...
84968 CO Digital Science Camera $199.98
82413 OC^ Digital Camera $399.98

. 88848 0C50 Digital Camera $699.98
OlycnpuB

37253 D-200L2lieDi^ Camera $599.96
82179 CFSDlXEAeD^ Camera $899.96

Ricoh
82972 roC-IDItfal Camera $1949.00
37216 nDC-2 Diglal Camera w/Mor«or $799.98
37217 RDC-2 Digia) Camera w/o Momtcr

Video Cards
ATI

38734 3D Pro Turbo PC21V 4MB PCS $172.10
387303DXpressionF1us2}ffiPCI $94.71
307313DXpresslonPlus4MBPCI $101.64
38732 3D XpessicnPlusPCZTV 2MB (PCI) $169.98
38733 3D XpressionFlusPCZTV 4MB (PQ) $184.73

Canopua
47613Total30VlOeoCafdBimdle $199.00

Creativ# l^ba
42593 GrapbicsBtasler3D $89.97

Koutach Syatama
38746 164)11 Soum Card PNP ISA $28.89
38745 RealMagic 6443X MM 2M8 PCi Video Card $S8.89
38740 Venus 5760] 1284stGtapnics Aral 2M0 $83.33

47425 Millenium II
42343 Mysbque2AeSG RAH pa $1122
43909 RkrawRirmStLilo $2252

Adaaao
2S477 Ade^ Tnrform Bgcnomic Keyboad wM PoMet.... $37.R
32623 Ade^ Tiu#orm w/ToucriPad $65.88
32624 NuTixm vwTouetiPad $56.47
25447 Tm-Form Ergonomic Keyboard w/Pnnter $47.06

Kanaington
44569 Expert Mouses Web Expbsion $99.98
40408 Kensinoton MDusMn-a-Box $23.84
44549 KmsiifltonOrbK W.S3

Kay Tronic
30638 U^Tne Wekess Keyboard wrtoucftl^ $1322
30637 LiteTlmeWMess Keyboard ve/Traddial $108.71

lusgltach
32639 Lagiiecti Cordless MouseKkn Pro $762
31166 LogllaciiMouseMan'Se $43.91
28431 Lo(#ttli7racl<KbnUyt)le $86.61

Microsoft
37856 ^syBBvAwHlsFlsli 1.0 $48.98
44695MSInledMoiEelDrWn)iMs95 $262

31763 MSIrtlBBIPolnt-ComlNliit^ks ...{4SJI
25008 MS Hauial Keyboard lor WittMS 95 $89.98
STSBOMSSideWindefSOPrbJoystOiwHeSiender $73.98
37850MSSKieMrxietG3mepadlorM)dowi95 $35.98

'31788 Sidewinder 30 Pro $86.98
ThrustMastar

32555 ACM Game Card $29.98
39M87hfustMaslBrF22 Pro F6oti1 Control $129.41
32601 ThruslMasterFCSwm Defender $652
2600 TlvustMaster ForrotJaT2 $117.59

Wacom
232DArlZil12<12(seitai)voeasinglAi^ $431.99
23388 WairomArtPadll(setW)v«t3k)blereundk $151.99
23387 Wacom AilPad II (serial] wUtraPen $137.93

Altac
82S60ACS-»Gantina Audio System ....$149.98

82559 AC8-45 XTBin
Rose

31621 AcousSMass Mubmedb PciMrad Speaters $599.98
31622 MeihaMaleSbieidedMueimedBSpeaias $169.98

Sony
86S39SRS-30iX>Speai«swSub $ia.96

32804 SfiSPCSISpeSeis $24.98
32605 SRS4>C41$)ealieis $54.96

Yamaha
83857 YSTM7Speaw-10w $40.00
97496 YST-M15 Powered Speakers $68.75

Mass Storage
lomaga

32073 DtB 3200 PkaWPon $279.95
2612 Dib Easy 8006Q EaSmai Partti Port ^ Orhe... $109.95
2S659J3z1G8E«malDihe $399.95

2565BJaz 1GB SCSI Insider Drive
22339 zip IMParaW Port $149.95
9125 Zip 100 SCSI $149.95

Promlaa Tachnology
32076EIDE15«lllSAIDEDtskCantro6er $46.60
27523 ElOE 2300 nus DtsKComttkrlDr Vie $46.60
2752SEIDE 4030 nus Disk Axelerator lor VIJ $11529
27524 ElOf Max OtsKCorSrtte- $22.70

Synnex
38320 UriMTsd PC Hard DrMMKiang Kit $2.30

SyQuaat
36341 SyJet 15Ge Drlranoed Parabel Cmw $628.98
363^ SyLlel liGB Internal IDE Drive $398.96
33347 SyQuest EZFIyer 230 PatSlel $199.93

CS>-ROM Difves
Creativa Labs

46B35 PC-DVD $47188
4526 SoindBbslar/u^ Gold 4W $1847B
47557 Sound BbsterAWBIWlue $92.01
475% Sounj Blaster Dtsowy AWB84<2400 248.44
4724 Son! BlastarPerfcimBnc«AWE64 Gold $322.06
47525 Scml Blaster \^AWE64/1800 $220.83

MItsumI
43137 MUsunb 8X ATAPI Intemal CD-ROM DrK« $76.00

NEC
36157 MultispinSXe CD-ROM DfM $379.08

Ciedl cards are not dargcs urW Ore order 6 sbpped Meet products shp Oa same Say brmrrigni dekety.
PaOaips stqioed onr^ai r lor tt« lirst 7 pourds and $1 Icr eacri addbotW pound, or a! $3 br dc ka
6 por^vB UPS grwttCaUorlniematlonalsniptx'O rales. Returns adpcttt a reslccigrn lee. Prices and
product anUiiy svtwd &> change wttsul nceicft Spibds and promoilcns inay be hTiad Is seek on band.
Not resporisbli tor b/pograirica errors.

997 Muiiw Zones mtarretiDral. inc.Aarignisresetveo.WindcwskaieoisleredtraderTBiKofMimEOftCord.llnaiAttottzsddupliationlsavlobtionatapptaWlaws.

Knowledgebbfe
Sales Advisors!



Your 24 Hour Computer Discount HEWLETT

PACKARD

Authorized
RcseJicr

S&lSeMieis^MSXilnBralCIHtOMOrfve $279.96
NaWCom

3S701 NnGon 13(CI>Aom DrM intefflai lOE $112J0
38702 NMCORlZXiriermMultlm^ 9157.98
K110NtwCoffl8X(&ftOMDrMlnfendlOE 969.77
38709 NmComax mem MunmtbGvniKl 9159.09

Philips
38711.rtap3lSO2e0QW Extern CD Raxm 9771.35

Sanyo
43138 Sanyo 20X AW1 Irffimal CD-ROM Drtit 913523

Sony
40962 CKKMan ex COROMPRIT^ 93(9.98
47535Sony12XSCSI2lntenBlC8^DM 913636
47534 Sony 16X AM HemalCtMIOM DM »535

lomops
3S3370ino2GSTweCamige3-m 959.96
36336 ORo 265 hp« Cartridge smgle 919.96
34701 DRd 3200 Cartridge Smgle 949.95

83370 Jaz Media 1GB Pre-Fonnatted .... t124J5
2233e2toM9(«PC1001IH>Ed: 9149.96
2233rZipMedaPC100>Pack 949.95
26184 Zp Zoom SCSI tasjeray 949.95

Kodak

63580 COfl 74m MeiSa 95.88
Nomai

39173 CM 74m Media 94.96
Panasonic

en61Pm«f0M 265CMePDMe(Ila 9(4.98
Pefformants

AIS^SyOueslCompaiUiEZi^Canrtdje 914.96
Philips

89805 CM 74m Cartridge K89
Sony

14368 Sony CM 650MB (74m) 95.00
14358 Sony (XSQMAmtn Dm Can 2GB 98J4
14397 Sony Q0652S W Data Cartridge 525U6 920.06

SyQusst
33325 EZFIyer230 Cartridge lO-PacX 9238.96
33322 EZByw 230 Cartridge 5-Pac*. 9124.95
34705 EZF^ 230 Cartridge Single 929.96
33318 ESIyer 230 PC Cartridge 34>ack 979.96
36330 SyJetCstridge^ftt*. 9319.96
36331 ̂  Cartndge S-Padt 9619.96
36329 SyJet Cartridge Single 9124.96
97992 SyOuestZTCMBas* Remcpdtiie Cartridge ^.9S.96
24909 SyOuesi EZ135MB 36- Cariridge S-PkK 998M
24996 SyQuaslEZ135M6Caitrtdge(PCorMac) $23.96

VsrbMlm

17685 4niniOL90ri 2068 Tape $8.02

Processor
AhIO

40360 PowefLsap PL-586 Pnxessor Upgr. .tlUI
Evargrssn Tschnology

30349 Evergreen 586f133 9106.57
IntsI

32lh5 Intel Pentium Overtlrtve 120133MHz lor PeOfGO 9186.43
32016 lnlalPefnjrriOverdrtAl2(yi33MHz Pn 9362.52
32016 lnlBlPendUri(X«ilr?ie160dKz lor PICO $405.63
ai55mWPenajniOwdtM63hfrC 9135.16
28615 mUPeniuniO>«d(S« 83MHz $18643
46612 mu Pvtuii Owim MMKSO 931843

PewsfLaap
40381 Pl38eUp(pdes 3860X10 4868X5066 MHz 9646
40380 P1568 Upgrades 488SXmDX2 99240

Surge/Back-U,
American Pewar

94359 APC6s*-UPS 200 $87.53
05901 APCBacW/PS 450 $171.52
11S1APC8ai*-UPS600 9258.10
8»37APCSacii-WS Pro 1000 $376-17
81900 APCBaft-UPSPm420 PnP 9236.86

94395 Porsonal Surge/M7-Outletw7PtK)n4lUI
94391 APCProl Surge AtTBS17-0ullBt 926.63
91393 APC Pro! Sur^ Arrest 7-OutleivivnHrK ..$31.92
99384 B3«-UPS 400 9139.96

26812 Baa-UPS 650 Pro PnP 926741

85595 Baa-UPS OfliM 91ffl.9a'
*Anet 930 Mir. MaiHn RePaU. Low Zone Price 9169.98.

83574 Baa-UPS Pro fflO PnP $143,54
Optiqucst

34526 OPTHtre 280 PnP 996.09
3«270PTVUPS420PnP 9144.13

25890 OPTH5«650E 9220.11
3^0Pn-UPS1400 9411.17

Mob//e<IVindoivs CE
Casio

42337 Cassiopeia A10wr2lfi RAM 9499.98

41732 CassloceiaAII w<4MB RAM 9499.96
Compsq

42915 PC Companion C120 9399.96
42916 PC Corri{8nic«iC12D» 9499.98

Philips

42941 VetolHandHeMPC
45833 ACT! lor CE

Mobile-Portable CD-ROMs
AddcnIos

35350 PonM 4X4 CD-ROM Cttar^ 936344
Fujitsu

36258 BgerMedsexCMOMwPCMCIAAdEier $318.18
Mieroseiuticns

35366 BaOpaa POCD-ROM Drive 9417.05
31078 BaOpaa Plug am Play 4X CD-ROM Drhe 9183.18
31890 BaOpaa Plug am Flay 4X CD-RDM Drive iMGoum.. 9267.95
35363 fiaOpatt Plug am FhySXCO-RMDrM $261.14
35352 BaOpaO Plug am Play 8X CO-ROM DrivewiSoum.. 9321.59

Mobile-Multimedia Cards
AIMS Ub

40100 Grtt Video Captin $11942
AITcch

30634 PoOet Scan Cwwrter $96.70
New Media

39624 Basics GAMEport $56.82
30316 Gamejammer PCMCIA $170.45
35105 Uptak Staieo Spealceis 9^45
26023 WAV)airinw164ilt PCMCIA Soum Stereo 920445

Mobile-Hard Drives
Slmpla Ibchnoiogy

39153IJXGB lor SMTTHiPad 355.360,750 9453.41
3777014G8forlBMThlntPm3»,360.751 K074S
37773 2.166 lor QMTMPadOK. 360.752 9622.73

Mobile-Cases
Ibrgus

91934-^rgiB Leather CasewRi CPU Purcriase Promo 969.36
OOetOTartiusLatfierNalEBoohCase-Biaa 958.23
06023 TatgusNolapac Case-Blaa 929.98
07454 TarguslMvesalPoiverBool! Case 959.09

Hot Software Titles!
Adcbe

17245 Adobe Photcstwp4.0 Ufgrade 9164.1
MIcroscft

40207 MS Office 97 Pro
'Atter 950 Mir. Mall-in Rebate. Low Zone Price 9299.98.

37527 MS Wfldows in Senw 4.0 Ver. Upgrade - SCtail. 9289.9a*
'Alter 9100 Mrr MalHn Recaie. Low Price $389.98. Entires 90CV97.

35480 MS VWidCM IT Wsricslation 4.0 Version Upgrade... 9129.98
Quark

jsnn11910 QuarkXPress 3.32

Symatrtae
43870 Norton UIHes 20 lorWndcvfiirr 988.98'
'After 920 Mir. Mail-in Rebaie. Low Zone Price 988.98.
Nol valid with any other crier. One rebate per customer.

27307 WhtFax PRO 80 Utgrade lor Windows 95rilT 954.98*
'After 940 Mir. Mail-in Rebaie. Low Zone Price 994.98.
Expires 9/30/97. For upgraders Irom ANY previous versloni
Proof ol ownership required. One rebels per customer.
Must be redeemed wtttiln 60 days after purclusel

IIKllfOX
Moblle'^iombo Modem/Network

Magaharta
41248)UU3<336&BrierCombo10T/102PCCwl $334.98
41189 XJAC|(33.6&ElherCDmm PC {bdlOT 931448
44262 XJACK 33.6 PC Card Modem 9209.98

U.S. Robotlea

44261 XJACK 56 iQips PC Card Modem .|22UI
Moblle4letworic Cards

MagahartJE
44283 Sportser 33.6 PC Card lor Windows & DOS 9198.98
24848 XJ10BC PCMCIA XJACK lOTtBNC 9129.98
44262 XIACK 33.6 PC Card Modem $209.96
39617XIACX 33.6 PC Card Modem CeaCaodM 9239.96
44261 XIACK S6K PC Card Modem $22946

Mobile-PDAs
U^. Robotlea

44255 PatmPlfot f^nal tZTMt
80599 NowSyndvonIze for PabrPHot 939.96
805B2 Now Up-tchOats am Contact w/Synche 988.98*
•After 920 Mir. MalHn Rebate. Low Price $88.98. Expires 12/31/97.

Fujitsu
30803 lANSCSI Combo PC Card 9175.27
30604 SCSI 600 FC Card 972,52
30809 Sera PC CsdAmmr 966.48

Haw Madia

39622 Btsia SCSI (OB-S) PCMCIA Adapts 987.21
Sookat Communloatlons

19936 I/O PCMCIASerial Adapter $135.37
34594 Infrared Sera Adapter... 9159.98

UNLT

Matrox *25^
Millennium II
"OuUilled with a new Matrox
Millennium il graphics accelerator...
the Dell Dimension XPS H266

shattered all previously held
Graphics WinMark records."
-PC Magazine On-Llne, May 1997
• Optimized 64-bl1 PCI graphics board
• Exclusive dual-poiled VRAM memory
• Up to1920x1200 resolution!
• Fealure-rich drivers tor Windows NT 4.0

• 4 or 8MB base boards, upgradable to 16MB
• Now available with Rainbow Runner video

capture card!

CDCC Includes 7 softwarernCC titles! A $500 value!
Netscape Navigator • Micrografx
Picture Piibiislter 7 • Sonnetech
Coloritic • IVticrografx Simply 30 2
• CompCore SoftPEG • Kai's Power
Tools3«VREAM WIRL

We've got the monitor you need
mmmmmmmmmmmrrr: ■Sharp color displays, priced right! C'l'I'diUifjH

DeluxScan 14S
14" Monitor $1#i|98
(13.2" viewable) I4U
• .28mm dot pitch «3278 }|||i|«l
• 1024x768 maximum resolution at 60Hz refresh HuTl
• Energy Star, VESA OPMS compliant

Viewable Mailmuffl Dot Pitch/ Vertical

Aica (iBSOlullon Aperture Crille Scan Rate

1fl?4«7RR 0.28 50-100 VESA OPMS fsam I14t«
KDS 13r 1280*1024 IL28 504M WSArtW 139130 9189 98

NECMiASvneC400 Mr 1280*1024 60-118 MPflllMM #?7B4? tMsn

PedDmimi400 iiz- 1024x768 (L28 -60-120 VESA OPMS mssa 9169.98

Vtevrhbtc MantTiuni OolPilcli' Vethcjl FnntuTL's'

lS"Mo:ulani Aica Rnnlulruii Apeitjib Grille Sc.bn fLilv S.ifety (lentil ONLY

Hvur>(ft(D»tiD6cB)1S6 iir 1024*768 1X28 50-127 VE5ADPMS #ar?7i t?»Ra

XDSISoilRn^RlnnKt 9^ la-S- 1260x1024 (X2R (Ma (XSOrtlPMS #39137 9109.98
MAG InnoVtakm DJ-530 13,?" 1280x1024 (XJR 50-120 MPH IVJanCnramrnSD #38737 (RIRflR

iSCMuRfSyncCSn IS-F 1280*1024 0.28 50-120 MFRIlrihitek #86328 9389.99
NECMuKSvwMSCO 13.6- 1?l!ri*1W4 035 55-120 .Soeaken MPR ll/Nitlnli #86792 9379.98
PertnnraM? IHin i.i.r 1280*1024 (X28 50-110 EPA/VESA #45605 fi29.«
PrtncslenEOM i3r 1280*1024 048 40-120 FrCMPRII #35144 (MRM

Sony UuKSon lOOsx 13.9- 1024x768 045 50-120 EPAVMPfl IVNutek #82688 9389.98
Sonv MiiIRRwi IKW iss- ,10?4*7flR 50-120 EP/VMPfl iWuIek #8i«i7 M19J8
VlewSanle 15GA PetbdSoin] K 1230x1024 047 50-160 Speakera-FCCWnil #23484 9389.98

Viewable Maitinuin Dot Pitch' Vitrlicnl Fir.ltiifes'
irMonilOK Arc.-i ni-soliiilon Anctlurc Ciille Scun Rnlu Satcty Ilemn ONLY

MAG InnoVL^ 04-71)0 160- IPRtMOJi 0.2S 50-110 MPR ll/PnP #38736 9649.98

NEC Multisync M700 IS-B- 1280*1024 045 60-120 Speilters, MPR ll/Nuta #86793 9769.98
NECMuMSvncP750 iSfr 1600*1200 045 55-160 MPR ti/NiA* #39138 8899.98
PerfofraantzlTtmfinlor ffi l.sra' 1280*1024 048 50-120 FnUMPR II #47560 $449.98

Prtnc«an74T i6.r 1280*1024 0.^ 50-120 FCOiSOSOOl #38738 8839.98
Princeton 78T i6.r 1600X1200 045 50-120 FCCriS0 9001 #33739 n».n

SonyMuSScanZIXIs] IS-V- 1280x1024 045 50-120 EPAlMPRIIMuak #06667 97H.98
RnnvUiltSnnSOOsx i5.r 1280x1024 045 50-150 EPAMPRIVNutek #06689 4891.18

\AMSHlel7EAMutilmmia IF 1280x1024 048 50-120 Speakers. FCCMPR11 #28000 (879.98
VewSonic176S IF 1280*1024 027 50-160 FCGMPRll #23486 9899.88
ViewSonic GT770 StKrtlhm 15.F 1280*1024 045 50-120 FCIIMPRII #87296 9879.89
triewSonlc 17GA PertectSoum IF 1260x1024 0.27 50-150 Speakers. FCC/MPRII #23483 9849.88

ViewSonic 17PS IF 1600*1280 045 50-160 FCCMPRII #26526 9749.98
\riewSonlc PT775 SonlcTidn 1F 1600x1280 045 50-160 rcowpRti #82696 9799.9t

Vicw.iblo t.luriiiiun) Dot Pitch Vctticnl Ftralutes/

717 . Afum/ors Ati.'U Ri'iioliMiun Apbrtutc Cnllc Scan R.rlc Salely Item • ONLY

NEC HuMSync E1100 194- ieo(C(i20o m »-120 MPRIIrtiuM #606» 81459.09
NFC MuBtRvnc PIIRD 19F 1800*1200 02S S-160 MPR lUNiMt #39139 91589.00

nnHniMDtfln 184* 1600*1280 028 69-106 MmiVPnP #40996 8899.98

Sony MunScan 30051 i9.r 1280*1024 045 48-150 EPA/MPR ll/Nuiek #82688 91589.00
SonvMuldScanSOOw 224* 1920*1200 045 50-160 FPAMPR 1l/Nm»k #80685 84899.00

VbwSoMcOSOO 18.4* 1600x1200 048 50-120 FC&MPflll #40971 9it86.n
ViewSonic GT600 SonlcTron i9.r 1600*1280 0.3 48-150 FCDMPRIi #87295 91249.00
ViewSonic P615 ZT 1800x1440 045 50-160 FCtVMPRII #84170 91699.00
ViBwScnie 29GA SonieTfon V 1600*1200 .75 striqe 45-160 Speakers. FCOMF^I It #31216 92349.00

V7&9Sa 1*800*710*4808
Corporate, Educadon and Government bids welcomel Faxto 1-42&430-3600

PUASEISTMS
COKTORECaVE
THEEESnCUl

PMCES

B0709

Call Today for Your

FREE CATALOG!



Call The PC Zone
IA WAMUm* COMPANY Ticker Sym&oh MZON |

a Brand names. Discount prices!
a Over 20,000 products In stock
Si Great customer service

□Nir

#43730

Shanghai
Double Pack
Activtslon

The classic game
of liies and strategy! Includes

Dragon's Eye and Great Moments.
ONLr

$4898
«3707

Interstate
76

3D auto combat
set in an alternate '70s unnerse uith
muscle cats and funk music. Groovy!

ONLY

*29®®
;  #46066

Loony
Labyrinth
Pinbaii

SlarpSajf Ptofluctions. inc.

Fast-moving pinbaii action with an
intriguing Greek mythology theme!

ONLY

*39®®
M6069

Streets of
ISImClty

t-T' M»ls
Choose your ride

and prepare to coUide! It's an auto
battle in the ultimate urban jungje!

ONLY

$1498
#46030

Get Your
Daily Dose of Dllbert
Oaybru): Software

A new Dilbert cartoon every day!
Includes FREE Biorhythm module.

ONLY

*53®*
#38346 -

Quake
3T Interacilve

From the creators
of DOOM - a true state-

of-the-art 3D nightmare. More
vivid, more complex than ever!

ONLY

$8898
03314

Diablo
o^vldson

SVCAgamepkyS
rendei^ anematic

setpiences unfold the evUlnthis intri-
guii^ gothic labyrinth! Network-ready.

Jedi Knight:
Dark Forces II *M®*
Lucas Arts

AU-NEff realistic 3D environments
and a digital soundtrack! Nerivork-
and Internet-ready.

ONLY

*54®*
#46037

|X-W!ng vs.
TIE Fighter

I Lucas Am
'OverlSoriginai

NEW' missions! Fly over a dozen space
craii Supports up to eight playeis.

ONLY

*27®*
#48386

Jeopardy!
Platinum
Edition

GameTiL

Features 600 new categories and
4000 new answers and questions!

ONLY

*52®*
#49268

iF-22
inlgractive Magic

Feel the power of
Hying tlie F-22 Raptor, the most
1^^ jet filter ever designed!

ONLY
$4498

#49266

Lucie Arnaz's
Family Pak
ETE

Gel Lucy & Desi: The Scr^books
ami How to Save Your Fa^
History for one low bundle price!

ONLY

$4098
#77278

16881
Hunter/Killer

I Electronic Arts
You're in command of the world's
premiere attack submarine in this
naval action simulation!

ONLY

*45®*
#35772

lyipie Play 98
Electronic Am

Combines the
intense action of the arcade with
the complete Major League
Baseball* eqterience. ^tter up!

ONLY

*45®*
#46429'

PGA Tour~ Pro
Electronic Am

Compete against
the world's greatest golfers - at PGA
Tbur champlon^p courses such
as P^ble Beach and Bay Hill!

More Memory Today!
More Memory Means You Can:
• Run today's memory-hungry

applications with ease
• Save time through faster

system performance
• Run multiple

appilGations low as
at the same $A98
time

RAM Upgrade

Hard Drives are Our Business!
wtalMonlk Name-iiiandhant drives at low PC ZomprtcesI Bet ail you need for IntnetHatsfnstalMiml

^  Affordable storage for today's home PC user!

4/ \ JTS 2.0GB Internal EIDE Hard Drive
\f' •EIDE-2ATA-2 interface •128K cache

• Speedy 14ms access speed • Backed by a
•42O0RPiVl three-year warranty

EB)E Interface Hard Dritm

ITEM# PRICE

Industry Standard 30pin Parity SllVIIVts
1MB (1x9) SOpin 70ns #07488 $9.98
4MB (4x9) SOpin 70ns #13325 $29.98

Industry Standard 72pin Parity SllVliVIs
4MB (1x36) 72pln 70ns #14673 $29.98
8MB (2x36) 72pln 70ns #13126 $69.98
16MB (4x36) 72pin 70ns #12373 $99.98

Industry Standard 72pin Non-Parity SIMMs
4MB (1x32) 72p[n 70ns #06729 $24.98
4MB (1x32) 72p!n 60ns #06734 $24.98
8MB (2x32) 72pin 70ns #06755 $39.98
8MB (2x32) 72p[n 60n$ #06756 $39.98
16MB (4x32) 72p!n 70ns #95693 $99.98
16MB (4x32) 72p[n 60ns #06807 $99.98
32MB (8x32) 72pin 60ns #96721 $189.98

NEW EDO Industry Standard 72pin SIMMs
4MB (1x32) EDO. 60ns #28336 $24.98
8MB (2x32) EDO 60ns #28337 $39.98
16MB (4x32) EDO 60ns #31675 $99.98
32MB (8x32) EDO 60ns #35513 $179.98

How much RAM do I need?
Call for Expert Assistance!

ItAlr. SCIIK Caancilv tnleftece Access CaciR Traosl. Date Item* PRICE 1
JTS Cftantfi 1.30GB EttS-ZAMATA-Z 14m$ 32K 4100 16.6M8/sec #42595 8159.96
JTS Ctamo 2.D(» EDE-2FaslATA-2 14ms 129( 42CD 16.6MB-saC 3yr #33306 8171.96
JTS Chaniilfin 3.0G6 EB6-2ASIATA-2 12ms 2S6X 5400 leSMBAw 3yr #47546 8219.96
fu|ltsu WtndiestBr ECe-24^ATA2 h 10ms 128K 5400 1&.6MB7sec 3yr #35378 8169.96
Ei^ WIndiestBr I.TOOGS ES^2AslATA-2 /W IQrm 12S( 5400 ie.6MBtac 3yr #35379 8179.98
Eujitsu WIncftestar 2.16GB ER)E-2AslATA-2 rW 10ms 128X 5400 16.6MB.ta 3yr #33303 8199.98
ftiBtsu Wlocftesier 2S6GB eaS-UfMklki Ar 10m$ 128X 5400 16.6M6ta 3vr #33304 8219.98
Ouanfijm nrabaSST 1.614Ga UltiaATA 16tb 128X 5400 ie.6MBta 3/1 #45590 8196.98
Quantum UreliallST 2.1S108 UtraATA lOms 12BX 5400 ie.6MBta 3yr #45591 8215.98
Quantum FittbalST 3226^ UtiaATA 10mt 12BX 5400 ie.6M6ta 3yr #45592 8266.98
Quantum FiretalST 421006 UltiaATA lOnB 12ex 5400 1&6MBta 3yr #45593 8349.98
Ouantian RirtaiST 6.44608 ' UtraATA 10ms 126K 5400 16.6»ffita 3yT #45594 8489.98
Saagala Medabt 12756B EI0e-Zft9AU^ 125ms &4K 4500 166M8ta V #34538 8175.96
Sa^ Msdabt 1.7Ge EI0E-21MATA-2 12ms 128K 4500 156MBta %T #39186 8185.98
Sea^ Medalst 2.113G8 EIDE-2/FastATA-2 12ms i;»c 4460 IBBMBta 3yr #39187 8115-96
Saa^ MedaH 2iteB ESE-2ftslArA-2 11ms 128K 5400 IGOlBta 3vr #»3r7 8219.96

WastamOVW Cavis 128166 BDEAstATA 11ms 2S6K 5200 1&6MBta Syr #34546 8169.96
West6mi>i|^ Catlar 1.624G8 EIDE-21«lATA-2 12ms 128X 5200 166MBta Oft #36349 8179.96
Westam Digits Caviar 2.1D06S EID£-24^ATA-2 /W t2ms 12ex 5200 16.E)itBta 3/f #39180 8199.96
Weslent Digits Caviar 22591^ EtDf-S/FaS ATA-2 /h 12ms 128X 5200 leOMBta 3yr #34549 8229.96
Western Digital Caviar 3.100GB EiDE-2^ATA-2 ^ 12rrB i2ai< 3200 leiMBta 3yr #35370 8259.98
Western Digital Caviar 4.001GB EI0E-2/Fa» ATA-2 tims 2S6K 5200 ie.6MBta 3yr #44530 8329.98
SCSI Hard Drives 'S e* unn i u-. m otw «Ms Mign r

iMtr. Serin HSiSSnH Inlertacu Access Cadre RPI4 Iiansl. Riile v;tv. llenia PRICF 1
Seagce MedaJisI roecB Fast SCSI-2 125ms 128K 5400 uptOlOMBta Syr #88627 8239.98
Sea^ HawkZXL 2146B urn SCSI 9ms 25EX 5400 upIo20MBta #34556 8439.9*
Sea^ HavAZXL 2.14GB UtraVAdeSCSI 9(TB S12K 5400 upto40MELta 5yr #34557 8499.9*
S«a^ Cayman 2.1460 Faa SCSI-2 'SSms S12K , 7200 UptOlOMBta Syr #43103 8399.9*
SeagsB Barracuda 4U> MSGS lAraSCS 8.6ms S12K 7200 upIg20Mata #34560 8519.9*
Sei^ Barracuda 41^ ZISGB Utra Wide SCSI S2ins S12K 7200 upI0 40MSta 5/t #34561 8S5.9I
Sea^ Barracuda ALP 4.3Ka lAraSCS B.ams S12K 7200 upIo20MBta Syr #345« 8789.98
S«soaie Barracuda 41P 42566 ISraVWdeSCSI Bints S12K 7200 upta4CHBta 5yf #34566 8819.9*
Seagate Barracuda' 9.1066 Utra SCSI 9ms 512K 7200 upto20MBta Syr #39192 81339.80
Seaoaia Barracuda' 9.10(» iAraWtdaSCSI 9ms S12K 7200 uDto4nMBta Syr #39193 81399.00
VMemDIgllaJ Enterprise 21706 Utra SCSI BriB 512K 7200 upto20MBta Syr #35395 84*9.98
Western Digital Entirpifse 21706 MraVMeSCSI Bms 512K 7200 upto40Mata Syr #35396 8519.9*
WMemOigliaj Enterprise 42606 tetascsi ems 512K 7200 upto20MBta Syr #35397 8739.96
Western Dtallal Errterprtse 4.3606 Ultia Wide SCSI Bms 512K 7200 uoto40MBta Syr #35398 8779.98
Fuptsu AHegtoill 4.2206 IJiaSCSI ems 512K 7200 upto20Mata Syr #35387 8689.96
Fufbu Al^rp III 422GB Utra IMde SCSI ems 5ia 7200 upta40M6ta Syr #45595 8769.98
Fultsu Ale^lit B.10G8 umscsi 10ms 51» 7200 uptoSOMBita Syr #35388 81209.00

1*Rnn«710«dR0R
NO SURCHARGE ON CREDIT CARDS Corporate, Education and Govetriment bids welcome! ^ to 1-42M30G600

nZAStBSETB!
CODETSftKUVE
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B0709

Call Today for Your
FREE CATALOG!



BRAND NAMES • K N 0 WIE D G £ A BIE SAIESPEOPIE

GOVERNMEr^HQ SCHOOLS PURCHASE
ORDERS AReBH^>ME ^
WE DO CUSTOM BUILD COMPUTERS ,

EXPRESS SHIPPING : SAME DAY SHIPPING IF^OS^lBCE

.v/Jb
?D'

STAR SPECIAL #1

Pentium Triton III VX MB

Intel P5 133MHz Prose;sor

16Mb EDO RAM, 512K CACHE
1.2 GIG HDD

1 J-IMD 3 5' Floppy Drivo
PCI TRIDENT 9-140 IMh DRAM

16X CO-ROM

16Bi! 3D Siareo Soi-nd Card

33 6 Fo»/Modem w/Voice
!4*.28NI SVGA Monlior

Stereo Speakers SOW
765 tills cd-bundle,
105WIN 95 Keyboofd, Mouse
Mmi-Tower Cose

WiN'95

Offlce PRO 97,
Lollus Smorlsuile 97

$1010
Intel PS-120MHZ $997

Intel PS-166MHZ .... $1034

Cyrix 20ffi«Ht $969

MOTHERBOARDS

ABIT JUMPERLESS5M5-AP-5.

512K iX-430 chipset, 3 PCI/4ISA.
4-72 pin. w 2-Dlmm Sockets
Works w/Cyrix 200+ $95
ASUS VX 97

VX-430 chip. 512K.
4PCI/4ISA $105

ASUSTX-97

VX-430 chip, 512K,4PCI/4ISA,
2 DIMM. 4 SIMM $145

BIOSTAR TRITON HI VX

3 PCI, 4 ISA, 4-72 pin simms,
2 DIMM Sockets. 512K $89

INTEL TRITON MMX

512K,4ISA/4PCI,

Works w/MMX

200, K5, K6. Cyrix 200+ .... $110
SUPER MICRO

MXshipset, P5STE. 512K,
4PCI/4ISA $130

PENTIUM PRO

BCM Motherboard $170 ,
TYAN TOMCAT 1W/512K . $140

TYAN TOMCAT

3Dual/512HX $192

TYAN TOMCAT

Pentium |[/512K $264

486 MTH, 256 K $59

MOTHERBOARDS &

COMBO CPU

INTEL TRITON 3 VX

W/512K Pipeline with:

Intel P5-100/133MHZ $199/199

Intel P5-166/200Mhz S217/335

INTEL MMX

W/512Kpipeline with:
Intel MMX 166/200MHz . $388/424

Cyrix 166/200MHz $151/169
TYAN TOMCAT PENTIUM II
W^12K pipeline with:

Pentiuinll233/266MHz . $948/1127

STAR SPECIAL #2 STAR SPECIAL #3

Pentium Triton VX MMX MB

Intet PS-133MHZ Pfosessor

32Mb EDO RAM. 512KCACHE
2.1 GIG HDD. i .44,Mb 3.5* FDD

PCI TRIDENT 9680 MPEG 2Mb

16X CD-ROM

1681 3D Stereo Sound Card

33 4 Fo«/M.odem

1 5' 28NI SVGA Monitor

Stereo Speakers SOW
765 title cd-bundle,
tOSWIN 95 Keyboord, Mouse
Mini-Towet Cose. WIN'95

Offlce PRO 97.
Loitus Smorlsulte 97

Pentium Triton VX MMX MB

Intel PS-166MHz ProiiCssor

32Mb EDO RAM. 5)2K CA.CI-tE

2.5 616 HDD. 1 44Mb 3 5' FDD

TRIDENT 2Mb V.deo Curd

16X CD-ROM

i6Bu 3D Stereo Sound Cord

33.6 Fq« w/Voice
15".28NI SVGA Monrio-

Stereo Speaker* SOW
765 title cd-bundle,

)05WIN 95 Keyboard. Mouse
Mini-Tower Cose, WIN'95

Office PRO 97.
LOllus Smarlsucle 97

$1T42 $1199
lnte)P5-166MHz $1175
Intel P5-200MHX $1272

Intet MMX P5-t66MHz $1288
Intel MMX P5-200MHz $1350

Cyrix 200MHz $1110

Inte) PS-133MHZ $1139
ifttel PS-200MHZ $1269
Intel MMX P5-164MHx $1289

Intel MMX P5-200MHZ $1309

CyrixPt66MNs $1089

MODEMS

PHOEBE

33.6K wA/oice $59
US Robotics 33.6 w/volce $130
US Robotics 56K w/voice $149
Acer 56K Fax/McdenWolce $99
Cardinal 33.6ext.FuMixMiTA«ic« .—. $75

COMPUTER STAR

MULTIMEDIA PACKAGES
12X CO-ROM

3D SOUND CARD

200 WATT SPEAKERS

765TITLE CD-BUNDLE $139
16X CD-ROM

3D SOUND CARD

200 WATT SPEAKERS

765 TITLE CD-BUNDLE $159
24X CD-ROM

3D SOUND CARD

200 WATT SPEAKERS •

765 TITLE CD-BUNDLE $189

CPU'S

Intel P-133/166MHZ $105/139
Intel P-200MHZ $239

Intel P-166/200MMX $240/269

Intel P-233MMX $359
Intel PR0W/S12K : $465
Pentium II MMX 233MHz $599
Pentium II MMX 266MHz $799

Cyrix P-165/200MHZ ..„,...$78/99

AMD K6 166MHz $220
AMD K6 200MHz $249

HARD DRIVES
WD 1.2/1-6Gb. IDE $159/179
WD 2.1/2.5Gb, IDE $195/210
WD 3.1Gb, IDE $249

Seagate 1.2/1.7Gb $155/172
Seagate 2.5Gb $199
Quantum 3.2/4.3Qb $215/245
Quantum 6.4Gb $335
Maxtor 2.1Gb $171
Samsung 2.1/2.5Gb $176/199

ZIP DRIVE
Iomega IDE 100Mb Zip Drive.... $115

TAPE BACKUP
Seagate T-3000 w/Tape $169

BAREBOND SPECIAL

Intel Triton 3 VX /512K

Intel Or Cyrix processor. Cooling Rah
EDO 16Mb 72pin eoNSRpm
1.44Mb 3.5* FDD

PCI Trident 9660 2Mb Video Card

Minitower Case

Intel 100MHz $332
Intel 120MHz $335

Intel 133MHz 5355

Intel 166MHz $370

Intel 200MH2 $478

Cyrix I66MH2 $299

MONITORS

CS l'4"„2S, N1 1024x768 SVGA $159
CS 15", .28, 1280x1024 DiQ $219
CS ir, .28 ....a. $399
MAG 1595 CALL

MAG 21 .26 $1450
Prinslon ir, .28 CALL
Prinslon ir, .26 CALL
Prinston 20", .26 CALL
TECHMEDIA 17* .28 $399

PRINTERS
HP 680 $270
HP 820 CXI $313

HP 5L $350

OKIDATA 520 $277

OKIDATA OL600 $295

PANASONIC KX-2130 $125

KEYBOARDS & MICE
105 Win 95 Keyboard $13
Microsoft Keyboard $65
Mouse $6

Microsoft Mouse $19
Net Mouse $19

CASES
Mini Tower 5 bays 235 WPS $27
Mini-mid Tower 6 bays 235 WPS $32
Mid Tower 7 bays 235 WPS $43
Full Tower 9 bays 250 WPS $51
Desk Top 6 bays 235 WPS $32
Enligtit Mid Tower 9 bays $69

VIDEO CARDS
Trident 1/2Mb DRAM $29/39

PCI Matrox Mlllenlum 2Mb WRAMS95
PCI MatroiMyst 4Mb $119
Diamond Stealth 2500RMb $45

PCI Matrax Mlllenlum II 4Mb $219

STAR SPECIAL #4 STAR SPECIAL #5

Pentium Triton MMX MB

Intel P5-166MHZ P>o,u:sor

32Mb EDO RAM f. 17K CACHE

2.5 GIG HDD

I 4-;,Mb 2 5' Floopv Cn-.f-
TRIDENT 2Mb V dco Cora

16X CD-ROM

l63fi 3D Stcrety Soured Coid

33.6 fox/Modem w/Vorco
15* 2aNI SVGA Monilor

Stereo Speakers 230W
765 liile cd-bundle,
105WIN 95 Keyboard
Mini-Tower Cose

WIN'95

Office PRO 97.

Lottus Smorlsulte 97

Pentium Triton VX MMX MB

Intel MMX PS-200MHz

32Mb EDO RAM. 512K CACHE

4.3 GIG HDD

i.44Mb 3 5'Flcpp) Orn-e
PCI MATROX MYSTIQUE

4Mb SCRAM

24X CD-ROM, 160.1 Sound Core

33.6 Fox/Modem w/Voice
i5'.25NI SVGA Monitor

Stereo Speaker* 230W
765 niie cd-bundle,
105W1N 95 Keyboard. Mouse
Mid Tower Case

WIN'9S

Office PRO 97, Lottus Smorlsuito 97

$1339 $1799
Intel P5-166MHZ .... $1189
Intel P5-200MKZ .... $1339
Intel MMX P5-200 .. $1359

Intel PS-T&SMHz .... $1569
Intel P5-200MHX .... $1679
Intel MMX P5-233 .. $1799

STAR SPECIAL #6 n
Pentiurrr Intel Triton VX MMX MB

Intel MMX P5-233MH/

64Mb EDO RAM, 512K CACHE

6 4 GIG HDD, i 44Mb 3 5-FDD

PO .V.A7ROX f.'.YSiiGiit JMb SGRAM

24X CD-ROM

ACER 32 AV/E V^Qve Tcb'e

ACER 56K Ftn'Modem w/Voice
i7'28Nl SVGA Wonlio*

Stereo Speaker* 230W
765 title CD-Bundle,
105WIN 95 Keyboard, Mouse
Mid-Tower Cose, WIN'95
Office PRO 97. lotlus Smortsuile 97

$2149
Intel PS-IMMHz .S19I9
Intel PS-2OOMH1 .$1959
Intel MMX 166MHz....S1929

Intel MMX aOOMHz....S1979

AMD K6-166MHz .51939

AMD K6-200MHZ .$1949

TYAN TOMCAT Motherboard

S12K PIPELINE BURST CACHE

PENTIUM 11 233MHz

EDO 32MB RAM.72 PINN

3.2 GIG HDD. 1 44 FD 3.5'

15"Dtgital 1280x5024 .28Mon.
Trident 2Mb Video Cord

Mini Tower Cose

105 Win95 Keyboard
3-8ut1on 'Mouse

33,6 Fox w/Voice
16X CD-ROM

3D-Sound Cord,

200w Speakers
765 title CD-Burtdle,
WIN'95

Office PRO 97

2066
MEMORY

1Mb 30pin. 60ns $6
4Mb 30pln. 60ns $22
4Mb 72pln, EDQ. BOns $23
8Mb 72pln. EDO. 60na CALL
16Mb 72pin, EDQ, BOns CALL
32Mb 72pin, EDO.60ns CALL
8Mb, DIMM CALL
16Mb, DIMM CALL

STAR PENTIUM A

MULTIMEDIA

Yamaha 16bll $24

Stereo Sound card

SoundBlaster 16 IDE $49

SoundBlaster AWE 64 $69

w/value

Acer AW32 Sound Card wlwave $35
80w Stereo Speakers $12
200w Stereo Speakers $25
12x CD-ROM $66
16x CD-ROM $75
ISx CD-ROM $85
24x CD-ROM $108

TYAN TOMCAT Molhctiaoord

512K PIPELINE BURST CACHE

PENTIUM II 266MHz

EDO 32MB RAM, 72 PINN

6.4 GIG HDD, 144FD3.5*

15"Dlgilal 1280x1024 .28Mon.

Ir idem 2Mb Video Cord

Mini Tower Cose

105 Win95 Keyboord
3-Bulton Mouse

33.6 Fox w/Voice

24X CD-ROM

3D-Sourid Cord,

200w Speakers
765 title CD-Bundle,
WIN'95

Office PRO 97

M prtcw ara nojan » enangt Minsul notca. Wa aia ret raap+v
alDtc for lypographfaal arrora. Alt prooucta nuat Oa ralurnaO In
raaalaaCia conaaon tnouang aB anginal paoagmg, fro araranty on
parts mn a pnyiical oamaga A ISS raaucsng faa agcaat en at
raamaO marcnandaa. RAU (vrear ragUraa for aft raaxna vaig
leriaoaya. snippingcnargaianetrifunaaM. Tnttaanauoiuttly
no Wunda aflar 30 oaya. Tha Inlal Inaitt Ugo. imai. Paninim. MIM
TacfiiMtojy ara Ua9e maixaor lagviarad vaOa narXt d Imu Corpo-
ruon. All ragisiarafl and unragtatarad iradamania ait aola prop-
arty el tnair raapaetiva errnara.

Product Information Number 121

CUSTOMER SERVICE 1 (216)918-3850
FAX 1(216)918-3851
e-mail computerstGr@juno.com
Computer STAR, Inc. 36212 Euclid Ave.
Unit 35A, WILLOUGHBYp OH 44094

COD

Welcome
Cheek

•  EAST A BEHABIE BEHVEBY • VOIUME BISCOUNTS



Tmsmm EEppBSiH
tem inciud8t:DFI lotal TritanAnc-ll Main Eiic Synem inciud8t:SfI lotal TritanAnc-ll Main BwnlPnP Flash BIO!

l5BKPtfle«!ti».1.44 Floppy Olive,Fast l^.4xH0 E-!DE,FOC.Mini Towe:
!35W PSU.Heat8ink Et Fan (MID TOWS) UpgrKla $20.5l2XCeche+S10

Witheut CPUonlv. S129 VX.(I 430VX 430TX

AMDK6 166Mhz MMX 299 319 349

AMD K6 200Mhz MMX 359 379 399

AMD K6 233Mhz MMX 549 569 599

Pentium 166Mhz MMX 339 359 379

Pentium 200Mhz MMX 399 419 449

Pentium 233Mhz MMX 549 569 599

Cx6x86 PR166 MX 299 319 349

Cx6x86 PR200 MX 359 379 399

Cx6x86 PR233 MX 499 519 549

Cx6x86 P200-1- fVLSI/SIS 249

PENTIUM-II 233/266Mhz ATX 899/1099

Pentium Pro 150/20QMhz 440FX 379/629

SM HURRICANE ADVANCED MULTIMEDIA

•512K PIPELINE BUBST CACHE, PnP BIOS

• 15" ADI 4V MicroScon UVGA MONITOR .28

•2MB MATROX MISTiqOE 220 VGA ADAPTER
•32MB SDRAM. INTEL TRITON- 43DTX.DSB

•PCI E-IDE 4 DEVICES UDMA 33Mb/sac

•3.20) QDANTUM ST lOms UDMA 33Mb/sec
• lOOX E-IDE 7480Kh/scc 15.9ms CD-ROM

•YAMAHA 32 3D SOUND 8( lOOW SPEAKERS

• 1.44 MITSDMI/PANASONIC Hoppy Drive
•2 SERIAL W. 16550/1 BI-DIR LPT

•I04K WIN9S ENHANCED KEYBOARD

•MID TOWER Enhanced CASE 7 boys 235W
•MITSUMI PS/2 MOUSE & HARD TOP PAD

WIN 95 SR2 pretnstalled disk Hmanuals
Z YEAR nni WARRANT7 UFETIHE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Cx6x86 P200-t- 1,249
Cyrix M2 166MX 1,349
Cx M2 2S3 1,499
AMD K6 166MMX 1,349

K6 aoo

X

AMD K6'233MMX 1,559
Pentium 166MMX 1,369
Pentium 200MMX 1,439
Pentium 233MMX 1,589
Pentium Pro200 1,599
Pentium II 233 1,849
Pentium II 26B 2.049

DISPLAY ADAPTERS

TRIDENT 9680 1Mb EDO (mad. v. usai...39

TSENG LABS IZBbit 2Mb irrwte m usa)..65

DIAMOND 3D 2000 4Mb EDO. 89

DIAMOND 3D 3000 2Mb VRAM....119

DIAMOND MONSTER 30 4Mb E00..149

MATROX MIUENIUM-II 4Mb WRAM.199

HERCULS STRINGRAY 128/30 8Mb.219

MONITORS

14' HUYNDAY 1024X768 .28mm....l89

15' ADI 4V 1280X1024 .28mm 315

17° ADI 5V1280X1024 ,28mm 545

17° Samsunp Glsi .26mm 699

HARD DRIVES

SEAGATE 2.5Gb MEDALIST12nis..199

SEAGATE 3.2Gb MEDALIST 12ms.,.229

QUANTUM 3.2Gb UOMA-33 10ms,.,229

SEAGATE 6.3Gb ATA-3 lOms 5400,.399

DIAMOND FIREP0RT4D UW SCSI.129

CPU/RAM

MMX CPU's

:h NE

P166/200....I99/249

K6-166/200.179/229

CxM2 20D/233..229

8,16,32 EDO....SCall

Pentium 133....99

Pentium 150....129

Pentium 166...149

Pentium 200....199

Cyrix P166-i- 89
Cyrix P200-I-....99

IN USA (inlemalional call 1847)803-5500).
1 -800-260- 1 737 '
1 -88B-SMART PC
47S 8uiinen Center 0r.#105 Ml Prospect IL 60056
iFax.{M7)8C3-5SD2 Tech(B47)803-550lS;^'S?^''!-SSaL5
KIIN CANADA 1.800-224.1719!SS'.S!!rL''J^i»aiiS

SOUND CARDS

ESS/OPTl 3D PnP Full Dpix 16bit 29
Sound Blester 64 PnR 95

Sound Blaster AWE64 Gold 199

Diamond Supra Express 33.6i voice...69
DIAmeND SUPRA Six IIP

Motorola Surfer 56K. 139

USRobotics X2 56K 159

Oiamon^etCommandeMSO^ZSI^^

EPSON,KODAK,CASIO from $149

Toshiba 16X 2400Kb/s 73

PANASONIC 24X 3600Kb/8 89

Toshiba 24X 3600Kb/s 99

smART leex 74eeKB/s..9»

MAIN BOARDS

anes«8iP/e/v/n<si2KPia BDEJm.USB.PM.UDMA otmt

329 329PMtium1G8 MMX
PerrnumZOO MMX

Pentium 233 MMX

ftMDI{e2IIDMMXanhancadl335

Cyrix M2198 MX

Cyrix M2Mn MX

NEW INTEL TX* CHIPSET

UPTO3D0MhzCPU

ATX or AT form

Cyrix 8xSB P20e+

P>irtiumM23a/266MhzlW( 949/999

Pentium Pro 15(l/200Mlu 329/599

a-Byta GA586^X^tel1M^iMW^yK
1
Cichi.eX SIMMa SI$9U2

35569MluMMXeni
AMOXSZOOMhiMMXant

AMDK6 233Mh2MMXeni
Pentium leSMto MMX

% Cyrix MZPmee MX

Cyrix M2PR2D0 MX

GAsBGHX 8s shown Pentium Pro 150/200

Product Information Number 123

Make your
advertising dollars
work for you.

Call Melissa Marra at

415.468.4684 ext. 407

and place your ad in bootMarket.

Shouldn't your ad be
where PC fanatics shop?

Target your ads directly to your

r  best customers. bootMarket is

where the hardcore, cutting-edge
computer fanatics shop for all
that's hot in the PC world. Don't

keep your customers waiting -

get into bootKiarket now.



VIDEO CARDS
MATROX

Millenium II 3D (2MB1
Millenium II 3D (4MB)
Millenium II 2MB Memory Upgrode
Millenium II 4MB Memory Upgrode
Millenium II 8 MB Memory Upgrade
Millenium II 12 MB Memory Upgrade
Mystique (2MB)
Mystique (4MB)
Mystique 2MB Memory Upgrac.li; .
Mystique 4MB Memory UpgrcuJc;
Mystique 6MB Memory Upgrade
Roinbow Runner Studio Upgrode
Rainbow Runner TV Upgrade

VIDEOLOGIC

Apocalypse 3D (4MB) rev2
Apocol^se 5D (2MB) rev2
Afxxalypse 5D (4MB} rev2
GrofixStar 750 (4MB| GS750 Upgrade
GrofixStor 700 (2MB| GS700 Upgrade
GrcfixStor 600 (2MB) GS600 Upgrade
GrofixStar 550 (2MB} GS550 Upgrade
GrafixStar 450 (2MB} 2MB GS450 Upgrodo

CREATIVE LABS

3D Blaster PCI Version (4MB)
3D Blester VLB Version

Graphics Blaster 3D (4MB)
Graphics Blaster MA302 {2MB)
Graphics Blaster MA201/A4A202
IM6 GB Upgrctde fof r/AWl

HERCULES

Stingray 128/3D (6MB)
Dynamite 1 28/Vicleo (2MB)
Dyncimite 1 28 Upgrade
Terminotor 3D/DX (2MB) Terminator Upgrade
Terminator 3D (2MB) Terminator Upgrade
Terminotor 64/Video (2MB)
Stingray 64/Video (2MB}

DIAMOND MULTIMEDIA •

Monster 3D (4MB)
Stealth 3D 2000 {2MB)
Stealth 3D 2000 Upgrade .
Stealth 3D 2000 Pro (4 MB)
Sleolth 3D 3000 (2MB)
Stealth 3D 3000 Upgrade
Stealth 3D 3000 (4MB)
Steolth64 Video 3000

SpeedStar64 Graphics 2000{1MB)
2MB Sp9edStar6^ Upgrods

Stealth64 Video 2121XL11MB)
2M5 StoattKoii 2121 XL Upyttia^

Stealth64 Video 220iXL|2MB)
Stealth64 Video 2001 & MVP 1 100 (2MB|

SOUND CARDS
CREATIVE LABS

Sound Blaster AWE64 Gold PnP
Sound Bloster AWE64 PnP

Sound Blaster AWE32 PnP

2MB 32/AWE32 Upgrade
8MB 32/AVVE32 Upgrade
16MB 32/AWE32 Upgrade
32MB 32/AWe32 Upgrade

Sound Blaster 32 PnP

Sound Blaster 16 Value PnP

It^ A JUNCLE
Out There...
Call Memory Direct! today for everyday unsurpassed
SERVICE and the MOST AGGRESSIVE PRICING ON TOP QUALITY

Memory Upgrades for these manufacturers of systems

8MB AS low as $39 16MB as low as $69

ACER EPSON PANASONIC

ALR FUJITSU POWER-COMPUTING

AMI GATEWAY CMS

APPLE HEWLEH-PACKARD , RADIUS

APS HITACHI SAMSUNG

AST IBM SHARP

AT&T INTEL SlUCON GRAPHICS

AUSTIN INTERGRAPH SONY

BROTHER LEXMARK SUN

CANON MAXTECH TEaRONtCS

CISCO MICRON T.l.

COMPAQ MOTOROLA SONY TOSHIBA

CTX NCR TWINHEAD

DATAPRODUCTS NEC UMAX

DAYSTAR OKIDATA WINBOOK

DELL OLIVETI ZENITH

DIGITAL PACKARD BELL and many more!

WE ALSO SUPPLY...
VGA CARDS

Diamond

Hercules

Cirrus Logic
Matrox

ATI ..

HARD DRIVES

Western

Quantum.

s

MONITORS US Robotics'-^ FULL
View Sonic Boca \ SYSTEMS

KDS Cir^,Logic .v^y Toslhbo y^MoclnlosI
Mag .-Cr^iti^ii^S' ,( Teac ' 'i ' - ' Cbmpoq
Hyundai . Creative Labs ;' HPi
Sony Oy^DSsv . j ■ ■ Panasonic To^lba
MEMORY Apache , NIC CARDS /
SIMMs Xircom • : ' 3Gom

US Robotics

PC BACK-UP SOUND

DEVICES CARDS , •

lOMega Creative Labs

SyQuest Opti
MODEMS ESS ;
Aooche Sound Blost^i

rj!
VISIT OUR WEB SITE1WWW.MEMDIRECT.COM

INTERNATIONAL+1(714)848-5958 .

(800) 899-2447 A \
7911 Professional Cir., HunHngton Beach CA 92648 FAX (714)842-91

A  » Tcims & Corvdrtloni RMA numbers ore required for oil returns All /
^  . I unopened, lefuxxio'rwi-deteclr-'e reJums will bcsubied too 15o V J

rcsJoctrIng charge Prices ore subject to chonge without notice.
Product Information Number 240



WESTERN
T E C H N O L O G Y

We'll Beat Any Advertising Price!
Lowest Price Guaranteed!

1 -800-798-1 880
Toll Free Sales & Tech Support
Mon-Ftf 8 am • 6 pm • Sat 9 am • 3 pm

e SrXlB
Terms -1 year tvarranty on all pajts, memory has lifefi'me. prices si^iject to change
out notice. RMA * required for al returns. Shiiping is non tefund^e, no r^un^ ater
30 days. Customer pays lor return stepping. AS refurtds have a 10% restocking Fee.

|S-|
PROCESSORS - CPU'S

iny
Pentium II266 MHz. $839
Pentium II233 MHz. $639
Pentium Pro 200 MHz. $509
Pentium 233 MHz. MMX $414
Pentium 200 MHz, MMX $301
Pentium 200 MHz. $267
Pentium 156 MHz, MMX $255
Pentium 166 MHz. $189
Pentium 133 MHz. $108

MEMORY - RAM

AMD

K-6 233 MHz, MMX $455
K-6 200 MHz. MMX $255
K-6 166 MHz. MMX $199
K-5166 MHz. $ 99
K-5 133 MHz. $ 76
K-5 100 MHz. S 65
K-5 75 MHz. $ 38
Ball Bevng FanfHMUinit Si2

4 megs EDO 1x32-60
8 megs EDO 2x32-60
16 megs EDO 4x32-60
32 megs EDO 8x32-60 •
4 megs 1x32-60 Non Panly
8 megs 2x32-60 Non Parity $ 33
16 megs 4x32-60 Non Party $ 64
32 megs 8x32-60 Non Parity $124

$ 31
$ 66
SI 20

$ 18

S 23
$ 39

Lifetime Warranty

72 pin SImms
$ 18 4 megs 1x36-60 Parity

8 megs 2x36-60 Parity
16 megs 4x36-60 Party $ 65
32 megs 8x36-60 Par% SI 26
168 pin DImms
SDram 16 megs $ 79
SDram32megs $143
SDram 64 megs $366

'P-5 MOTHERBOARDS

i'. 97.E. Triton 4. 4 PCI. 4 ISA S169
Super Micro P5 MMS, Triton 4,4 PCI, 4 ISA S159

Tyan S1570 TX, Triton 4,5 PCI, 4 ISA S152

P-5 Intel Triton 3 VX, 4 PCI, 3 ISA $75

P5 M.B.'s can use Intel P5, AMD K5 & K6, and
Cyrix CPU's

All M.B.'S have ElOE & 1/0 (2 Serial, 1 Enh.
Parallel) & 512K Pipeline Burst Cache, 4*72 pin
Simms & 2 pin DImms

CD-ROM DRIVES &
SOUND BOARDS

|",...8xCD-romlDE $ 67 16xCD-romlDE| 78
' iSx CD-fom IDE $ 74 24x CD-rom IDE ̂ 08

SoundBlaster

16PNP$55 32PNP$70 64PNP|106
Sound Blaster Comp 16 Bil $2S
Sound Blaster Comp 32 Bit $39

VIDEO ADAPTERS

P-6 - PENTIUM II

MOTHERBOARDS

Super Micro SKES269
Bolh Pentium II SEC & P-6 Socket, 6-72 pin

Super Micro SNE $253
1, Pro socket, 5 PCI 4 ISA, 6-72 pin

Super Micro ONE $341
2, Pro Sockets, 4 PCI 3 ISA, 8-72 pin

Asus KN97-X Pentium II $255

1 Pentium II Sodrel, 4-72 pin, 1 Dimm, 5 PCI 3 ISA

HARD DRIVES

SSSSSte™ 3 YEAR WARRANTY
1.2 gig 10 ms S159 2.5 gig 12 ms $209
1.6 gig 10 ms $169 3.1 gig 12 ms $225
2.1 gig 12 ms S185 4,0 gig 12 ms S279

6,4 gig Ultra DMA, 33-Mbps Transfer S399

|e SEAGATE-3 YEAR WARRANTY
u  1.2 gig 10 ms $159 2.1 gig 12 ms $181
B ' . 1.7 gig 10 ms $175 2.5 gig 12 ms $199

t«evK molfOM
Mystique 220 2 megs/4 megs $119/143
Millennium I! 2 megs/4 megs ̂ 4^6

Diamond Stealth 3D
2000 2 megs/4 megs $86/65
3000 2 megs/4 megs $108/154
Monster 3-D 4 megs $149

ATI 30 Expression 2 megs/4 megs SGram $85/105
.ATI All in wonder 2 megs/4 megs $220/246

EXTRA'S

lUS Robotics 33.6 Voice Fax Modem ̂
i.Robotics 56.6 Voice Fax Modem $166

. ̂ iEihemet combo $K
^^^eakers$24
'Itower w/ 230 wall power $a
04 Keyboard $19

1 Mouse $10
Xkstosoft Mouse v2 $27
. 1 Zip Drive IDE Internal $109

Oftice 97 Pro Full Version $179
.Adaptec 2940U/2940UW $186/229

■ SPECIAL

133 MHz. AMD K5 CPU & P-5 Triton VX Mothertioard,
4 PCI, 3 ISA, BIDE & High speed I/O $159
With 16 megs ED0Ram$2$S

Product Information Number 363
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TURN YOUR LOVE OF PCs INTO AN OBSESSION
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The World's Source

For Geek-Free

CompuTER Radio"

Hasted By Tom King

Radio Ink's Computer Columnist
Saturdays flDon-S ET, S-fiaon-PT

Saturday flights 9-Midnight ET, 7-lDp PT

CompuTalk Radio fletujork

l-BBB-Geek-Free

1-713-61D-12DD

Sales t Syndication Info:

seles@cDmputalk.cDm

Visit t Listen on the 'fleL-

http://CDmpuTalkcDm

http://ujLULu.fludiDnetcom

Fax Response: i-713-biq-12D2



The Best Rated Products at the Best Found Prices

Demos, Reviews, Shopping 200 Products to AUGTION
by Pric-B Shoppers Usclia

For AcMvltla®. DowritrtedSi and Rj'eiicehafi
with parents, teachers and kids, Join
us on the internet at: i

www.creativewonders.co^

Ailbrcttible.Vldeo Conferencing Solution for
Busi'ne^

More Elfecllvaly With Distent Colleagues end
Customers

Full Color V>oeo Calls Over Standard Telephone Lines
Turns a TV and Touch-Tone Telephcms Into a Video

Phone

FEATURES: Electronic Zoom, Electronic Pan and Tilt
Snapshot. Auto Answer, Caller 10

CALL888-716.ETSN ETSN.com

Developers of the best selling Emergency Room

EZHm

ifdf justice

,  i r-j.
ISeluxe ;

From the creators of Sesame Street, the most trusted name in
preschool-education, comes ttie most comprehensive learning
series for young children. With three individual titles, each covering
a full year of learning, the Sesame Street Deluxe Learning Series is
designed to start young children learning on the computer and
teach them the skills ttiat help prepare them for school.

:OMMUNICATEI harnesses the power of 5
applications ~ telephone answering and speaker
3ne, fax, Internet e-mait, contact management and
ata communications ~ into one, easy-to-use inter-
Ice. Transform your Windows NT, 95 or 3.1 based

: and voice modem overnight into a sophisticated
Dmmunications center for managing all your com-
lunications needs. COMMUNICATEi also sup-

^rts such features as distinctive ring, caller ID, and
aval - making it one of the most comprehensive com

munication software packages on the market today! Ideal for small
business, home office and mobile users by 01 Communique

15-Day Free Trial 01com.com
ON Auction at www.top7.com

HMghtftlrtB AudioA/ideo
'For the best prices on all Home Electronie^'hd.Car Au^iC^

805-.783-2926

wwyirtop7.com/llflhtning.htrn

Emei-gehcy Boom o.A. Pursuit of Justice
The patient is crltically-wunded and You don't need a taw degree to play, but
as the attending physician, his life is in youll fee! like you've earned one by tiie '-
your hands. The next few minutes are lime the verdict is reached! 3 Ca
crucial and your decisions could mean Available 5^' <■
the difference between life and death.

TVs Carn«ini#m.
LEgA RCA Pf0842f]
i^^lba ir.ir.zr sitt^acessss $505/347
ionttr RCA and Ibahftia niMMi svsMbta caU for pricing

infium'"" t^MMX,200MMX,233MMX.PII 268
'$299;$375,$799, '
I^r prices on AMD,Cyrlx.and IBM Visit our WebsltifoiT^
ij'iices on your Hardware

ir.-^w.grcompany.com/gr«tore

Other "^orfd Computtng ,
Atlantic Tech B^s Toaster 3 Speakei:,(i^399.00

800-27^576 . www.owcoinputing.coi
- 'AaBapyflsWU anil ihidemyiatwlana to their iwpac^dSy^

' ProdUetti

Quake - ifom Ihe makers of DOOM and DOOM II

Quake is the bigsesl, baddesL bioociesl and most stmoaphenc
3-D action aafno over conceived.' - PC Gamer

CALL 88B-716rETSN ETSNxom

VlrtualHea
Virhial Controllerft * 3D josHsticks

November 1st more advaftded 3D
headsets and eontroileri

0^ to

Drivesesterrtfi

fKTIard Drives
2.1Gb $175

Toshiba
i2x $72.00
iex S78.0Q
jPanasonIc

■ 0̂^* \24X $97.00

Uglitning ASttUo/Vitfte
2.5Gb
3.1Gb
.4Gb

Shuttle P565
Mother Board

TX Chipset
512K Cache
Simm and Dlmm Slots
Max 128Mb Ram

Si

EDO RAM 60ns

Tower Cases Minitower $25
Each has 2-1 SOW Power Supplies

MIniMId $29 Medium $39 Full Tower $55
Progressive Computer 800-949-2601 •'''



We've Just Raised The Bar On
The Competition. Asain.
Here at Axis we are always lookins for the latest technology. Because we know that you are too.
So, we've just incorporated the newest Intel Pentium and AMD K6 233Mhz MMX processors In our
Terra TXS/M series desktops and Asteroid EX notebooks, for the fastest Windows 95 performance
ever'

We are also prepared for the next wave of multimedia ■ with Toshiba's new DVD-ROM player.
Backwards-compatible with ail current CD-ROM's and ready for the storage demands of future mul
timedia applications.

And now standard on our Orion Pentium II systems is Matrox's new Millennium II 3D graphics card.
Even better than the original, the Millennium II boasts the fastest business performance ever seen
on PC's!

So, if you've been waiting for all the new technologies, your wait is over. With CPU and system costs
at their lowest ever, power has never been so affordable. So, call for one of our pre-configured sys
tem designs, or have one configured just for you.

ViewSonic

MAG Innovlsion 510V15' (13.8vfi) .88
MAG Innovlsion 0J70217' (16.1vls) .26
MAG Innovlsion DX700T17" .25 .'-yw
Panasonic S1515" (13.7vis) .27
Panasonic S1717* (16.0vis) .27 iiJV
POT«onicS21 21" (20.CMS) .25
Sony 100SX15" (13.9vis) .25 Trinitron iJiV
Scny200SX17'(15,9vls).25THnllron
Sony 200SF17" {15.9vis) .25 Trinitron 'i ViV
VIewsonk: 17GS17* (16.CMs) .27 -WV
Vlevrsonic17PS17"(16.0vis).25
VfewsonfcPn7017"(16.0vis).25
ViewSonic P810 21' (20.(}vis) .25 .

:fromCD^'S&
iiiJ^'IdOMB Drive

lomesaJazK^ Drive
HP Desl^ 820Cxi Color Desf^ Printer
HP lasefiet 6bd 6PPM Laser Printer
HP Scanjft 5P Flatbed Color Scanner

PIMANCING
e BUSINESS

LEASE OPTIONS
AVAILABLE.

(Call For Details)

POWEREO^y

Intel Pentium® II (Klamalh) UMX Processor
SI2K Inlemal 12 Cache
64MB EDO 60ns Memory
tnlel 440FX PCI Chipsel
Totic 3.5' 1.44MB Floppy Drive
Western Digrtal 4.0GB EIDE HD. 9rns
Matrox MGA Millennium II 64-BII PCI SVGA MPEG

Graphics Accelerator w'4MB WRAM
Toshiba 24X Max EIDE CO-ROM Drive
Creative Lahs Sotmtl Blaster AWE64 Value EdilKin
Wavetabic Stereo Soumt Card

USRobolics 56K Internal Fax/Modem w/Voice Mail
ATX Full Tower Case w'Oual Fans

104-Koy Keyboard S Microsoft Mouse
Yamaha MIS Active-Servo Amplibed Stereo Speakers
MicrosotI Wirxtows NT 4.0 Woftrstatron CD
USB Ready
3 Vr Labor;? Yr. Parts Limited Warranty w.'l Yr, Oii-Site
Service
Monitor Nor Included

NnttiinftlSlllMX

MMifrmMMX

»2589
*2699

>84/ino.
*88/ino.

Inioi Peniiomij) Pro Processor

256K Inlemal L2 Cache

32t4B EDO 60ns Memory
Inlet .t40FX PCI Chipset
Teac 3.5" 1 44MB Floppy Drive
Western DIgilal 3. IGB EIDE HD. 9ms
Diamond Sleallh30 &4.Bil SVGA MPEG Graphics
Accelerator w/4MB EDO RAM

Toshiba 24X Max EIDE CD-ROM Drive

Creative Labs'Sound Blaster 32 Wa'velabie Stereo Sound
Card
USRcSJoltcs Sportster 33.6 Fax/Modem, l^j^dable to X2
56K Technology
ATX Mk) Tower Case w'Dual Fans
104-koy Keyboard 4 Microsoll Mouse
Yamaha M7 Active-Servo Amplified Stereo Speakers
Microsoft Windows NT 4,0 Workstation CD
3 Yr. Labor.? Yr. Parts Limited Warranty wflYr On-Sile
SeOiiice

l<4oni!or Not Included

PwdHmMSB

Ptntium Pr>390

r»189

• Intel Pentium® MMX Processor

• 512K L2 Pipeline Burst Cactie
• 32MB 12ns SDRAM Memory
• lmclTrlton430TX PCI Chipset
• Teac 3.5" 1.44M3 Floppy Drive
• au.-)ntum Fireball ST 6.4GB Ullra/DMA IDE

Hard Drive. 10ms

• Malrox Myslique 64-Bil PCI SVGA 3D & MPEG
Graphics Accelerator wMMB SGRAM

• Toshiba 24X Max EIDE CO-ROM Drive
• Crealive Labs Sound Blaster AWB6'I Value Edition

Wavclable Stereo Sound Card
• USRobolics Sportster 33.6 Fax'Modem wA/oice Mail,

Upgradable to X2 56K Technology
• ATX Mid Tower Case w Dual Fans
• tOT'key Keyt»ard& Mlcrosnli Mouse
' Yamaha Mt5 Active Servo Ampfified Stereo Speakers
• Microsoft Windows 95 CO Release 2
• USB Ready
• 3 Year Labor? Year Parts Limited Warranty w/1 Year

On-Siic Service

• Monitor Not Included

IMmUSNMK ̂ 1799 ^58/ino.

MM»233lilX $1999 ^/mo.

Intel Pentiumigi Processor
512K L2 Pipeline Burst Cache
32MB EDO 60ns Memory
Intel Triton 430VX PCI Chipset
Teoc 3 5" t .44MB Floppy Drive
Western Digital 3.1GB ElDE HD. 9ms
Diemond Sleallh3D 64-Bit PCI SVGA MPEG Graphics
Accolerntor w/ 4MB EDO RAM

Toshiba 24X Max BDE CO-ROM Drive
Creative Labs Sound Blaster 32 Wavetable Stereo Sound
Card

USRobolics Sportster 33.6 Fax/Modem. Upgradable to X2
56K Technology
Mid Tower Case w/ Dual Fans

f04-key Keyboard & Microsoft Mouse
Yamaha M7 Activs-Seivo Amplified Stereo Speakers -
Microsoft Windows 95 CD Release 2
3 Yr. Lat)or/2 Yr Parts Limited Warranty wi1 Vr On-Sile
Service

Monitor Not Included

^1799 $89/inOt i P«itlum433MMX *1159
^1899 $62/mo. ' PftntiuiMfiSMMX *1199

PtntlumjOO MMX *1299
ALL MAIOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED!

AXIS SYSTEMS
1000 S. Melrose St. Unit A • Placentia, CA 92870

714-238-9023 • Fax 714-238-9206

800-378-9017
www.axissys.com • e-mail: infoaxis@axissys.com •

<38/mo.
*39/mo.
»42/mo.



PURE ONLINE POWER!

Check Out bOOt^i^ the lileb

1^ HiritcgpQ • CBoolnet . Sn»ch|

bootNet shorts many of the

exciting features that make

boot magazine such a

valuable resource for the

hardcore PC enthusiast.

nitsiiasearelidUeniMiiilliiliirttilnn.lBler]

ketwerd.siidi as 'iieniiiini" or "(iiwer" in nnt
d(«uiRciitsltial match Tourptri. Ihenclmk m !
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bootlink: hDotSearoh Engine.
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• KcTWordsfuiiwi^h loimdmioraialionaDnl:

•^eita Search
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There are reviews

and previews,

bootworthy products,

and boof articles from

past issues online for

easy reference,
complete with a

search engine.
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Down Load Calculator

bOOtNet
www.bootnet.com
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about I Micro .

f«a top notch cctnponents... chart-^®-?rlSce hoot, July 1997

dj

toppling

cQ sa-yi^9

.. .tte FASTEST 200MHz MMX system to enter our
Ids...

PC Ccnputing Magazine, June 1997

ThtEl i?glists, tee superb perforaance for the

PC Confuting Magazine,
June 1997

www.microx.comj

MXP 5O6O
Micro X cjESKtop PEuturES;

Pentium® 11 Processor Based PC
• 7 Bay ATX Tower

• 32MB Fast EDO RAM

• 4.3GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive

• 512KB Pipeline Burst Cache

' Intel 440FX Chipset

• Matrox Millennium 11 w/4MB WRAM

• 33.6 ASVD Modem

• 24x EIDE CD ROM

• 32 Bit Ensonlq Wave Table Sound Card

• 17" SVGA Nl .28DP Monitor (16.02" VIS)

• Micro X Accessory Bundle

• Micro X Software Bundle

• Windows® 95
Pentium® 11 266 ..$2549
Business Lease $94/month

Pentium® 11 233 $2369
MXP-5050

-X
^^^^^^arantee!

1 year on-site service
30 day money back guarantee
3 years parts warranty
5 years labor warranty

• lifetime tech support
• 24 hour BBS

business & personal lease options

Shown wiih optional ipeajiera A keyboard.

V/S4
All prices subj'ea to change wlirnut notice. RMA number required on all returns. RMAs shipped prepeid. Shipping no! tefundabla. Not responsible lor typographical errors.
Government, educational and corporate PC's accepted. Ah registered and unregistered trademarks ate the sole property ol their respective companies. Learn more about
'DIgilal Dave' on our vtMalle. 'Wia pledge to beat any advertsled price for comparabM product and service oflerM. with written proof of price olter. Good up to 30 days of
purchase dale.

www.microx.com 800-640-2145

Product Information Number 242 Systems Division of Miao Experts, Inc.



THE INTERS I

"Thank you for coming, Mr. Brown. I have a noon appoint
ment with the local safety inspectors, so let's get down
to brass tacks. What kind of material are you?"

"I'm 6oof material, sir."

"And what makes you boot material, Mr. Brown?"

"My PC obsession."

"And as you wrestle with your PC obsession, what Is
there never enough of."

"There is never enough processor power."

"And wrfiat is ttiere way too much of?"

"There's way too much crap in today's consumer
systems."

"Define 'crap,' Mr. Brown."

"FM Synth is crap."

"is there any ottier way to describe FM Synth?"

"There are many ways to describe FM Synth—but
it's preferable to constantly use the same term. That
way the reader knows you have so little regard for
FM Synth, you won't even grant It more than one
put-down."

"And what in a system might 'poop out,' Mr. Brown?"

"The processor—if you overclock it without sufficient
cooling."

"Is this a bad thing?"

"No. I like to watch the fire."

"Electrical fire, yes. Always an exciting event Poop oute
aside, what in a system might 'take a dump'?"

"Windows 95."

"Under what circumstances?"

"Any and all circumstances. Windows 95 takes dumps on the slightest
provocation. The system is regular."

"Tell me, Mr. Brown, what coughs?"

"A system coughs."

"In what direction does it cough?"

"It coughs up."

"And what does a system cough up?"

"Scores. Benchmarking scores."

"Coughs up scores like an old man coughing up phlegm, or coughs up scores like
an oyster coughing up a precious pearl?"

"Depends on the scores. Frame rates of less than 30fps resemble phlegm. Frame
rates approaching BOfps are much more attractive."

"You pbviously have a discerning eye. What's your 3D accelerator of choice?"

"It existe only In my imagination, sir."

"Good man, Brown. Tell me, if your dream 3D card did exist, what might
it pump?"

"Why, pixels of course."

Photograph hy Aaron Lauer

"And might these pixels also be pushed?"

"By all means, 3D cards are both pixel pushers and pixel pumpers—and
they're also capable of powerful pyrotechnics."

"Well, that's what we've always thought. OK. Mr. Brown, we're running long,
so let's discuss pemonal requirements. For whom Is a $12,000 annual
salary enough?

"It's enough for me—if I can spend my days and nights playing with the
latest PC hardware."

"And who won't complain when he discovers all his co-workers make much
more money than him?"

"I won't complain—because I'm willing to do anything to be the first on my
block with AGP hardware."

"You do understand, Mr. Brown, that you're not allowed to take review
units home?"

"Who says I'm ever going home?"

"Fair enough. One last question, Mr. Brown: What day will be a joyous
occasion?"

"The day when Mab'ox and S3 begin shipping true 3D accelerators. It will
come. It has to come."

"We sincerely hope so too, Mr. Brown. Welcome to toof magazine." Q

128 boot SEP 97
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Sound Blaster® AWE64 Value
The latesr Sound Blaster technology is ready to invade your multimedia PC.

At an out of this world price, $99.99 (estimated stmet price), Sound Blaster
AWE64 Value is your logical upgrade to high-fidelity audio. Hear every eerie
sound with frightening clarity with up to 64 simultaneous voices of Advanced

WavEffects™ & WaveGuide Synthesis. 512K onboard RAM for SoundFont"

samples and high performance, lets you add your own alien sounds. Also
included, the hottest Internet software. To learn more about the Sound Blaster AWE64 Value, contact us at:

www.soundblaster.coin/sound/AWE.

mG.p)Tifhi IWC>iamr'lfv)ir«4.,p-UilS,uiul lilwnanJil*(jraiivclugpMcrej5«nnlliadnMiksana,Adval»c\l W>vWra.\,jnJCreacivc f I \ XWjyc.S)'mh^\• arc iradcnurk^ id (>cii\\xlnhr>ul<i|^ Ijd. in i\k Unjted Sq» anJ/or ochet cnintziev SoufUJuni is a icpucnd U^faiurk«»( I ̂  ^-1 1 V Lh
H-"iu Syrens, Inc. in ihr I lujcd Sutcs and/or crIict oxmtties. AH «•her names aic pnijrevof\hcrt ropmnv ovwiv Al ifk-atkwu aic jub«

WWW.SDUNDBLASTER.COM

Product Information Number 96

1. *We Come In Peace."

2. Blasting Ray Guns.

3. People Screaming.

4. "You Must Believe Mel"

5. Exploding Buildings.

6. Whirring Space Ships.

7. Brains Being Sucked.'

6. Bones Crunching.

9. Aliens Phoning Home.

10. Metallic Scraping.

11. Cars Crashing.

12. Kidneys Bursting.

13. Insertion of Probes.

14. Heads Exploding.

15. "Run for Cover!"

16. "Warning."

17. Aliens Melting.

18. Pods Hatching.

19. Oestroying the Monster.

20. Buildings imploding.
21. Spaceships Docking.

22. Boiling Flesh.

23. "Mayday, Mayday!"

24. Exploding Spaceship.

25. People Running.

26. "I saw a UFOr

27. Planes Taking Off.

28. "We're at DefCon 4."

29. Aliens Communicating.

30. Children Crying.

31. Slurp.

32. Clinking of Autopsy

Instruments. ,
33. Laser Swords Crashing.

34. "Hyperspacel"

35. Flesh Being Torn Off

Bones.- ..

36. "They're Coming,"

37. Wailing Sirens.

38. "You Must Die."

39. "Beam Me Up."

40. Zap!!!

41. AirLod<s Closing.

42. "Oh, My God!"

43. Lasers Charging Lip.

44. "We Need More Power!"

45. Ray Guns Blasting.
46. Calling the Mothership.

47. Horns Blaring.

48. "We Won!"

49. 'Lock on Target!"

50. Crystals Charging.

51. Area 51 Guard: "No

Admittance."

52. Zap-Zapi

53. Waming Alarms.

54. Air Locks Opening.

55. "Set to Stun!"

56. "Red Alert!"

57. Shields Up.

58. Warp Speed.

59. "Blast "em!"

60. Eyeballs Squishing.

61. Spaceships Cloaking.

62. Radar Ping.

63. "FireatWilH"

64. Take Me to Your Leader."


